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BEEC H C RA FT : STAQO ERW INQ TO 
STARSH IP. Ed Phillips, Staggerwing. 
Twin Beech. Bonanza, every pro
duction and experimental Beech air
plane ever flown is documented. 
Complete warbird coverage of UC-43, 
GB-1, AT-7, AT-11. C-45. the mighty XA- 
38 Grizzly. Postwar years including 
Model 35 Bonanza. Travel Air. military 
and export models. T-34 Mentors. 
Barons, Dukes and the legendary 
King Airs; they’re all here plus much.

N e w  book “briefings” from H.A.
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much more. With 245 photos, includ
ing many never published before. 
343-view drawings, technical specifi
cations . %  pages, 8 % "  x 11*. sfbd.
...................................2012A $14.05
TH E P IP E R  C LA SS IC S , Christy. The 
fun "Cubs"— simple tube and fabric 
aircraft. Discusses the evolution of 
P ip e r lig h tp lan e s— J-3 Cub. J-4 
Coupes, J-5 Cruiser, PA-11, PA-18, 
Vagabonds, Colts, Pacer/Tri-Pacer. 
even Wag-Aero's CUBy. A lso  cov- 
ereds: Availability, problems SPECS, 
rebuilding, maintaining and operat
ing. 101 illus. 160 pgs. 5” x 8". sfbd.

4208B $1 3.95 
THE P IP E R  INDIANS, Clarke. Gain 
practical insight into the reasons for 
the increasing popularity of the Piper 
Indians! A model-by-model inspec
tion of the series: the original PA-28 
Cherokees - the improved Indians; 
Warriors. Archer, Dakota · the retract- 
ables; PA-24 Comanches, PA-28R Ar
rows - the hard working sixes; and the 
Tomahawks, Apaches. Covers: where 
to find, maintenance, specs, refur
bishing, an d .. all of those ADs and 
STCs and modifications. 112 photos. 
288 pgs. 7 ' x 10". sfbd.
...................................4213B $16.95
PAC IF IC  A IR  RACE, Scheppler. Eight 
wood, wire and fabric planes took-off 
from Oakland. CA. Aug. 16. 1927. 
their destination, Honolulu; their 
goal, glory prize monies. Two of the 
eight made it. This is the true story of 
the pilots, m echanics and the by
standers. 66 b/w photos. 208 pgs, 
hdbd........................... 4353C $24.95
U.S. NAVY C A RR IER  B O M B ER S  OF
W W II. Profiles of the TBD Devasta
tor, SBD  Dauntless, SB2C Helldriver 
and TBF/TBM Avenger. Carrier opera
tions. both routine and hazardous are 
depicted with excellent three-view 
drawings, color side-view and 121 
photos and cockpit views. 120 pgs., 
6 % " x i r , s f b d ........ 4103A $9.95

U.S. NAVY C A RR IER  F IG H T ER S  OF  
W W II. A fine reference volume con
taining profiles on the Buffalo, Wild
cat. Hellcat, Corsair and Bearcat. 
Lots of combat photos, cockpit and 
detail shots, plus high-quality three- 
view drawings. 153 photos. 51 color 
side and top-view paintings. 120 pgs.,
8 % "  x 11", sfbd........ 4104A $9.95
W IN Q S OF C ESSN A : MODEL 120 
TO TH E CITATION III. Ed Phillips. 
The complete family of Cessna air
planes from the rag-wing 120 to the 
high-tech Citation III. Experimental 
ships, one-of-a-kind, the CH-1 heli
copter and military models, every one 
documented with technical changes 
by model year, specs., performance, 
total built and serial number data. 
Much new info on the classic 170 and 
190/195 models. 229 photos of air
planes and instrument panels plus 
more than 50 detailed 3-view draw
ings make this a valuable reference 
for the buff and modeler. 100 pgs., 
Sfbd...........................2011A $12.95

FROM TH E GROUND UP, Weick and 
Hansen. Autobiography of aeronauti
cal engineer Fred Weick. designer of 
the Ercoupe, Ag-1 Piper Pawnee ag 
plane and the Piper Cherokee. Weick 
made a significant contribution to 
the advancement of aeronautica l 
technology. Including development of 
the steerable tricycle landing gear. 
Covers history of ERCO and the Er
coupe. development of the Ag-1 Paw
nee and the Cherokees. 109 photos, 
drawings. 556 pgs, 6" x 9 ', hdbd.
................................... 4351C $39.95
FO K K ER  F IG H T ER S  OF W W I, Imrie. 
From the genius of "the Flying Dutch
m an". Anthony Fokker, cam e the 
fighting machines that made heroes 
out of immelmann and Boelcke and 
"Fokker fodder" out of many Allied 
aircraft. Great photos of the fragile 
Eindekkers, DR-1 Triplane. DVII. EV 
parasols, and obsure types. 120 pho
tos. 68 pgs., 7* x9 V i". sfbd................
.............................  4549C $8.95

TH E AM ER ICAN  F IG H T ER , Ange- 
lucci & Bowers. A definitive reference 
book on American fighters from 1917 
to present, superb ly ch ron ic ling  
every model and variant from W W I bi
planes to the sophisticated war ma
chine of today. 870 photos and 1340 
schematic drawings, with perform
ance specs and production history 
on everv olane. 480 p q s ., 81/a" x 1 1 , 
hdbd........................  3475C $40.00
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FIGHTER

Dramatic New Videos!

spectacula
Blue Angels. Italian Freece Tricolori, Canadian Snowbirds plus 
the Brazilian and French national aerobatic teams as the per
form at the Canadian Abbottsford International Airshow. Take 
your seat in the cockpit of the world's fastest and sexiest air
craft as they swoop and soar wingtip to wingtip. Witness exhi
bitions of the Harrier, Tomcat, Hornet, Concorde and SR-71 
Blackbird. 60 min. A R EV IEW ER ’S  CHOICE.

VHSV8979N BETA B8980N only $19.95  
ADVANTAGE HORNET. Breath-taking footage puts you in the 
cockpit of the F/A-18 Hornet. Share the pilot’s view of flight 
testing, aircraft carrier qualifications, air combat maneuver
ing, weapons delivery, mid-air refueling and heart-stopping 
low-level formation flying. Experience this remarkable ma
chine from tree-top level to over 50,000 feet. See why the Hor
net was chosen by the U.S. Navy’s "Blue Angels." 60 min.

VHSV8722D BETA B8723D $59.95
EA G LE  COUNTRY. You’re there in the cockpit as you scramble 
after Intruders trying to penetrate North America and Central 
European Airspace. Feel the "G " forces as you push the F-15 
to its limits In spectacular air-to-air combat. Brief with F-15 pi
lots as they discuss tactics, missions and weapons. The F-15 
Eagle is every fighter pilot’s dream and every MIG pilot's night
mare. 60 min............... VHSB87200 BETA B8721D $59.95

FIGHTER AC ES OF W W  II. Return to 1943 with four Aces of the 
357th F.G. of the Mighty 8th, their own stories, their gun-cam
era-footage. Not a Hollywood re-creation, but "The Real Stuff.” 
These are the pilots who changed the course of WW II as they 
escorted American bombers deep into enemy territory and 
stayed to challenge, and defeat, the best the Wuftwaffe had to 
Offer.47minutes.. VHS8714 w a s  $29.95_Now$13.98

IN D ETA IL  & SCALE $7.95 EACH 
F-4 Phantom II Part 1.. 1041B B-29 Superfortress....... 1050B

B-17 Flying Fortress, Pat 21051B
F-4 Phantom. Pari 3...1052B
F-106 Delta Oart..........1053B
F-15 Eagle ...............1054B
F9F Panther................1055B
F9F Cougar.................1056B
F11F Tiger..................1057B
A-10 Warthog 1059B
F-101 Voodoo............ 1061B

MODERN FIGHTING A IRCRAFT $11.95 EACH 
F-15 Eagle ..............1301C The Harrier...............1305C

8-17 Flying Fortress (P t 1)10428
F-16 A & B Falcon ....  1043B
F-111 Aardvark ...........1044B
F-5E & F Tiger I I ........ 10458
F-18 Hbmet................ 1046B
F-4 Phantom II Part 2 ..1047B
F-105 Thunderchlef....  1048B
F-14A Tomcat .............1049B

F-16 Falcon.............. 1302C
F111.........................1303C
F-4 Phantom.............1304C

A-10 Thunderbolt II . 1306C
F/A-18 Hornet.......... 1307C
F-14 Tomcat............ 1308C

Pilot Manuals
P-38 ....14018 $6.95 B-26 ..1411B $12.95
P-39 ....1402B $6.95 F-4U .. 1412B *7.95
P-40 ....1403B S6.95 F-6F .. 1413B $7.95
P-47 ....  1404B $6.95 FM-2 ...14148 $10.95

$9.95 AT-6 ...1415B *7.95
P-61 .....1405B $7.95 ...1416B $3.95
P-63..... ....1406B $7.95 Hurricane. ...1417B $3.95
F-82 .....1407B *7.95 Mosquito ...1418B $3.95
B-17..... ....1408B $8.95 Me262 ...1419B $7.95
B-24 .....1409B *10.95 F-80 ...1420B $7.95
B-25 .....1410B *10.95 B-29....... . 1436B $10.951
JA N E ’S SER IES

. 2374C $10.95

...2375C $10.95
Hercules Gaines. . 2381C $12.95

S U P ER FO R T R ESS : THE B-29 AND 
AMERICAN A IRPO W ER , by General 
Curtiss LeMay and Bill Yenne. Here is 
the complete story of the B-29 as told 
by General LeMay who implemented 
its fighting stra teg ies.. .from Gen
eral Billy Mitchell's vision of the '20's 
for long range strategic bombing.. . 
the massive war effort that pushed 
the B-29 off the drawing boards and 
through the factory gates in record 
time and the strategic bombing of J a 
pan and the atomic strikes. 24 pgs. of 
photos. 288 pgs. 6" x 9 '. hdbd. 
................................... 3220D $18.95

C U R T IS S  1 9 0 7 - 1 9 4 7 , Bow ers. 
Complete history of Glenn Curtiss 
and his companies. Model by model 
coverage with clear crisp factory pho
tos, historical detail and full sp 
Covers early experir 
Curtiss and exhibition tour's. From

ull specs, 
by Glenn

early flying boats. June Bug. NC-4, 
Jenny, Hawk fighters and racers, 
Robin, Condor to the P-40’s, C-46 and 
jet a/c. Hundreds of photos. 637 pgs. 
5V4'  x β ’/ι", hdbd. 3383C $34.95
T ES T  P ILO T S  by Richard Hallion. 
The complete story of the men. their 
planes and accomplishments, from 
the pioneers of flight through the 
Golden Years to the first let and the 
first man on the m oon.. .from Jenny 
to Voyager, from Spitfire to Space 
Shuttle— and the technical break
throughs they risked their lives to ver
ify. Some stories end in tragedy, oth-1 
ers in brilliant triumph, but e a c h ! 
helped explore the frontiers of flight. I 
Over 150 photos, pgs., 6 ' x 9". sfbd. | 
June R e lease ............ 4352C $17.50
O N C E  T H E Y  W E R E  E A G L E S
Walton. The men of the Black Sheep 
Squadron. Corsairs vs Zeros, combat 
at its best. You’ll fly the missions, 
party with the men. share their victo
ries and heartaches, get to know 
"Pappy" Boyington. Nifty then-and- 
now portrays of the pilots. Going to 
be a c lassic, this well researched 
book is great combat writing with no 
minced words. Well Illustrated. 214 
pgs.. 6 " x 9 " ,  hdbd. A R e v ie w e r ’s 
C h o ic e ! .............. 2928C $ 18.00 (
PAN AM: AN A IR L IN E  AND IT S  A IR 
C R A FT , R .E.G . Davies. Pan Am ’s 
story spans the entire history of air 
transportation in the U.S.. from float 
planes, to “China Clippers." to the jet 
age. Covers the history of the airline 
by focusing on acquisition of a new 
a irp lane or expansion of its air 
routes. 32 full color scale drawings 
by Mike Machat. 20 maps, 96 pgs., 
11· X 8 % '.hdbd. ..  3478C $24.95
TOP GUN. Hall. Fly with the best 
fighter pilots in the world, in training 
at NAS Miramar at the Navy Fighter 
Weapons School. Ride with them at 
supersonic speeds as they hone their 
skills by maneuvering with and out- 
shooting agressor aircraft. Witness 
their rivalries, egos, and commerade- 
rie as they live life on the razor's 
edge. 144 pgs., 120 photos. 24 in full- 
color, sfbd.. 8" x 8 % " .

4436A $12.95 
T H E  S M IT H S O N IA N  B O O K  O F  
FLIQHT, Walter Boyne. A fresh look

Γ
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W er e
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at aviation history going beyond 
mere chronology o f  events. Boyn 
captures the drama of the develop
ment of flight as It really is, a deeply 
Interrelated complex of men, m a
chines and national priorities. 195 
full-color photos, including a 12 page 
full-color gatefold, 130 b&w photos, 
288 pgs., 9V«'  x 107/·',  hdbd.
.................................  3477 $35.00

AIR PO R TFO LIO S—A full-color pic
torial history of the World's most pop
ular airliners and civil workhorses. A 
spotter's guide to the colorful liveries 
of each operator of that aircraft. Ex
tensive captions give historical per
spective and interesting facts. Each i 
book contains approximately 64 co torl 
photos in 64 pages. Hdbd.. 9V«"
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Historic 
Aviation

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Vol. 1-Boeing 737 P.R.
S m ith .......................  2391C $8.95
Vol. 2 -Sh o rU  330 and 350.
S m ith .......................  2392C $8.96
Vol. 3-Douglaa DC-9 and MD-80.
S m ith .......................  2393C $8.95
Vol. 4-A lrbus A300 and 310.
S m ith .......................  2394C $8.95

DOWLAS DC-9 and
Mcdonnlll douglal

MO-80

3850H CORONATION RD.. EAGAN. MN 5S122
Charge: □ VISA
Acct. No_________
Exp. Date_________

□  MasterCard

Please
Print
Name___
Address.
City____
State___

Se n d  Items: s
Total

$_______
Total Enc. 
U.S. Funds

-Zip_ Country.

Call us Toll Free 
800- 225-5575

MN, AK, and foreign countries use 1 -612-454- 
2493 (not toll free). Charge VISA or Master
Card. MN residents add 6% sales lax.
Dealers invited. Authors manuscripts invited.
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COVER: This replica ofaW W I FokkerDr.1 Triplane was seen atthe 1985 Antique Aircraft Fly-In 
that traditionally is held on the third weekend of August, at the Evergreen Field, just outside Van
couver, Washington. The plane's owner, Patrick Henry, began with a radio-controlled version of 
the Red Baron's most famous fighter, and graduated to this homebuilt craft that consumed 3000 
hours of Mr. Henry's time to complete. Powered by a Lycoming 150 horsepower engine, the Dr.l 
was constructed of plywood, steel, and fabric in the owner's converted goat barn. Photo: Phil 
Bernhardt.
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WE PUT THE FUN BACK IN 
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE!

from a RS-540 motor and is transferred via dual 
lightweight toothed belts which provide instant 
acceleration with minimum power loss. Belt 
maintenance and tension is simple due to several 
access hatches located along the drive train. Power 
is put to the ground through the durable low-profile 
pin spike tires. The tires our mounted on 
QuikChange" lightweight one piece chromed

wheels for easy 
maintenance.

Π  P  V  The suspension is
V  J f  A '  superbly handled by a
S i  ^  4 wheel independent

wishbone system. This 
φ  ™ system has adjustments for wheel 

camber and toe-in as well as shock tension 
and wheel travel. Four universal dogbone drive 

shafts relay full driving power to all wheels for perfect 
traction.

We are proud to introduce a breakthrough in 
competition ready four wheel drive cars.

The Mercury Xi-41M.
This truely affordable 1/10 scale four wheel drive 

radio control car comes in ready to assemble kit 
form. It has many 'trick’ features which give it a 
distinct advantage in competition racing.

Great strength and low center of gravity have been 
designed into the 
shielded monocoque
ABS resin frame. The i i  C  D  
body and rear wing ™  Λ
are molded from 
durable
polycarbonate resins to withstand Λ
punishment. All radio, battery and drive train M ' 
components are protected. Due to the high 
speeds and torques involved, the steering 
servo is protected by a triple-save servo saver.

The gear drive system consists of fully assembled 
front and rear differentials, plus a center differential 
with a motor protecting adjustable 
clutch torque limiter. Drive 
power comes

'IFICATIONS: 
inches (350mm.) 

hches (244mm.) 
inches (157mm.)
144 ounces (1600g.) 
nches (270mm.)

k



LEARN TO FLY R/C WITH A "HANDS-OFF”  TRAINER!

SPECIFICATIONS:
Engines: .29 · .40 cu. in. 2-Stroke 

.35 - .45 cu. in. 4-Stroke 
Wingspan: 78 in. Length: 62 in. 
Wing Area: 1150 sq. in.

D  )  Typical Flying Weight: 6 lbs.
Wing Loading: 12 oz. per sq. ft. 
For 3-Channel Radio Control

T H E  O R I G I N A L  “ H A N D S - O F F "  T R A I N E R

First attempts at R/C flying should be with an inherently stable model that flies slow enough to give the student pilot time to think and react. Our KADET 
SENIOR and KADET SENIORITA have been widely acclaimed as the best true "hands off”  trainers on the market. Both of these models are designed 
to fly so slowly and gently that just about anyone can handle one on their very first try! If the student pilot does get confused, merely let go of the 
control sticks and the KADET will recover itself and return back to level flight without any further input needed from the pilot — literally "hands off"!
The KADET SENIOR and KADET SENIORITA have all the important features that a student pilot needs to be successful at learning to fly R/C.

* High-Wing Configuration And Tricycle Landing Gear For Rock-Solid Stability In The Air And On The Ground.
* A High-Lift Flat-Bottom Airfoil, Light Weight Balsa Construction, And A Super Light Wing Loading For Uncommonly Slow Flight Speeds.
’ Balanced Aerodynamics For Crisp And Predictable Control Response.
* The Most Comprehensive Set Of Building And Flying Instructions In The Industry: Including Detailed Full-Size Plans, A 28-Page Photo- 

Illustrated Step-By-Step Instruction Book For Building The Model, Plus A Free Copy Of “ THE BASICS OF RADIO CONTROL” (A new 
24-page flight manual for student pilots that covers everything from selecting and installing radios, engines, propellers, glow plugs, 
fuel, fuel tanks, and field equipment, to a detailed pre-flight checklist that helps you get ready for that all important first flight).

If you want to learn to fly Ft/C as quickly, easily, and painlessly as possible, get a KADET SENIOR or SENIORITA - you’ll be glad you did!

Designed by CLAUDE McCullough —

^ S IG ^
$52.95

SPECIFICATIONS:
Engines: .15 - .25 cu. In. 2-Stroke 

.21 - .35 cu. in. 4-Stroke 
Wingspan: 63 In. Length: 50 In. 
Wing Area: 746 sq. In.
Typical Flying Weight: 3-3/4 lbs. 
Wing Loading: 12 oz. per sq. ft. 
For 3-Channel Radio Control

KIT RC-60

(Κ & Θ Β 'ϋ ’ S B IfflD O IS D 'D ’a
A  C O M P A C T  “ H A N D S  O F F "  T R A I N E R

Even expert R/C fliers love flying the KADET SENIOR and KADET SENIORITA. Pilots of all skill levels get a real charge out of their extraordinary 
flying characteristics. When the KADETS are in the air, you'll hear more laughter and "hey, watch this" kidding around than at any other time. It's 
the perfect model for out-of-the-rut, pure fun flying. Slide in for a main gear only touch and go. Fly backwards, nose-up into the breeze. Go weed hop
ping, dragging your wheels through the grass. Throttle back and catch a thermal. Fly several in formation. Play follow the leader. These "Hands Off" 
airplanes are so slow, stable, and predictable that you'll be doing things you never thought possible before. Relax and put some fun back into your
R/C flying with a KADET SENIOR or KADET SENIORITA! „

Prices subject to change without notice.

See your dealer first! If not available, call 800-247-5008 toll free for orders only.
For domestic orders under $15 add $2.50 pstg. Over $15 ppd. Latest Catalog - $3.00

SIG MANUFACTURING CO., INC................Montezuma, IA 50171



It’s time to discover SuperTigre. Performance and price - you can have it all.

SuperTigre Perform ance 
B B  at a Super Pricemm

r

SuperTigre-the name is legendary among high-performance and 
speed fliers. Four decades of quality craftsmanship, attention to detail, 
and relentless pursuit of perfection have made SuperTigre engines the 
first choice among an elite crowd of experienced, competition-class fliers. 
With the introduction of the new economical G-40 and G-49 Sport 
engines, sport fliers can now discover what faithful SuperTigre followers 
have always known - that SuperTigre makes only the finest quality model 
aircraft engines. Their combination of performance and value mean that 
now, more than ever, it's time to put a SuperTigre to work for you.

Premium features that add a new dimension to

sport flying.
Solidly equipped with features not normally found in sport engines, 

such as a chrome-plated cylinder sleeve for improved compression, 
bronze-bushed conrod, Schnuerle porting for extra power, rear ball 
bearing, and a versatile swing-style muffler, these mid-sized dynamos 
give you the performance that had previously been reserved for only 
the most demanding fliers. These quality features, along with expert 
Italian craftsmanship and SuperTigre’s dedication to performance ensure 
that the G-40 and G-49 Sport engines will add a new and exciting 
dimension to your sport flying.

The economical price of the G-40 and G-49 Spoil engines make 
them an extraordinary value. These engines have been designed and 
manufactured to yield traditional SuperTigre high performance. And you 
won’t have to empty your wallet to buy one. Even if you're a weekend 
sport flier, the new G-40 and G-49 Sport engines make it easy to 
become pari of the growing elite of loyal SuperTigre pilots. Discover the 
SuperTigre G-40 and G-49 Sport engines-super performance at a 
super price.

DISTRIBUTED TO LEADING RETAILERS 
NA TIONWIDE EXCLUSIVEL Y THROUGH

* O D E L  D IS T R IB U T O R *  C O M P A *

■O· BOX AOT' _ , r2Q 
c ^ m p a i g n . « - 6 , 6 2

Send for your 44 page, lu ll color Great Planes 1987 Exclusive Products 
Catalog today! Only $2.00 for a ll o f the best In R /C !



OVER THE COUNTER
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A ll material published in "Over the Counter" 
is quoted or paraphrased from press releases, 
furnished by the manufacturers and/or their 
advertising agencies, unless otherwise speci
fied. The review and/or description o f any 
product by MB does not constitute an 
endorsement o f that product, nor any assur
ance as to its safety or performance by MB.

• Modelers who like to dress up their 
models with wheel pants w ill be happy to 
learn that Sig Mfg. Co. has two new sizes of 
their popular wheel pant mounts, made to 
fit 1/8 and 5/32-inch wire axles. These are 
very similar to the larger 3/16 and 1/4-inch 
sizes Sig put on the market early last year. 
Made of molded nylon with a machined 
brass insert, these mounts are thin enough 
to go on the inside of the pant, next to the 
wheel, and if you don't overtighten the re
taining screw the pant w ill be able to pivot 
on the axle in the event of the "hard land
ings" we all make at times, thus possibly 
saving the pant from some major damage.

Sig's new wheel pant mounts come two 
to a package, including the mounting hard
ware shown in the photo, fora retail price of 
$2.95. The two larger sizes sell for $3.95 per 
pair. From Sig Mfg. Co., 401-7 South Front 
St., Montezuma, Iowa 50171.

♦ * *

The good folks at Fox wrote to say that the 
venerable Fox 35 Stunt, so popular with C/L 
Aerobatics fliers, is entering its 40th year of 
continuous production. W ith this in mind 
they are now making a version of the engine 
called the 40th Anniversary Special, which 
differs from the standard Fox 35 in that it has

New Fox 35, "40th Anniversary Special".

ornamentation molded on the bypass and 
is supplied with a muffler and polished 
spinner nut. Also, each engine is test run at 
the factory. Suggested list price is $64.95. 
Available at your dealer or direct from Fox 
Mfg. Co., 5305 Towson Ave., Fort Smith, Ar-

Sig's wheel pant mounts, two new sizes.

Certified Gold
Airtronics 

Gold Label 
Super Narrow 
Band Dual 

Conversion 
Receivers set the 

R/C standard for
1991. In certified independent 
tests, our state of the art FM and 
PCM receivers meet or exceed all 
AMA and RCMA specifications 
andguidelines for R/C operation 
in 1991 and beyond.

These compact, lightweight, 
high performance D ud Conver
sion FM and PCM Receivers 
produce a clearer, more efficient 
signal that is less susceptible to 
specific types of intermodulation 
problems.

Specifications: Airtronics FM  and PC M  Gold Label Super 
Narrow Band Dual Conversion Receivers

Receiver:
Transmitter:

92965
Vanguard PCM 4 & 6
92785 
Module FM
92985
Speclra/Quantum PCM

92765
Vanguard FM 4 & 6

Length: 2.4" 2.7"

Width: 1.5" 1.36"

Height: 0.8" 0.85"

Weight: 2 oz. 
2 oz. 
2oz.

2 oz.

Adjacent
Channel
Rejection:

Better than -69.4 dB 
@ + 8.5 KHz
-773 dB @ -8.5 KHz

Better than -81.3 dB 
@ + 8.5 KHz
-69.2 dB @ -8.5 KHz

Image
Rejection:

-671 dB -70.8 dB

3rd OIP: +5.9 dBM +3.8 dBM

Umguanf 
PCM Riveiver.

Airtronics Gold Label Dual
Conversion Receivers give you all 
the advantages of superior image 
rejection, improved sensitivity, 
narrow bandw idth and maxi
m um  interference rejection for 
outstanding aircraft performance 
and control

W hen it comes to dual con
version receiver technology, all 
that glitters isn 't gold. Airtronics 
G old Label Receivers set the gold 
standard for 1991 and beyond.

Contact Airtronics for prices and availability.



Tx for Futaba's 7UHP PCM 1024 helicop
ter radio.
kansas 72901.

*  *  *

W e received information from Futaba on 
five new R/C systems, all of which are de
signed to meet 1991 specs. The transmitter 
shown in the photo is for the 7UHP, seven 
channel PCM 1024 helicopter system. Also 
available are the 7UAP, PCM 1024 airplane 
system; the 7UHF, an FM helicopter radio; 
the 7UAF, an FM system for airplanes; and 
finally the 5UAP, which is a five-channel 
PCM 1024 airplane radio.

One look at the accompanying photo 
should make it obvious that these systems 
have far too many features to tell you about 
here, so we're not even gonna try. Instead,

we'll refer you to last month's. "Electronics 
Corner" column, in which Eloy Marez talks 
about these new radios at length.

If you like, a complete catalog describing 
these new radios and other new items from 
Futaba is available by writing to them at 555 
West Victoria St., Compton, California 
90220.

*  *  *

The smiling fellow holding the slick R/C 
slope glider in one of the photos is Doug 
Hertzog, who just recently formed a small 
company called Douglas Aircraft Model 
Aviation. The glider, called the "Silhouette", 
is Doug's first product. It's designed to be a 
very fast, very aerobatic aileron/elevator 
slope soarer for mini R/C systems—the pro
totype uses a Futaba 4NL with S-33 
servos—although it's claimed that some of 
the larger size servos can be shoehorned in.

The Silhouette spans a mere 43 inches 
and features a thinned Eppler 374 airfoil at 
the root, which changes to fully symmetri
cal at the tip. Construction is conventional 
balsa/spruce/plywood throughout with the 
exception of the foam wing core. The kit in
cludes hardware, rolled plans, and detailed 
instructions. Introductory price has been 
set at $53.49. An optional epoxy-glass 
fuselage is also available, for an extra 
$26.95. (The model in the photo was built 
with the stock wood fuselage.)

Those who want to find out more should 
write to Douglas Aircraft Model Aviation, 
P.O. Box 92472, Long Beach, California 
90809. You can also contact Doug Hertzog 
directly by calling (213)498-1737.

Douglas Aircraft's "Silhouette" R/C slope 
glider, held by designer Doug Hertzog.

*  .* *

Three more R/C sailplanes now available 
to Soaring enthusiasts are the Chuperosa, 
lo, and Callisto, all kitted by Mel Culpepper 
of Culpepper Models Inc. The Chuperosa is 
the smallest of the lot at 59 inches, which 
qualifies it as an AM A Class A ship. (Last 
year the Chuperosa set a Class A distance 
record of 6.6 miles—an impressive perfor
mance for a hand launch size model.) 
Novel features include a bolt-on foam wing

AsGoodasGdd.
Airtronics 

offers you a 
golden oppor
tunity to meet 

the challenge of 
1991. O ur low- 

cost R/C system
iur

transm itter and receiver to 1991
AMA Gold label specifications 
and operation.

Airtronics is the only major 
m anufacturer offering compre
hensive R/C system conversions 
at an economical price. V\fe stand 
behind our compatible line of 
high quality R/C systems and 
accessories with an unm atched 
1991 system  upgrade service that

Airtronics 1991 R/C system  conversions

*XL/Championship/SR AM to FM 
Dual Conversion 1991 Receiver =

$74.95 
(72 MHz)
Pbs$2.00

ShippinglHandUng

*XL/Championship/Module/FM to FM 
Dual Conversion 1991 Receiver =

$59.95 
(72 MHz)
Plus $2.00 

ShippingJHandlng

** Vanguard AM to FM Dual 
Conversion 1991 Receiver =

$59.95 
(72 MHz)
Plus $200 

Shippmg/Handlmg

‘Return RF Module and Receiver only. An additional 
checkout charge will be incurred if complete transmitter 
is returned.

‘ ‘ Return the entire Vanguard AM transmitter and receiver. 
Prices are subject to change without notice

provides you with 
alternative to expensive product 
replacement.

Now the latest new Airtronics 
1991 R/C transm itter and receiver 
technology is available to our cus
tom ers. All system  m odulation 
changes include new receiver and 
R.F. M odule, crystal, flag and 
alignment.

t A AIRTRONICS
At Airtronics, we want to be known as the best, not just the best known. 11 Autry, Irvine, CA 92718 (714) 830-8769.



Two of the three high-performance sailplanes from Culpepper Models 
are the 2-meter lo (left) and Chuperosa (above, polyhedral version 
shown).

Below, "Skid Stops" from Aerotrend, for R/C choppers.

with 1/32 balsa sheeting, and a fuselage 
with open-structure stick construction aft of 
the wing. There are actually two different 
Chuperosa kits being offered: one has a 
polyhedral wing for rudder/elevator con
trols, the other has slight V-dihedral and ai
lerons for more aggressive performance. 
The standard airfoil for both versions is the 
w idely used Eppler E-214, but wing cores 
cut with the Selig 4061 airfoil are also 
available as an option at no extra charge. 
Flying weight can be as little as 16 ounces 
depending on the radio used.

The other two models, the loand Callisto, 
were designed by well-known soaring com
petitor Terry Edmonds, and are so similar to 
each other in appearance that we've de
cided to let one photo pass for both. Basi
cally they are the same model, the lo being 
a 2-meter derivative of the standard class 
Callisto. Both are aileron ships with foam 
core wings sheeted with 1/16-inch balsa, 
carbon fiber reinforced spruce spars, and 
fiberglass fuselages. Both are offered in vari
ous kit forms, anywhere from fuselage/wing 
core kits to nearly completed structures.

Pricingand kit availability information for 
all of these high-performance models can 
be had by writing to Culpepper Models, 
2526 Washington, Dubuque, Iowa 52001.

*  *  *

R/C chopper pilots who fly off of hard- 
surface runways w ill want to check out the

New model rocketry catalog from MRC.

nifty "Skid Stops" marketed by Aerotrend 
Products. Skid Stops are silicone sleeves 
measuring 3/4-inch long by 3/4-inch di
ameter. W hen installed on your helicopter's 
landing skids they provide the extra "grip" 
necessary to keep your machine steady on 
the pad before takeoff and after landing, as 
well as helping to protect the skids from ex
cessive wear and damage.

Skid Stops come eight to a package and 
are available in both black and white 
colors. You have a choice of getting all 
white, all black, or four white and four 
black in a single package. No word on the 
price, but you can get that and info on other 
Aerotrend products by contacting them at 
31 N ichols St., Ansonia, Connecticut 
06401-1106.

*  *  *

Anyone aspiring to get into model rock
etry would do well to get the latest rocketry 
catalog from MRC. Far more than just a 
showcase for MRC products, this catalog is 
full of helpful and valuable information that 
w ill answer a lot of the questions that the 
beginning rocket enthusiast is bound to 
have. Topics such as model rocket terminol
ogy, how to select launch sites, painting 
and detailing, and principles of rocket en
gine operation are just a few of those cov
ered in this full-size 24-page booklet. Basic 
information on the NAR (National Associa
tion of Rocketry), the governing body for 
model rocketeers, is also provided.

Best part of all is that even though the 
catalog sports a $2.00 price on the cover, 
you can get one free of charge, just for the 
asking. W rite to Model Rectifier Corpora
tion, 200 Carter Dr., Edison, New Jersey 
08817.

*  *  *

Enya owners who would like their en
gines to be a little quieter than the stock 
muffler w ill allow, should check out the 
new noise abatement accessories being 
offered by Altech Marketing, the importer 
of Enya engines. Part No. M25011 is an at

tachment that installs into the stock muf
flers supplied with the Enya 15,19, and SS25 
engines; similarly, Part No. M25111 fits muf
flers for the SS25BB, SS30, and SS30BB en
gines. Both of these attachments are said to 
be easy to install, providing a noticeable 
decrease in noise while at the same time 
taking away only a minimal amount of 
power. You guys with the Enya 40CX, 
45CX, SS40, SS40BB, and SS45 engines 
w ill have to shell out for a whole new muf- 
flerifyouw anttocutdow nonnoise. . .and 
it just so happens that Altech has one availa
ble, Part No. SM402X, which is slightly 
longer than the original but is claimed to be 
significantly quieter. This particular muf
fler, installed on an Enya SS40, is the one 
shown in the accompanying photo.

Altech also has some new mufflers availa
ble for Enya four-strokes, necessary for a 
good noise abatement program, even 
though these engines are noted for being 
inherently quieter than their two-stroke 
counterparts. Part No. M604C fits the 60 
and 80 four-strokes; Part No. SM904C is for 
the 90 and 1.20, and Part No. SMR1204C is 
designed for the R120 and R120GP. The lat-

Enya SS40 fitted with one of the new super
quiet mufflers from Altech.

8 MODEL BUILDER



Aarotu Dat»graph 4

Bell AH-1 Cobra 
Variants

ter two mufflers are of the flexible type, 
which provide more versatility in routing 
the exhaust away from the model.

For more information on these products 
write to Altech Marketing, P.O. Box 391, 
Edison, New Jersey 08818.

*  *  ♦

Zenith Aviation Books favored us with co
pies of three of their latest titles, two of 
which are about the Bell Cobra helicopter 
gunship. No. 4 in the Aerofax Datagraph se
ries, Bell Cobra Variants, authored by Ken
neth Peoples, offers a very interesting in- 
depth look at the history and development 
of the Cobra, from the first prototypes up to 
the current production version, the awe
some AH-1W. The book features 240 black- 
and-white detail photos and illustrations, 
including 3-views, and four color pages 
showing various paint schemes. Priced at 
$12.95 we think it's a very worthwhile addi
tion to any scale modeler's library.

In contrast, Cobra: Tank Killer Supreme, 
by Mike Verier, contains only a modest 
amount of technical writeup, being instead 
a photographic record of Cobras in action, 
with special emphasis on the AH-1W's 
flown by the Marines out of Camp Pendle
ton in Southern California. All 120 photo
graphs are in color. There are no line draw
ings and only a few detailed close-ups, but 
the book should still be of interest to m ili
tary aviation buffs. Going price is $14.95.

Getting away from the choppers, we also

Left and above, two new books about the 
Bell AH-1 Cobra, from Zenith.
received the current copy of Warbirds 
Worldwide, which is a quarterly magazine 
published in England. This latest one is the 
sixth edition to be published and features, 
among other things, the second of a two- 
part article on the filming of 'The Battle of 
Britain"; a progress report on the restoration 
of a B-24 Liberator being done in Florida; 
warbirds at Oshkosh '88; an article on the 
Douglas Skyraider; a writeup and photos of 
a Yak-11 recently restored in France, and 
more. Excellent photography throughout, 
both black-and-white and color. This and 
the five previous issues of Warbirds World
wide, which are still available, sell for $9.95 
each.

Orders should be sent to Zenith Aviation 
Books, P.O. Box 2, 729 Prospect Ave., Os
ceola, Wisconsin 54020, or you can order 
direct by calling (800)826-6600.

Redesigned, beefier speed reduction gearbox 
from Leisure Electronics.

New A R F  .40 size R/C ship from Great Planes, the "Avistar 40".

MflRBIRDS
W Tt6~  R l  D W I P___E

NUMItP SIX

■ Oshkosh '88 Report ■ Kenosha Texans 
■ B24 Liberator ·-» Sky raiders «The Yak Saga

"Warbirds Worldwide" mag from Zenith.
• *  *

Electric fliers take note! Bent gearshafts 
and stripped gears are a thing of the past 
with the new redesigned and strengthened 
speed reduction gearboxes now offered by 
Leisure Electronics. Changes include a 
hardened steel 3/16-inch shaft to replace 
the old 1/8-inch shaft that was apt to bend in 
the event of a hard nose-over on takeoff or 
landing. Larger ball bearings have been in
corporated to handle the larger shaft, and 
the main gear itself has been improved by 
molding it out of a new DuPont plastic that 
is tougher and therefore less prone to break 
teeth and split. Gear ratios offered are 2.5:1, 
3:1 and 3.8:1.

The new gearbox is now standard on all 
Leisure gearmotors and can be purchased 
as an accessory for older Leisure stock and 
LT-50 motors. It can also be adapted to just 
about any other make of motor in the 05 to 
075 range. Available now from your local 
hobby shop or direct from Leisure Elec
tronics, 22971 Triton Way, Unit B, Laguna

Continued on page 106

Hobbico ESV from Great Planes.
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• Several issues ago, I quoted from, and 
commented on a letter in which the writer 
somewhat strongly questioned my under
standing of free flight modeling. Although I 
feel justified in my reaction to his letter, I 
was out of line to use editorial space in the 
magazine to fight back ...a fte r all, the 
odds were 130,000 to 1 in my favor! It's 
called, "the power of the press," and when 
making comments, I think those of us in a 
position to use this power sometimes forget 
it is there.

What reminded me of this unfair advan
tage was the amount of mail and telephone 
calls I have been receiving from all parts of 
the U.S. and overseas in my defense, and 
castigating the writer for his remarks. I can 
only say that I am overwhelmed by the 
flood of support and gratitude expressed, 
and as most of this response came in during 
the holidays, I consider it to be the best 
Christmas present I have ever received. I 
don't know if it w ill ever be possible to an
swer all of your letters individually, but for 
now, thank you one and all for your vote of 
confidence.

Always thinking editorially, several inter

MB's editor/publisher with the original "Sproose Goose” . Photo taken by Richard Spier back 
in early 1967, at the former Delaware R/C Club flying field on Limestone Road, between 
Wilmington and Newark (pronounced "New-Ark” , as that used to be the name). Now there 
is a vocational school on the site. More info in text.
esting facts came to light from the letters 
and phone calls. The most important con
clusion of all is that "free flight" and "dead" 
should never be used in the same sentence! 
Next, there should be no doubt in anyone's 
mind that free flight modelers, be they 100 
percent free flight, or whether diffused as 
much as 99 percent by radio control or con
trol line, represent the hard core of the 
model aircraft HOBBY. W e emphasize the 
word "hobby" because in recent years, first 
with control line, and now very much in 
R/C, the ready-to-fly market has created a 
new following of model aircraft SPO RT  en
thusiasts. To the hard core modeler who 
looks upon this development with disdain, 
just keep in mind that a portion of these 
"sport" modelers discover there is more fas
cination to this activity than just the flying, 
and soon you have a new member in the 
"hobby!"

One free flighter, Bob Beecroft, of Carls
bad, California, whose Class A "Satan Mk

III" we published over 15 years ago, has just 
come back into the hobby after a 10-year 
hiatus (welcome back, Bob). He wrote, first 
of all, to disagree with my comment that I 
must not understand FF, saying that I do 
(thanks). Secondly, he had some good ad
vice for ALL free flight modelers. . . let the 
industry know that you're a free flighter 
when you buy model products, engines, 
props, finishing materials, etc. Tell 'em at 
the hobby shop when you make your pur
chases. Tell 'em when you order through 
the mail that what you buy w ill be used for 
free flight. Tell 'em at the R/C flying field 
when you sneak over there to see what's go
ing on.. You may be surprised how many 
hard core modelers you w ill run into. You 
can usually spot them by the kind of model 
they're flying. You know what to look for; 
original designs, built-up structure, open 
framework, neat construction, models that 
are allowed to fly and not just bore holes in 
the sky.

Skip Ruff's "Martian Spaceship" F/F glider being piggybacked to altitude by his Sig Kadet Seniorita. Photo at right shows the glider in free, 
stable flight. By doubling the fin area, stability has been much improved. Stay tuned. . .
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W ell, enough of this for now. We'd love to 
quote many of the kind letters, but back pat
ting can get kinda too much. However, we 
think you'll get a kick out of this one.

I noted with interest the quotes from the 
letter in the "Workbench" column. I can't 
be sure of this, having heard of it 5th or 6th 
hand, but I'm wondering if this could be the 
same person who, in 1980, wrote a vituper
ative letter to the Republican National 
Committee complaining that an intellec
tual like Ronald Reagan would have limited 
voter appeal as a Presidential candidate, 
and who, in August 1988, wrote a letter to 
Vice President Bush, complimenting him 
on the selection of an economically disad
vantaged war hero as a running mate.

Also, it may not have been this person, 
but perhaps a senior relative who, as sole 
arbitrageur (wow, that's a $10.00 word!), lost 
a great deal of money attempting a lever
aged buy-out of G H Q  engines in the I930's.

It's sometimes difficult to understand 
what sets people off, isn't it? Perhaps his Ed- 
sel has suddenly begun to burn uncon
scionable amounts of oil.

Blessings on thee, Anita and B ill North
rop, and thy supporting staff. May thy 
tribe(s) prosper. Month after month, you 
guys turn out the finest model aircraft peri
odical in the world. Please keep doing it.

Thanks, Jack.
VINDICATION AT LAST

Maybe it's because the name's the same, 
but we enjoyed a bit of smug satisfaction 
when the first information was released 
about the B-2 Stealth Bomber, followed by a 
partial unveiling in November 1988. It was 
all dressed up in a new suit, but any aer
onautical enthusiast could recognize the 
Northrop YB-49 of 40 years ago. Even back 
then, albeit radar was not as advanced as it 
is today, the huge flying wing bomber was 
almost impossible to detect on a radar 
screen. Politics, spearheaded by the then 
Secretary of Defense, Stuart Symington, 
scuttled the YB-49 project and set flying 
wing development back an unbelievable 
number of years. It is difficult to understand 
how one person could apparently have the 
power to order and have carried out the 
complete and utter destruction of every sin
gle YB-49. . .not even one to be left for 
historical purposes, flyable or otherwise. 
Defense budgets and priorities may hold 
back the B-2, but the vindication is still 
there, right down to the exact same wing
span of 172 feet.
MARTIAN UPDATE

Two photos this month show the research 
progress on the R/C Martian Spaceship pro
ject by Skip Ruff, of Taft, California. The R/C 
model, which Skip built and test flew. . . 
once. . .was an exact scale-up from Roy 
Clough's original free flight model. The R/C 
version developed such violent Dutch roll 
tendencies on its only test flight, that Skip 
had all he could do to get it back on the 
ground in one piece.

The model shown being piggybacked to 
altitude with Skip's Sig Kadet "Seniorita," is 
a foam free flight version on which the tail 
fin area has been doubled. As can be seen 
in the glide photo, stability is greatly im
proved, though the glide angle is still some
what steep. M ild power might flatten it out

a bit, but that remains to be seen when the 
R/C version goes up again. There w ill be 
more drop tests of the free flight model, 
however, before the mods are applied to the 
big "space traveler."
MEMORIES

The lead photo this month was sent to us 
by Richard Spier of Camanche, Iowa. He 
took this and several other photos of 
"Sproose Goose" (plan no. 1731, published 
in the January 1973 issue) just after its com
pletion in the winter of 1966-67. Judging by 
the foliage, it was early spring or late winter 
when the photos were taken at the old 
Delaware R/C Club flying field, which is 
now the site of a vocational school. The air
plane still exists in spite of many flights dur-

Dear lake:
What's the difference between a ham

merhead and a stall turn?
Dennis in Denver

Dear Dennis:
One comes from the ocean and the other 

comes from a bad carburetor float in an old 
car.

Jake
♦ · ·

Dear lake:
I don't travel much, but I've got to make a 

cross-country trip next month. I won't have 
time to take a train, so I'm going to have to 
fly. You must travel frequently in your role 
as magazine correspondent, so / was hop
ing you could bring me up to date on the 
state of airline service, and maybe give me 
a tip or two on how to cope. Thanks for any 
advice you may have.
Once and Future Passenger in Connecticut 
Dear Once and Future Passenger:

Your timing is superb. I've opened your 
letter at 38,000 feet on a flight to Los An
geles. You didn't mention when you last 
flew, but if it was anything over 15 years ago, 
the airlines have improved tremendously 
since then.

Let me list some of the modern advan
tages and service improvements for you: 1. 
There are no more noisy propellers droning 
through the cabin. Hold on a second while 
I think of some others. . .2. There'are no

ing its first two years, before it was packed 
away for the move to the west coast. It now 
sits in the loft at RCMB's office. The doped 
silk covering (remember that stuff?) has 
dried out, cracked and split in many places, 
but the spruce framework is as rugged as 
ever. Some day, maybe, we'll get to refinish 
it, but only in silk and dope. . .sorry about 
that!
TAKE OFF THE MASK!

Bill and Bob Hunter have done it again. 
Satellite City has now introduced a new 
cyanoacrylate glue that is odorless! They're 
calling it UFO  (User-Friendly Odorless), 
and it's now becoming available, in both

Continued on page 107

more noisy propellers droning through the 
cabin. Now that we've covered the improve
ments, let me mention a few things that 
haven't changed much since about 1951: 
food, seating, and carry-on luggage room.

M y meal on this flight was Hawaiian 
Chicken. It smelled and tasted like Arme
nian Armpit. The guy seated next to me 
added to my culinary enjoyment by keep
ing his elbow in my salad. It wasn't his fault. 
He was trying his best to occupy his six 
inches of seating width without intruding 
on my space. All things considered, we 
worked pretty well as a team. We had the 
synchronized breathing down pat; he in
haled while I exhaled, and vice versa. Un
fortunately, he got up and went to the lava
tory. When he came back, we missed a 
count and both inhaled. The extra width 
knocked over a beverage cart in the aisle.

The side-to-side room was abundant 
compared to the front-to-back spacing. At 
one point, I was in mid-shovel with a forkful 
of pineapple halfway up to my mouth. The 
lady in front of me reclined her seat and im
paled the fork into my chin. A very pleasant 
flight attendant relieved the awkward situa
tion by pulling the protruding flatware out 
of my chin and offering me a cocktail nap
kin to cover up the four little holes.

I hope you appreciate the effort I've ex-

Continued on page 106
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SOUNDMASTER MUFFLERS
Some months ago I mentioned how effec

tive Soundmaster Mufflers were reported to 
be by a number of modelers using them.

W ell, I finally got around to trying one, 
which in this case was #SM-Q2K (a Pitts- 
style muffler designed for 1.2 to 2.2 cid en
gines), and all that ballyhoo about much 
less noise and more power turned out to be 
more than just lip service.

I tested this particular model Sound- 
master on my Super Tigre 2500, and al
though it looks a bit like the standard Super 
Tigre can muffler on the outside, there's a 
world of difference on the inside.

I didn't have a db meter on hand when I 
made the first few runs, but my ears told me 
that there was one helluva difference in 
sound. A few days later I ran the engine and 
checked these mufflers again, only this 
time I had a db meter positioned nine feet 
away, five feet high, and perpendicular to 
the exhaust.

It's amazing how much difference just a 
few db's make, and in this case the seven 
db's I read was perceived as being a tremen
dous change in the noise level (all readings 
are averages because throughout the after
noon a rather warm sun and heavy rain 
played peekaboo).

As you can see from the numbers, all muf
flers are not created equal, and keep in

mind that there's no such animal as a cheap 
or inexpensive muffler. Even those token, 
hollow cans that reduce power so much 
more than they reduce noise cost a lot of
bucks.

ST Can Soundmaster
Muffler Muffler

Prop 18x10 18x10
Rpm 7,000 7,200
Db's 95 88

Yeah, a really effective muffler costs
more, but you're getting a lot more for your 
money. You're getting the kind of quiet that 
w ill allow you to continue enjoying your 
hobby without having to constantly worry 
about who's being annoyed and how soon 
they're gonna close down your flying site.

It's also the kind of quiet that you can and 
w ill enjoy. After five years of noise control, 
the guys in our club have sorta taken the 
relative quiet at our field for granted, but the 
piercing and aggravating sound of poorly 
muffled engines (especially the smaller 
two-strokers) is all too noticeable and actu
ally hurts our ears whenever we visit or fly 
at other clubs' fields.

Even if your present flying site is out in the 
boonies, you should take steps to adopt and 
enforce anti-noise rules and/or regulations, 
and if you're just getting a new field in 
shape, some kind of reasonable noise

abatement should automatically become 
part of your club or group operating 
procedures.

We're way behind the power curve in 
regards to doing something positive and 
constructive about our noise pollution. We 
can no longer afford to be loud and abrasive 
because flying sites are too hard to find and 
even harder to keep. It's high time that we 
all started to act like good, considerate 
neighbors.

Where do you get these Soundmaster 
Mufflers? From Davis Diesel Development, 
P. O. Box 141, Milford, Connecticut 06460, 
and tell them that BIG Bird sent ya.
C 0 2 CONVERSION

I know that teeny, tiny C 0 2 engines have 
been around for many years, and that even 
the .049 C 0 2 conversion has been availa
ble for a while, and obviously an .049 isn't 
exactly a BIG  Bird-sized engine. Then why 
include a discussion about C 0 2 in this 
month's column?

Because with a jumbo (150cc) tank, the 
.049 can fly a surprisingly large (light) bird 
for at least ten minutes with a throttle con
trol via the speed knob on the engine's 
head, and because Bob Davis can make the 
same kind of conversion for a .20-sized en
gine (he's already got a .10 working) that 
would easily power a Sig Kadet Senior-type 
airplane.

We're talking about lotsa torque (just like 
a steam engine) and L-O-W rpm similar to 
what full-scale engines turn. In fact, the in
structions caution against running a C 0 2 
engine over 4,000 rpm because excessive 
cooling w ill result in a loss of power.

A converted .049 w ill turn an 11x8 at 
about 3,000 rpm and can handle props 
from a 10x8 to a 14x6. O f course, the ulti
mate prop selection w ill depend on the 
type of aircraft and the desired flight 
characteristics.

I've just started to play with an .049 in
stalled in a Peck-Polymers Prairie Bird 50 
and an Astro Flight Viking, so I'm not quite 
ready to bandy any rpm numbers or flight 
performance figures around, but so far the 
advantages of this power system far out-

Nifty .049 CO2  conversion with 150cc jumbo tank, from Davis Diesel Close-up of the speed adjustment knob on the ,049's CO2  conversion 
Development. Can turn up to a 14x6 at useable rpm. head. See text for more info.
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"Pttetty Bind"
By ALEX McLEOD. . . A slow, aerobatic model for .40 to .48 size four-cycle engines. Lightweight structure 
is its main feature. Full-size plans are available through Model Builder Plan Service.
• Beauty is only skin deep, but "ugly" goes 
right to the bone. The Pretty Bird is based to 
some degree on a .20-powered design from 
Model Aviation magazine. It is not a beauti
ful aircraft but a "Plain Jane Plane" that has 
been to the beauty parlor. A paint scheme 
that makes it look somewhat like a home- 
built helps to disguise the squarish lines, 
but, indeed, it looks a little like a Davis 
homebuilt.

Pretty Bird is a functional airplane, built 
very light to be aerobatic, yet fly slowly with 
low, quiet power, and be very forgiving. It 
makes the novice pilot look good.

There are two schools of thought regard
ing aircraft weight. The first one says, build 
them strong regardless of weight so that 
they won't break when they hit. The second 
school says, build them light enough and

they won't break even if they seem flimsy. 
W ith most of us, common sense dictates a 
compromise between these extremes. Un
fortunately, the heavy radio gear, landing 
gear, and motors w ill help to break light 
structures, if not in flying, then in handling 
around the workshop or transporting in a 
car; therefore, you need a light but strong 
structure, and the Pretty Bird has it.

Those who want a fast-built, heavier air
plane can use 1/8 sheet balsa sides, top and 
bottom on the fuselage right to the tail, 
along with 1/4-inch sheet balsa tail surfaces, 
but if you want an agi le performer that won't 
break like an egg, and don't mind a little 
more work, then the structure shown on the 
plans is for you.

We have all heard of planes that flew right 
off the drawing board, but this one actually

did fly without trim changes. Because of its 
light weight, it still flies well at reduced 
power, but much slower. I've even tried ther- 
maling with it. Several low-time pilots in 
our club who flew it wouldn't give back the 
transmitter, simply because it was the first 
low-wing aileron plane they were comfort
able with. You can fly anything if you have 
enough power, but this low-powered air
plane gives you all kinds of time to think 
and even change your mind. 
CONSTRUCTION

The plans should be clear enough if you 
have built a few models already. This is cer
tainly not a first-time model, but if you have 
flown a glider or a high-wing trainer, then 
this w ill be an excellent transition ship to a 
low-wing, aerobatic plane. If you're trying 
to perfect maneuvers in sport pattern 
models, it w ill allow you to do them more 
slowly, step by step, over the field without 
flying into the next county and without 
rekitting your hot model. Remember, in 
aerobatics it's accuracy first, then speed.

As was mentioned earlier, if you want a 
knockabout sport model that flies well, you 
can substitute 1/8 sheet balsa for the spruce 
framework of the fuselage with 1/8 square 
balsa where the spruce framework is shown 
and 1/8 sheet on top and bottom. The tail 
surfaces can also be cut from 1/4-inch me
dium sheet. Remember, this version w ill be 
heavier and needs more power to fly; there
fore, it w ill be faster. This heavier version 
has been built and flies well, but it defeats 
the whole object of a slow aerobatic model.

For those of you who do not have an aver
sion to built-up stick construction, keep in 
mind that to ensure a strong, light model 
you must use gussets at every right angle

Uncowled engine keeps things simple. Model is shown here with the original fiberglass landing 
gear, which was a bit too flimsy and was later replaced by the wire gear shown on the plan.
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Pretty Bird's squarish lines show up well in this photo. A very functional airplane. Note how 
the top of the cabin is covered with clear plastic to simulate a "greenhouse" type of canopy.

joint of the spruce or balsa structure. They 
are almost as strong as diagonal braces. The 
gussets should be cut from square stock 
balsa at 45 degrees so that the grain of the 
wood runs parallel to the longest side (see 
the sketch on the plans). This wood should 
be as thick or thicker than the structural 
members so that it can be sanded down 
flush and help support the covering. When 
completed, a small cylindrical Dremel tool 
is used to cut away most of the wood, leav
ing a transition curve so stresses w ill not 
break the glue joints. It is more work, but 
well worth it. First count the number of 
corners, then cut the gussets using a fine
toothed saw blade. I used over 100 in the 
original model.
FUSELAGE

The fuselage is built by constructing the 
right and left sides, with doublers on the in
side. The forward part is made from sheet 
and the back from spruce longerons and 
balsa uprights. The structure on the plan 
shows 1/8 sheet and 3/16 square strips with 
1/32 birch ply doublers. I went ultra-light 
and used 5/32 square spruce and balsa, 
which I cut on my Dremel table saw. It's 
plenty strong enough if you take care, but 
you must cut your own strips.

Cut out formers #3 and #4 from 1/8 lite- 
ply. Make cutouts to suit your battery and 
tank arrangement. These then are glued 
perpendicular to one side as shown on the 
plan (use a square to check). The other side 
is then glued in place, ensuring that the tail 
post lines up properly. The plywood fire
wall, former #1, is added to the very front of 
the sides after the blind nuts are epoxied in 
place for the motor mount. Hardwood tri
angular stock is used in the corners be
tween former #1 and the fuselage sides for 
strength. Add the other formers, cross 
pieces, tank and cockpit floor sheets. Now 
drill holes in formers #1, 2, and 3 for the 
throttle cable tube and epoxy it in place. 
The plywood landing gear sheet and side 
blocks are epoxied in place, then 1/4-inch 
sheet balsa is glued cross-grained on the 
bottom from there forward, to the point 
shown. Balsa sheet wing saddle triplers and

cockpit interior outlines are now glued in 
place. Add crossgrain sheeting on top 
where shown. Be sure to allow for a tank ac
cess hatch on top, if you wish one; if not, in
stall the tank and vent tubes where suitable 
for your engine.

I like to build a hard point in the fuselage 
for rear strut attachments for floats. If you 
want to do likewise, insert a piece of 1/8 
birch plywood 1-1/2 inches w ide behind 
former #4 on the bottom of the fuselage 
(right behind the wing) between the longe
rons. Balsa sheet inserts on the fuselage 
sides near the tail are needed for the control 
rod exits. Also, a plywood base on the bot
tom at the tail is needed for mounting the 
nylon tail wheel bracket.
LANDING GEAR

The landing gear is bent to shape from 
5/32 wire. The original model had wood 
fairings held on with epoxy and were cov
ered with heat-shrink tubing of the type 
used on helicopter blades. Earlier I tried a 
gear made from glass cloth and Hobby 
Poxy #2 glue. It worked well for a while but

I didn't make it thick enough and it began to 
deform after a few weeks. Certainly it was 
much lighter and worth a try. Perhaps 20 
layers of medium cloth would do it, with a 
layer of carbon fiber on top and bottom. 
WINGS

The wings are built in two separate 
panels, joined by two 3/16 music wire rods 
9 inches long. This makes it easier to travel 
with them in a small car. If you don't want to 
do this, just build them in the usual way 
with the 1/8 ply dihedral brace shown.

Cut 24 ribs and 18 sub-ribs from medium 
hard balsa. The six center ribs are undercut 
to accept the 1/16 balsa covering on the 
center. Assemble the panels over the plan, 
pinning down the trailing edge sheet, then 
the square balsa trailing edge itself and fi
nally the spruce lower main spar. The ribs 
are glued in place with cyano, the hard 
balsa leading edge next, then the sub-ribs, 
and finally the two top spars. The upper 
trailing edge sheet is glued in place after

Continued on page 67

Fun-fly time! Author flies the Pretty Bird under the limbo ribbon at a recent meet held in Canada. Model is ideally suited to this kind of flying. 
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By JAMES WANG

Even though the canopy says it's a Legend, that's really a GMP Stork being flown by our new 
Chopper Chatter columnist. Extremely stable, makes a fine beginner's machine.

• Yesterday I was very surprised to receive 
a call from the editor of Model Builder 
magazine, Bill Northrop. He asked if I 
wanted to be their helicopter columnist. 
My reaction was that I was thrilled. He said 
that I only need to write a few pages in each 
issue, and each time give the readers a new 
insight into helicopters. He would like the 
column to be a show-how and explain-why 
type of column, so people w ill keep the 
magazine for future reference. I thought this 
was a wonderful idea because I would hate 
to write about how last weekend I went to 
contest A, saw John Doe, did three loops, 
and crashed under Mary Jane's new Ford.

The reason that I have accepted the offer 
is that I already have tons and tons of R/C 
helicopter ideas packed in my mind, to the 
point my head is about to explode. I think I 
would have no problem writing five differ
ent helicopter articles each week for the 
next ten years. M y problem is that I just 
need to find the time to put all these ideas 
on paper. W ell, I guess being your new 
helicopter columnist is a good start. Now, 
let me give the readers a short summary 
about myself and explain why am I quali
fied to accept this job.

I remember while I was still in the fourth 
grade in elementary school, my father's 
friend asked me once what I wanted for a 
gift. I said, "A model airplane that can fly 
freely in the w ild blue sky, and I can control 
it from the ground." I didn't even know there 
was such a thing as radio-controlled model 
airplanes! Back then I just thought that such 
a toy must, and should, exist. At least inside 
the mind of a fourth grader, nothing seemed 
to be impossible and unrealistic. After all, if 
I could believe Airwolf, Blue Thunder, Batt- 
lestar Galactica, Time Tunnel, and Voyage 
to the Bottom of the Sea, then I could be
lieve anything. A few weeks later I did re
ceive a control line model airplane as a gift. 
It was not until few months later that my 
father bought me a 1972 Sig catalog, and 
then my mind was officially opened to the

wonderful world of radio-control model
ing. That Sig catalog became my Bible. I 
read it religiously every day after school. I 
can recall every page from memory.

M y true break into R/C aircraft came in 
1974 when I saw a 50-year-old gentleman 
flying an R/C aircraft at Long Island, New 
York. Since that day, the old man and the 
young boy became the best of friends. He 
taught me not only model airplanes, but 
also morals and ethics. Thank you, Philip 
Yovino.

In 1976 I had to move to California with 
my family. At Los Angeles, I was fortuitous 
to run into John Gorham at the Sepulveda 
Basin. At that tim e he hadn't started 
Gorham Model Products; he was flying 
Schluter Heli-Babies and Kavan Jet Rangers. 
Again, the little boy got carried away; he 
just had to have one of those new toys! I 
managed to convince my father to buy me a 
Heli-Baby first. However, it was a lot more 
difficult to convince my mom. O f course, a 
straight A report card eventually did help. 
Since then I sank deeper and deeper into 
the mesmerizing world of radio-control

modeling. Because of this hobby I decided 
to pursue a career in aeronautics and as
tronautics. M y goal is to design state-of-the- 
art flying vehicles. To the young readers, if 
you want a successful career in aeronautics, 
then you must get a good education. 
Modern aircraft have become so compli
cated; gone are the days that a person can 
design an aircraft while sitting on a toilet. In 
order to be competitive, and also survive 
hostile environments, modern aircraft are 
broken down into many sub-categories; 
each component is meticulously designed 
by engineering specialists.

I received my Aeronautics and Astronau
tics degree and an Electrical Engineering 
degree from M.l.T. in 1985. After that I did a 
year of helicopter research at Princeton 
University. Now I am on the final stretch 
toward getting a Ph.D. in helicopter dy
namics at the Center of Excellence for 
Rotorcraft Research at the University of 
Maryland. I eat, drink, drive, and sleep with 
helicopters on my mind. I think of helicop
ters 25 hours a day. Full-size helicopter 
research is my career; model helicopters

Webra powered Schluter Champion, one of the many test bed used 
by our author in his world helicopter speed record attempt project. 
Photo at right shows the Airtronics Spectra PCM7 radio used.
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Another GMP Stork in a Legend disguise, this is a Special Edition 
model powered by an O.S. 61RF ABC with pump and a Magna pipe. 
Futaba 7Hi radio. Has done 70 mph with special blades.

All that's left of the Schluter Champion on the preceding page. Some 
things are as inevitable as death and taxes. . .

are my hobby.
I am familiar with most of the helicopters 

on the market. During the past 12 years I 
have built at least 20 different R/C helicop
ters: Schluter Heli-Baby, Heli-Boy, Mini- 
Boy, and Champion; C M P Cricket, Compe
titor, Cobra, Shuttle, Stork, and Legend; 
American Revolution 40, Ishimasa EH-I, 
Kalt Baron 28, Kavan Lockheed 286, Heim 
222, Kyosho Concept 30, and a few of my 
own designs. And there are other helicop
ters that I have not built, but I have flown 
them regularly. Periodically, I w ill show you 
pictures of the helicopters and rotor heads 
that I have designed. Furthermore, since I 
am not in the model helicopter business, I 
believe that I can use my full-size helicopter 
engineering skill to give you an unbiased 
assessment of various m anufacturers' 
products.

To people who have read my articles in 
the International Helicopter magazine, 
published in England, you are probably al
ready familiar with my writing style. My 
motto is to explain complex helicopter aer
odynamics, dynamics, and stability and 
control in simple terms with physical in
sights so the layman can understand the 
principles. Thus, he w ill enjoy the hobby 
more, be able explain it to other people, or 
be able to apply the understanding to im
prove or modify the helicopter scientifi
cally. In my articles, the ideas are always il
lustrated with perspective engineering 
drawings. O f course, in order to keep you 
up to date in the world of R/C helicopters, I

need your help and the manufacturers' help 
to keep me updated on what's new, what 
problems you would like me to answer, and 
what's happening in your neighborhood.

The itinerary for future columns is as fol
lows: California IMS Show report, Kyosho 
Concept 30 review, bearingless tail rotor 
design, a windproof transmitter tray design, 
G M P Legend review, stability and control of 
flybarless versus flybar helicopters, a 
review of the Futaba 1024 in an Avant 
Garde, special MACS tune pipes for heli
copters, four-bladed tail rotor review, Air- 
tronics 735 servos, my original design elec
tronic autopilot for model helicopters, 
swept tips on rotor blades, horizontal tail 
designs for improved stability, attaining 
higher speed through drag reduction, 
helicopter air and ground resonance prob
lems, the '89 Paris A ir Show, Third World 
F3C Championship with a comprehensive 
technical survey of the equipment each 
contestant used, design requirements for 
highly maneuverable helicopters, helicop
ter engines review, how main rotor rpm af
fects stability and control, optimal blade 
weight, my rigid rotor design, my bearing
less main rotor design, wide chord versus 
narrow chord blade aerodynamics, how tall 
the main rotor shaft should be, why 
helicopters tilt to the right in hover, how ro
tor noise is generated, why it's better to have 
the tail rotor on the right and canted 
slightly, state-of-the-art individual blade 
control technique, retreating blade stall 
suppression through delta tips and in

dividual blade control, Hirobo tandem 
helicopter review, aerodynamics of tandem 
helicopters, composite blades, higher har
monics blade control, vibration suppres
sion concepts, and more.

Just to whet your appetite a little, I w ill 
give you an update on a project that I have 
been working on for a year. A couple 
friends and I are presently studying how to 
increase the top speed on a model helicop
ter. The goal is to set a new speed record of 
over 100 mph. The current speed record is 
87 mph set by a British team in 1986. The ar
senal behind our project helicopter is a 
new state-of-the-art rotor blade that I have 
designed at the University of Maryland. 
Normal rectangular tip rotor blades stall at 
about 10 to 11 degrees. My special blade 
stalls at 25 degrees. W hen a blade stalls, its 
lift-generating ability diminishes rapidly, 
and drag rises sharply. You are most likely to 
encounter retreating blade stall in high-G 
maneuvers or very high speed forward 
flight. My new blade design can continu
ally generate lift up to 25 degrees. Even 
though it does not stall at a high angle of at
tack, drag does increase sharply, which 
makes it inefficient to operate at a high an
gle of attack. M y new blades might be in
efficient (low lift-to-drag ratio), but it is still a 
great improvement over the stock rectangu
lar blades. M y new blade design w ill con
tinue to provide lift as long as your engine 
can supply the torque to overcome the

Continued on page 64

Just one of the many bizarre rotor blade planforms being researched 
by our author.

Special rotor blade tip planforms designed to improve high angle of 
attack "retreating blade" performance. Controlled vortex develop
ment is utilized to increase the stall angle, and to reduce spanwise 
flow development.
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So You Want 
To Fly FAST, Huh?

By JAMES WANG. . . If you've ever wanted to know the facts behind getting the most speed out of your 
model helicopter, listen up, because our new Chopper Chatter columnist is going to tell you how to do it.

• How does one make an R/C helicopter 
fly fast? Reducing the weight w ill increase 
the acceleration, but to increase the top 
speed one must reduce the model's drag 
and add weight.

Before I started flying R/C helicopters in 
1976, I flew R/C airplanes. Even now I still 
enjoy flying a fast pattern plane with good 
penetration. In the back of my mind I always 
wanted to design a helicopter that cruised 
just as fast as a pattern plane, yet had a 
rocket-like vertical climb rate. I imagined 
myself doing a rock-solid hover five feet off 
the deck at a local model flying field when 
suddenly a 60-sized pattern plane with 
tuned pipe and retracts does a high speed 
fly-by over the runway. Then I would punch 
the collective; in less than two seconds my 
model helicopter would reach 100 feet of 
altitude. I would then dump in full forward 
cyclic, with the helicopter rotating its nose 
downward, accelerating to 100 mph, and 
zipping right past the pattern plane. Next it 
would go on to perform the full FAI pattern, 
except maybe for knife-edge flight.

W ell, let's study the principles for design
ing a fast helicopter. In order to accelerate 
vertically or horizontally rapidly, the 
helicopter should be as light as possible. 
This is due to Newton's Second Law, F=ma, 
which says that if the applied force is con
stant, then the body with less mass w ill ac
celerate quicker. I think most people can 
appreciate this concept without the help of 
Newton's Second Law.

If we want a blazing top speed, then we 
must reduce the drag by streamlining the 
model. At high speed forward flight, about 
50 percent of the drag is from the main rotor 
mast and hub region. Therefore, the main 
rotor hub should be an aerodynamically 
clean design. The swashplate and main ro
tor shaft region should be shielded by a fair
ing. The fuselage should be as slick as pos
sible, preferably a teardrop shape. Do not 
remove or reduce the size of the horizontal 
and vertical tail. They are necessary for 
high-speed stability.

Helicopters can fly forward because the 
main rotor disk can be tilted forward to 
redirect the rotor thrust. The forward tilting 
thrust pulls the helicopter forward. Figure 1 
shows that in steady level flight, the 
horizontal component of the main rotor 
thrust exactly cancels the total drag of the 
helicopter. The vertical component of the 
rotor thrust exactly cancels the weight of 
the helicopter. At higher forward flight 
speeds, the main rotor needs to be tilted for
ward more to cancel the increase in drag.

On real helicopters, norm ally 3 to 5 
degrees of forward shaft tilt is built into the 
helicopter design. Thus, in cruise the 
helicopter w ill not fly in an excessive nose- 
down attitude. Flying in a nose-down man
ner can be uncomfortable for the pas
sengers, and increases the fuselage drag.

Surprisingly, to increase the top speed of 
a model helicopter, you actually need to 
add weight, rather than reduce weight.

Adding weight w ill increase the top speed, 
but it reduces the acceleration, thus the 
model takes longerto reach cruising speed. 
This characteristic is illustrated in Figure 2. 
A heavier helicopter requires more rotor 
thrust to stay aloft. At a given forward shaft 
tilt attitude, increasing the rotor thrust w ill 
proportionally increase the horizontal 
thrust component to help pull the helicop
ter forward.

Gross weight (W) W

Low  Speed High Speed

F IG U R E  1 — Helicopter in steady level flight

F IG U RE  2 — Adding weight gives a larger forward thrust component
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However, you must remember that to 
generate more rotor thrust, you need to 
crank in more collective pitch at the top 
end. You w ill notice that if the pitch is set 
higher than 10 degrees, the engine starts to 
sag and the rpm drops. This is because 
model helicopter rotor blades operate at 
low Reynolds numbers. Beyond 10 to 12 
degrees, the blade stalls, which means the 
airfoil's lift-generating capability dim in
ishes rapidly while the airfoil drag rises 
sharply. Therefore, retreating blade stall is 
what limits the top speed of a model heli
copter. However, on real helicopters, be
sides the retreating blade stall limitation, 
there is also the air compressibility limita
tion on the advancing side.

I am researching, at the University of 
Maryland, a cutting edge blade design that 
raises the blade tip stall angle to as high as 
25 degrees. I w ill explain the 1990 technol
ogy of high-speed helicopter blade design 
in a future "Chopper Chatter" column. 
Photo 1 shows some of the blades that I 
have built and tested in the wind tunnel. 
Photo 2 shows the special wind tunnel rig 
for testing the blades.

How about adding a wing to help support 
some of the helicopter weight? Figure 3 
shows how adding a wing "unloads" the 
main rotor. W hich means the main rotor 
needs to produce less thrust because the 
wing is generating lift. The consequence is 
that the horizontal thrust component is re
duced, thus there is less forward pulling 
force. Adding a wing also introduces extra 
drag. So do not add a wing, unless you need 
it to hang some Sidewinder missiles!

Modern aircraft and helicopter designers 
rarely use the trial-and-error method. It's 
too costly to build an aircraft and discover 
that the aircraft does not meet the perfor
mance requirements. Full-sized helicopter 
designers use computer codes to predict 
the performance. These codes can be 
longer than ten thousand lines. They 
usually can predict a helicopter's perfor
mance, structural behavior, handling quali
ties, blade noise, etc., to within 10 percent 
of the real answer. However, they can be a 
nightmare to use. Some of my helicopter 
codes can take several hours of supercom-

Continued on page 64
Below left: Some of the different rotor blade 
designs being tested by the author. Below 
right: The very expensive rig used for testing 
rotor blade performance in a wind tunnel.

F IG U R E  3 — Adding a wing reduces the forward thrust component
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FORWARD SPEED/. 0.0 ft/SSO^ ^ADVANCE RATICtf- .00 J J

ct j  L —  Cp Power Hp Yf llbsK ^LAMDAtpp ALPHAS (dsg) PHIS
0.0018 0.00014 0.710 0.50 0.0102 0.00 2.8S

+ h .

Collective p itch  (degrees)

I  I
■ Blade coning angle (degrees) ' R o to r le ft/r ig h t flapping relative to the shaft 

(flap le f t m +)

- R o tor fo re /a ft flapping relative to  the shaft 
(flap forward m +)

F IG U RE  4

T A BLE  1

SPEED
feet/sec

WEIGHT
pound

NUMBER
OF
BLADES

RPM R
inch

CHORD
inch

HP BLADE
PITCH
degrees

ROTOR
FORWARD
SHAFT
TILT
degrees

0 10 2 1500 28 2 .63 5.01 0
0 10 2 1500 28 2.56 .71 4.48 0
80 10 2 1500 28 2 1.05 9.47 20.60
80 10 2 1500 28 2.56 1.14 9.03 21.21
80 10 2 1500 24 2 .92 12.49 20.62
80 10 2 1500 24 2.56 .96 11.66 20.81
80 10 2 1600 28 2 1.11 8.70 20.61
80 10 4 1500 28 2 1.38 8.62 22.70
80 10 4 1500 28 2.56 1.56 8.58 2344
80
80 ft/sec

12
- 54.5 mph

2 1500 28 2 1.11 9.26 17.58
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PRODUCTS IN USE

BYRON
By MARK FRANKEL 
and MARTY ZELLER BULLET

• The Byron Bullet is a non-scale, high- 
performance jet that was designed around 
the successful Byro-Fan system. The Bullet 
is intended to offer a quickly built alterna
tive to the more complex scale jet kits that 
began the ducted fan movement. The Byron 
factory reasoned that a simple aircraft was 
needed to allow modelers to accumulate 
jet stick time without risking a scale model, 
and that such a model could be designed to 
make optimum use of the considerable 
thrust available from the Byro-Fan. The re
sult is an attractive aerobatic model, small 
by Byron standards, that can be flown from 
any radio control field.

Marty Zeller, a professional modeler who 
works as a consultant for several full-sized 
aerospace companies, built the kit that is 
the subject of this review. Dave Malchione, 
a well-recognized jet modeler from the 
Northeast, helped with the Bullet's test 
flights. Marty prepared the following notes 
concerning the construction of the Bullet:

"The Bullet is intended to be a competi
tive sport jet model that can be built and 
flown by a modeler without extensive jet 
experience. My assessment is that this kit 
certainly meets these requirements.

"The kit is shipped in two large packages; 
the molded Byron-Foam parts in one and 
the fuselage and hardware in the other. Like 
all Byron kits, the Bullet includes the 
specialized hardware and accessories re

quired to complete the model. Screws, 
washers, pushrods, fuel tanks, and even 
tires are packed in this kit.

"A major feature of this kit is an extensive 
owner's manual and detailed drawings. The 
manual contains a comprehensive discus
sion of the construction sequence and 
numerous photographs to illustrate the text. 
It is obvious that the folks at Ida Grove spent 
a lot of time in preparation of the assembly 
instructions. I recommend that you read the 
manual once while referring to the draw
ings, and you w ill be able to complete the 
model within the estimated building time 
of 40 hours.

"The lightweight fuselage shell is typical 
Byron glass work; it's top quality. The only 
cutting necessary is for the air inlets. Small 
holes must be drilled for the wing spars, 
a irlin es, stab ilator, and vertica l fin 
attachments.

"All flying surfaces are molded from Byro- 
Foam requiring very little construction. 
These surfaces are designed to be easily 
removable from the fuselage allowing for 
ease of transportation. The model incor
porates an all-flying tail or stabilator for 
pitch control. Each stabilator has a 1/4-inch 
spar that clamps to a circular yoke which 
fits around the tailpipe. This arrangement 
provides a very stiff mounting for the tail 
surfaces with no obstruction to the jet ex
haust. One socket head screw clamps each

stabilator into position. A single-socket 
headbolt holds the fin in place and each 
wing spar is held in place by a socket head 
bolt and alignment screws.

"T he  recom m ended fin ish for the 
molded foam parts is Econokote or Solar 
Film to produce the lightest finish. Since we 
were using the new Rossi .90 for power, I 
elected to finish the foam surfaces with the 
optional fiberglass kit. I was curious to mea
sure how much weight was added to the 
foam by the glass cloth, epoxy resin, primer, 
filler, and colored paint. I carefully weighed 
each assembled foam component prior to 
glass covering and after all finishing work 
was completed. I utilized K & B primer and 
epoxy color. The total system added 11 
ounces—I would guess that is only slightly 
more than a plastic film finish, yet it adds 
tremendous strength to the surfaces.

"W ith the airframe painted, I turned my 
attention toward installing the radio and 
ducted fan system. The Rossi was bench- 
mounted and ran in for 1.5 hours with a 
12x6 wood prop. The engine was then 
mated to the fan unit and mounted to a 
thrust measuring stand.

"The test stand was developed several 
years ago to measure propeller thrust in 
combination with various engines. It con
sists of a bench with a drawer slide 
mounted to the top and a spring scale at the 
opposite end.
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The Byro-Jet impeller being balanced on a 
High Point precision balancer.

"Prior to each test, the spring scale was 
calibrated against a known weight of ap
proximately the thrust I expected to see. In 
thecaseofthe fan unit, I placed a small con
tainer on a baby scale and ballasted it to ex
actly 13 pounds. I then adjusted the spring 
scale on the thrust stand to read 13 pounds 
when deflected by this container.

"A lever at the rear of the slide allows the 
scale to be locked out. This prevents the 
slide from moving during engine startup 
and adjustment.

"I had some initial difficulty obtaining 
reliable readings on my digital tach. I went 
from a single wide white stripe on one 
blade to a w ide stripe on two blades. This 
was later changed to a narrow stripe on one 
blade. Finally, I changed to a Royal analog 
tach and readings were easily obtained.

"I also had the opportunity to test the new 
Byrojet fuel. Originally I used a 10-percent 
nitro content with a high flash point syn
thetic and modified castor oil lubricant. By
ron's intent is to provide a cleaner-burning 
fuel with a broad band of needle valve set
tings. I was able to obtain consistent bench 
runs of 19,500 to 20,000 rpm, which 
yielded thrust readings of 12 to 13 pounds. 
The Byrojet fuel permitted the Rossi .90 to 
deliver its maximum power at a leaner nee
dle valve setting (by approximately 1/3 turn) 
than other fuels of similar nitro content. 
Furthermore, the exhaust residue in the tail
pipe was substantially cleaner with the 
Byrojet fuel. The efficiency of this fuel is 
evident in the needle valve setting and the 
clean exhaust.

"At this point we turned the Bullet over to 
Dave Malchione for the initial flight test. 
The first flight revealed the first hint of a 
problem with the project. The takeoff was 
made from a grass field on a very warm af
ternoon (well over 90 degrees). As the 
model climbed out, we heard the exhaust 
note change. Before Dave could complete 
one circuit of the field, he noticed that he 
was loosing several control functions. The 
throttle was inoperative, pitch and roll were

Continued on page 105

The engine test stand designed and built by Marty Zeller to test the output of the Rossi 90 / 
Byro-Jet combination using various fuels.

Bottom view of one of the Bullet's wing panels reveals cutouts for the landing gear and aileron 
servo. Molded foam parts were fiberglassed and finished with K&B epoxy paints.

Stabilators are controlled by a metal ring that fits around the exhaust tailpipe. Provides a very 
rigid mount for the tail surfaces and does not interfere with the jet exhaust.
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By GEORGE P. BURDELL. . . A photographic look at the first annual giant model aircraft fly-in sponsored 
last June by IMAA Chapter 228, the RCACF Miniature Aircraft Association, in Apopka, Florida.

• Model Builder columnist BIG  Al Alman 
who lives in the Pacific Northwest oughta 
be proud of the guys who live diagonally 
across the USA in Florida. Florida has fi
nally formed a chapter of the International 
Miniature Aircraft Association (IM AA) that 
operates worldwide. The Florida gang held 
their first giant model fly-in in late June, and 
it was an immense success with 27 models 
coming in to land and perform for a crowd 
conservatively estimated to exceed 300 
R/Cers and friends. The landing fee (entry) 
was $5, and that paid in advance for 30 
shiny plaques to be made that said, "I Flew 
in the First Annual IM AA Chapter 228 G i
ant Scale Fly-In June 26, 1988.'' Each of the 
27 pilots received one of the plaques as a 
reminder of a nice day of R/Cing with their 
big bird. The hosting club lost a bit on the 
mementos but profited a small fortune by 
their weenie wagon selling hot dogs, BBQ  
sandwiches, popcorn, and gallons of cold 
drinks on a warm (hot-as-hell) Florida sum
mer Sunday.

The Second Annual Giant Model Aircraft 
Fly-In is now on the 1989 calendar for the 
Orlando area. For details please write to 
Larry Dungan, CD, Remote Control Associ
ation of Central Florida, P.O. Box 8213, 
Maitland, Florida 32751.

This is the same club that runs the world 
famous Tangerine International R/C Cham
pionships. Writing to the same address w ill 
get you on the Tangerine mailing list if re
quested. ·

A partial view of the busy pits. Spectators 
loved seeing these big models perform. . . 
and the fence just out of sight to the left 
was close enough for picture taking.

Norm Holland's Laser 200 idles in for a touch-and-go at the Apopka, Florida Tangerine Model 
Airport just northwest of Orlando. Model weighs in at 17 pounds, uses a Saito 270 with C&H 
ignition conversion to put on some pretty impressive aerobatic demos.

Engine installation details in Bob Godfrey's latest, the Ultimate 10 Dash 300S. Zenoah G-62 
mounts on the front end of a piece of 4-inch-diameter PVC white plastic pipe, which in turn 
is held into the model by a series of rubber rings. In-flight smoke tank is inside the pipe just 
behind the engine; fuel tank is also in the pipe but farther aft, right at the model's balance 
point. Cleverly engineered mount reduces vibration transmitted to the airframe and radio.
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Photo at left shows Miami's Frank Reyes and his gorgeous black and white Beechcraft Stagger- 
wing, built from the Byron kit. Frank installed a complete cabin interior, then found that the 
seats he'd put in were keeping the wheels from coming all the way up. His solution was to hinge 
the seats so that they are actually pushed up and out of the way by the retracting gear. Above: 
Every model gathering has to have at least one Cub. This clipped-wing version by an unidenti
fied builder/pilot was probably built from the 1/4-scale Sig kit.

Norm Holland gets right down to business when working on his Laser 
200. Note Norm's wife's name, Dottie, on left side of fuselage.

Above: Guy Greco, who retired to Orlando from New York City, dis
plays the bones of his attractive scratch-built "sorta-Stinson" sport 
model. Will use a Saito 120. Left: Eric Dern, originally from West 
Germany, likes big and original models like his 11-foot-span "Donald 
Duck Flyer", which weighs in at 27 pounds. Donald Duck dummy 
adds five more pounds. Below: Power for the Donald Duck Flyer is 
this 3W-60 engine from Germany. Available in sizes ranging from the 
3W-35, a 2.1 cu. in. single cylinder, to the 3W-240 B4, a four-cylinder, 
13.7 cu. in., 18 hp monster. All made especially for model aircraft by 
three fellows whose last names all start with W.
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MODEL DESIGN
&  T E C H N IC A L  STUFF
B y  FR A N C IS  R EY N O LD S

• This is the third and last installment on 
composite structures, for now anyway. Next 
month we w ill do something completely 
different.
FOAM CORE SECTION JO INING

Where we make a complex foam core, 
such as a fuselage, of several foam sections, 
we must somehow stick those sections to
gether. This doesn't turn out to be a major 
problem, but there are some considerations 
that we need to note. First, it doesn't have to 
be a strong joint, since the foam itself has 
very little strength, but it needs to hold the 
parts rigidly aligned while we sand the joint 
flush and get some epoxy/glass on the foam 
to turn it into a structure. We cannot use a 
number of glues or cements we modelers 
are used to, however, because they would 
dissolve the foam. Cyano glue, Ambroid or 
other "model cements," and polyester resin 
are all taboo for that reason. (Last minute in
sert: Satellite City's new "U FO " cyano 
doesn't dissolve foam. It may be just the 
thing. I haven't tried it yet.) Glues and ce
ments that do not dissolve foam include 
epoxy, "white glge," aliphatic resin glue, 
R/C-56 glue, and wing-skinning contact ce
ments. There is a problem with all these 
non-foam-gobbling glues, except epoxy: 
they require air to dry. Unlike wood, the 
plastic foams we use are closed-cell and air
tight. Except for very small joint areas, most 
of these glues would take ages to harden in 
foam joints. So we are left with epoxy, but 
this is no good on foam either. The prob
lem, in case you haven't experienced it per
sonally, is that the glue line is so much 
harder than the foam that when we sand

across the joint the foam sands down but 
leaves a ridge of glue sticking up, which is 
most resistant to the formation of a smooth 
surface.

To minimize this problem with epoxy, I 
try to use a minimum of glue and keep it 
back from the edge of the part. I also mix as 
many micro balloons into the epoxy as it 
w ill hold, since the micro balloons make 
the epoxy sand easier and also make it 
stiffer so it doesn't run out to the edge as 
badly. By the way, Goldberg's Epoxy Plus 
seems to be a medium-fast epoxy plus a 
modest amount of micro balloons. If you 
use this product for your foam joints, mix in 
more micro balloons first. (I also add more 
micro balloons to Epoxy Plus when I use it 
for fillets. Then it really becomes non
sagging as well as easier to sand.)

If you do end up with glue at the surface 
of a foam-to-foam joint, don't try to sand it 
flush. Dig out the surface glue, leaving a 
trench, then fill the trench with NHP's 
Micro-Fill or Goldberg's Model Magic. 
These similar-acting super products sand 
just like the foam does, but they have little 
strength, so don't use them in structural ap
plications. Also, they w ill still dissolve in 
water after hardening, so make sure the sur
face is well sealed.
FOAM STRUCTURAL JOINTS

There is an exception to my comment 
that foam-to-foam joints in composite struc
tures don't need to be strong because the 
fiberglass w ill carry the load. In some cases 
the fiberglass can't carry the load. Picture a 
foam and fiberglass stabilizer mounted on a 
foam/fiberglass fuselage. We may have a

very strong epoxy bond between the glass 
on the underside of the stab and the glass 
on the sides or top of the fuse, but think 
about this: we still have weak joints. The 
catch is that the bond between the fiber
glass and the foam is poor because the ten
sile strength of the foam itself is poor. There
fore, a load on the stab w ill simply pull the 
glass loose on the bottom center of the stab, 
and the stab w ill be dangling.

Fortunately there is a very simple, fast, 
neat, low cost, and nearly weightless solu
tion to this and similar angular foam-joint 
problems. I wish there were answers this 
good for all of our design problems. Tooth
picks are what we use. Tapered round wood 
toothpicks. Align the stab and stick dry 
toothpicks through the stabilizer glass and 
foam and an inch into the fuselage foam. 
After you have about a dozen in, pull one 
out, coat it lightly with epoxy, and poke it 
back into the same hole. W hen all these 
"tension ties" are epoxied in and cured, clip 
them off close to the surface, sand them 
flush, and prime. Either the fuselage or the 
stabilizer w ill fail before that joint lets go.

Your friendly local toothpick has another 
useful application in foam/fiberglass con
struction. If we tried to mount control horns 
on all-foam-and-glass control surfaces, the 
foam inside would soon crush and the horn 
would be loose. W e could inlay a hard-

Continued on page 92

Our columnist uses plastic wallet cards — in this case an old driver's Fiberglass cloth draped over foam nacelle, ready for the epoxy bond- 
license — to squeegee epoxy into fiberglass cloth. ing coat. Clamps act as weights to keep cloth in place.
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By ELOY MAREZ

• First a clarification: our spark ignition ex
pert, Mr. Floyd Carter, can be found at 11232 
Crist Dr., Los Altos, California 94022. The 
telephone number is (415)968-4246, and if 
you are going to call, I recommend early 
evening California time. If you are calling 
from Connecticut, don't forget it is three 
hours earlier out here! I'm serious, I have 
lost count of how many telephone conver
sations I have had with persons who don't 
know or forget that the entire world does 
not operate on the same time as they hap
pen to live in. Anyway, Floyd is your source 
for do-it-yourself spark ignition circuitry, 
plus some hard-to-get items such as Hall Ef
fect sensors and magnets. On a related 
subject:
JOE HAS MOVED!

Joe Klause, probably better known to 
most of you as Kustom Kraftsmanship, has 
moved his cart a little further down the road 
to: P.O. Box 3010, Fallbrook, California 
92028, with telephone number (619)728- 
4365. You do have an excellent chance of 
catching Joe there during the daytime, but 
the time difference still applies. KK is also a 
good source for spark ignition parts, such as 
the Modelectric coil, and other hard-to-find 
related items like spark plugs and con
densers. It is also a dependable supplier of 
custom Cox engines and parts, Rev-Up pro
pellers and many O ld Timer supplies, even 
silk! A detailed brochure, well worth the 
price, is yours for only $1.
IT'S DROOL TIME FOR WEE R/C'ERS

Can you believe that little engine in the 
photo? Telling you about it is probably not 
the nicest thing I have ever done, since it is 
not a commercially available product, but it 
is a little work of art, and I just have to share 
it with you.

First of all, it is a diesel, and it does run. 
Everything is functional, including the R/C- 
style carburetor, and the little muffler fol

lows accepted design and construction. 
Specifications? It has a bore of 3mm and a 
stroke of 2.8mm. This gives an actual dis
placement of ,0198cc. To save you scram
bling for your calculator and conversion ta
bles, let me give you that in inches. The 
bore is .1181 inch, stroke is .1102 inch, for a 
displacement of .0012 cubic inch. For com
parison purposes, the Cox TD .010, which 
many of you are familiar with, has a bore of 
.237 inch and a stroke of .226 inch. This lit
tle diesel is wee indeed!

That is about all I know; nothing about 
performance figures or if it has a name. 
Probably not, on the latter. I do know that 
this and other similar engines are made by 
some unidentified person in West Ger
many, obviously someone with not only ex
cellent eyesight, but with a lot of skill and 
patience. That is all the information I have. 
Again, this or these engines are not for sale.

The information and the photo came to me 
through the courtesy of Franz Kavan, well 
known for his carburetors, Jet Ranger 
helicopter model kit, and for his FK-50 
twin-cylinder, four-cycle engine, which he 
can supply you with. Its displacement? 
Why, 50cc!
FLOYD "SPARK IGN ITIO N" CARTER

He's back with us this month, only this 
go-around, he is sharing a charger with us. 
I'll let him tell it in Carterese.

"Learn by doing" is the motto of my under
graduate alma mater. That slogan has 
served me well over the years. But age also 
brings on carelessness. Now I often 'learn 
by failing.' One painful lesson recently con
vinced me that I needed a field charger that 
was idiot-proof. I had been charging my 
seven-cell Ni-Cd pack (for a Leisure 05 mo
tor) with a piece of lamp cord and a power 
resistor spliced in somewhere, using the fa
m iliar car battery as a source. This worked 
pretty well until one day I forgot all about 
my pack being on fast charge. (You know 
how easy it is to get jawing with the gang on 
the field.) When I finally realized my pack 
was still on charge, I had ruined a good 
seven-cell pack and darn near started a fire 
(with my car providing much of the fuel).

'The result is a field charger that is truly

Continued on page 76

S I

Schematic for Floyd Carter's foolproof one-hour Ni-Cd field charger. Fully described in 
text.
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Photo taken at the first annual International Scale R/R Soaring Fun-Fly (see text) shows Eric 
Eiche's 102-inch SG-38 Schulgleiter in full flight. Hobby Lobby has a kit for it.

[■J/®
• Multi-club soaring events always draw 
the most interesting sailplane designs. One 
such group of events in Southern California 
is the "SC-squared" contest circuit. In this 
circuit, each of the participating Southern 
California Soaring Clubs takes its turn host
ing all the other clubs with a thermal con
test. Recently I attended the Inland Soaring 
Society's "SC-squared" contest and came 
away with several photos of some fascinat
ing sailplane designs.

Joe Wurts of the Thousand Oaks Soaring 
Society is no stranger to these pages. His 
designs and his soaring skills have earned 
him a lot of well-deserved recognition. At 
the ISS SCSC, Joe won, flying his latest ther-

By BILL FORREY

mal contest ship which he named Ariel.
The Ariel is a composite structure design 

using blue foam wing and stab cores, car
bon fiber spars, fiberglass wing and stab 
skins, and a molded epoxy fiberglass 
fuselage. It has a wingspan of around 110 
inches and uses Joe's favorite airfoil, the Ep- 
pler 374. The Ariel's control functions are 
simply ailerons, coupled or uncoupled rud
der, flaps, and elevator. The wing features a 
mild version of the popular Schuemann 
multi-swept wing panels with straight trail
ing edge. The outer tip panels are remova
ble for transport. All hinges are mylar tape 
and the removable wing tip panels are held 
in place by tape as well.

Joe is a keep-it-simple designer. He de
signs models under the "if it looks right, it is 
right" philosophy. As a humorous example, 
when as^ed how much dihedral was used 
under each wing, Joe replied, "About that 
much." He didn't know, it just looked right 
to him.

Because the Ariel's wing bolts on and is 
unlikely to move, Joe was able to lay in the 
drag-cutting fiberglass wing fillets on the 
wings rather than the more common 
method of putting them on the fuselage. 
The result is a very clean fillet with hardly 
any noticeable seam. Joe says that it's better 
to leave the fillet seam against the fuselage 
rather than the wing. This is because the 
boundary layer of air flowing down the fuse 
is already separated, therefore the seam 
can't add any drag.

Joe prefers JR Propo servos for the Ariel. 
These are the only mini servos he knows of 
that have metal gears. Presumably, these 
gears would yield greater strength and lon
gevity than the more common nylon gears. 
There are four of these servos buried in the 
wing of the Ariel.

One photo shows how the servos are 
mounted. Joe simply cuts the profile view 
of each servo into the wing skin, removes 
the foam, inserts the servo with the control 
arm sticking out, and tapes the servo in 
place. Both the tightness of the cutout plus 
the stiffness of the tape keep the servo from 
moving. Servo removal is quick and easy; 
remove the tape and extract the servo. The 
method is simple, quick to execute, aerody- 
namically clean, and very effective.

Lately, glider guiders have been coming 
up with many different kinds of landing 
skids designed to minimize roll-out after 
touchdown. They've tried Goldberg wing- 
tip skids mounted on the fuselage, specially 
molded "sharks teeth" skids, offroad R/C car 
tire tread, offroad bicycle tread, and cut-up 
floor mats. Joe's solution to the problem 
was to use a nut-and-bolt approach, liter
ally. The steel bolt is pushed through a hole 
in the fiberglass fuselage from the inside, 
then a washer and a nut are tightened 
against the outer side. To protect fingers 
against abrasion caused by the exposed 
threads, silicone rubber tubing is slipped 
over the bolt. This bolt skid causes the 
model to slow down very quickly as it digs 
into the grass and/or dirt. It also helps the 
groundskeeper dethatch the old grass!

I personally don't recommend this land
ing bolt approach because of the possibility 
of injury in the event of an accident. A 
glancing blow across the top of the head 
would certainly give a nasty wound. How
ever, as long as there have been towhooks, 
I've never heard of one of these protruding 
metal hooks causing this kind of injury. 
Still, it seems an unnecessary risk.

Glenn Clifton of Pomona, California, is a 
member of the Silent Wings Soaring Associ
ation. He brought a pair of unique designs 
to the ISS SCSC. The first one I'd like to go 
over is his scaled-down Gemini MTS.

Both Glenn Clifton and Harvey Jenkins 
flew these Mini-Geminis in the contest. 
Glenn has built three of them and Harvey 
has built one. To quote Glenn, 'These 
models are exceptionally good fliers. They 
are perfect in every aspect, and have a great

The man to beat, Joe Wurts, shows off his latest creation, called "Ariel” , at a recent SC 2 meet 
at Riverside, California. Structure is almost 100% composites, very little wood used.
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Two Mini-Geminis, 2-meter versions of the Gemini MTS, as flown at 
the Inland Soaring Society's SC^ contest by designer Glenn Clifton 
(left) and Harvey Jenkins.

Mike Smith shows off his Kiebitz, a ten-year-old German F3B ship. 
Thermals like a champ!

speed range. The wings are so strong you 
can really 'stand on if  when winch towing." 
The reason they are such strong wings is 
that after the size reduction, they retained 
the 1/8 x 3/8 spruce spars and 15-percent 
thick airfoil of the full-size Gemini MTS.

Glenn arrived at the two-meter span 
Mini-Gemini by taking the Gemini MTS 
plans and photocopying them 17 percent 
smaller. He spliced all the Xerox copies to-

Joe Wurts getting his Ariel off to another 
good launch. All eyes are on it.

Servo mounting in the Ariel's wing. Servo fits 
into a close-fitting hole, then is taped over. 
What could be easier?

gether and made himself plans to work 
from. As it turns out, the No. 7 tip rib of the 
full-size Gemini becomes the root rib of the 
Mini-Gemini.

The other interesting design Glenn came 
out with is what he calls the Illegitimate 
Lady. This model is a 25-percent Xerox re
duction of the Goldberg Sophisticated 
Lady. This reduction takes it from a 2-meter 
span ship down to a 1.5-meter, or 60-inch, 
AM A Class A ship. Glenn has built two of 
them. They each weigh 13 ounces ready to 
fly. They have 7-inch root ribs, 6-inch tip 
ribs, and a projected wingspan of 57.25 
inches.

As you would expect, these Illegitimate 
Ladies fly very well. Their thin flat-bottom 
airfoils, sharp fuselages, and clean T-tails 
cut drag and increase performance. I'd bet 
that if Goldberg Models kitted this little 
gem, they'd sell a m illion of 'em.

Mike Smith of Oceanside, California, is a 
member of the North County Clouds club. 
In the ISS SCSC he flew a beautiful sailplane 
called a Kiebitz (meaning a type of German 
swamp bird). M ike says this is a ten-year-old 
F3B design from West Germany designed 
by Franz Perseke. In Mike's words, "This is 
my favorite airplane to date. I wish there 
were more available. It's the only plane I 
can consistently catch when I fly at Torrey 
Pines." 1 watched this model fly around the

Ariel's landing "skid" is actually the end of a 
bolt, which digs into the grass and/or dirt and 
brings the model to a screeching halt. Simple 
and effective, but is it safe? Our columnist 
doesn't think so.

sky, catch thermals, and spot land. It was a 
beautiful, graceful sight.

The Kiebitz uses spoilerons for glide path 
control. This means that both ailerons 
deflect upwards 30 to 35 degrees to act as 
spoilers. Mike says that when using these 
spoilerons you can achieve a very effective 
final glide by holding the nose of the glider 
up, thus stalling the inboard wing. The 
reflexed ailerons keep the outer panels 
from stalling, thus maintaining roll control. 
The result is a slower approach that allows 
greater accuracy in spot landing. M ike says 
that when using spoilerons, the aileron 
control is diminished, so full aileron com
mand is required to get roll response.

The specs for the Kiebitz are: 111-inch 
wingspan, 9-inch root chord, 5-5/8-inch tip 
chord, what looks like a modified Eppler 
374 airfoil, 4-1/2-pound flying weight, 13 
oz./sq. ft. wing loading, and a horizontal 
stab span of 27 inches with a 4-inch chord.

There were other interesting sailplane de
signs and one winch mod which were wor
thy of note at the ISS event, but these w ill 
have to wait. M y "in " basket is still overflow
ing with mail and I have to get back to it! 
INTERNATIONAL SCALE R/C SOARING 
FUN-FLY

The TRICS club of the Tri-Cities area of 
Washington state (Richland, Pasco, Kenne
wick) are at it again. Their first annual scale 
fun-fly in 1988 was an unqualified success. 
This event was marked by outstanding en
thusiasm and tremendous support from the 
soaring community. The success of the first 
event has prompted an encore for 1989. The 
Memorial Day weekend of May 27, 28, and 
29 has been set aside for the second annual 
event. If you wish to attend, I strongly urge 
you to contact the event host, W il Byers, 
TRICS VP, 632 Meadows Dr. E., Richland, 
Washington 99352; (509)627-5224.

This is a fun-fly and soaring social event. 
You w ill not need to bring scale documen
tation. If you wish, power scale gliders (e.g., 
F-16 Falcon, U2 spy plane, etc.) are allowed. 
No judging w ill occur, no rules apply (other 
than safety), and no hassles w ill be toler
ated! This is simply a scale fun-fly on one of 
the world's best multi-slope soaring sites.

The entry fee is $30, including one raffle 
ticket and one banquet dinner. If you have 
more than one sailplane, the entry fee goes 
up $5 per ship and includes one extra raffle 
ticket per ship. The dinner w ill include en-
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Glenn Clifton again, this time with two of his "Illegitimate Ladies", a 25% reduction of the 
popular Goldberg Models design, made for the Class A RCHLG event. Excellent flyers.
tree, salad, choice of potato, choice of 
vegetable, roll with butter, and beverage. 
There w ill also be a no-host bar, a guest 
speaker, a slide presentation, and the raffle. 
Extra banquet tickets are available at $18 
each.

Headquarters for the event w ill be at the 
Clover Island Motor Inn, 435 Clover Island, 
Kennewick, Washington 99336; (800)833- 
1800. Be sure to mention that you are with 
the soaring  group w hen making 
reservations.
1989 AMA NATS

The same folks who are putting on the 
fun-fly above are also hosting the AM A Na
tionals. Tri-Cities has been chosen as the 
site for the '89 Nats. The dates w ill be July 
15 through 23. This year, for the first time 
ever, sailplane fliers w ill be treated with one 
day of AMA-sanctioned slope racing! Con
tact W il Byers at the address above for fur
ther info.
R/C HAND-LAUNCH CONTESTS

I've been notified of two major RCHLG 
contests for 1989. The first is located in

Southern California, and the second down 
in Texas.

The grand-daddy of all RCHLG contests is 
the ISS RCHLG contest hosted by the Inland 
Soaring Society of Riverside, California. 
The sixth annual ISS event w ill be held, as 
usual, on the first Sunday of June. Only 
AM A Class A gliders are allowed, but with 
no restrictions on R/C functions. There w ill 
be three rounds flown, with tie-breakers as 
needed. The flying field w ill be the Univer
sity M iddle School athletic field, corner of 
Spruce and Rustin, one block east of Iowa 
Avenue in the Canyon Crest Heights area of 
the city of Riverside. (Thomas Guide, page 
RIV 8, A-5.) There is no pre-registration re
quired, just be there between 8:00 and 8:30 
a.m. for sign-ups.

The second RCHLG event is hosted by the 
Southwest Soaring League, Richard "Bud" 
Black, contest organizer. He sent me the 
following letter which I w ill take the liberty 
of shortening.

" .. .Our second annual was patterned af
ter the Inland Soaring Society of Riverside's

EPPLER E-222
N X Y

0 100.000 0 .0 0 0
1 99.669 .071
2 98.722 .291
3 97.241 .645
4 95.270 1.078
5 92.812 1.560
6 89.889 2.092
7 86.547 2.666
8 82.830 3.269
9 78.784 3.883

10 74.458 4.492
11 69.901 5.079
12 65.162 5.630
13 60.292 6.127
14 55.342 6.558
15 50.361 6.908
16 45.399 7.167
17 40.503 7.326
18 35.719 7.378
19 31.091 7319
20 26.662 7.147
21 22.471 6.864
22 18.555 6.473
23 14.947 5.981
24 11.678 5.395
25 8.774 4.728
26 6.258 3.994
27 4.149 3.210
28 2.461 2.396
29 1.203 1.578
30 .382 .792
31 .007 .100
32 .199 -.470
33 .990 -.993
34 2.291 -1.499
35 4.083 -1.953
36 6.351 -2.340
37 9.078 -2.648
38 12.243 -2.872
39 15.821 -3.010
40 19.779 -3.064
41 24.083 -3.035
42 28.690 -2.932
43 33.557 -2.760
44 38.634 -2.531
45 43.867 -2.254
46 49.201 -1.942
47 54.578 -1.608
48 59.935 -1.266
49 65.212 -.928
50 70.344 -.609
51 75.268 -.320
52 79.920 -.075
53 84.238 .118
54 88.157 .249
55 91.618 .313
56 94.560 .306
57 96.916 .234
58 98.625 .128
59 99.656 .036
60 100.000 -.000

contest, and the events have been very 
popular. Most of our monthly contests are 
Dual Elimination. As we have several pilots 
flying Class A aircraft who have physical 
problems, we have come up with an op
tional modified Dynaflite 2M Up-Start (10 
feet of 1/8 rubber and 30 feet of monofila
ment). It does not give the launch that a true

Continued on page 71
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By  M I T C H  P O L I N G

• I haven't discussed motor break-in before 
in this column. However, it is a very impor
tant part of competition car racing, and it 
does apply to aircraft too, so here goes! Ini
tial break-in means running the motor with 
no load at about half the usual voltage for as 
long as it takes the brushes to wear to con
form completely to the commutator. This 
depends very much on what motor you 
have. There are two common types of ferrite 
100-watt (05) motors. The Mabuchi type 
has non-replaceable brushes in a crimped- 
on motor backplate. The brushes in this 
type of motor are very hard, since they have 
to last the life of the motor. They break in 
very slowly. An example is the DSC 075 mo
tor. The best procedure with these is to run 
them an hour or so on half voltage and let it 
go at that. They w ill not be broken in com
pletely, but I have found that the perfor
mance w ill be quite satisfactory.

The Yokomo type of motors have replace

able brushes and respond to break-in very 
dramatically, with power increases of 10 to 
20 percent. The brushes are held in brush 
slots by a spiral spring, so they are easy to 
pull out and inspect. Examples are the 
Leisure 05 motors and most offroad car mo
tors. I usually break these in with a six-cell 
pack tapped at the center. The motor is run 
on three cells at a time. I do not perma
nently tap the pack; I use jumper wires. A 
couple of two-foot long lengths of #16 wire 
with alligator clips is ideal for this. I use red 
wire for plus and black for minus so that I 
do not forget and break the motor in 
backwards!

Most battery packs have a shrink-wrap 
covering and end caps which cover the 
straps connecting the cells. If you have a six
cell pack made of twin sticks of three, re
moving the end caps w ill expose the straps 
you need. Cut the shrink wrap carefully 
with a #11 knife and keep the caps to put

A nice building job on this Warlord 40 by Mike Kometz, powered by an Astro 40 cobalt. Elec
tric conversion of the Bridi kit required no major mods.

"Shocer Treatment" by Don Hughes won 1st 
in Class A Electric at '88 U.S. F/F Champs. 
Uses a Kyosho AP-29 motor, six cells.
back on later. Connect the positive end of 
your jumper wire to the positive end of the 
battery and the negative jumper to the 
center strap at the end of the battery. Con
nect the positive and negative wires to the 
positive and negative lugs of the motor, re
spectively, and let it run with no load until it 
stops. This is usually about twenty minutes. 
Now disconnect the jumpers from the bat
tery and reconnect the negative jumper to 
the negative end of the battery, and the 
positive jumper to the center strap. Run the 
battery down as before. Now both sides of 
the battery are discharged, and you can 
charge it as usual on your six-cell charger. 
Most break-ins w ill take two to three 
charges (four to six runs) to finish.

When you are done with the break-in, 
put the end caps back on the pack and tape 
them on. Some six-cell packs are made with 
the cells side by side, like marbles in a row. 
For those, you have to remove the heat- 
shrink around the center strap, which is

Continued on page 78

Above: If it's aerobatics you want, the Great Planes Electrostreak is 
hard to beat. John Mountjoy flies his with an Astro 05 cobalt. Right: 
Russell Culp's USFFC  winning "Summerwind" F/F ship.
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1. Photo from the first SAM 100 Annual shows Paul Ahnet getting 
his O.S. 75 4/c powered Quaker off to a good start.

2. Seldom seen Mickey DeAngelis design, the Miss Fortune X. This 
Super Cyke powered R/C version belongs to John DelaGrange.

p m  m m
I '  By JOHN POND

• Seems like just last issue since I heard 
from Morton Ross of Morristown, Pennsyl
vania, but he is such a good contributor we 
can't help but run a few of his pictures.

We are fortunate to get photos of SAM 
100's first O.T. R/C Annual, as this new club 
is going to need all the help it can get, 
publicity-wise. Mort reports Contest Direc
tor Paul Ahnet did a fine job. Although the 
meet was well run, he forgot to put in his re
quest for good weather: cold and windy 
with gusts up to 25 mph. Ow!

Photo No. 1 shows the great bearded one, 
Paul Ahnet, taking off a Quaker powered 
with an open rocker arm O.S. 75 four- 
stroke. Besides running the meet, Paul 
found time to place second in the Fuel Al
lotment event.

Because of windy conditions, entries 
were down. (Mort sez even he didn't fly.)

Mort states he was amazed to see the ex
perts handle the 1/2A Texaco models stay
ing directly overhead under power. Despite 
the wind, with only one exception all 
models landed on the fieldl 

The meet, held on Sunday, November 6, 
at the Lebannon Valley R/C Club Field at 
Myerstown, Pennsylvania, aroused con
siderable interest despite the weather. This 
was the last 1988 contest in the Northeast 
area. As Mort remarks, "Now  we can get 
back to building." Photo No. 2 shows a 
fairly rare model, "M iss Fortune X," as de
signed by Mickey DeAngelis. No matter 
how he designs them, they all fly well as 
can be attested to by john DelaGrange. 
john did some lovely construction work fol
lowed by Micafilm  covering. W ith a Super 
Cyclone for power, the model turned out to 
be an excellent flier.

In the January issue we ran a photo of 
Mort Ross's Schumacher "Candid." He has 
again submitted a picture of this colorfully 
decorated model. Photo No. 3 shows what 
can be done with striping and a good color 
scheme. Best part of all, the model is 1/2A 
Texaco size!

The last photo we are using of the SAM 
100 Annual is Photo No. 4 of Doug Koch 
with his 1/2A Texaco entry, a reduced size 
"M iss America." The small ones fly as well 
as the big ones. This has contributed heav
ily in the shift in entries from Texaco to 1/2A 
Texaco. Size, money expended, and ease of 
handling contribute to the wave of interest 
in 1/2 A.

M ort goes on to say that M ickey 
DeAngelis was expected to show but didn't, 
on account of threatening weather. It took a 
long time but M ickey is learning!
1/2A Texaco
1. Doug Koch
2. John DelaGrange 
Limited Engine Run Comb.
1. Frank Lashek
2. Phil Zack
3. Richard Reuter 
Antique
1. Fred Quedenfeld 
Fuel Allotment
1. John DelaGrange
2. Paul Ahnet

3. Another rare one, a Dick Schumacher "Candid", scaled for R/C 4. At the SAM 100 Annual, Doug Koch gets his Miss America set for
1/2A Texaco by Mort Ross. Should be a great flyer. How about a a 1/2A Texaco flight while a contestant in the background prays that
150%, eight-footer for Big Texaco? Doug won’t get a max. Didn't work; Doug won the event.
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5. Photo from 1940 shows Tom Mountjoy and his Gull Wing Sport
ster, the Beauty Event winner at a local New Jersey contest.

0. T. Electric
1. Paul Murr
THE NAME OF THE GAME IS FUN

Many of the O.T. clubs are missing out on 
the fun at their meetings. Based on the ex
periences of SAM 21 (oldest West Coast R/C 
O.T. club), arguments and prolonged dis
cussions on rules and protocol should be 
referred to capable committee members.
W hen presented in complete form, then 
the membership can have at it; otherwise, 
too much effort is dissipated in endless 
discussions.

To this end, SAM 21 has promoted "Show 
and Tell" and "How-To" demonstrations, 
and a coffee break with appropriate goo
dies provided by the member selected for 
that meeting. Certainly makes for some in
teresting gas sessions.

Probably the biggest and best fun item is 
the "W hite Elephant Pirate Sale" staged by 
SAM 21 annually at the December meeting.
In this game, everyone is required to bring a 
present worth no less than $10; this gets 
away from bringing junk (a mean trick any
way). Some bring several, as does this 
author, to make up for those who forget to 
bring their donation.

After all the packages are put on display, 
everyone picks a number from the hat. Play 
begins with the No. 1 ticket holder making 
the first selection from the group.

He is then required to open the package 
and display the contents to the rest of the 
participants. No. 2 member likes what he 
sees in No. 1 and promptly claims what No.
1 has. Now No. 1 must go back and pick an
other prize (he cannot pick directly back, as 
there must be at least a one-pick interval).

No. 1 again opens the package and No. 3 
likes what he has and claims this for him
self. The No. 1 man, who liked what he 
picked the first time, can now reclaim his 
original pick from No. 2. To gain un
disputed claim to any package, one must 
have acquired it three times.

You can laugh yourself sick. At one White 
Elephant Pirate Sale, three rolls of original 
red transparent MonoKote was put up as a 
prize. Now everyone has used and likes the 
original transparent red. W hy Top Flite ever 
discontinued this very popular shade is a 
mystery to this writer. Needless to say, the 
MonoKote must have passed through ten 
hands before someone could claim it.

6. Distinctively marked Jasco Flamingo, powered by an O&R 60, 
flown by Jim  Robinson at last year's SCAMPS Annual at Taft.

7. Andy Peterson's 1939 "Cruiser", reproduced by SAM president Jim Adams. Features a high 
aspect ratio wing and quite a long tail moment. Jim 's flies with an O&R 23.
Competition for this item was almost like a 
contest!

The game continues with each subse
quent participant either claiming some
one's prize or drawing one from the pile. 
The game concl udes when the last package 
is drawn.

Timewise, this does not take over an hour 
and a half with 28 to 30 participants. This is 
one of the events anyone can get into (pro
viding you have a present to start with). The 
past W.E.P.S. was about the most hilarious 
with comments to the effect, "Don't fall in 
love with that item too much," a threat that
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8. SC IFS member Dick Lyons did his usual excellent job in building this scaled-down Red 
Zephyr for the F/F 1/2A Texaco event. D id 42 minutes at '88 SCAMPS Annual.

10. Another old photo, this one by Don Belote, shows members of the old Toledo Model 
Manglers club. All are control line models.
generally meant that prize was earmarked 
for someone else.

Afterward some impromptu swaps are 
made, as I picked up a VooDoo combat 
model complete for an Easy Built glider kit. 
)ust a case of a rubber man ending up with 
the wrong prize. More darn fun!
ENGINE OF THE MONTH

Most all model airplane publications 
have featured articles on the development 
and specifications of the Ohlsson line of en
gines. In this case, we are limiting ourselves 
to the front rotor series of .23 to 29.

The sideport Ohlsson 23, first originated 
in 1938, was the most popular engine in its 
time. Ten years later, competition and rule 
changes forced Ohlsson to develop a front 
rotor system that could be easily adapted to 
the standard sideport model.

1948 found the Ohlsson & Rice corpora
tion humming at full production. After all 
these years (including from 1939), orders to 
dealers were finally filled. Not one to let 
grass grow under his feet, particularly with 
all the good performing front rotary valve 
engines starting to claim the market, Ohls
son came out with a 23 front rotary and 
front rotary adaptation for the old 23 side 
ports.

A slightly larger size with bore of .760 in. 
and stroke of .660 inch, giving a displace
ment of .29 cu. in., was introduced. The 29 
came in three forms: an "Engine Pak" at 
$11.95, a glow plug engine at $12.95, and 
the ignition version at $13.95. The ignition 
timer and housing (called the Adjustomatic 
timer) was sheer genius and simple. To set

your engine's point gap adjustment, one 
simply loosened the small retaining screw 
and rotated the timer housing until the 
proper gap was achieved. The retaining 
screw was located on the outside of the 
tim er housing  for easy, accu rate  
adjustments.

Both the "new " Ohlsson 23 and 29 fea
tured "ebonized and rollerized" parts: i.e., 
the castings were highly polished and all 
external parts including the drive washer 
were finished in a contrasting black ebony. 
These engines, offered in 1949, were 
presented in deluxe form featuring expen
sive roller bearings on the crankshaft.

As can be seen in the drawing, an acces
sory tank mount was offered to facilitate en
gine mounting. This radial-type mounting 
could be obviated by attaching beam or

9. Sven-Olov Linden's photo of the 1939 U.S. 
Wakefield team at Bendix, New Jersey.
rail-type adapters. These were rather simply 
installed by removing the two top crank
case screws and sliding the adaptor be
tween the tank and cylinder. Crankcase 
screws were then replaced and tightened. It 
was not necessary to remove either the stan
dard tank or the later model tank mount.

It was things like this, the constant im
provements on an already proven engine, 
that maintained its long popularity. W ith 
the tremendous manufacturing facilities at 
O&R, parts and service were in a class by 
themselves.

Naturally, with the new gas classes being 
divided at .30 cu. in., it was a natural to en
large the .29 to .33 size and at the same 
time, present these models in the popular 
glow plug version.

According to Joe Wagner, the outstanding 
engine authority, this is what led to the rui
nation of the huge O &R company. The 
staked-on cylinder head used on these en
gines simply was not strong enough to 
stand the higher power and rpm generated 
by the nitrated glow fuels. No question 
about it, a complete redesign was in order, 
something that neither Ohlsson nor Rice 
relished.

Rather than produce a whole new set of 
castings, dies, etc., or go into some other 
phase of manufacturing, a parting of the 
ways occurred (with some bitter recrimina
tions at that time), and the production of

11. Andy Kovacs built this neat Buzzard Bombshell back in 1973. Is (or was) powered by an 
Enya 35, guided by a Cannon radio. Still got the airplane. Andy?
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13. Photo taken in 1974 shows John Pond (right) in his slimmer days, leaning on the J-3's prop 
while his buddy Bryan Wheeler anchors it down.

12. Darold Jones, a member of SAM 1 in 
Denver, shows off his spotted Gollywock.
Ohlsson engines eventually ceased. Truly a 
shame that, in essence, the glow plug slew 
the "giant." For those interested in the tech
nical end of Ohlsson engines, the main cyl
inder barrel was made of steel with the 
cooling fins machined in place. The cylin
der barrel was then spot welded to the die- 
castaluminum alloy case. Rounding out the 
other aluminum die-castings were the front 
crankcase cover and connecting rod.

As reported before, the machined alumi
num head was swaged to the top of the steel 
barrel. The piston was hardened and 
ground steel with a hollow steel wrist pin 
held in place with two lock rings.

The crankshaft was hogged out of solid 
bar stock, then hardened and ground at the 
main journal and crankpin. Roller bearings 
(found only in O &R engines) were the en
gineering department's answer to ball bear
ings. To this day, no one can really say

which was the best in field performance.
Strobatic tests showed that with standard 

glow fuel (5 to 10 percent nitro) the Ohlsson 
23's performance jumped to 12,000 rpm 
using an 11x5 propeller. Sim ilar type rpm 
figures were obtained from the Ohlsson 29. 
No question about the glow plug; it did im
prove performance tremendously! 
TRIDENT 65 REVISITED

A writer has to be careful what he says 
these days, as Dan Lutz of 455 South Stage 
Coach, Fallbrook, California 92028, writes 
to say that Zip Crandell is still alive and 
well.

According to Dan, Zip retired from Lew 
Mahieu's machine shop in Long Beach and 
moved to Oregon. Crandell is now living at 
129 So. H Street, P. O. Box 94, Lakeview, 
Oregon. Those who want to talk to Zip per
sonally can reach him at (503)947-4013.

Irwin Ohlsson and Lutz have been in 
steady contact with Zip since his move 
north. His son, Dick Grandell, still lives in 
Southern California and flies models oc
casionally.
30 YEARS AGO, I W A S ...

Received a very interesting letter from

Raul Lom eli, Apartano Postal 31-473, 
Guadalajara, Jal. 45050, Mexico, who 
writes to say he is selling his collection of 
Cox .020 and .010 engines to a local 
collector.

This has brought about the memories of 
his first USA Nationals held at Los Alamitos, 
California, in 1959. Raul writes as follows:

"To say the least, it was a fantastic experi
ence. The highlight of the meet was when 
Mr. Leroy Cox approached the Mexican 
team and shook hands with each member. 
He extended his left hand, closed fist, and 
slowly opened his hand. In his palm was 
the prettiest and smallest engine I had ever 
seen, a Cox .010.

"A chorus of exclamations arose, the most 
predominant ones being where, when, and 
how much. Cox indicated at that time the 
engine was not for sale.

"Next day, the entire team visited the Cox 
plant in Anaheim where we saw machinery 
producing engines by the thousands. It was 
absolutely mind-boggling! If I thought I was 
in love with the Pee Wee .020, it was like

Continued on page WO

14. A new event for R/C? Valter Ricco of Italy reproduced his 1940 15. The latest in SAM novelties, a SAM mug being marketed by John
Wakefield design as an experiment in rubber-powered R/C. Targos of Argo USA.
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OLD TIMER MODEL OF THE MONTH

SUPER STOFER
i

By JOSE TELLEZ. . . Here's a simple, rather obscure Zipper-like 1939 pylon design, scaled down for .020 to 
.049 engines. Build it robust for sport flying or super light for high performance. Either way, it's a winner!
• The original Super Stofer was a 1939 de
sign by Harold Stofer from Indianapolis, In
diana. It was powered by a Brown Junior 
and the plans were published in the journal 
of International Aeromodeling of July 1939. 
(I believe that this was one of the only two 
issues ever published!) Plans of the original 
version are currently available through John 
Pond's O ld Time Plan Service—see his ad 
elsewhere in this issue.

I first became aware of the model through 
a photo in MB of a full-size Stofer built by

Mai McLean of Long Island, New York. The 
model looked likea primitive Zipper which 
might be fun to try out as an O.T. replica. I 
scaled this version to yield an approximate 
34-inch wingspan and placed the firewall 
to accept a Cox TD .020 with a small metal 
fuel tank in the fuselage and a 30-second 
KSB timer for fuel cutoff. A reed valve Pee 
Wee .020 and an eyedropper tank would 
provide ample power and simpler installa
tion if you want to forego the sophistication 
and extra zip; however, the model is going

to need weight up front since it has such a 
short nose, so take your choice.

Although I marked the plans .020 to .049, 
after having flown the model with the TD 
.020, I would suggest staying with the 
smaller engines unless you feel you are an 
expert at trimming overpowered rockets.

To achieve that great old-time look and to 
keep the overall weight down, the two 
models I built were covered with Japanese 
tissue, and I used Aerogloss clear to glue on 
the tissue and dope the covering. The struc
ture is light, so you might want to add some 
castor oil or other plasticizer to prevent ex
cessive shrinkage and a warped flying 
surface.

You want to build as light as possible, so 
make sure you select your wood properly. 
Except for the fuselage longerons, which 
need to be hard, I used light six-pound 
balsa throughout. It is especially critical to 
achieve a very light empennage since the 
nose is so short; otherwise you w ill be 
struggling to get weight up front or end up 
with an unflyable tail-heavy model.

In spite of the drive for a lighter rear end, 
you should not omit a dethermalizer. The 
model performs very nicely and does not 
need much of a thermal to get it going. I 
used the simple fuse type with a snuffer 
tube, which is light, simple, and reliable.

The fuselage is a standard box structure. 
Start by building two identical side frames; 
box these in with the crosspieces to form 
the box and then add the top and bottom 
formers. The pylon has two outer formers 
and a core. In short, each one of the vertical

A complete set of Super Stofer bones ready for covering. Author built two at once, both cover
ed with Japanese tissue and both powered by Cox Tee Dee .020's. Continued on page 68
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SMYRNA ISO
By GEORGE P. BURDELL. . . In which a group of engine enthusiasts gather together in Smyrna, Georgia 
for an afternoon of camaraderie and engine running. High point of the day was the running of two GHQ's!

"Engine Run Day" attendees included Tom Dixon, Norm Purdy, Dick Konkle, Stu Richmond, Mickey Walker, Dave Raymond, Dick Snyder, 
Grayson Anderson, George Perryman, Frank Stewart, Linwood Cochran, Jim  Walston, and others.

• The newsletter said:
"Gentlemen, start your engines!
"Is it the Indianapolis 500? No! Is it the 

Daytona 500? No! Is it Monte Carlo, River
side, Sebring, Baja, or Road Atlanta? No! It's 
the Smyrna 150\ (That's 150 yards off the

road in beautiful Smyrna, Georgia.)
"W e are having our first 'Engine Run Day.' 

Yes, that's right. Now you can pull that en
gine out of the mothballs, attic, or safety 
deposit box and see if it w ill run. You can 
find out if your mounted engines w ill start

after sitting around in the dust since your 
last contest. Ignition, glow, diesel, anything 
you have is okay. If you are having trouble 
with any of your engines there should be 
enough 'experts' around to help. In fact, the 
main reason for this special day is to help

Here's something you don't see every day: a 
running GHQ! Note partially collapsed metal 
Perfect tank — no doubt caused by the ter
rific crankcase suction (uh-huh).

"H IST O R Y  HAS BEEN  C R EA T ED !" shouts 
Mickey Walker as second GHQ roars to life.

All eyes are on Dave Raymond's '47 Torp 29. 
Ran well once points were adjusted.
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Too bad we didn't have Sullivan starters back 
when GHQ's sold for $4.95, eh?
everybody who may be a little rusty or any
one who has never run an engine at all. And 
you don't have to worry about the noise 
bothering the neighbors; there aren't any.

"Bring any engines you want to run. If you 
have a field box, bring it, and any tools, fuel, 
props, plugs, etc. that you have. If you have 
a test stand, bring it. If you have a 'Work
mate,' bring that too. If your engine is 
mounted in a plane, bring it that way. We 
w ill have extra fuel on hand; diesel, glow, 
and gas/oil mix in case yours isn't fresh or if 
you don't have any. Clip-on ignition equip
ment w ill be available for test-stand run
ning. If you don't want to run any engines or 
don't have any, come anyway. You might 
learn how easy it is and maybe get to be a 
power flier. You may want to bring ear plugs 
or some kind of ear protectors in case it gets 
noisy. Saturday, April 23,1988,11:00a.m. to 
4:00 p.m. at )im Walston's. Hot dogs w ill be 
served." I read a lot of lively model aircraft 
newsletters and I found the preceding 
quote plenty interesting and plenty invit
ing, and I simply couldn't resist!

Atlanta and North Georgia is a hotbed of 
model building (our publisher has chosen 
this hub for a logical expansion of the great 
IM S show). There's the South East Kamikaze 
Squadron (SEKS), SAM 47, The Roswell Air 
Force (RAF), Thermal Thumbers of Metro 
Atlanta, and many other model groups in 
the area, but the idea of an Engine Run Day 
was something totally new. Braniff Airlines 
just expanded new nonstop jet service from 
home to Atlanta with affordable fares. That 
was it! I was going. I chose a couple of odd 
engines to take along with the iron Nikon 
camera and film to record the fun at the 
Smyrna 150 while making new friends and

Mighty Tom Dixon cranking a British made 
AM 10 (.06) replica diesel. He imports these 
and other neat items; see ad on page 71.

Stu Richmond's Soviet MK-17 .09 diesel run
ning on a 9x4 Master Airscrew prop.

renewing old acquaintances. I thought 
you'd like to see the very first (very success
ful) SAM 47 Engine Run Day.

And if you send only $4 to Jim Walston, 
Editor at SEKS Talks, 725 Cooper Lake Rd.,

Mickey Walker uses his trusty Sullivan starter 
to get Frank Stewart’s O&R 33 going.

Author sez he had forgotten just how much 
racket a small ignition engine can make. This 
1946 aluminum case Bantam 19 ran great.

S.E., Smyrna, Georgia 30080, he'll put you 
on their m ailing  list for the live ly , 
information-filled, quarterly newsletter of 
SAM 47 Plan to attend their next Engine 
Run Day. Y'all come! ·

Good-running O.S. 15 ignition conversion has Super Cyke points in
stalled.

Realistic-looking Kavan 50 idles away under Dick Konkle's watchful 
eye. Has been flown extensively in a 1/3-scale Emeraude.
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R A M B L IN ' A R O U N D  
A U S T R A L IA

By STU RICHMOND. . . This month our roving reporter stops in Melbourne for visits with Ford Lloyd and 
family, O.S. engine importer Tony Farnan, and finally Paul Straney, OZ's premier model aviation historian.

• There's a bunch of model builders in 
Melbourne. The metropolitan area has four 
million people and there are about twenty 
model clubs in the area and about twelve 
different fields. There are many well- 
stocked hobby shops. The O.S. and the 
Futaba importers are centered in that area, 
and the climate almost allows year-round 
flying. It's a hotbed of activity!

My genial hosts there for a few days were 
Ford and Joyce Lloyd and their son, Peter. If 
Ford looks familiar to you, it's because for 
many years he has been serving as a judge 
at the USA Nationals and has proven to 
many American competitors to be a real 
"fairdinkam  bastard," which translates to a 
real bloody darn good guy! Ford is deeply 
involved in R/C and the MAAA jurisdiction 
over scale models.

Son Peter works at the Australian govern
ment's aircraft factory, is deep into engine 
collecting, and is a staunch free flighter 
who travels extensively to contests. If you 
think you recognize Pete, you probably do, 
because he has been to ten USA major free 
flight contests in as many years! The saying 
on Pete's model shipping box is kinda fa
mous too. It says, "Luck improves with prac
tice." This father/son team share the same 
workshop building that is partitioned down 
the middle; each has his own shop. One 
shop is messier, one shop is better stocked, 
one shop has a dirtier floor, one shop is bet
ter organized, and one doesn't seem to 
trespass into the other's shop. Their com
mon bond is blood and modeling.

One of Ford's favorite models is a giant 
Volksplane powered by an O.S. .90 FSR. He 
often tows a banner behind it at model air- 
shows that says either "Welcom e to the 
Marunda Airshow" or "Rotary in Action." 
Here in the USA we're just getting into 
transmitter testing for frequency and band

width conformance, but Australia has had 
this requirement now for years and it must 
be tested annually if you want to use the 
equipment in M AAA competition. Testing 
cost, if no repair/alignment service is re
quired, is usually $15 per transmitter. The 
label carries the official M AAA emblem, 
the number of the authorized test/repair fa
cility, the date, and the technician's signa
ture. It's no different than running your car 
through an annual safety inspection and 
having an official sticker affixed each year, 
as many of our states require. If the Aus
tralian Tx check shows it to be wide band, 
then you fly with your own frequency clip, 
plus the one on either side of your fre
quency too! This tends to make one a bit 
unliked at the R/C field and encourages

equipment modernization. Guys, we've got 
the same thing coming here in the USA. 
Austral ians and Europeans have been stead
ily retiring perfectly working older technol
ogy R/C equipment. W e are going to have to 
face up to it too.

The Australian emphasis on model safety, 
in addition to R/C equipment, involves the 
inspection of R/C models before flight at 
model shows. The inspector is MAAA state- 
certified, a printed checklist is followed, 
and a completing signature on the paper
work is required before flight; there's a lot 
we can learn from our Australian friends 
down under. Ford, Pete, and I spent a cou
ple of evenings deep in model discussions. 
W ith father's (Ford) hands-on experience, 
son's (Pete) free flight expertise and full-

Tony Farnan displays a popular Old Timer, the Trenton Terror, originally designed in the USA 
by Mickey DeAngelis and now being kitted in Australia by Price-Rite Engineering.

Stu holds an O.S. FR5-300 Sirius radial while Tony Farnan (center) 
describes its unusual features. Ford Lloyd (right) looks on. Austra
lia receives model products from the Orient long before the USA.

Stu examines a portion of Paul Straney's engine collection. They 
were on tables, in drawers, inside cabinets, everywhere!
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Ford Lloyd is a major driving force in the M AAA (Model Aeronauti
cal Association of Australia), enjoys R/C scale and Old Timers.

As well as being an engine collector, Paul Straney is also an excellent 
modeler, builds both F/F and R/C.

Eric Beilby is the master R/C technician at Model Engines, the hobby 
distribution business managed by Tony Farnan.

Peter Lloyd is a well-known engine collector and one of OZ's 200 
avid free flighters.

scale technical work, and my model dumb
ness we got into deep subjects, like why 
and how does a wing lift? what's the to- 
tal/individual affect of washout? how much 
of a wing is actually flying when an R/C 
model is in a flat spin? how do you get into 
the flat spin intentionally and how do you 
recover? and what's the effect of lateral area 
and center of gravity on spin recovery? 
Their language is different, but we under
stood and enjoyed each other. Language 
differences were a bit as follows:

Them 
C'day
Ya' whopped il 
Undercarriage 
Fair Dinkam Aussie 
Chock-a-block 
Paddock 
Venue 
Syno
Pommy (Stands for 
POME - Prisoner Of 
Mother England. Aus
tralia was settled by 
English prisoners.)

An early hand-launch Australian boomerang 
glider

Ford arranged a visit to Model Engines 
(Australia) Pty, Ltd., which is O.S.'s second 
oldest importer (Radar in Hong Kong was 
first). Tony Farnan is the managing director 
(boss), and this is a major hobby distribu
tion operation for the Southern Continent 
hobby shops. Tony's business began during 
his control line flying days. A youngster 
asked Tony to help start an engine that had 
been brought from Japan. Hegot it running,

Me
Hello or goodbye 
A crash 
Landing gear 
A good modeler 
Fully charged 
Flying field 
Contest site 
CA
An Englisher

Tony Farnan shows a cutaway O.S. marine 
engine. " It 'l l never run, Tony!" sez Stu.
was quite impressed, and decided to hunt 
down the manufacturer to whom he wrote, 
describing his Australian winning creden
tials and asking if a dealership could be as
signed him for the Southern Hemisphere. 
Today this is a major hobby importing com
pany, and son Mike is deeply involved. 
You'll see Tony at Toledo almost every year.

W ith Australia's proximity to Taiwan and 
Korea and Japan, it's doubtful any major 
domestic model business w ill develop at

Paul Straney's Astral Tornado dates to 1929, 
two years before Bill Brown's USA engines.
the manufacturing level. Many O.S. engine 
innovations have originated with OZ's 
modelers and have been fed back by Tony 
to the factory, been incorporated into pro
duction, and come back to Australia as 
better-performing engines. W h ile  I was 
there I saw a racing-type rotary drum rear 
intake for a 6.5 FAI engine that was made in 
a tiny test quantity and had just arrived.

Continued on page 67
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This month's subject sits on the flight line in full battle dress. It's the Mig-27 Flogger D, made by RS Systems originally as a target drone for 
the military, now being made available to the modeling public. This one has the optional tricycle landing gear installed.

stable, and because it was often flown by 
low-time pilots, it really had to be easy to 
fly. In any event, it was considered expenda
ble, and nobody shed any tears when one 
of these drones bit the dust. M y buddy let 
me handle the controls on a couple of 
flights, and I found the MIG-27 Flogger D to 
handle much like an advanced trainer, very 
docile and responsive with no surprises. In 
the air it made a rather large target, and I 
never did find out exactly what weapons 
were used to shoot them down, but I imag

ine the RS Systems people were kept quite 
busy turning these models out for the 
military.

One of the first questions I asked was 
about the availability of these drones to the 
civilian market, and I was told that there 
were no plans to furnish them to any pur
chasers other than the U.S. armed forces. 
W ell, that is all changed now, and RS Sys
tems has made it possible for anyone to 
own one of these interesting models. The 
question now is, who would want to own 
one of these ungainly ugly ducklings, and 
what are they good for? First, if you are 
stuck on conventional models, and think 
the epitome of sport flying is the perennial 
Ugly Stik, then this is not the airplane for 
you. However, if you are a little kinky and 
would like to strike out in new directions, 
maybe the MIG-27 Flogger D w ill help to 
satisfy your urge to be different. I can 
promise that when you roll this baby onto 
your local model runway all eyes w ill be 
upon you. You might even pick up some

Our columnist poses with the Flogger D. Not a small model, it's easy to see what a tempting 
target it can be when the Marines hold aerial gunnery practice!

ALL ABOUT

ARFS
By ART STEINBERG

• A couple of years ago one of my Marine 
Corps buddies exposed me to a very un
usual R/C model. He was involved in a mili
tary program which had as its purpose the 
procurement, maintenance, and operation 
of aerial target drones. These models cer
tainly met the government requirements of 
low initial cost and good reliability. Any 
damaged parts could be quickly replaced 
after a flight, and plenty of spare compo
nents were always kept on hand. Depend
ing on availability, various engines and ra
dios were used in these drones, and at the 
time I saw my first "Flogger D," the standard 
engine was a Rossi R60 front intake ABC, 
turning an 11x7.5 prop. As far as I know, the 
Marine Corps has always adhered to this 
size two-stroke engine and propeller com
bination, even though the Flogger D is 
capable of flight with a multitude of power- 
plants. To quote RS Systems, the manufac
turer, "Although originally designed for a 
standard, non-Schneurle, muffled .60, this 
model has been flown with as small an en
gine as a .45 and as large as a 1.5 with only 
a few simple modifications to the engine 
plate and a rebalancing to bring the CG 
back into specification."

W hen I first saw the Flogger D I was 
somewhat amazed at its homely appear
ance. It was kind of boxy and ungainly look
ing, and it didn't seem as though it was air
worthy. Launching was done by simply 
heaving the model into the air, and landing 
was accomplished by just skidding in on its 
belly, as there was no provision for any 
landing gear. I don't remember some of the 
details, so I am not sure if the engine was 
throttled, but it seems as though that kind of 
refinement is not considered necessary in a 
target drone.

W hen it came to flight performance, it 
was obvious that this model was extremely
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Servos are retained by quick-change clamps. Even though they are 
out in the open with no protective covering, no exhaust residue can 
get to them. Steering servo is in the fuselage.

Side mounted O.S. 61 ABC is bolted to a metal plate. Tank is just a 
bit too high, so carb floods easily.

Esme Steinberg is dwarfed by the two cartons 
containing the Mig-27 kit.
loose change, as there w ill be some folks 
around w illing to bet it won't fly. Anyway, 
because of the novelty of this project, and 
because I have a feeling for the macabre, I 
decided to have a go at the civilian version, 
so I made arrangements to have one sent to 
me.

One bright and sunny Southern Califor
nia morning the UPS lady drove up (I don't 
know about you, but my UPS deliveries are 
made by a beautiful blonde) and deposited 
two huge cartons on my doorstep. Some
how I knew the Flogger D MIG-27 had ar
rived. A few minutes later the boxes were in 
my workshop and I was examining the con
tents. One carton contained the wing com
plete with pre-hinged ailerons, ready to 
bolt on to the fuselage. The other carton 
had a complete fuselage requiring only the 
attaching of the vertical and horizontal 
stabilizers. The latter had a ready-hinged el
evator, but the vertical stabilizer was with
out a rudder. The model was intended for 
three-channel operation; aileron, elevator, 
and throttle. All parts were made of a good- 
quality expanded polystyrene foam, and

the color of the material was light gray. Mix
ing up some epoxy and assembling the tail 
surfaces was just a few minutes work, and 
the next decision was what to do about 
applying a finish to the foam. To quote the 
instruction pamphlet, 'The model can be 
flown in the 'virgin state' with no finish ap
plied (the foam is impervious to glow fuel) 
but also accepts finishes of latex paint (fuel- 
proof after drying), low temperature heat- 
shrink coverings, some enamel and epoxy 
paints (test first on an area inside of the 
fuselage), even lightweight fiberglass cloth 
can be applied."

After all, the MIG-27 is supposed to be a 
1/9-scale model of the real thing, so I felt 
that it wouldn't be cricket to just leave the 
surfaces raw and unfinished. A quick con
sultation was held with Arthur Pesch of RS 
Systems, and he recommended that I paint 
it with ordinary latex house paint. He fur
ther recommended that I fly it without land
ing gear and just get an assistant to do the 
hand launching. I decided to go along with 
the house paint bit, but hand launching left 
me cold, as I do a lot of flying from a hard 
surface, and the engine is side mounted 
with the muffler hanging down. At the very 
least, the m uffler would be severely 
abraded in landing or possibly even broken 
off. So I decided to install a standard tricycle 
landing gear arrangement. A little rummag
ing through my parts box produced just the 
right main and nose gears, plus three hardly 
used 2-3/4-inch wheels from some long- 
forgotten model. The mains were attached

to a 3/16-inch plywood plate mounted just 
behind the balance point, and the nose 
gear strut was installed in the aluminum 
motor mounts after drilling a couple of 
holes. At this point I discovered what makes 
this airplane so strong and why it can sur
vive tremendous G forces as it does its job 
of trying to evade gunfire. Both the fuselage 
and the wing are reinforced by aluminum 
angle rods which run almost full-length. 
These rods emerge from the wing to be
come highly efficient motor mounts. The 
engine is not directly attached to these, but 
rather an aluminum engine plate holds the 
engine, and the plate is bolted to the 
mounts. This makes it simple to replace en
gines, especially if one would like to experi
ment with various powerplants. O f course, 
the original purpose in providing engine in
terchangeability was to perm it quick 
replacement of an engine damaged by a 
projectile during target practice. This 
handy feature was also provided for servo 
installation, as each servo is clamped in 
place by a cleverly designed set of metal 
plates, rather than the usual four servo 
screws. Incorporated into the cavernous 
fuselage are a number of payload compart
ments, each of which is big enough to carry 
a sandwich or two with room left over for a 
cold drink, a banana, and a couple of 
Twinkies. Actually, the Flogger D is capable 
of lifting a payload of up to twelve pounds, 
so this opens up a lot of possibilities for ex-

Continued on page 88

Custom built RTF Dalotel by well-known pattern flier Dick Hanson. Dick makes this model 
and others in various stages of completion. This one is owned by Buck Faure.
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PRODUCTS IN USE
Goldberg Models’

Sopki&ticaied £ady
B y  s k i p  r u f f  ELECTRIC MOTORGLIDER

• "Say, that's a slick-looking ship." So goes 
the typical response from someone who 
has seen, for the first time, Goldberg 
Models' new electric-powered sailplane, 
the Sophisticated Lady.

And slick it is! Goldberg has taken the 
wing from their popular Gentle Lady/Elec- 
tra glider and added a sleek T-tailed scale
like fuselage to come up with an attractive 
two-meter sailplane that is suitable for 
either slope or thermal flying. When the 
optional electric power pod is added, the 
ship becomes the perfect ballpark flier with 
clean, quiet, no-fuss operation.
THE KIT(S)

That Carl Goldberg Models Inc. stands 
for quality is certainly confirmed by the de
sign of this model and the contents of this 
kit. All wood supplied was of good quality 
with such niceties as pre-formed wing lead
ing edges and die-cut wing and fuselage 
sheeting. There was a bit of die-crunching 
on some of the wing ribs, but it was of no 
consequence once everything was sanded.

The hardware count includes such things 
as horns, clevises, hinges, tow hook, 
threaded rods, etc. I especially liked the 
vacu-formed plastic pilot/cockpit since, 
when painted, it greatly enhances the real
ism of the model. The water-transfer decal 
sheet has, among other things, two stylish 
logos for the rudder and an instrument 
panel for the cockpit. An excellent set of 
full-size plans and a fully illustrated 31-page 
instruction manual insure that even the low
time builder w ill be able to complete the

ship with a minimum of head scratching. 
The manual also gives pointers on slope 
and thermal flying and shows an optional 
.049 power pod for those who choose to 
power their model but not go the electric 
route.

The power pod kit, which is a separate 
item (part No. 678), comes with the well- 
known Mabuchi 550 motor pre-wired to an 
on/off switch, fuse, and Tamiya connector. 
The pod itself consists of a die-cut 1/8-inch 
lite-ply frame with a vacu-formed stream
lined shell covering. A spinner, prop, and 
adapter are included along with, as in the 
glider, an illustrated instruction manual.

Not included is the six-or seven-cel I battery 
pack you w ill need for motivation and, of 
course, a charger.
BUILDING

The construction of the sailplane is fairly 
simple, with built-up flying surfaces and a 
sheet balsa fuselage. About the only glitch I 
could find in the process had to do with the 
dihedral braces. On page 8 of the construc
tion manual, photo 6 shows the brace for 
the rear spar glued to the back of that spar. 
In fact, it should be glued to the front and is 
shown correctly on the plans. All parts 
seemed to fit w ell, and the building 
progressed quite rapidly with the use of Su-

Plastic shells do a nice job of fairing in the motor pylon. Note the 
prop brake just below the spinner; improves glide by keeping the 
prop from free-wheeling when the motor is off.

Motor control / prop brake servo is mounted inside the motor pylon. 
Makes for a bit of a squeeze but everything does fit. Power pod kit in
cludes motor, prop, spinner, on-off switch, fuse, connector, etc.
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PRODUCTS IN USE

Radio and motor battery installation. Skip deviated from the plans by placing the rudder and 
elevator servos aft of the motor battery — makes it easier to get the battery out if necessary.

Note the air inlet scoop just under the wing l.e.; even though not shown on the plans, this is a 
necessary addition to provide proper battery cooling. Skip also added a wheel and skid, which 
help save the underside from damage when flying off of anything other than a grass field.

per Jet cyano.
The power pod is designed with the 

switch and actuating servo mounted inside 
it so that it can be added to an already com
pleted and flown model. I would like to be 
able to say that things went just as smoothly 
here, but I did run into a couple of problems 
which may or may not show up in other 
kits. For one, since the switch sits in a die- 
cut hole on the pod frame, the positive wire 
from it to the motor (the negative wire goes 
from the motor to the fuse) has to be long 
enough to span the gap. Mine wasn't by 
about 1/4 inch and had to be replaced. Also, 
with the switch mounted as shown in the 
instruction manual and hooked up to a 
standard servo, the on/off was backwards on 
my throttle stick. Servo reversing on the 
transmitter would not have helped here be
cause I elected to hook up the recom
mended prop brake to the side of the servo 
opposite the switch linkage, and that would 
have activated the brake when the motor 
was on, not off! The simple solution was to 
unsolder the wires from the switch, rotate it 
180 degrees in its hole, and resolder the 
wires, thus reversing the polarity. Actually, it 
took less time to do that than it did to write 
this paragraph!

If you find that your prop and spinner 
wobble a bit, as mine did once tightened 
down, try positioning them in a variety of 
different positions in relation to one an
other and the adapter. By trial and error I 
was able to find a combination that allowed 
mine to run almost perfectly true.

It would be wise when trimming the ex
cess plastic from the pod shells to trim 
within about 1/8 inch from the indicated 
lines and then trim to fit. This also applies to 
the canopy.
RADIO

Three channels (throttle, rudder, elevator) 
are required, and the old adage "a place for 
everything and everything in its place" ap
plies here since space is somewhat limited. 
There is, however, just enough room for 
even my ancient Futaba, although I did 
elect to use some small servos and a 225 
mAh receiver pack. I followed the plans 
with one exception, that being to place the 
motor battery ahead of the servos for center 
of gravity purposes and so that changing the 
battery (which requires wing removal) 
would not involve digging it out through the 
pushrod linkages.
FINISHING

The model was covered with Goldberg's 
white Ultracote and brand X transparent 
red. I used the brand X because Ultracote 
does not come in transparents. Ultracote is 
a polyester heat-shrink film imported from 
Germany that is unique in that it comes 
with a paper backing, it's bubble-free, 
paintable with epoxies, polyurethanes, or 
acrylic enamels, and with heat can be 
repositioned without fear of color separa
tion. I would be less than honest if I didn't 
tell you that it is also one of the heaviest 
films on the market and therefore may not 
be ideal for all you builders who are con
cerned about saving every gram of weight 
possible. In its defense, it is one of the stron
gest and most tear-resistant films available
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and it adds considerable rigidity to any 
structure it is covered with. Although there 
have been supply problems in the past, all 
twelve colors should be available by the 
time you read this.

Other than the cockpit, the only paint ap
plied was some Testors white to the rear of 
the canopy and the skids on the fuselage 
and wings (see below). The canopy frame

was simulated with 1/4- and 1/8-inch white 
striping tape. The 1/4-inch stuff also works 
well hiding the seam on the pod shell. 
RECOMMENDATIONS & SUGGESTIONS 

The motor battery gets quite warm in 
flight, and, since the glider was not de
signed from the outset for electric power, no

Continued on page 63
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All framed up and ready for cover. Model uses conventional construction throughout. Ready- 
to-fly weight came out at 48 ounces.



By FERNANDO RAMOS ■ £ } 3 i l [ l a _
• A lot of new and great items have crossed 
my desk this past summer. For starters, there 
is a nifty little device for sharpening No. 11 
and 16 blades as well as surgical steel ones. 
This clever tool is simply called the Edjer. 
The Edjer has a saddle that holds the knife 
and blade firmly in place to get the exact 
23-degree sharpening angle. It has a free- 
moving slider which allows easy movement 
in any direction. The Edjer uses the finest 
Smith Arkansas whetstones.

In the past I've used other gimmicks to try 
sharpening blades, but the success was al
ways minimal. I keep my Edjer on the work
bench, and when the old blade starts to 
dull, a few passes on each side and it's 
ready to cut balsa. Every modeler should 
have one. Incidentally, spare stones are 
available. The Edjer can be purchased 
from: The Edjer, 15750 Los Angeles Ave., # 
74, Moorpark, California 93021. No price 
came with mine, but I have seen them ad
vertised in tool catalogs for around $8.95. 
Here's their phone number if you want to 
check: (805)529-9313.

Eric Clutton of 913 Cedar Lane, Tulla- 
homa, Tennessee 37388, handles quite a 
few different diesel engines, but his empha
sis appears to be with the P.A.W. English 
diesels. They have introduced .049 and .06 
ball bearing diesel engines; both come 
standard or with an R/C throttle. The cost of 
the .049 and .06 is $42 and $44 or $50 and 
$52 respectively for the R/C versions. Eric 
also has the magnificent D.C. Dart diesel 
engine (new manufacture) for $40. You may 
want to send Eric a large SASE for his listing 
of engines.

M y longtime friend, Dave Shipton, is one 
of those rare individuals who has spent a 
lifetime trying to get youngsters involved in 
model aviation. He has a small business 
nestled "somewhere" in Illinois. It is ap
propriately ca lled  Hobby H ideaw ay 
Research and Development, RR 2, Box 19, 
Deleran, Illinois 61734. Dave has come out 
with what he calls TWO-gether kits. These 
are a novel concept in educational toys. 
They are unassembled wood models for the 
inexperienced modeler. Each part is pre-cut 
and pre-drilled for easy assembly using 
white glue. The model can be left in natural 
wood or painted. The assembled model is 
an attractive durable wood toy. They, of 
course, are not flying models. The prices 
range from $6 to $10. For further informa
tion, send Dave a large SASE. They would 
make a great gift for youngsters!

Basswood can be a rare commodity, par
ticularly if you do not have model railroad 
shops in your area. Yet, the availability of 
basswood for modeling is a necessity. There 
isn't a single model I build that I don't incor
porate basswood. It is the ideal material for 
laminating tail surfaces, wing tips, etc. At 
the Flying Aces meet this past summer, )ohn 
Stott gave me a price list and sizes available 
that a gentleman, joe Deppe, is cutting. 
They are too numerous to mention here but 
suffice to say he has it all. All lengths are 24 
inches, but longer ones are available upon 
request. Again, send a large SASE to Joe 
Deppe, Box 125, Bolton Landing, New York 
12814.

HiLine Ltd., P.O. Box 1283, Bethesda, 
Maryland 20817, has come out with a

Cleverly designed blade sharpening device, the 
"Ed jer", comes highly recommended by our 
columnist. Details in text.
whole line of electric motors suited for 
small F/F scale models. These motors have 
been developed by Don Srull. In order to 
keep costs down, the motors which are pro
vided in the kits require that their armatures 
be rewound. This is done so that more effi
ciency can be extracted from these small 
devices.

HiLine has several different combina
tions of motor kits available, along with 
chargers. HiLine's prices are very reasona
ble. As an example, they have one package 
they call their Dual Mini-Electric Motor kit. 
This has all the necessary materials to end 
up with two geared electric motors for 
$12.95. They also have a much larger motor 
called the "Imp." This would be used for 
models that would normally be powered 
with a 1/2A engine, and it has a price of 
$10.95. Send them a large SASE for their 
flyer.

I'm not finished yet, there's still more to 
go! Dave Diels Engineering, Inc., P.O. Box 
101, W oodville, Ohio 43469, is hard at it 
again. Some people never sleep! Dave has 
recently come out with a kit of the Curtiss A-

HiLine's do-it-yourself electric motor kit, complete with all the hard 
ware required to make a geared power system.

The "Im p”  30-watt motor from HiLine, intended to fill the need for 
02 size motors. Uses three cells. Great for 36-inch Jumbo scale ships!
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8/Α-12 Shrike in 1/24 scale. This is a nice
sized model which can be built up either as 
an inline or as a radial. And, as usual, the 
quality of the kit is absolutely first-rate. The 
cost of the model is $17.00 plus $2.00 for 
shipping and handling. The decals alone 
are worth the cost of the kit.

Dave also has four scale Peanut models in 
one box, simply called 4-in-1. It includes a 
Brewster Buffalo, Vultee Vanguard, Bloch 
MB-152, and the Japanese Raider. The kits 
are complete including molded plastic 
canopies plus those beautiful decals. The 
cost of these four kits in one is $26, plus $2 
for postage.

Al Lidberg of Free Flight Model Plans, 614 
E. Fordham Dr., Tempe, Arizona 85283, 
continues to come out with bigger and bet
ter scale plans. His latest is the Napier 
Heston JA5 Racer. This 1940 plane was 
meant to assault the 500 mph speed record. 
The model has a 32-inch span, and the 
plans show how to make detachable land
ing gear. A ll of Al's work is first-rate, but this 
one has to be the best yet. I think that this 
model would make a sensational flier!

Finally, one last sensational plan service. 
The name is Flying Scale Inc., 1905 Colony 
Rd., Metairie, Louisiana 70003. Their draw
ings are absolutely first-rate! Some of the 
best scale drawings I have ever seen, and 
I've seen plenty! They have about 29 differ
ent scale plans at the time of this writing, 
with more planned. The cost is $6 each and 
they pay the postage. I don't even want to 
tell you what they have. I want you to send 
them a large SASE for their plans list, and I'll 
guarantee that you w ill eventually order all 
they produce. This outfit has some of the 
finest sets of plans I've ever seen for rubber 
flying scale. F/F Scale modelers have it 
pretty darn good with all of the available 
plans, kits, and supplies.

Mark this date down: August 12 and 13, 
1989. The Flightmasters are going to spon
sor a Flying Aces-type contest here in 
Southern California. By that, I mean, using 
Flying Aces rules and events. If you remem
ber, after the Flightmasters Annual in '87, 
the turnout was quite a disappointment, 
even though the quality of the models was 
outstanding. The membership decided that 
it might he more prudent to have this long- 
running contest (over 30 years) every other 
year. Maybe that way the "locals" would be 
yearning for a good old-fashioned F/F Scale 
contest.

Along with this thinking, it would be a 
good idea to have it alternate with the Fly
ing Aces Nats. So, here is the initial plan: 
The contest has been planned for the sum
mer so that those out of state can include 
the event along with their vacation. At least 
for the first time, it w ill only be a two-day af
fair, Saturday and Sunday. Saturday w ill be 
for judging, to take place in my backyard 
and barn. During the judging there w ill be a 
catered meal, picnic style, so that the con
testants and their families can enjoy them
selves with good food and friendship!

On Sunday, flying should start promptly 
at 8:00 a.m. until all events are covered. 
Events w ill include the following: Rubber 
Scale, Peanut Scale, Jumbo Scale, and

Continued on page 103

HiLine also markets a kit for this compact field charger, originally designed by Don Srull. Con
tains four 1650 mAh Ni-Cds, good for 15 to 30 charges on a 100 mAh flight pack.

The HiLine mini-charger being used to charge up one of the three battery packs in Don Srull's 
magnificent Dornier Do-X flying boat.

L .

The seventh in Dave Diels' line of excellent rubber-powered F/F scale kits is the Curtiss SBC-4 
Helldiver. Model in the photo was built by John Scates of England. Kit is 1/24 scale, spans 17 
inches and comes complete with prop, hardware and decals. Text has more info on Diels kits.
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• Our lead-in line this month, quoted in 
the Auto Club News, is by Albert Einstein. 
HAPPY NEW YEAR

judging from the influx of model photo
graphs, our readers were extremely produc
tive during 1988! By contrast, our own out
put was quite limited, and we determined 
to find the reasons, finally arriving at the fol
lowing alibis/excuses:

1. Selecting overly-ambitious projects. 
(Albert Einstein was correct.)

2. Excessive diversity of effort. (Too many 
projects underway at once, resulting in 
minimal progress on any of them).

3. Reduced attention span. W e find it in
creasingly difficult to maintain enthusiasm 
for prolonged endeavors. (See Item No. 1.)

4. Too much time dissipated in non
productive ways (lawn-mowing, household 
maintenance, television watching, etc.).

5. Efficiency falloff. (W ell, after all, we are 
getting older.)
ON ENERGY CONSERVATION

W hile bemoaning the above facts of life, 
a letter arrived from Herb Weiss, well- 
known for his pre-Peanut Scale "M inute 
Models," published during the I930s and 
I940s in Model Airplane News. He opines:

"M y big problem is not having enough 
energy to go around, and that is the main 
reason I am reducing my library. I have a 
feeling that just having things uses up 
energy; one feels that one really should

make use of them. And the difference be
tween having something to do and having 
to do something, is a pain-in-the-neck!" 
(See Item No. 4 above.)
ON PROCRASTINATION

We all realize that our time is slipping 
away, and yet few admit it so openly as does 
Barry Roth, who finds himself wishing he 
were 43 years older so he could "retire and 
build Peanuts fora living." Says Barry: "M y 
actual finished (models) are way too few be
cause 1), I spend too much time deliberat
ing over what to build next (there are so 
many possibilities); 2), I spend more time 
making motor-noises at the building board 
(imagination, you know) than I do at build
ing; and 3), I just can't find all the time I 
want to enjoy this captivating hobby." Barry 
does admit that his Halberstadt Peanut 
placed First at the Northwest Model Expo in 
Puyallup, Washington; however, he still 
strives constantly for greater building out
put. He also suggests a new event, "Peanut 
Golf": Models are launched at tees of golf 
courses. Fewest flights down the fairway to a 
landing on the green wins! Doglegs and 
water hazards should provide extra excite
ment. Sounds like fun to us, but would the 
golfers agree?

Barry also envisions publishing photos 
entitled Peanut Butter, consisting of badly 
damaged models with descriptions of how 
they got that way. To start the ball rolling, he

Whimsical models from Art Grosheider, based on L'eggs pantyhose containers, include this cap 
tivating helicopter and sinister submarine. These are action models, not just display pieces.

sent a long  the p ictu re  of How ard 
Breshears's Fike, test-flown with "a monster 
wad of rubber." The Fike rocketed upward 
some 35 feet, changed its mind, and plum
meted vertically into the ground. A pity. . .. 
HYDRAVION PLANS

One way to avoid hitting the ground is to 
fly over water. That may not eliminate all 
problems either, however it does offer a 
refreshing alternative.

Illustrator Tom Hallman favored us with a 
photo of a 29-1/2-inch wing span vintage 
French R.O.W. model called the "Hydra- 
vion M .B." No, the "M .B." does not stand for 
Model Builder, but the initials of the craft's 
designer, which we couldn't quite make 
out. "M . Salary" perhaps. It seems that 
Tom's father, Donald Hallman, obtained the 
plans over 50 years ago, directly from 
France. Tom would like to share this redis
covery, and offers plan copies for this fine 
old-timer on a nonprofit basis, for $3 
folded, or $4 rolled in a tube. Looks to be a 
practical proposition at a bargain price, 
from Tom Hallman, 38 S. 17th St., Allen
town, Pennsylvania 18104.
LITTLE LEGG'S

Model builders have a long history of 
adapting commonplace discards to other 
purposes. Consider the plastic bottle- 
bottoms which have been converted into 
model cowlings. O r the cottage cheese 
containers which have yielded propeller 
blades.

Art Grosheider, of Denver, Colorado, is 
carrying on in that tradition. Noticing the 
neat, egg-like plastic containers of Legg's 
brand women's pantyhose are usually 
thrown away, Art decided to see what could 
be done with them. Result? A series of 
whimsical models, as shown in two of our 
photos. Although they would be quite en
trancing sim ply as static conversation 
pieces, these models have action features as 
w ell. For instance, an electric motor 
revolves the helicopter rotor and makes 
whomp-whomp noises. The super subma
rine is ballasted so that only its conning 
tower appears above the water as it skulks 
around in a bathtub, with electric power.

Other models, not shown, include a taxy- 
ing "M ailplane," and some beady-eyed 
bugs which flap their wings and hop about 
in circles. Art finds these unique projects a 
pleasant diversion from more serious 
model subjects, and suggests that many 
other ideas await execution. Thought
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This Ford Trimotor Peanut by Sam Welch weighs a mere 4.578 grams as depicted here. All those lightening holes in the ribs were made with a 
needle file after assembly! Quite an ambitious project.
starters: How about a Balmy Balloon? A 
Badyear Blimp? A Gee Bee Omelet? W hy 
not ask your mother, wife or girlfriend to 
save her Legg's containers for you? 
NORTHWEST SCALE WATCH

Nope, not a new type of timepiece, but a 
different sort of scale modeler organization. 
The Scale Watch is a "noncom m ittal 
gathering" of modelers from the north
western area, with a love of free flight scale. 
Their interests include indoor and outdoor 
flying (all forms of power), sharing of ideas, 
plans, three-views and contest information.

The group concentrates on fun and en
joyment, downplaying documentation in 
favor of action. Their motto: "Let's build 
them to fly and fly them, not just look at 
'em!" A newsletter is being published, avail

able to anyone interested, for a donation of 
$5 per year, to cover postage and printing 
expenses. Contact: Eric Dittman, 6001- 
219th SW, Apt. 115, Mountlake Terrace, 
Washington 98043. Please tell him you 
read about it in Model Builder.
FAR EAST VISITORS 

Four modelers from Japan, publisher 
Hiroshi Ida, and Peanuteers Takashi Sugi- 
hara, Yoshindo Harada and Jiro Sugimoto, 
recently visited San Diego. Their first stop 
was at Walt Mooney's happy hangar, fol
lowed by a tour of the Peck-Polymers kit fac
tory. Then, art director/modeler Bill Noo
nan served as host for a quick trip through 
the San Diego Zoo, and master model 
maker Ray Crowell guided them through 
the San Diego Aerospace Museum.

Mr. Harada had brought along an abso
lutely jewel-like Peanut Scale Curtiss Jenny, 
intending it to be proxy-flown in California 
model contests. However, the Scale Staffel 
club members overwhelmingly decided 
the model was too precious to risk in com
petition, and instead it w ill be displayed in 
the Aerospace History of Model Aviation 
Museum, where it can be admired by all.

W hat a pleasure to meet these fine, 
talented gentlemen, who again confirmed 
that model builders are among the friendli
est people in the world. Our hobby is in
deed a universal language.
SPEAKING OF THE MUSEUM

Sharing the building with the San Diego 
Aerospace Museum is the International 
Aerospace Hall of Fame, which features 
paintings of famous aviation personalities 
and memorabilia connected with them. 
Three additional honorees were chosen to 
be represented this year, including pioneer 
French airman/designer Henri Farman, 
Soviet aircraft designer Andrei Tupolev, and 
Burt Rutan, who certainly needs no in
troduction to modelers! If any readers visit 
the San Diego area, by all means reserve at 
least a half-day for seeing the splendid Aer
ospace Museum and Hall of Fame.
JIMMIE ALLEN

Don Campbell sent copies of the prewar 
Jimmie Allen Flying Club "Flight Lessons

Continued on page 68
Delightful "Patriot Pacer" Bostonian designed and built by Perry Peterson, shown here next to 
an oversize film advertising box.

Ooops! Sudden stop of Howard Breshears's Fike Peanut resulted in 
this sad scene. Photo by Barry Roth.

The framework of Tom Hallman's French "Hydravion M .B." Old 
Time R.O.W. model. Tom has plans available; see text.
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By BOB STALICK

• Wowee! Have you been wondering what 
it takes to get one of those tiplet style V-wing 
ships going for you? If so, take a good look 
at this month's three-view. It's the F1C new 
concept transfigured to a 1/2A design. It's 
presented so you can begin getting your 
own creative juices flowing with this excit
ing new high performance idea.

And, now that you have heard that the 
AM A Nats w ill be held in the Tri-Cities of 
W ash ing ton , you are p robab ly 
wondering—just where are these cities? 
Never fear, some information about free 
flight geography w ill show up this month as 
well.

And just when you thought it was safe to 
go out to test fly, right in front of you ap
pears the spectre of Kodakophobia. What's 
a free flighter to do? Is there any hope? Read

on, dear friends.
MARCH THREE-VIEW—1/2A VEE 
CONCEPT FREE FLIGHT

If you have been following the changes in 
F1C designs of late, as I have, you have seen 
the new V-wing ships on the field and in the 
magazines. These designs seem to have a 
couple of performance advantages over the 
more traditional polyhedral wing layout 
ships:

1. The climb seems to be straighter and 
more easily adjusted.

2. The glide seems to be improved over 
similar more traditional ships.

In addition to the performance improve
ments, the design of the model is simplified 
with only one dihedral joint to be con
cerned with.

So, what is it that makes the Vee ship such 
an improvement? It appears that the 
primary change is the use of a small tiplet 
on the wing tip. Although the exact size and 
shape of the tiplet is still being developed, a 
couple of standard practices seem to have 
emerged. These are: the tiplet is airfoiled 
on the inside (the part facing the wing tip), 
the tiplet is set at a toe-out angle of four 
degrees (the tiplet trailing edge is further 
out than its leading edge), and the tiplet is 
located on the wing tip so that its leading 
edge is just in front of the high point of the 
wing airfoil. Finally, the tiplet is angled out

from vertical by about 21 degrees with the 
wing panel flat, adding to the stability of the 
model.

The VEE Concept model presented here 
this month attempts to transfer this new F1C 
idea to AM A Gas classes. Take a good look 
at the three-view. Compared to the current 
ΑΜ Α 1/2A class model, this Vee model has 
an average thickness airfoil for the wing, 
and a thinner-than-usual stab airfoil on a 
small area stab. Also note the location of 
the balance point. It is farther forward than 
what AM A Gas fliers typically use. The ship 
features autorudder, VIT, and a bunt system. 
Although the three-view calls for a Seelig 
Mini-Combo timer, a standard clockwork 
timer could be modified to produce the 
necessary functions. The T.D. 049 is in
tended to be equipped with the screw-in 
backplate mount that Jack's Models or 
Kustom Kraftsmanship sells. This mount 
w ill save a bit of weight and simplify the en
gine mounting.

The fin is located in front of the stab and 
is built up—fora reason. Although I like the 
rear fin arrangement because of its sleek
ness, I tend to bump, crack, and break the 
darned things. Moving the fin in front of the 
stab creates another problem. It is not as ef
fective, especially if you just glue on a flat 
balsa sheet fin. The fin needs to have some 
thickness—8 percent (or about 5/16 inch on 
this model) is about the minimum. I think 
10 percent might be safer, and this would 
mean a thickness of about 3/8 inch at the 
high point. Bill Dunwoody, in an article 
about his SAD SAM FAI ship in 1963, had 
this to say about fin thickness: "A factor of 
considerable importance in making the 
ship spirally stable is the thick fin airfoil. 
Thin airfoils, flat plates in particular, are 
notoriously prone to stalling and boundary 
layer separation even at low angles of at
tack, and on the fin of a free flight power

Leland Schroeder took this shot of Ed Miller flight testing Chuck 
Wright's Gambler. Chuck didn't have the nerve to fly it, but Ed had 
no such misgivings.. . after all, it wasn't his ship!

Ralph Cooney with his state-of-the-art F 1C V-wing model. Note the 
tiplets and shallow dihedral. Text has more details on this design 
feature. Site is Harts Lake Prairie, in Washington. Stalick photo.
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model, this can result in erratic control of 
the model's turn. The qualities which make 
the thin, low lift section desirable on the 
stabilizer make such a section very poor for 
the fin." Coincidentally, the fin thickness on 
SAD SAM is 12 percent.

I have come to the conclusion that the lo
cation of the fin is of less importance than 
the thickness.

So, as you look further at the plan, note 
that the amount of dihedral in the wing is 
very low. Typically, a model of this size 
would have a dihedral angle of about twice 
what the 1/2A Vee has. Looking further at 
the wing, note that the wings are very 
slightly washed so that the right wing has 
more angle of attack than the left. This 
should necessitate very slight right rudder 
tab, but no other offsets.

The bunt system should be simple, but 
may be a mystery to the newcomer. Essen
tially, the stab is held in the climb position 
by a very short wire or aluminum stub that 
is mounted in the fuselage just in front of 
the stab trailing edge. This stub keeps the 
stabilizer angle of attack correctly set for 
the climb. As the engine is flooded off, the 
timer releases a line and the wire or alumi
num stub snaps out of the way. The stab, be
ing held down by the spring-loaded au
tostab line, pops the trailing edge down 
about 3/32 inch. This causes the model to

change quickly from vertical climb to a 
more horizontal, gliding attitude. At about 
one second after the bunt, the timer 
releases that autostab line, and the stab 
pops up to the VIT arm which is set for the 
glide mode. The autorudder is usually actu
ated about the same time as the autostab 
release—some fliers do so just before the 
autostab, some immediately after. The 
primary purpose for the autorudder is for a 
transition to glide, but fine tuning of the 
glide circle should be done by stab tilt.

So, there are some of the ideas surround
ing the 1/2A Vee Concept model. If you 
want to try your own, the ideas in the three- 
view and in this column should help you. 
Good luck and let me know how you did 
with yours.
MARCH MYSTERY MODEL

Okay, O ld Timers, here is one that you 
might know about if you are up on your old 
British model magazines. This ship was de
signed by one of the more prolific and suc
cessful English free flighters of the time. In 
fact, his designing skills were influential in 
shaping free flight design in the world. This 
ship was one of his postwar efforts and qual
ifies for the Ignition Nostalgia event. So, if 
you know what it is, drop a card with the 
correct response to B ill Northrop at your 
earliest convenience. If you are the firstest 
with the correctest, then you win the big

Peter Salberg gets both feet off the ground 
while launching his Class B Starduster. Shiela 
Salberg observes. Placed 2nd at Presno Gas 
Model Club Annual. Schroeder pic.
prize—a one year subscription to Model 
Builder magazine.
MARCH DARNED GOOD AIRFOIL 
—Benedek 8403B

Back to the Benedek airfoils. Since this is
sue seems to be dedicated to power 
models, this is the section that George 
Benedek introduced to be used on earlier 
high performance FAI power models. It has 
a slight amount of undercamber, but it is 
quite thick at the leading edge, which 
means that it w ill be a forgiving section that 
should be easy to trim. Any kind of struc
ture should be appropriate for this airfoil, as 
the trailing edge is not so thin that it re
quires special consideration.
1989 NATIONALS—TRI-CITIES, 
WASHINGTON

So, you ask, where are the Tri-Cities? Take 
a look at your map of Washington state. 
Move your finger east from the Pacific to 
about 100 miles from the Idaho border and 
about 140 miles south of Spokane. There 
you should find Kennewick, Pasco, and

Continued on page 84

DARNED GOOD A IR FO IL -  BENEDEK 8403B

STA. 0 1.25 2.5 5.0 7.5 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

UPR. 2.10 3.95 4.75 5.90 6.60 7.20 7.95 8.35 8.50 8.50 8.20 7.50 6.50 5.25 4.00 2.30 0.35

LWR. 2.10 1.00 0.60 0.20 0.05 0.00 0.25 0.45 0.55 0.65 0.75 0.83 0.90 0.80 0.65 0.40 0.00
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Combat Classic action: former Combat World Champ Tom Fluker This time it's John Salvin doing the holding as Norm McFadden gets
Jr. tunes the Fox while his father, Tom Sr., hangs on. Williams pic. things going for flier Mike Petri at Combat Classic. Williams photo.
old newsletter mailing list and energetic 
flier-photographer-official Jim Cameron, I 
have assembled the list in my home com
puter. W hen a contest director wants to 
make sure that his publicity goes out to 
everyone interested in C/L in the region, he 
sends me an envelope and a nominal fee to 
cover my postage and handling expenses, 
and I mail him "The List" in the form of 
mailing labels. A ll the local club has to do is 
to stick the labels on their handbills and 
mail them. In the meantime, the list is con
stantly updated by reference to sign-up 
sheets from each contest.

It's a system that can work in any region. 
All it takes is the cooperation among con
test directors and club officials, and the 
willingness of one volunteer to be the 
"Keeper of the List." I keep the Dist. XI list 
on HyperCard software in a Macintosh 
computer. There are similar database or 
mailing programs available for other types 
of computers as well.

Good luck with your version of The List. 
(Make sure my name and address is on it!)

I received a wonderful letter from one of 
the true pioneers of the control-line hobby, 
J. Robert Smurthwaite of Baker, Oregon. As 
you may recall from previous publications. 
Bob is the "J Robert" behind the famous "J 
Roberts" three-line control system and 
other products. He also is one of several 
people who apparently developed control
line systems independently in the late 
1930s and early 1940s, a contemporary of 
such other pioneers as Jim Walker and Oba 
St. Claire. I have not been fortunate enough 
to meet Bob in my travels to C/L meets in the 
Northwest during the past decade, but I've 
often heard of his reputation and have 
looked forward to running across his path 
some day.

Unfortunately, it turned out that what 
prompted Bob to write was a grievous error 
that I made in a previous column, in saying 
that Bob was from Grants Pass, Oregon. 
Well, even though I have lived in Oregon 
for some 15 years, I still occasionally mix up 
the names of the Western Oregon town of 
Grants Pass and the Eastern Oregon town of 
LaGrande (Bob's previous residence) 
though the two towns are hundreds of miles 
distant from one another. Bob actually has

moved to Baker, also in Eastern Oregon, 
where he was born and lived most of his 
life.

At any rate, I apologize for the error. Bob 
reports that a new modeling business enter
prise is beginning to get started, and he 
plans to produce several new products.

Here are some excerpts from Bob's letter:
"I developed the three-line system, the 

first variable power controls for model air
craft engines, the most successful scale and 
Navy Carrier models ever produced, while 
here in Baker. I also had designed and man
ufactured thousands of models for Jim 
Walker's company in Portland here in Baker 
after the war years.

"I met Jim Walker in July 1942 just after 
passing tests as an Army Air Force cadet and 
sworn into military service in Portland. I 
was told that I would have a few months 
waiting period before orders would come 
to report for training. I had a scale control
line model with me and flew it on the Grant 
High School field for friends I was staying 
with, folks who formerly lived in Baker. Jim 
I ived nearby and came to the field no doubt 
when he heard my Ohlsson 60 'Custom' en
gine. It was probably the first scale model 
using control-line ever seen. I had designed 
and built it two or three years before that 
time. I learned to fly it without any previous 
knowledge or view of any other controlled 
flight. M y control system was quite com

plex, but it worked beautifully in that 
model. Jim was impressed and most in
quisitive. I did not know who he was until I 
had flown the model a couple of times. I 
wound up spending the next few months 
working with him. That was always the ba
sis between Jim Walker and my efforts. He 
was most considerate, generous, and a 
keen, highly tuned athletic type at that 
time. His coordination was truly amazing. I 
thought I was pretty good, but he was quick 
to perceive my strange notions or ideas.

'Those few months in Portland saw sev
eral new products go into production. We 
revised a couple of his older gliders and 
perfected other products which were al
ready in development stages. I look back on 
that association as a royal treat for me. I got 
paid very well for having all that pleasure, 
too. I got to know some of the factory per
sonnel and definitely know some facts 
about the origin of control-line flight, 
which some folks just don't seem to want to 
accept. . . .

"Jim  Walker did more for model en
thusiasts, industrial folks, anyone involved 
with model airplanes, than any other hu
man ever to walk on this planet. That is aJ> 
solute fact. W hy do folks try to discredit the 
man? It really makes me angry to read arti
cles in model magazines written by people

Continued on page 80

"Oriental" structure as assembled by Russ Graves. Kits for this and other older C/L models are 
available from Control Line Classics, 1788 Niobe Ave., Anaheim, CA 92804.
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INDOOR FLYING REPORT

By DAVE "VTO " LINSTRUM

• Instead of an Obscure Aircraft feature 
this month (send in your personal candi
date for this today—any full-scale aircraft 
that is little-known, seldom or never mo
deled as a F/F), we are going to treat you to 
a full-page drawing of a VFA! That's a Very 
Famous Aircraft, in this case the man- 
powered Daedalus, named for the Greek 
Free Flight Ornithopter Man from mythol
ogy. You w ill recall that when Daedalus and 
his son Icarus flew over the Aegean, Icarus 
rose too near the sun (like a F/F in a Taft ther
mal) and melted the wax on his feathered 
wings, thus a crash and splash in the sea be
low. Interestingly, the Daedalus man- 
powered aircraft made the same kind of 
landing in the surf in 1988 when the Greek 
pilot/powerplant encountered a gust on ap
proach. Flying for over four hours from 
Crete to Santorini, he harmlessly (to him) 
dunked in the drink when the fragile car
bon fiber tubular boom failed just forward 
of the tail, causing a maneuver that also 
snapped the right wing spar. The whole air
craft collapsed, but the records were set and 
no one cared. Worldwide media had a field 
day with the news.

W e thank Daedalus Project team mem
ber Mark Drela of M IT and Bob Meuser, 
Editor of NFFS Free Flight, the National 
Free Flight Society Digest, for the excellent 
drawing that shows many details of the 
Daedalus. It is certainly the World's Largest 
Indoor Model, built ultra-light and flown 
outdoors. The structure is very hi-tech (very 
little balsa; it's heavier than foam) and the 
airframe/power train was designed by a 
team that included several "Insider" aer- 
omodellers. Like Paul Macready, of Gos
samer Condor and Gossamer Albatross 
fame, these guys knew how to build fragile 
microfilm indoor endurance models. The 
same principles—make it light, strong, and 
match the prop to the power (human, not 
Pirelli rubber)—still apply to the full-scale 
craft.

The fully detailed and dimensioned 
drawing by Mark Drela—who is also expert 
in another human power area, the Indoor 
Hand-Launch Glider—tells the story. W e tip 
our indoor flying sweatband (it gets humid 
in the Macdill Hangar) to the entire Daeda
lus team for their outstanding efforts. Re
member how Lindbergh inspired aviation 
enthusiasm in 1927 by flying to Paris? We 
hope this Greek/American effort w ill cause 
similar resurgence in both full-scale and 
model aviation.
BUTCH HADLAND TRIM TIPS

Continued from the January issue, here 
are indoor scale trimming techniques from

Line drawing of the Wittman "Big-X", available as a Peanut Scale kit from Gene DuBois. See 
text for info on the other DuBois kits available.

Long Island "Insider" Bob Bender builds his exceptionally fine scale models in this basement 
workshop. Main mess is the pool table — his models are immaculate and clean!

expert Butch Hadland of England:
Flying high-wing models left is very excit

ing. Takeoff is usually followed by a very 
tight left-hand turn, gradually widening out 
until the model assumes circles of wall
banging proportions; okay outdoors, but 
frowned upon indoors. To be safe, high- 
wing models should be flown to the right.

M y low-wing rubber ships, on the other 
hand, always fly left. Flying right against 
torque is suicidal, and should be avoided at 
all costs. M y current stable of low-wingers 
includes a Heinkel He 100 (the 1939 world 
speed record holder), a Mew Gull, and 
Howard Hughes H.1 in short-wing configu
ration. All utilize the same trim, and all fly

Holland’s Edmund Liem concentrates on 
launch of his P1D microfilm ship at USA 
sponsored World Champs.
really well (all are Peanuts). The setup is;
1. 1/8 to 3/16-inch wash-in, left-hand 
wingtip.
2. 1/16 to 1/8-inch washout, right-hand 
wingtip.
3. 2-3 degrees left rudder.
4. Forward CG (10 to 12 percent).
5. Up elevator, 1/16 to 3/32 inch.
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Unidentified German team member weighs his F1D microfilm model 
at the 1988 Johnson City World Indoor Champs. Graunke photo.

Top scoring USA W/C team member Cezar Banks is intense as he puts 
full winds into the rubber for a winning flight. Note torque meter 
clipped to top of model box — see Hint of the Month.

6. 3/32 to 1/8-inch downthrust.
7. Some models may need 1 degree left 
thrust.

If you w ill examine the above, you w ill 
see that virtually every "tweak" works in op
position, resulting in a constant diameter 
left circle under full power, and approxi
mately the same diameter circle under 
cruise and approach conditions. Very safe 
and predictable. Using this trim is for 
power-on during the complete flight only. If 
your motor becomes unproductive at alti
tude (above ground!), then your model w ill 
spiral to the right, coupled with deep stalls. 
I cannot comment on low-wing CO , as yet 
because I haven't built one. However, high- 
wing and bipes I have.

Always turn left with CO ,. Trying to fly 
right, fighting all that torque from a rela
tively high-pitched prop, is a tremendous 
waste of energy. I still use the forward CG 
coupled with up-elevator configuration on 
CO.,, once again because it is so safe. This 
setup was discovered accidentally when I 
built a Sig "Mr. Mulligan" with standard 
CO , power. What used to be a fairly w il
lowy flight pattern was transformed after 
the model hit the wall. The CO j bottle on 
board moved forward about two inches due 
to the impact and was (of course) inaccessi
ble. To offset this change in CG, now about 
10 percent, the elevators were adjusted up 
about 1/8 inch, and the model flew great, 
indoors or out. It has now worn out two 
Telcos and is flying as well as ever.

As there is no power burst with CO.,,

trimming is less tricky than with rubber 
models, but unfortunately nearly every 
charge differs, changing power and weight. 
However, my models seem to cope with 
these changes, and provided that our gas 
cylinder is on or near the CG, no significant 
flight changes should occur. M y high-wing 
CO , models have the following trim:
1. Slight wash-in, left-hand wing.
2. Slight wash-out, right hand wing.
3. Forward CG, 10 to 15 percent.
4. Up-elevator to counteract Item 3.
5. 2 degrees right thrust, to counteract 
torque.
6. 1 to 2 degrees downthrust.
7. Straight, or slightly left rudder.

This trim gives constant diameter left- 
hand circles on power-on and "flight idle" 
power.

CO., and rubber-powered bipes are 
trimmed in a similar fashion, except that 
wash-in and wash-out are applied to the 
lower wings only. When setting biplane rig
ging angles, I use the American method. 
Only the leading wing has incidence, the 
trailing wing is set at zero. This method and 
a forward CG, coupled with up elevator, 
w ill cure the average biplane's tendency to 
be over-elevated and crazy.

Do not forget to charge your gas cylinder, 
or to put enough turns on your rubber mo
tor to make it taut before you adjust for CG 
position. A charge can weigh up to 6 g. 
(Brown Twin, 6 cc tank), which in my Lacy's 
case is 20 percent of the model's weight, 
and I should think that rubber would be

comparable. Keep sparklette cylinders in 
your pocket to generate some heat, for they 
dispense gas much more efficiently when 
warm. Use no other method, though, to 
warm cylinders.

Use as long a rubber motor as is practica
ble. This minimizes high initial torque 
power burst, gives a more even power 
curve, and allows many more turns for 
longer flights. My Peanut Lacy uses a 24- 
inch loop of .083 rubber, and takes 2,100 
turns, resulting usually in a 60- to 70- 
second flight. M y Heinkel He-100 (with 6- 
inch Peck propeller trimmed to 5-1/4 
inches) flies about 45 seconds on a 17-inch 
loop of .100 rubber. The Mew Gull is simi
lar. As a comparison, my inch-to-the-foot 
Lacy with dual nose-blocks (CO., and rub
ber) uses four strands of .100-inch rubber in 
a 36-inch loop and flies for 70 seconds, 
while the Brown twin with 6 cc tank has 
flown the craft for 2 minutes, 24 seconds at 
West Baden, Indiana, in 1980. The Sig Mr. 
Mulligan flies for about one minute with 
the standard Telco.

GENE D U BO IS  PEANUTS
There are plenty of cottage industry man

ufacturers of Peanut Scale kits (two of the 
best for indoor are Indoor Model Supply 
and Micro-X; see their ads in the back of this 
issue), so you w ill pardon us if we have not 
reviewed the offerings of Gene Dubois until 
now. Gene is a certified scale nut and has 
been doing research and designing scale 
ships since Earl Stahl went offstage. His de-

Gene DuBois Peanut kit of the Farman "Sport" is a neat stick-and- Fat 'n famous Gee Bee R-1 by Gene DuBois is a 36-inch span Jumbo/
tissue French flyer from the 1920's. Coconut. Large size allows lots of detailing.
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F ree  S h ip p in g  o n  o rder*  
ov er $ 2 5 0 .0 0 ··

No se rv ic e  ch a rg e  on  c re d i t  _ J
c a rd  order*M l

P re m ie r
C o m p e tit io n  H obby  

S h o p

R C E N G I N E S

2 CYCLE
9 .8 .  MAX EEXtUL bu y  nowit
2 5  FP 94 .95 53 .95
3 5  FP 99 .95 54 .95
4 0  FP 104.95 56 .95
4 0  S F  ABC 194.95 106.95
4 6  SF ABC 219 .95 115.95
61 SF  ABC 294 .95 157.95
61 SF  ABC-P 349 .95 192.99

BVPERTIQBfi
G 40SP O R T 119.95 72 .9 5
G 49  SPORT 129.95 77 .9 5
S 40  ABC W /M 154.95 92 .9 5
S 45  ABC W /M 159.95 94 .95
S61 ABC W /M 219 .95 127.95
S 3 0 0 0  1.8 CU 284 .95 175.95
X40PYLON 199.95 144.95

K A B
2 0  SPORTSER 62 .00 37 .50
4 0  RC W /M 100.00 62 .95
4 5  SPORTSER 84 .0 0 49.95
61 R C W /M 120.00 74 .95
6 5  SPORTSER 99 .9 5 59 .95

R O SSI
ROSSI 40  ABC 199.95 123.95

Y S /F U T A H A
4 5  FS 205 .95 127.95
4 5  FR 205 .95 127.95
61 FS 279 .95 167.95
61 FR 279 .96 167.95

F O U R  CYCLE
O .s. M A X
FS 2 6  SURPASS 209 .95 123.95
FS 4 0  SURPASS 259 .95 133.95
FS 48 SURPASS 299 .95 168.95
FS 7 0  SURPASS 349 .95 207 .95
FS 91 SURPASS 399 .95 234 .95
FS 120 SURPASS 5 4 9 .9 5 299 .95
FT 160 539 .95
FT 2 40 587 .95

ΒΑΓΤΟ
FA 50 199.95 152.95
FA 80 264 .95 191.50
FA 270 899 .95 629 .50

rs/eiriAb a
YS 120 FS W /PU M P 357.951!

b  b  y  S  u p  p  / y
A Division of H obby TownTnc. ....

CONTROL LINE!!
KITS
S1G BANSHEE (.35) 26 .95
SIG CHIPMUNK ( 35-.40) 41 .50
SIC  MAGNUM (.40-.60I 59 .95
TO P FLITE GEISEKE NOBLER CALL!!!

ELCtSIHES
OS 35  FP-S 49 .95
O S 40  FP-S 52 .95
FOX 3 5  STUNT 31 .50
ST 6 0  CL 89 .95

fWE ALSO FLY CONTROL LINElfO

KITS

GREAT PLANES
RETAIL b v y  a g f f i

PT 4 0  TRAINER 64 .95 47 .95
AEROMASTER BIPE 124.95 87 .9 5
ELECTRIC UB-DELUXE 74 .9 5 54 .9 5
ELECTRO STREAK 74 .9 5 53 .95

PRATHER LiLTONl 145.95 119.95

CARL GOLDBERG
SUPER CHIPMUNK 109.95 69 .95
EAGLE 2 84 .95 62 .95
GENTLE LADY 34 .9 5 22 .95

8IG
SPACEWALKER 329 .95 219 .95
KADET MARK II 64 .95 49.95
KADET SENIOR 74 .95 57 .95
KOUGAR MARK 0 44 .9 5

AIRTRONIC8
JETFIRE 20 46 .9 5
JETFIRE 40 54 .95

♦NEW FUTABA*
♦♦RADIOS**

ATT ACK 4N B L W / 3 SERVOS 1 12.95
ATTACK 4NBL ELEC W /SP . CON. 179.95
ATTACK 4NBL MINI W /2  S- 133 S 159.95
5UA AM W / 4 SERVOS 209 .95
SUAJ FM W / 4 SERVOS 239 .95
5UAP PCM W /4  SERVOS 299 .95
7UAJ FM W /4  SERVOS 296 .95
7UAP PCM W /4  SERVOS 409 .95
9 VAP PCM AIRCRAFT 699 .95

8ERVO8
S 4 8 /S 1 4 8  STANDARD 17.95
S 3 0 /S 1 3 0  BALL BEARING 33 .95
S 3 3 /S I3 3  MICRO SERVO 33 .95
S 3 4 /S 1 3 4  QTR SCALE SERVO 39 .95

AM CRYSTALS (PAIR) 13.99
FM CRYSTALS (PAIR) 22 .9 5

RACING ACCESSORIES
PERFORMANCE SPECIALTIES
FIREWALL MOUNTS FOR:
OS. SUPERTIG RE, K&B AND ROSSI 15.25
2" ALUMINUM SPINNERS 21 .25
2.25" NYLON RACING WHEELS 5.95
AXLES FOR RACING WHEELS 2.50
AIR SHRINK TUBING 2.00
O-RINGS FOR F I  PIPES (10) 4 75
ALUMINUM MOUNTS FOR O S VRP
OR SUPERTIGRE X40 19.95
SPINNER ADAPTER FOR X-40 3.00

REV-UP RACING PROPS (DOZ.) 2 8 .5 0

PLASTIC FUEL LINE HEMOSTAT8 2 .00

ΓΚΕ

(FROM NORTHWEST HOBBY 
SUPPLY)

Q u ick ie  5 0 0  R a c e r  
H o ld e r o f  th e  NW Q u ick ie  

5 0 0  R eco rd ! 11

Complete Fiberglas and 
Foam Kit! All hardware 

and wood Included!!

only

6 7 9 .9 5

BUILDING
SUPPLIES

CARL GOLDBERG
INSTANT JE T  1 /2  OZ 2 .59
INSTANT JE T  1 OZ. 4 .29
INSTANT JE T  2  OZ 6 .89
SUPER JETT 1 OZ 4 .69
SUPER JE T  2  OZ 6 .89
GIANT 4  OZ 8IZE  12 .89
HOBBYPOXY FORM 2  6 .25
HOBBYPOXY FORM 4 9 .5 0
GOLDBERG EPOXY PLUS 9 .20  
PACER ZIP KICKER 2 0 Z  4 .75
PACER ZIP REFILL 8 .7 5
LOCTITE SPRAY ADUES. 6 .35  
LOCTITE 242  THREAD LOCK 2 .55  
TITEBOND 8 0 Z  2 .4 5
ΤΓΓΕΒΟΝΌ 16 OZ 4 .19
D RE MEL 3 9 5 0  TOOL 1169.9511
DREMEL 572  DLX ΜΟΤΟ 

SHOP 9 7 .9 5
DREMEL FREEW HEELER 6 4 .9 5  
GLOW PLUG TAP 4 .95
STA-BRJTE SILVER SOLDER 5 .75

8  AND PAPER
WE HAVE 1000. 1200 AND 

1500 GRIT SANDPAPER FOR ALL 
YOUR FINE FINISHING NEEDS!!

RSK ABOUT OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS

For Immediate Shipment: 
CALL:

1-800-541-0645 
(National Watts, Incl. WA) 
Info and Local Residents: 

(206) 531-8111

HOURS:
M oo * Frl 1 0 :00  t o  7 :0 0  pm  
Saturday 10 :00  to  6 :0 0  pm  
Sunday 1 2 :00  to  5 :0 0  pm  
(Pacific Standard Time)

Mail Checks and Money 
Orders To :

N O R TH W EST HOBBY 
SUPPLY

P.O. B O X  44577 
TAC O M A. W A 9S444

'■CHCEPr FOR OUERSIZE PACKAGES

PAYM ENT: Visa, Mastercard, Discover Card, Checks and C.O.f). (C.O.D.'s will be sent Cash Only until account Is established) 
rERMS:Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for checks and money orders. Credit Cards will not be charged until we ship your order, 
prices arc valid through Apri 1 1, 1989, and are subject to change. Authorized returns only! Returns may be subject to a 
-estocking fee. Washington State residents please add 7.8% sales Tax._______________________________________________
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THE TEAM DOES IT IN THE DIRT.
Race the car that beat the 

imports in the toughest kind of 
off-road competition.

The All-American Associated 
RC10 took home the gold in 
both the ROAR and ORRCA 
Notional Championships.

Our RCIO turned bock the 
foreign cor invasion with the 
some rocecar technology that 
has kept Team Associated on 
top of the RC car racing world 
for over 15 years.
A RACE CAR. NOT A TOY.

Sure, you've heard that before
But Team Associated designs 

and engineers only model RACE cars.
The new RCIO features fully adjustable, four 

wheel independent suspension, an aluminum 
alloy monocoque tub and race-proven hardware 
throughout.

S e a le d  g e a rb o x
VariLok
d if fe re n tia l

A s s o c ia te d  
c u s to m  ra c in g  
s h o cks

Competition
modular

T6 a irc ra f t  
a lu m in u m  
m o n o c o q u e  tub

4  w h e e l 
In d e p e n d e n t 
su sp e n s io n

And the RCIO doesn't need expensive 
accessories and modifications to handle the 
roughest tracks. The strength ond durability is 
standard equipment.

RACE-WINNING ENGINEERING.
For maximum traction 

the RCIO suspension 
is damped by long throw,

oil-filled racing shocks. These custom 
shocks use machined alloy cylinders ond 
drill blank shafts for silky smooth action

Rugged, yet light, the suspension gives 
you all the adjustability of full size, full race 
buggies The A-arm/Ball joint design allows 
precise camber, caster, ride height and 

spring rate tuning. Even anti-roll bars 
and a VoriLok dif are included.

Exceptional ground clearance and 
low center of gravity also contribute 
to the superb balance and perfor
mance of the RC 10 over all types 
of terrain.

GET THE JUMP ON THE COMPETITION.
Go RC off-road racing with the 

leaders. The National Champion 
RCIO is available nowand legal for 
ROAR and ORRCA nationally sanc
tioned competition.
Complete RCIO kits, replacement 

parts and spares are readily available through 
model car racing's most extensive deoler 
network.

Take the challenge and build yourself a winner.
Team Associated's RCIO.

s k ld p ia te

F u ll ra c e  re a r  su sp e n s io n  in c lu d e s  b u lle tp ro o t  
h a lt  s h a f t  a n d  u-Jo in ts  w ith  ta p e re d  a n d  
k e y e d  m o d u la r  whee ls . Q u ick  re le a se  k n o c k  
o i l  d e s ig n  fo r  la s t  p i t  w o rk  a n d  tu n in g .

Model cars for Real racers.

Associated Electrics 
3585 Cadillac Ave., 
Costa Mesa. CA 92626 
(714) 850-9342

© 1984 Associated Electrics



e l e c t r ic

Buzz the skies in search of the RED BARON with DSC's neat little 
stand-way-off scale model of the famous WW1 fighter.

Do take-offs, aerobatics and touch and goes with this 40" span, 275 sq. " area 
beauty on 6 or 7 cells.

Simple and quick to build with the precut 
fuselage sides and tail feathers. The combo 
includes the DSC HYPERTHRUST 075 motor, fused 
switch harness with tam iya connector, pro
peller adaptor and propeller and the kit!

Special Combo Price
$ 4 7 9 5

30 amperes meter to determine current 
draw of any motor/propeller combination.

H avey 
S y s t e m s  

I  Co r po r a tio n

675 TO W ER L A N E  
W ESTC H E STE R  ΡΛ 19380 

215-430-6645

signs are chosen from the ranks of little- 
known full-scale aircraft, perhaps not true 
Obscure Aircraft but still intriguing.

One of our favorites is the Farman Sport 
biplane from the early twenties. We built 
one of the Farman Cart Postal variants—a 
Sport body and tail with a humongous barn 
door wing—but this little French flivver is a 
new one to us. W e now have one of the kits 
and hope to build it for flying next spring, 
when things get serious with the M IAM A 
club meets in Tampa.

The Sport is a neat little radial engine, 
open cockpit bipe with all the Farman 
trademarks, including a swept-tip fin and 
scalloped trailing edges on the wing and 
tail. W hile Gene built the prototype in yel
low and includes yellow Japanese tissue in 
the kit, we wonder what happened to the fa
mous Farman red? A fine flying machine in 
any color, it w ill make you a fan of the 
French.

If you prefer the home-grown designs, 
how about an EAA beauty from the pen of 
Steve Wittman; his Big-X homebuilt. It has 
super proportions for endurance. We 
recommend it for simplicity, easy trimming, 
and high flight times. A word of warning: if 
you compete in a crowd like we fly in, you 
w ill need to lighten up these kits considera
bly to get high times indoors. For your kits, 
write Gene Dubois, Box C, Acushnet, Mas
sachusetts 02743. Send him $1 for a com
plete catalog, with designs not shown in the 
photos.
H INT OF THE M ONTH

Our HOTM is again a simple one, for a

compact model stand with a disposable, 
yet readily available base. Make a "grabber" 
out of a 1 x 1-1/2-inch piece of household 
foam sponge, split halfway through so it 
w ill accept a motor stick. Cut a hole in the 
bottom and insert a 6-inch length of 3/16- 
inch wood dowel and affix with Hot Stuff. 
This dowel is then taped vertically on a 
soda can (empty or not) at the contest—no 
need for a big base in your tool kit. ·

Soph. L a d y .. .  Continued from page 45
provision was made for cooling it. It would 
be a good idea to provide intake and outlet 
air ducts in the battery compartment for this 
purpose.

As designed, the power pod becomes a 
permanent part of the wing. A simple modi
fication that would make the plane much 
more versatile would be to mount the 
power pod on a thin plywood plate that in 
turn would be held onto the wing by the 
rubber bands. This would permit the 
removal of the entire electric system for 
slope soaring, hi-start, or whatever, and 
would not add any appreciable weight nor 
detract from the appearance. In fact, some
thing quite similar to this is depicted for the 
.049 power pod.

Other than a tow hook and tail skid, no 
protection is provided for the bottom of the 
aircraft, and unless you fly off a well- 
manicured lawn, you w ill need some. For 
the fuselage I added a 1/8 ply and 1/16 wire 
skid along with a 1-1/4-inch wheel. I also 
glued a couple of 1/8 ply skids onto the

wing at the polyhedral breaks.
One option shown on the plans that I did 

not use (and wish I had!) is to make the wing 
tips removable. Doing so w ill allow you to 
transport the model in the smallest of cars. 
FLYING

With one ounce of nose ballast, the all-up 
flying weight came out at 3 pounds (48 
ounces), yielding a loading of 11 ounces 
per square foot on the 633 sq. in. wing. A 
check of motor rpm showed a peak of 9100 
with the 8x4 Tornado nylon prop supplied. 
You should get between 4 and 5 minutes of 
good useable climb power with a 6-cell 
1200 mAh battery pack. Once I had re
duced the control surface throws to two 
inches total on the rudder and a half inch 
total on the elevator (the instructions spec
ify more) I found the model to be extremely 
easy and forgiving to fly, and most enjoya
ble on calm, quiet evenings. In fact, it is not 
uncommon to get nearly 12-minute flights 
by just putting around, switching power on 
and off, and never getting over 50 to 75 feet 
high. Naturally, the nearly 70-percent in
crease in weight and added drag due to the 
electric system w ill deteriorate glide perfor
mance somewhat, but I still found the 
model capable of remaining aloft on mod
erate lift. If you adjust your switch and prop 
brake linkage properly, you should be able 
to shut the motor off after about 2/3 move
ment of the throttle stick and use the bot
tom 1/3 for engaging and disengaging the 
prop brake. W hen freewheeling, the prop 
acts as an airbrake (especially as speed in
creases) and allows fairly rapid descents
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PECK Silver-Streak

035 ELECTRIC MOTOR 
SUPER LIGHT WEIGHT ELECTRIC
W E IG H T  ONLY 2 .6  O Z  , USES LESS CURRENT 

LOWER C U R R EN T M EAN S S M A LLE R  B A T T E R IE S  
TURNS 6 -3  PROP 1 2 0 0 0  RPM . ONLY 6 .5  AMPS  

ID E A L  FO R S M A L L R /C  Λ FREE F L IG H T  
FLY 3 0  TO 4 6  INCH WINGSPAN MODELS 

MOTOR ONLY $1 9 .9 5  
R /C  OR F.F. SYSTEM $62 .95

WE SPECIALIZE IN : 
RUBBER POWER, C02, ELECTRIC 

QUALITY KITS,PLANS, TISSUE,PROPS, 
BEARINGS, WHEELS AND MUCH MORE 

C 0 2  ENGINES
TE LC O  ■ M O D E L A  ■ B R O W N  ■ D A V IS  

ALSO NEW I THE “ 1300 R /C  BUMP”  
CATALOG # 3 0  -  $ 2 .0 0

Peck-Polymers
'  BOX 2498 LA MESA. CA 92044  

PHONE (619) 446 IB  IB

Gemini M.T.S.
(A SUPERIOR MULTIPLE TASK SAILPLANE)

Standard Clan R/C sailplane for 
sport, F38, and AM A contests

Specifications:
Wingspan 100 in.
Wing area 930 sq in.
Flying weigh r 44 or.
Wing loading 6.8 oz. /sq f t  
Wing section MB-253515 

(15% semi-symmetricalI 
Max. ballast 4 lbs.

Pierce Aero Co.
9626 Jellico Avenue, Northridge, CA 91325 Phone (818) 349-4758

COMPLETE KIT WITH 
PRECISION CUT PARTS, 
ALL HARDWARE, AND 
FULL-SIZE PLANS

GNOME

S 34.95

The "Hi-Performance Compact" 
RADIO CONTROL SAILPLANE 

60" Wing Span 
375·" Wing Area 

12to 15oz. / 2ch R/C 
Optomized Eppler 205 Airfoil 

Hand Launch «.Slope - - High Start/Winch

™ ffiSBHSSS MSKEBSL Φ®Β3ϊ!ΜΠ3Τ
P. O. Box ·  9 MIDWAY CITY, CA 92655 C71AI B9S-G5B9

A l y o u r Dealer o r  
a dd  $2.00 p e r o rd e r ,  
fo r  UPS. Ca. Res 
add  61 fo r  T a x .

without picking up too much speed.
As a trainer or as an introduction to elec

tric power, I can think of no finer craft than 
this model. I thoroughly enjoyed the Soph
isticated Lady, and I think you w ill too!

In closing, I wish to thank Gary Hamilton 
and Russ Hiatt for their help with this pro
ject. ·

Choppers........ Continued from page 19
blade drag. From wind tunnel tests, theoret
ical calculations, and flight tests, the blade 
does look promising.

The test vehicles we are using are an un
modified Schluter Champion with an Air-

tronics Spectra PCM7 radio, an unmodified 
GM P Special Edition Stork with a Futaba 
7H radio, and a radically modified GM P 
Cobra with an Airtronics Module 7H radio. 
The objective is to see how fast we can fly 
with a stock Champion. We hope to break 
the existing record with a stock Champion 
and our new blades. The idea is to show 
that stock helicopters are highly capable as 
they are. Then we w ill pull out all the stops 
on the highly modified Cobra to really 
smoke the record. Like employing a stream
lined, teardrop shape Heim's Lockheed 286 
fuselage, retractable skids, advance main 
rotor blades, higher harmonic blade con
trols, M ACS custom  tuned exhaust,

Legend's Delta-3 flybarless head, tilted 
shaft, etc. All the helicopters are powered 
by an O.S. 61 Long Stroke with pump. My 
chief test pilot is Mike Johnson. We have 
him flying a four-bladed Champion in the 
Mojave Desert now. Joe Tuzen is the project 
manager who is responsible for surveying 
the land, certifying the timing devices, set
ting up the course, and calling the shots. 
This project would not have continued so 
far without the help of many other en
thusiastic modelers and industry support. 
To all the people who have given me a 
hand: thank you very, very much.

Even if we won't be able to break the 100- 
mph barrier in the near future, all the tech
nology that we have learned in this research 
project w ill trickle down to you, the readers 
and the manufacturers, through this col
umn, So, start the subscription and you w ill 
learn all the high-tech tricks that other 
helicopter columns do not offer. There 
won't be lengthy articles on rotor blade 
balancing. Rather, I w ill concentrate on 
bringing you insights to interesting helicop
ter phenomena through scientific reason
ing. This column w ill be a must for the 
tinkerers, scratch builders, contest fliers, 
inquisitive-minded modelers, and people 
who want to squeeze every bit of perfor
mance out of their helicopter. I plan to 
make this column the powerhouse in state- 
of-the-art R/C helicopter technology. New 
concepts, and the very best in high-tech 
helicopter kits and accessories w ill be 
showcased here.

Finally, I welcome any idea or sugges
tion. You can send them to P.O. Box 692, N. 
College Park, Maryland, 20740. You can 
also call me at home, (301)589-0855, or at 
work (301)454-8601. See you next month.·

Fast Choppers Continued from page 21
puter time just to run one case. W ith this in 
mind, I have written a simplified Fortran 
program designed specifically to calculate 
the theoretical performance of a model 
helicopter. The program is well com
mented, so the reader can run it on any 
computer that understands the Fortran lan
guage. Figure 4 is an example output for a 
Schluter Champion in hover. Table 1 is a 
summary of a few different cases that I have 
run using this helicopter performance 
prediction program. Copies of this program 
are available at no charge by sending an 
SASE to the RCM B office and asking for the 
helicopter evaluation program.

Now you can possess very powerful ar
tillery that can evaluate all the model 
helicopters on the market, and can also help 
you pick the optimal blade, rpm, and weight 
for your mission. Good luck using it. ·

Peanut........... Continued from page 53

plans, cementing them to the ends of the 
laminated parts. Now pin the top longeron 
in place on the plan and cut and cement the 
uprights in place. The uprights at the very 
front and above the wing leading edge are 
1/16 x 1/8, and the one for the rear motor peg 
is 1/16 x 1/4. Make the 3/32-diameter holes 
for the peg before you cement them in 
place so it can be done with the uprights
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laid one on top of the other. The best way to 
make the holes is to use a sharp knife point 
to sharpen the end of a piece of 3/32 alumi
num tubing and then to twist the sharpened 
end through the balsa. The parts should be 
held down securely on a piece of scrap 
balsa or cardboard so the tool makes a neat 
hole, rather than splitting out the far side, 
which w ill happen if the parts are holed 
with the part held in the hand or otherwise 
unbacked.

When the two side frames are thoroughly 
dry, remove them from the plans and 
separate them from each other using a thin 
blade, then assemble the basic fuselage box 
using the top view to obtain the proper 
crosspiece length. Note that at the very 
front the 1/16 x 1/8 crosspieces are not the 
same length; the top one is shorter.

After the basic box is completed, add the 
top formers where they are shown in the 
side view. Then using soft 1/32 sheet balsa 
(or thinner sheet or bond paper, if you so 
desire) cover the top of the fuselage and 
then carefully cut out the cockpit openings. 
From the nose to the wing leading edge on 
the bottom the fuselage is covered with a 
piece of 3/16 sheet balsa, which is carved to 
the contour shown in the front view.

The nose block is carved to shape from 
block balsa and is backed with a piece at 
least 1/8 thick that is a snug fit in the front of 
the fuselage box. Use a piece of 1/16 di
ameter aluminum tube or a Peck-Polymers 
thrust button as a bearing for the wire pro
peller shaft. The model in the photos is fly
ing with a 4-3/4 diameter Peck-Polymers 
plastic propeller.

Start to build the wing by cutting out all 
the ribs required. Pin the center spar down 
to the work board. Now put the trailing 
edge in place; it should be directly on the 
work board for the center four ribs and at 
each tip rib it should be blocked up 1/8 
inch. Now cement all the ribs in place and 
add the leading edge. Block the leading 
edge up as necessary for cementing to the 
front of the ribs. Let this assembly dry com
pletely. Remove it from the plans and crack 
the leading edge at the outer "R-1" ribs to 
give the wing the dihedral shown in the 
front views. Cement the dihedral joints and 
then add the two top spars to the wing 
assembly.

The horizontal and vertical tail parts are 
all 1/16 square balsa, and the assemblies are 
built flat directly over the plan.

Decorating this model is the key to hav
ing an authentic replica of one of the "Tour 
de Europe" contenders. The article accom
panying the JN-1 Peanut plans last month 
covered in detail how to make tissue color 
trim. The methods used w ill be used for the 
FARMAN F352.

Cover the entire model with white tissue. 
Water shri nk the covering; just fog on a I ight 
spay of water and let it dry. Now give the 
model two coats of thin dope.

All of the colored areas are reproduced 
by double covering with colored tissue. The 
most difficult area is on the fuselage sides. 
Get a piece of tracing paper and make a 
tracing of the fuselage side color pattern. 
Now take two sheets of red tissue and place 
them under the tracing and cut out the let
ters and the white square for the competi-

“ M atched  Perform ance System ” 
for TOP PERFO RM ANCE

K&B ENGINES 
Airplane Marme

K&B FUELS K&B GLOW PLUGS 
9 Blends 4 Choices

“ M atched Finish System ” 
for BEST APPEARANCE

K&B FIBERGLASS CLOTH K&B Micro-Balloons FILLER 
K&B SUPER POXY RESIN K&B SUPER POXY THINNER 

K&B SUPER POXY PRIMER K&B SUPER POXY PAINT 
K&B MIXING CUPS

<5B> K&B M A N U F A C T U R IN G
12152 Woodruff Avenue 

- Downey. California 9024 1

FOR THE SERIOUS COMPETITOR

U LTIM A  i\ ^ ~  /H

" I - -------- V

Wingspan: 129" 
Airfoil Selig 4061 
Controls Ailerons.

3 Piece Boll-on 
Wing Removable 

Nose Cone Epoxy,

Rudder Fuselage
$209.95

Plus 3.95 S&H ·  CA Res Add 6 5% Tax 
Complete Catalog $3.00 

• Thermal · Slope · Scale ·  Electric

AMERICAN SAILPLANE DESIGNS
2626 CORONADO ΔV, NO. 89 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92154

The Only Way to Fly
Fabtronics Mark 3 C.D.I pointless system

Works Great for Most 
2 and 4 Cycle engines

A uto m atic  S park Contro l n o w  available 
for m ost 4 cycle  anginas.

Complete System (Less Batteries) ...................S69.9S
(add $3 post. & Hand.)

FABTRONICS
375 It la  Royal· Rd„ Galesburg, IL 61401

Hobby Lobby’s 
NEW! FREE! 
CATALOG 1 3 

is ready 
NOW!

Dozens of NEW items, 
(even breakthroughs!; 

in RC electric flight, 
electric fast boats, 

and 
NEW

full-color photos 
of Hobby Lobby’s 
greatest products!

Call us at (615)373-1444  
or send the order form.

FREE IN THE USA 
Outside USA Send S2.00

Call for FIRST CLASS Mail. 
S2.00 — bill to your credit card.

mb

Name

tion number. One of the resulting pieces 
w ill be suitable for double covering the left 
side of the fuselage. The other piece w ill 
need to be cut into a couple of pieces so 
that the lettering can be turned around for 
the right side. Make sure you save the center 
of the "A's to fill them in on the double 
covering.

The other markings are black and can be 
cut from two layers of black tissue and 
doped in place where they are required.

The windshields were cut from the plas
tic packaging that surrounded a couple of C 
cell batteries. They can be readily made 
from thin, flat plastic, but it is easier if your 
plastic already has the right curvature.

Street Address

State Zip

HOBWIPBW
IN T E R N A T IO N A L . IN C .

5614 Franklin Pike Circle 
Brentwood, TN 37027 

615, 373-1444
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î r a&GiO
PO Box 1247 310 N 5th St S t Charles. IL 60174 (312) 584-7616

ROBART’S

The Hi meter tor setting proper thrust, 
wing and stabilizer incidence on a new 
model, or for determining why a present 
model doesn't fly straight.

PIVOTING V-BLOCKS —  Assures proper 

alignment o l Hying surface center lines and fits 

any wing.

MAGNIFIED ANTI-PARALAX METER 
SCALE —  Precision pointer allows line 

tuning model incidences to '/i°  accuracy.

P- BUBBLE LEVEL —  For quick and easy 

set-up o l meter and aircnrU.

MODEL
INCIDENCE

METER

THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL 
RADIO CONTROL EXPOSITION
TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
ONE MAIN STREET. TOLEDO, OHIO_________
ADVANCED TICKETS may be ordered by sending a self- 
addressed stamped business size (4Ηχ9’Λ) envelope to: 
TICKETS, 38235 Castle, Romulus, Ml 48174.
All orders above 5 tickets m ust include extra postage. U S. 
orders m ust include a 25 cents, per order, handling charge. All 
foreign orders m ust include 50 cents, per order, handling 
charge, but only need send an addressed envelope. We will 
provide the necessary postage.Express M ail Orders W ill N ot 
Be Accepted!
Include a check or money order in U.S. funds made payable to 
the "Weak Signals R/C Club." Ticket prices are: $4.00 per day 
for adults and $1.00 per day for children, 12 and under. (Please 
specify number of each.)
Deadline for ticket orders is March 31. 1989. All sales are final 
and non-refundable.

T IC K E T S  A R E  A L S O  A  V A IL A B L E  A  T T H E  D O O R .  

Exposition information is available by contacting Wayne 
Yeager, co-director, at the ticket address or by phone — (313) 
941-6661.

Bring your latest completely finished models to display and enter the 
competition for exciting awards. R/C radios will be awarded to the first, 
second and third place winners in the following classes:
NON-MILITARY SPORT SCALE PLANE (AMA Rules)
MILITARY SPORT SCALE PLANE (AMA Rules)
PRECISION SCALE PLANE (AMA Rules)
PATTERN PLANE
SPORT MONO-PLANE (non-scale models only)
SPORT BI PLANE (non-scale models only)
OLD TIMER FREE FLIGHT R/C ASSIST
R/C SAILPLANE (non-scale models only) (No Engines)
HELICOPTER 
R/C CAR
COMPETITION BOAT 
MILITARY SCALE BOAT 
PLEASURE POWER BOAT 
WORKING VESSEL-UNARMED
All models entered into competition will be judged for Best Finish, Best 
MonoKote, The Directors Award and the Best of Show.
Come, join us and enjoy yourselves at, unquestionably, the world's 
greatest radio control model show.

"W e m ill have our trad itiona l Smap Shop and 
Saturday N igh t A u c tio n "

Open to the public all three great days . . .

APRIL 7 , i8, 9, 1989
FRIDAY 9 am to 6 pm
SATURDAY 9 am to 6 pm
SUNDAY 9 am to 4:30 pm

presented by the
Weak Signals R /C  Club, Toledo, Ohio
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Technopower’s
N E W

BIG BORE

• 7 Cylinder
• 4 Cycle
• Overhead Valves
• Glow Ignition
• Displacement 2.0 cu. in.
• Red Line RPM 9000
• Flying RPM 8500
• 6-5/8” Diameter
• Hard Chrome Bore
• Cast Iron Piston Rings
• 14/6 -16/8 Prop Range
• Extra Heavy Crank Shaft 

Supported By Ball Bearings 
Fore and Aft

• Phosphor Bronze Valve Guide

• Master Rod Runs on Needle 
Bearings

• Rocker Boxes Are Investment Cast. 
Balance of Engine is Bar Stock

• Hardened and Ground Steel Cams
• Hardened and Centerless Ground 

Valves
• Weight 30-1/2 oz.

FOR INFORMATION, SEND $3.00 TO

TECHNOPOWER II INC.
610 North Street 
Chagrin Falls. Ohio 44022

Use standard adjusting techniques for 
flight but make sure the model balances on 
the center spar. Adjust gliding flight with 
tail setting and powered flight pattern with 
thrust line changes. ·

Pretty B ird .. . .  Continued from page 15
bevel I i ng the t ra i I i ng edge to conform to the 
ribs. W hen lifted from the plan, add the 
leading edge spar on the bottom. Vertical 
grain webbing between ribs is glued to the 
rear of the main spar. Add the tips next; 
these can be made from four laminations of 
1/16 x 1/4 balsa strips or 1/4-inch sheet 
balsa, or, as I did, you can use hard 1/8-inch 
aluminum welding rod to make the bow 
with hard balsa supporting triangles. This 
same method was used for the tail outlines 
for extra strength and light weight. Your lo
cal welding supply shop should be able to 
sell you a few three-foot lengths.

Decide whether you want a one- or two- 
piece wing and epoxy in either the 3/16 I.D. 
brass tubing with supports or the 1/8 ply di
hedral brace, and angle the center ribs ac
cordingly. Four balsa blocks are glued into 
the center section to receive the 1/4-20 ny
lon wing bolts that fit through the blocks 
into tapped 1/4-inch plywood nut-plates in 
the fuselage. Sheet the wing center section 
with 1/16 balsa sheet.
TAIL ASSEMBLY

Using stringy, fairly hard balsa for the tail 
members, the outlines can be laminated 
from 1/4 x 1/16 balsa strips or bent from hard 
1/8-inch aluminum welding rod or, if you 
don't care about weight, cut the whole 
thing from medium C-grain 1/4-inch balsa 
sheet. If you wish to be able to disassemble 
the model for travel, epoxy into the stab two 
1/4-inch plywood pads, drilled and tapped 
as necessary. The built-up tailplane should 
also have corner gussets as in the fuselage. 
FINISHING

The choice of covering is up to you. A 
good quality of heat-shrink film would cer
tainly be the lightest way to go, and if you 
are skilled with it, use it. I used Sig Koverall 
and Supercoat butyrate dope. I felt that 
such a light structure needed a lot of skin 
strength that wouldn't peel with wear. This 
may weigh a few ounces more than heat- 
shrink plastic, but it is more permanent, 
and it's waterproof if you like float flying. 
FLYING

After installing the radio and checking it 
thoroughly, be sure the balance point is 
where it is marked on the plan or even a lit
tle ahead. Shift the radio as necessary to 
achieve this balance. I have to admit to mak
ing the first flight of this model at a club fun- 
fly, and 10 seconds after takeoff greasing it 
under a limbo three feet high. However, I 
don't advise anyone to test any model at a 
crowded flying site.

Many people don't like taildraggers be
cause they tend to nose over and generally 
have poor ground handling. The Pretty Bird 
doesn't like to nose over and can handle 
direction changes up to 40 degrees on take
off or landing. All I can say about flying is 
that it w ill do anything the power you pro
vide permits, but slowly. Inverted flight is 
fun because it flies so slowly everyone 
thinks it w ill stall, yet snap rolls and spins

are violent but stop immediately when con
trols are neutralized. Landings are a joy 
since it w ill come in nose high, without 
dropping either wing. Try it, you'll like it. If 
you have any questions or suggestions, con
tact me at 352 Park St. N., Peterborough, 
Ontario, Canada K9H 4P5. Happy flying! ·

Ram blin........... Continued from page 41
Australia is the marketing test ground for 
made-in-the-Orient model products. The 
M odel Engines' huge warehouse was 
chock-a-block full of engines and kits and 
accessories I'd never seen before! I suspect 
the items that sell the very best in O Z are 
the ones we finally get to buy here in the

USA.
The Lloyds arranged an overnight visit 

with Paul Straney who is their country's 
model aviation historian, owns a significant 
model engine collection, and is an avid 
model builder. It was one of those super 
evenings most modelers just dream of hav
ing. USA's Bill Brown built his first model 
engine in 1931, but Paul showed me a piece 
of true Australian model history; he owns a 
made-in-1929 Astral Tornado made down 
under by H. Allenby. The engine is a world 
treasure. Paul is a retired flight engineer 
from Ansett Airlines and continues his avia
tion love affair through drawing and build
ing his own free flights and R/C models. 
Paul had scaled and built a Taibi Power-
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T H E R M A L  C H A R G E R

If what you are looking for in an 
electric sailplane is, good looks, easy 
to build, fun to fly, and great perfor
mance, Thermal Charger is the one for 
you.

V.
p r e c is io n

I I I  PRODUCTS INC. (714) 592-5144 
510 E. Arrow Highway, San Dimas. CA 91773

y

HAYES WHIP ANTENNA

antenna 
18 or 36-inch 

antenna for 
boats. Connec 
and horizontal 
safety ball all 

Stainless 
whip only 1/32 
minimum wind 

Available 
local

Vertical whip 
replaces any 
receiver 
R/C cars and 
tors, vertical 
mounts and 
included, 
spring steel 
diameter for 
resistance, 
at your 
dealer.

HAYES PRODUCTS
14325 Commerce Wy. 

Garden Grove, CA 92643

house just right for R/C 1/2A Texaco, and I 
urged him to send the plans to M B along 
with other fine designs of his.

Next month we visit the Futaba importer, 
hobby shops, talk pattern flying, get to a 
model magazine publisher, and come back 
home. ·

Old Timer.. . .  Continued from page 36
members of the pylon is made up from 
three pieces of 1/16 balsa (shown on the 
plans). These formers w ill fit like a saddle 
on top of the frame. Although not shown on 
the plans, add some scrap pieces of balsa 
where the pylon joins the fuselage. This 
w ill allow you to neatly attach the covering 
around the pylon area.

BUILD YOUR 
OWN ROCKET 

MOTORS!
WE CAN SHOW YOU HOW!

• 40 POUNDS 
THRUST!

• 50Φ EACH!
• With a rock tumbler and some simple hand tcols 

we II show you how to build YOUR OWN rocket 
engines in your own garage or workshop lor 1/5 to 
1/10 the cost ot the commercially marketed motors

• INTERESTED? Just send us S2 00 and we II mail you 
our brochure along with a WORKING SAMPLE ol an 
electric igniter that YOU CAN MAKE YOURSELF Irom 
materials you II find around the house
TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT US! We re the 00 IT 
YOURSELF ROCKET people

W rite  to : D ep artm en t M B3 . T h e  T e le flite  C o rp o ra tio n  
11620 K itc h in g  S t ., M o ren o  V a lle y , C A  92387 9978

Most of us seem to get lazy and omit the 
cowl from our F/F models. On this model, it 
would be a real shame. The cowl is the sim
plest possible to build, makes the model 
really look neat, and, furthermore, is almost 
a necessity in terms of keeping the balance 
point where it is supposed to be for good 
flying. The cowl is built up from a back 
frame shown on the plans, a shaped front 
block, and some 1/16 balsa sides. I 
cemented two small plastic blocks on the 
firewall, which accept the screws holding 
the cowl in place. Don't forget that you w ill 
need some openings for engine cooling, air 
to exhaust, and for access to the glow plug. 
The front block should also have a generous 
opening to accept cooling air around the 
cylinder.

The wing and tail surfaces are straightfor
ward and need no comment other than one

more reminder to keep that rear end light. I 
built two models; one ended up with a 
slightly heavier tail, which required some 
added nose weight to get it flying. I had 
built up a neat-looking set of wheels made 
from 1/32 plywood with aluminum tubing 
hubs and Ό "  rings from the plumbing 
department for tires. These survived on the 
model with the light tail; the other one had 
to be outfitted with a set of heavier W i lliams 
Bros, wheels to achieve proper balance.

The model should balance somewhere 
between 50 and 60 percent or somewhere 
near 3 inches back from the leading edge, 
then adjust the stab incidence to achieve a 
good glide. Stabilizer tilt is the best way to 
get a good glide turn, and engine thrust ad
justments can then establish the power pat
tern. A right spiral climb and a shallow left 
glide seems to please the Stofer.

Good luck and let me know if you liked 
the Stofer as much as I do! Jose M. Tellez, P. 
O. Box 733, Laguna Beach, California 
92652. ·

Big Birds...........Continued from page 13

needed for absolute protection.
As soon as I get the time, I'm gonna try a 

no-nitro mix to see how some of my four- 
strokers respond. Nino may have some
thing there.
CO N TEST  N O T ICE

We've just received word that the Billings 
Flying Mustangs (IM AA Chapter 203) are 
planning to host their first IMAA Regional 
Fly-In on June 9, 10, and 11. The event w ill 
be sanctioned by both the IMAA and the 
AM A.

For more information, contact Donald 
Herington, 1401 Central Ave., Billings, 
Montana 59102.

Al Alman, 16501-4th Avenue Court East, 
Spanaway, Washington 98387; (206)535- 
1549. All my best wishes for the holidays, 
and take good care of your bod; BE SAFE in 
the shop and at the field. And keep those 
cards, letters, and pix a cornin'! ·

Hannan's........ Continued from page 49
and Final Examination." After studying the 
lessons and answering the test questions, a 
prospective Flying Cadet took the Examina
tion page to his participating neighborhood 
grocer. Those who successfully passed the 
test received handsome bronze Cadet 
wings.
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Although we knew of Jim m ie Allen 
model planes, radio programs, and gaso
line company promotions, we had not 
known of the grocery store connections. In 
fact, the "Colonial" stamped on some Jim 
mie Allen wings pins was a brand of bread, 
as disclosed by this testimonial: "Greetings 
Flying Cadets! After a busy day, I like to go 
home to a substantial meal of good 
nourishing food, with plenty of fresh 
Colonial Bread. There isn't a day goes by 
but what I eat Colonial Bread in one form or 
another. . .Take my advice, stay with 
Colonial, it's good every time." Jimmie A l
len. So now you know.
MORE NOSTALGIA

Gerald E. Myers, of Redway, California, 
sent us a reproduction of the St. Louis 
Globe-Democrat newspaper of May 23, 
1927. In case that date may not ring a mental 
bell, it was soon after Charles Lindbergh's 
successful Atlantic crossing. Since his plane 
had been sponsored by citizens of St. Louis, 
it is not surprising that enthusiastic cover
age would be given to the epic flight.

This newspaper is a kind of "time- 
machine," enabling a reader to return to 
that pivotal point in aviation history. Have 
things really changed that much? W ell, in 
some ways, yes; in other respects, no. Sure, 
the paper's price was only two cents in 
1927, however even back during that time 
there was an excess of crime, politics, and 
politicians. Some things never change.. . .

On the brighter side, reading about Lind
bergh's flight in his own words so soon after 
the event is truly inspiring. No historian, 
however talented or well-motivated could 
possibly achieve the sense of immediacy 
Lindy himself could offer:

"It isn't true that I was exhausted. I was 
tired, but I wasn't exhausted." "Other men 
w ill fly the Atlantic as I did, but I think it is 
safe to guess that none of them w ill get any 
warmer reception than I got." "I look for
ward to the day when transatlantic flying 
w ill be a regular thing." If this sampling 
whets your appetite for more, you may or
der your own copy of the newspaper, com
plete with all the advertisements and comic 
strips of the time. The cost is a modest $2.50 
postpaid (in the USA) from Project Start, 
6001 Berkely Drive, P.O. Box 5955, St. 
Louis, Missouri 63134. Profits from the 
newspaper sales go to worthy programs for 
disabled people in the St. Louis area. 
SOLAR POWER
. Model Builder contributor Daniel W al
ton constructed a solar panel system for 
recharging his electric-powered R/C 
models in the field. Dan's arrangement al
lows him to charge one battery pack while 
he is flying his model with another. The 
only difficulty encountered so far is that cu
rious spectators tend to cluster too closely 
around the solar panels, thereby shading 
them from the sun! Dan's answer to that? 
"Guess I'll have to build an elevated stand." 
PEDAL-POWER PLANE PRIZES

From the November TWITT (The W ing Is 
The Thing) newsletter we learn that the’ 
Royal Aeronautical Society of Great Britain 
has announced two new Kremer person- 
powered aircraft prizes. One involves high
speed endurance over a 28-mile course 
which includes figures of eights around two

MJ-BKOXliMLS 
ARE TOUGH!

If you've ever had a fuel tank split and leak fuel into your 
fuselage, you know how important it is to install a tank 
you can trust. Du-Bro Products manufactures a complete 
line of rugged polypropylene tanks in 10 convenient sizes 
2 oz to 24 oz. All guaranteed for life against splitting, and 
leaking or your money back.

■ Each tank comes complete with soft brass tubing and hardware.
■ Protruding front lip prevents fuel lines from being crimped on 

hard landings.
■ Single or twin vent design.
■ A gas conversion stopper is available to use your tank for 

gasoline. Cat. No. 400.
■ Visit your local Hobby Shop for all of your fuel 

hook up accessories.

DU-BRO PRODUCTS, INC.
480 Bonner Road · Wauconda, IL 60084
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RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOKS
These books contain everything the R/C mod 
der needs to know about tus respective top 
cs trom selecting the mode* or equipment, 
through mstaflabon and construction to tm 
tching and ftywg. Each book is packed with 
helpful photos and special bps to aid you m 
constructing the best R/C model possfjle. 
Each rs 64 pgs. approx 80 ill 
113600AP Setting l>p Radio Control Hebe op· 
to*, by Dave Day $9.95
113599AP Installing Radm Control Equ·*
ment. by Peter Smoothy.............. $9.95
113601AP Butoni From Ptans, by David

m m

ADVANCED GUIDE TO 
RADIO CONTROL SPORT FLYING
Pratt Scratch butlers and kit (widen, the book

BASICS OF RADIO CONTROL 80AT 
MODELING
Fmch TheK*tos ol RadfoControlBoaf Modeler 
leach you rmrything about genre started Cor· 
en gas and electric power, construction, rad» 
gear, propellers, mo<jrf*at*ns. setting up your 
workshop, what to do a( the like, and racing the

RUBBER POWERED MODELAIRCRAFT ARCHIVES
A must lor modelers and enthusiasts! Detailed n  
formation on each aircraft, plus cutaways, three 
new drawings, coded dagrams. weapons, spec
ifications. and performance data 96 pgs. 52 
photos, 96 drawings
113008AE Postwar Jets. VoL 2. includes A 71 
Ousader, F-4 Phantom. F-105 Thunderduel.
Sea Hamer, and 18 more .............  $16.95
113009AE Fighters o« W.W.IL Vol 2. Covers P 
51 Mustang. Spitfire. Messerschmdt BI109, 
FocteWot FW190. ami 10 more*.... $16.95 
113493AE Postwar lets. W  3. Indudes 
Skyray Oe HawUand Vampire and Swallow 
MiG 11 and 21 Sub 129 Tupolev Tv 104
and 11 more...........................  $16.95
113492AE Bombers oINWIl includes B-1JG 
Fortress. Dauntless. Lancaster Mk I & III 8 
24) Liberator Ilyushin Sformov* and 16

AIRPLANES: The Basic Handbook 
Design ing/Building/Flying
Ross From beginner to expit this book is a 
comprehensive guide to rubber powered 
modeling Tools, materials selection, con 
struefton fmehmg. flwhl tnmimng. compete 
bon and design are ail covered MW this 
bated with clear concise dictions and 
dacussron of the fundamentals ol rubber 
powered light Recommended 144 pgs 80

113330AP...........................$1295
AERODYNAMICS OF 
MODEL AIRCRAFT FUGHT
Snore N you're buitdmg or thmkint of budding 
your own plane you must read the No math, no 
formulas, jus! a dear understanding ol what 
makes the plane behave and misbehave so you 
can be a better modeler inckfoes design. props, 
controls, wtngs and more 1*4 pgs. 90 ni

hying your plane Superb bps and tncta lor ewe 
struct on. pke information on Amencan Mode 
lers Association rnurance.chartenngadub.and 
runrwg a contest 160 pgs 861
1129MA................................$9.95
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO 
RADIO CONTROL SPORT FLYING 
Pratt A rust for anyone tholungof gfttmg stort- 
ed m the hobby Comptoety details EVERYTHING 
the nonce needs to know about buddmg from 
scratch or tots Covers butldmg and fiyvtgtraw 
planes, performance planes, gibers. scale 
models, giant scale modes, ducted tans (jets), 
and helicopters 144pgs.80·!
112989A .............................. $9.95
SELECTING R/C SYSTEMS A 
COMPONENTS FOR YOUR 
AIRPLANE. BOAT A BUGGY
Pratt Gives you a complete rurntom of al the 
products on the market A helps you detorwwnt 
whch are best for your modd
112459AP...........................  $11.95
HOWTO CHOOSE READYTOfLY 
AIRPLANE KITS:
Making the Right Choice
Pratt Anatyres ifltheott theshed modefs on
the market A Ms you which is best for your

DESIGNING A BUILDING COMPOSITE 
R/C MODEL AIRCRAFT
lamb* Complete gude showing now to bi

MODEL CAR BUILDING Advanced 
Techniques
Doty Π» book ut advanced modetog lech 
mques shows you how to cusfceue. modify 
and detail your models to make them show 
quality or jus! more personal Indudes Hot 
Kmte part; swapping, engine wiring chop 
png cfunneirag sectioning creating con 
verttWes adding molded feature: decatv 
and more Abo mdodn an oceSent source 
giwdc !28pg*. ISO*
113483A ...............................$9.95
SEAPOWER: Modern Naval Technology 
ol The USA and Europe
Over 100 coforsfetoc bring you hardhitting ac* 
tico ee the high teas 5«e Amecan nuclear sub 
marines, subhentm, anti-step cruae mesiev 
and mine hunters oo patrol bke never before 
Than o# front6ne arsenal on water complete 
wih specifications and trapower data, todudei 
a description of qu*t. but deadly submarine war 
toe and (he Coast Guard's war on On* smug 
rtts. 96 pes. 125 coke phetn
11*771AP...........................  $19.95
DOUGLAS 003 SURVIVORS. VOL 2 
Pewty Skytram. Skytmeper. Dakota, and Goo 
neyffirdtovws the e the defeutne catalog fct- 
mg the m̂ hty DC-3s that are sfil around Lafs 
every ptow butt λ  Santa Monica, long Beach, 
and Oklahoma City · whether * s hyvyg, ma mu
seum. or rotting m a befo Packed with photos 
and hetorv on each 256 pgs. 240*
113224AE...........................  $26.95
McDonnell douglas f/a-18.
MINIGRAPH NO. 25

$16.95
R/C DUCTED FANS: How To Budd A Fly 
Your Own Jet Successfully
Fane* An expert shows you foe secrets of bufd-

S -dueled fan Construction, finshmg 
outcrashng

...........................  $1295
LEARNING TO FLY R/C MOOEL 
AIRPLANES
Carrol Detailed ted A 700 As show you everŷ  
tteng from the basics to advanced aerooatics Ex 
cedent t ps on ill stages of (tight

R/C BUYER’S GUIDE
Over 2.500 products m 30 different categories 
are toted for every type of R/C use Aircraft, en

Ks. hardware, pads, budding matenab. plans.
f equipment, video tapes A much more 

Sftbd
109373B............................. $11.95
FIGHTER JETS:
Ready-to-BuM-and-Fly Model Aircraft
Boy« Groat ftyrngcut-oub of F-4 Phantom. F-86 
Sabre. MiG-21, and others that are easy to as 
sembfo and look great includes complete specs 
on me actual ancraft and three êw drawings 
Maitf of durable cardstock 72 pp 
112923A.............................  $10.95

112668AE
RADIO CONTROL 
A Handbook ol Theory A Practice 
Newefi Background theory ard basics cover 
mg R£ theory together with precise construe 
ton details includes circuit schematics 135 
pgs.. sftbd.
107501Λ............................ $24.95
400 GREAT R/C MOOELING TIPS 
Nevrnan Tremendous number of tene A money 
saving bps on butdmg. tools, controls, fight bo» 
A more. 76 pgs.. sftbd
1119798 ............................... $9.95

R/C SLOPE SOARING

$1295

STRIKING BACK
An atsoWefy incredible, one-of-a-kind show A 
pamstoungty detailed reenactment of the battle 
« the South Pacific by rad* control planes and 
ships We're talking giant scale, authentic acton* 
30 minutes, ccfor
113002A VHS ...................... $14.95

F - lll VIDEO PROFILE
Zoom in dose to great information tod F 
inaction feis you aboutthe planes cap* 
btbbes pkn a reenactment ol the Lftyan tod 
56 min cofor
113312C VHS........................$19.95
113313C Beta ......................$19.95
R/C VIDEO MAGAZINE. VOL 10
The latest n the dynamite senes Wooes duct
ed fans in acton, detailing by master Dare Psatt. 
gont scab 8-29 Superfortress, the American Mo 
deters Association, and 1987 Scale Masters 
Championships 90 minutes, color
112996C VHS .....................  $37.00
112997C Bela ................... $37.00
WINGS OF THUNDER 
Amanng footage and mcredfo* stunts from the 
Blue Artels. Snowbirds, and the Iteun. French, 
and Braohn *t teams OaredeW stunts at»  
credible speeds'
113000A VHS ...................... $14.95

FLYING R/C MODELS
Leam how to select a tramer. use A care of R/C 
eqjpment take offs A tartone, smooth hyne 
maneuvers, recovery from ddfeuR sAiaton* £ 
more 1 hour
109981E VHS...................... $39.95
109982E Beta...................... $39.95

112986AE
WARRIORS: The United States Marines 
VcnHassak Take the toughest of journeys as vou 
witness the making of a Marine An incredible 
eftt years tn the making as Von HassH takes 
you trom drat fields to stoning jungto and icy 
mountain tops captunng tne rugjpd and raw Ma 
fine Cap training Al in fighting full cot® 200

U3085C.............................  $38.00

Π2962ΑΕ
WARBIRDS WORLDWIDE N0.4
The totes* issue in tfm tncredbfo senes sfiowcas 
eg vntage W W il avetot See perfect restored 
planes, plus wartime leature articles The issue 
features Mcwuito and Miami 
112769AE.............................. $9.95

THUNOERBIRDS THEN AND NOW
An incredible ndeo history of the legendary T 
Birds and the planes they nave flown Gnat ac
ton tootoge and dose-ups capture Repubtc F 
84. P-100 Super Sabre. R05Thunderchiet F -4 
Phantom. T 38 Talon, and the hot. new F-16

112990ΛΕ1: Ndfe: Home ol "Red Flag' ..............
112991AE 2. Miramar. Home ol "Top uun".............
113324AE 3: Raimtein: Headquarters of the USAFE 
113323AE 4: Deci: NATO's European Combat Range 
113611 AE 5: Mddenhall. Multi mission Task Force 
113609AE 6: Cherry Point: ’Can Do’ and Harrier II V IE T N A M  < 

C O O P P IT t S 113074E Beta
THE AMERICAN COMBAT 

AIRCRAFT
ANO HELICOPTERS JfA*!'R\WiI»NgiSj

VIETNAM CHOPPERS
Dunstan 2CO comoat photos A m-depth text on 
scouts, shefo. gunsNps. heavy transports A m 
ambuiances m action Rates strengths, weak 
nesses A development in aerul combat plus 
quotes from crews 200pgs.330A
112593AE...........................  $2295
FLYING MODEL HEUCOPTERS: From 
Basics to Competition 
Day Become a better pdot with deuned mstruc 
lions on framing, advanced flying, aerobatics 
competition flying A mo* 192 pgs
110761 AE...........................  $21.95
SCHLUTER’S R/C HELICOPTER MANUAL
Schluler The bibfo on flying R/C choppers 
Basics of Helicopter Technofo©. Rotors A Dy
namics. fieht Tram mg. Performance Cakuta- 
t*nsAt>uildngtKhn«jues
107492AE...........................  $21.95

AMERICAN COMBAT AIRCRAFT AND 
HELICOPTERS OF THE VIETNAM WAR 
POSTER BOOK
Over 100 photos and illustrations detail the 
planes and chcpoen that tcujht the battle. In
vaders. Phantoms. Prowlers. Broncos, and more 
m acton anj up dose locfu>smarkmgsandcoi· 
a  schemes. 9b pgs. 1501 ,75 m color
1132320 ............................. $19.95
APACHE:
Mull» Purpose Attack Helicopter
An explosive full color look at the newest 
most advanced attack chopper ever built 
Complete specs history and over 100 cotot 
photos show you the rotorcrjfl dedicated to 
destroying tanks m any emnronrwenf. day or 
mgM 96 pgi. 125 coto photos 
112772AP...........................$19.95

U S. NAVY AIR WINGS Flamboyant 
Markings 19651975
Francilion A Lewis U S Ntvy Atf ifongs is a 
positive not of color featuring Skytiawks Cru 
saders. Vigilantes Phantoms and Skynights 
wearmg some of the most flamboyanl «craft 
markings eve* Vivid coto photographs and 
high quality printing bnng these imaginative 
Curds home to you 128 pgs 122 cofor ill
113326AE ...........................$14.95
SPITFIRE AT WAR 2
Price Leading Sprtlire expert Allred Price re 
lotos tost hand accounts ol important battles 
and events w the Spitfires legendary past

GIANT STEPS:INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRIC FLIGHT - ...........
Peacock leam me ins and outs of deal, silent A Book of Giant R/C Aircraft 
power Deters alt aspects of etotnc R/C H0R 1/4 sea* moot» Ms. ptoe. Pto», Wysng skis. 
?[Ρξ· nc construction tips, rad* gear A M you wwntto
112643AE...........................  $19.95 knowaboutbuying.tiwttngAflyngBK>pares
THE COMPLTTE MANUAL OF 1075888 ............................. $12.95
ELECTRIC VIP’S DIRECTORY
PROPULSION SYSTEMS: OF GIANT SCALE PUNS
The Quid Revolution deVnes A Ptwtys Complete descriptions and
Boucher Packed with mfo on N«ad batteries, specs to 50 pant scale pians Includes ttetonc 
preps, motor gear**, fast charevretor speed mformatioft on the real akcrilt and a histoy ol 
controls, boots, planes, helicopters, etc. 70 pgs. ttteplam Sopwith Pup. Ryan HYP. Curtiss P-40, 
sftbd F8FTfeafc*t.a«J many mote H6pgs.50*
107638A............................. $12.95 112907C............................. $11.95

to reveal the nature of combat In this one of 
the most famous of military aecraft Backing 
the text are more than 170 photographs ol 
the Spitfire in action many of which have 
never been published before 160 pgs
113229C .............................$28.95
SHOOTING STARS: Lockheed’s 
legendary T-Bird
O leary The T-33 of "T Bud'' is the watt's most 
famous and most used fshter iet trainer The

« debuted m 19f9and tsstill built and used 
Bulls and modetos wil go crary over 122 
thundering coto photos stowing the planes in 

f'gM and up<tose « the service w the USAF ato 
US Ha® See how the TOP GUN's started* 128 
pgs. 1/2 coto photos
112836AE...........................  $14.95
B-52: Ageing Buffs. Youthful Crews
Frmciltoi A lew® Over 100 superb coto photos 
Oetover a high-flying, tiki-coto profile of fhe meb- 
fiest bomber to ever tly the unfneitoy ttaes See 
the plane close-up. m action, and m the cockpit, 
pkisrtsutest weapon -the OwseMisMe Threw 
away any ideas of Steafth. the 8-52 a pure mus 
cle power and peytoid. and these photos câ ur* 
flan 128 pgs. 120coto photos
112993AE...........................  $14.95
LIGHTNING STRIKES: The 475th Fighter 
Group in the Pacific War 1943-1945 
Yoshmo One of the «ry best personal accounts 
of WWII m the Pacific Nealy 200 tee. wartime 
photos and rmetog text take you «to the heart of 
the-uncles and the heat of the battle Greatshots 
of Ρ-3». nose art. and combat action !63pgs. 
184 erteders
113247E............................. $2295

B U G G Y
r a c in g O rder Toll-Free 24 H rs 

1-800-826-6600
ORDERS ONLY Wl. Canada X all inquiries use 1-715-2M-3345 
14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE LIBRARY ORDERS A DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
Items can be charged lo Mastercard. Visa American Express Optima 
SHIPPING A HANDLING CHARGES ARE $3.95
Fee charged covers cost of shipping 4th class book post or m i ship the best way. 
NOCOOs.
T J J  ZE N IT H  Also available at fine hobby stores.

B O O K S  RO.Boi If MB039 OSCEOLA. WISCONSIN 54020

CARS

ADVANCED RADIO CONTROL CAR 
MOOELING
Street Get the wmnmg edw* Th» baby is packed 
with peat tips and secrets to twfomg and racing 
your cars Inctodes modificafxjns. wmng. tm . 
handling, gean, electronics, racing strategy, 
punting, and much mot Oitr 100 photos show 
you vw-54 pgs 111 »i

BASICS OF R/CaRS
E-Z techniques A handy tips you need to get start 
ed Coivrs butorwa car. suspensens. panting, 
modihcatens. battenes A chargers, rad* gear, 
dmmt competition, car care, martenence A 
much more
110992B............................... $9.95
BUGGY RACING HANDBOOK (R/C)
Bokinshaw Covers competition, tires, suspen 
s«yi, available buggies, motors, speed controi- 
lm. rad* gear A rules Luts manutactoen A 
distobufors

WMt SltS >!■>■! lrv«M>i ·! U. ML KS IU HWW Wl tl 4 Wl flow tti i 
Enclot·* lx my chwck o* money OfOer for S_______________
Cbarpe to my;DMC DVISA DAMEX DOctima

1128898
MANUAL OF ELECTRIC R/C CARS 
BAmshaw loaded with mfo on choosmg a o 
A R/C equ-pmfflt, pamtmg. Meries, gearvy 
suspenson. setting up to a race, tire prep 
much more
110681AE...........................  $R9 110968AE

Prices subject to change without notice



pylons. The other competition requires ris
ing off and landing on water. Should be 
interesting!
TIGHT LINES

We continue to enjoy the Greater Dela
ware Valley Kite Society newsletter. De
voted primarily to kite building and flying, 
it also incorporates a smattering of aviation 
trivia, bizarre humor, and a schedule of 
forthcoming events. And even a reminder 
that this is the 60th birthday of Mickey 
Mouse!

How about a bubble-making machine? 
Although intended as a wind-direction in
dicator for kiters, it should serve equally as 
well as a thermal detector for model fliers, 
especially if, as is suggested, a bit of helium 
is introduced into the bubbles.

Tight Lines subscriptions are available 
irom the editors, Leonard M. Conover and 
Theodore Edward O'Bear, P.O. Box 88, 
Newfield, New Jersey 08344. A money- 
back guarantee is offered; if you don't like 
the publication, you w ill receive an imme
diate refund, with "no strings attached." At 
$6 for six issues, how can you go wrong? 
MASOCHISM, ANYONE?

Perry Peterson, builder of that cute Bosto
nian model in one of our photos, is trying to 
find color information for the 1920 Snyder 
Baby Bomber, and says:

"If all I modeled was J-3s and P-51s, this 
would not be a problem, but that would be 
too easy. . .umm, I wonder if most scale 
modelers enjoy the punishment we some
times inflict on ourselves?"
THOSE IDENTIFICATION MODELS

During World War Two there was an ur
gent need for models to teach aircraft 
recognition, and the government initiated a 
program to have such models produced by 
school shop classes.

Recently we heard from Michael J. Patti, 
who attended Haaren High School in New 
York at that time, and he well recalls carving 
some of those models and painting them 
the required flat black. Additionally, 
Michael still has a certificate of apprecia
tion issued by the United States Navy Bu
reau of Aeronautics. The diploma conferred 
upon him the honorary rank of Lieutenant 
(Junior Grade) Aircraftsman. Dated 2 July, 
1942, the document bears the names of 
Harold G. Campbell, Superintendent, and 
Admiral J.H . Towers, Chief of the U.S. Navy 
Bureau of Aeronautics.

Later, plastic models supplanted the 
wooden models, and today both types are 
sought-after collectors' items. Wonder how 
many were actually produced?
MODELS IN THE MEDIA

Larry Kruse was among those mentioned 
in Time magazine's coverage of our hobby. 
Larry was kind enough to share a letter he 
received from Hugh Sidey, who authored 
the Time article, from which we have ex
tracted the following:

"You can't imagine what a pleasure it was 
for me to meet and talk with model 
builders—wonderfully normal folks. For too 
long I have been completely claimed by the 
people of politics and power. Time to 
change. I was inspired seeing you and your 
models and hope I gave the hobby a bit of a 
lift." Larry Kruse was also interviewed by 
Kansas newspaper reporter M ike Berry, and

0 ^  J O H N  P O N D  
O ld  T im e  P l a n  S e r v ic e

reasonable prices. Each list $1.50

No. 19 OLD TIMER F/F GAS 
No. 19 OLD TIMER RUBBER/TOWLINE 
No. 19 OLD TIMER FLYING SCALE A through K 
No. 19 OLD TIMER FLYING SCALE L through Z 

New plans prices effective Jan. 1989 to Dec. 1989 
P.O.Box 90310 
San Jose, Calif. 95109-3310 
Phone (408) 292-3382 (Tues. or F ri.)

tt(£
d tn l a j j e r

A-J "CLASSIC" 3-PAK ...
O A-J HORNET l l k . A  _  _
o -404- INTERCEPTOR } $ | 9. 9 5 
o "74" GLIDER J Y

(Each is ready to fly)

Nolo Please add S3 00 lor posiage and handling on first 3 
packaged models Add 10% of pnce lor each additional

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

AIRCRAFT COMPANY
R O.Box 68132 
PO RTLAND, OR 9 7 2 6 8

M E R C O
MERCO C/L 8t R/C ENGINES 

SEND  $2.00 FO R CATALO G

CLASSIC REPLICA CL PLANS 
BOLLY COMPOSITE PROPS 
MERCO PARTS & SERVICE

Tom  D ixo n
1938 Peachtree Road Suite 401 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309

thanks to W ink Peck, we received a copy. 
Model building was presented in a favora
ble light, and we particularly appreciated 
the following anecdote told by Larry:

"A little blue-haired lady came up to me 
one time and said, 'Mr. Kruse, I don't think 
you've ever grown up !'" Recalling his con
tinuing infatuation with model planes, 
Larry replied: 'Thank you, ma'am, nor do I 
intend to."
SIGN OFF: ONLY A COINCIDENCE?

Herb Weiss was reminiscing: "I visited 
New York in about 1940, and the only per
son I knew there was Frank Zaic. I went to 
the Radio City Music Hall theater, and there 
was Frank Zaic, five rows down from me. 
W ell, after all, there are just so many people 
in the world!" ·

FIBERGLASS PARTS
OVER 237 COWLS FOR KIT OR 
SCRATCH BUILT MODELS. ALSO 
OVER 34 ROUND COWLS 
RANGING FROM 4” to 14%" DIA.
& 55 DIFF. SIZE & SHAPE WHEEL 
PANTS.

We custom make parts and 
vacuum form canopies.
Please send $1.00 for complete list

T&D FIBERGLASS SPECIALTIES
30925 BLOCK, DEPT. 6, GARDEN CITY, Ml 48135 

PHONE (313) 421-6358
BRAZED & HEATTREATED W IRE GEARS 4 CABANES

PHONE (313) 261-9064

R/C Soar.. . . .  Continued from page 30

gorilla arm can get, but it does give the 
weak arm or back a good launch. W e call it 
Zip-Start because it does give a fast launch. 
W e limit the pull to three pounds.

" .. . At our club meeting last Monday, the 
members set aside the month of July for our 
Third Annual HLG Contest. The contest 
w ill be AMA-sanctioned and w ill be flown 
on Sunday, Ju ly 9. As in the past, we w ill be 
asking the manufacturers of hand-launch 
products for help and backing to add to our 
prize list.
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Modeling Accessories
i*OW

MASTIHl AIRSCREW"

Precision stripwood is easy with the Balsa Strip
per. Strips up to 1/2” wide and 1/4" thick can be 
cut quickly and accurately from sheet stock. A 
vernier wheel advances 1/32" for precise adjust
ment. The stripper uses a std. type 11 hobby 
blade. $4.95 suggested retail.

Razor 
Plane

The Master 
Airscrew Razor 
Plane uses a 
heavy-duty 

industrial blade held 
in place by two locating 

screws allowing cutting depth to be set very 
rigidly and accurately. Use it for rounding and 
smoothing contours of fuselages and cowlings, 
shaping edges, thinning strips, etc. $4.95 sug
gested retail. Replacement blades are available, 
stock no. MA2101, $1.49 for a pack of 3.

In-Line 
Fuel Filter

___ ,, This fuel filter
is an outstanding value. 

s \ j  Y J  11 rias a threaded two-part
aluminum body and a 100-mesh 

stainless screen which is removeable for easy 
cleaning. S1.19 suggested retail.

Direct Drive 05 Prop Adaptor
The all-aluminum prop adaptor is designed for 
05 electric motors and recommended for use with 
Master Airscrew 7x4. 7x6, 8x4. and 8x6 
propellers. S3.95 suggested retail.

S e e  yo u r H o b b y D ea le r

WINDSOR PROPELLER CO. 
384 Tesconi Ct.

Santa Rosa. CA 95401

NEW!
BY POPULAR REQUEST

LA R G E SC A LE  
ENGINE CYLINDERS

S\J

M olded  o f  h igh - im p a c t s tyrene, 
these d u m m y c y lin d e rs  fea tu re  
d e e p  c o o l in g  f in s  f o r  u tm o s t  
r e a l i s m .  B o th  th e  W a s p  an d  
W h ir lw in d  ty p e s  o f  c y l in d e r s  
a re  a v a i la b le  in  tw o  d if fe r e n t  
la rg e  sca les : l/5th  (ZVz" = 1')

l/4th  (3 " = 1')

K its include assembly instructions. 
Sm aller sizes are also offered.

Note: These units may be modified 
to resem ble other cy linder types.

Send $3 for full-color catalog, featuring 
aircraft paintings suitable for framing.
WILLIAMS BROTHERS INC.

DEPT. MB
f  181 PAW N EE STREET

SA N  M ARCOS
^  m o » wc —  CA LIFO RN IA  92069

The ‘super’ systems 
Maneuver, mix, adjust, 
reverse and monitor.

We introduced expo rates!
Three, six and eight channels

“STILL THE BEST!"  
cM IL L C O T T

Milicott Corporation 
177-F Riverside Ave. Newport Beach CA 92663

(714) 642-3799

"Hope you can use some of the enclosed 
material." Going over the "enclosed mate
rial" I was impressed by the wide variety of 
designs flown in last year's Southwest 
RCHLG contest. There were eleven contes
tants registered, two of them flew Flingers (a 
Model Builder plan and a Larry Jolly Model 
Products kit), and then there were one each 
of the following: modified BODST (JM  Lup- 
perger Plans kit), modified Flipper (Bridi 
Aircraft Designs kit), Zinger (Model Air
plane News plan), Wristocrat (Top Flite kit), 
Kastaway (Brid i Aircraft Designs kit), 
Paraphrase (Scott W hitney Models kit), 
Poquito Primero (Buzz Waltz kit), Pivot 
(Dodgson Designs kit), and one unnamed 
original design.

For more information about the Texas 
contest, contact Bud Black at 1322 Magno- 
Iia  D r., R ich ard so n , Texas 75080; 
(214)235-0867.
SO A R IN G  SK ILLS SY M P O S IU M

LeRoy Satterlee, Publicity Chairman of 
the Eastern Iowa Soaring Society, 1604 
Huntington Road, Waterloo, Iowa 50701, 
sends the following press release:

"For the third straight year, the EISS w ill 
be hosting the Soaring Skills Symposium.

"The format this year w ill be that of a 
Soaring/Electric Fun-Fly. EISS members w ill 
be available to help you with your soaring- 
related problems, no matter what they 
might be. W e have three LSF Level V fliers 
(Jim Porter, Terry Edmunds, and Alden 
Shipp), a Nats winner, and the 1988 Great 
Race w inner (Rusty Shaw) on hand to assist 
you. Many other EISS members stand ready 
to offer help or advice as you may require.

"If you feel you don't need assistance with 
anything, come and join us anyway for two 
fun-filled days of flying and camaraderie.

"W e 'll be doing some cross-country 
work, so if you have never tried that, this 
w ill be a good opportunity to jump in the 
truck and participate.

"Actually, all manner of things w ill be go
ing on, more or less continuously, includ
ing F3B, thermal soaring, electric flight, and 
on and on!!

"Come out and join us, almost 150 peo
ple did last year.

'The site is the antique aircraft airfield in 
Blakesburg, Iowa. Blakesburg is located 
about eight miles west of Ottumwa, Iowa, 
on county road H41. Camping, w ith 
showers and electricity, is available on the 
field. A first-class antique aircraft museum 
is located on the property as is protection 
for your planes in the event of a rainshower.

"Food w ill be catered to the field at meal
time on Saturday with a banquet and social 
time Saturday evening. Swap shop space is 
available to individuals or manufacturers. 
You may come early on Friday if you wish.

'The dates are May 27 and 28. Flying be
gins at about 8:00 each day.

"Prices as follows: primary participant 
$5/day, additional family member $1/day, 
swap table space $5/day, camping (any ve
h icle) $5/day, and Saturday banquet 
$8.50/person estimated.

"A raffle w ill be held and door prizes w ill 
be given both days, so be sure to at
tend."
W IN D  T U N N EL  IN S IG H T

I recently received a letter from Carl G.
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"H O T S TU FF"

NON-FUMING 
NON-FOGGING 

W ONT ATTACK FOAM
Bonds Foam FAST with Hot Shot™ and KICK-IT™

ODORLESS
Best Industrial Grade INSTANT G LU E

Balsa - Spruce - Plywood - Rubber - Plastic - Hardwoods

White - Blue - Green - Brown Foams 
NO PRIMER NECESSARY

HOT SHOT or KICK-IT Accelerators SPEED  CURE

'THIN*
(Red Label)

ODORLESS - Penetrating
CATALOG #"S

UFO-7 - 20 Gr. UFO-4 - 50 Gr.

'THICK'
(Green Label)

ODORLESS - Ultra Gap Filling
CATALOG #"S

UFO-7T - 20 Gr. UFO-4T - 50 Gr.

"HOT STUFF"™· American Instant Glues
AT FINER HOBBY SHOPS

S a t e l l i t e  C i t y
P.O. Box 836, Simi, CA 93062

(805) 522-0062



B A D G E R

AIR-BRUSH CO.
THE MOST COMPLETE UNE OF 
AIR-BRUSHES, ACCESSORIES 
AND COMPATIBLE MATERIALS.

1 h

Γ  7---------v

/

l

/  ,

_________________________

DEDICATED TO EXCELLENCE

Discover just how good a 
Badger Air-Brush can be -  contact 

your nearest dealer. For a 
complete 24 page catalog send 

$1.00 for postage and handling to:

B AD G ER A IR -B R U S H  CO.
9128 W. BELMONT AVE· FRANKLIN RARK,IL60131

Dist. In Canada by: HOBBY INDUSTRIES - 24 Ronson Drive ■ Rexdale,Ontario M9W1B4

Schaefer, Jr., relating to my December col
umn about the Princeton experiments con- 
ducted by M ich ae l Se lig  and John 
Donovan.

"I've just finished reading your column in 
the December 1988 issue of Model Builder 
and was very interested in the results re
ported by Donovan and Selig at Princeton 
University. Although I'm just a beginner at 
model gliders, my interest in the Princeton 
research goes back to my days as an under
graduate at Virginia Tech. W hile I was at 
Virginia Tech, my faculty advisor and I were 
involved in two separate research programs 
which investigated the low Reynolds num
ber performance of Wortmann airfoils. O f 
particular interest was the behavior of the 
boundary layer in the pre- and post-stall re
gion. W e looked at a number of phenom
ena that ultimately influence the stability of 
the boundary layer; e.g., wind tunnel turbu
lence, aspect ratio, sound pressure pulses, 
etc. As you can see by the enclosed AIAA 
technical papers, we determined that all of 
these parameters to a very large degree w ill 
affect the stability of the laminar boundary 
layer for Reynolds numbers below about
500.000.

"As you pointed out in yourcolumn, there 
does appear to be considerable data scatter 
for the data collected in the various wind 
tunnels. I beg to differ with you on the issue 
that a wind tunnel is 'no better or worse 
than anyone else's.' On the contrary, low 
Reynolds number research is very sensitive 
to the w ind tunnel environment. O ur 
research showed that a mere 0.06 percent (!) 
difference in wind tunnel turbulence level 
could completely mask the presence of the 
laminar separation bubble that usually 
forms close to the leading edge of laminar 
flow airfoils for Reynolds numbers below
500.000. As you'll note in one of the papers 
I've enclosed, the conclusions stated that 
'even moderate [wind tunnel] turbulence 
and noise levels may give seriously defi
cient information regarding the stall charac
teristics of the wing.' You'll also note that we 
show a comparison between the Virginia 
Tech low speed wind tunnel (with a turbu
lence level of about 0.01 to 0.02 percent) 
and the wind tunnels at Stuttgart, one of 
which has a tunnel turbulence level of 0.08 
percent. You can see a tremendous differ
ence in the CL vs. alpha plots and the drag 
(CL vs. CD) polars. I do agree with you, 
however, that comparing data for different 
airfoils in the same wind tunnel can help 
determine the relative merits of those air
foils, but only if the tunnel environment is 
relatively 'clean.'

"O ne other thing I noticed in the Prince
ton data was how gentle the Eppler 214 
stalled at a Reynolds number of 60,000. 
Usually, airfoils operating at Reynolds num
bers below 70,000 to 100,000 display stall 
characteristics sim ilar to flat plates, and one 
would expect an abrupt stall at a moderate 
angle of attack (again, see the enclosed 
papers).

"Before I close, I would just like to say that 
I was pleasantly surprised with the techni
cal orientation and quality of your model 
soaring column. I thoroughly enjoyed it, 
and I hope that the papers I've enclosed 
might shed some light on the interpretation
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I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E  F I R S T  C O N L E Y  P R O D U C T I O N  4 - S T R O K E

w e ’ r e  t a l k i n g

Dealer Direct Inquiries Invited

Head boasts double 
intake and exhaust 
valves

Suggested Retail 
Price

$26995
Dual over 
head cams 
are belt 
driven

“ D O H C

Just like "Cosworth". 
"BMW", even "Maseratti"! 
We're talking DUAL OVER 
HEAD CAM. A VALVES PER 
CYLINDER. 1.2 CUBIC INCH. 
WORLD CLASS POWER
HOUSE. HIGH TECH DESIGN. 
BEYOND STATE-OF-THE-ART 
PRODUCTION. We heard.
We waited. And now 
we're talking CONLEY!

4-Valve!

From famed quarter scale V-8 
engine builder Gary Conley, 
comes the first in a series of high 
performance, precision built 
model engines. Designed to be a 
powerful, durable and low 
maintenance model aircraft 
engine, the new Conley 1.2 has 
features you'd expect to find only 
on European supercars. Like belt- 
driven dual overhead cams

"lWorld Class Performance -

utilizing the race-proven Cup and 
Disk system of valve adjustment. 
This eliminates less efficient 
pushrods and rocker arms that are 
forever in need of adjustment. In 
addition to this high tech valve 
train, paired hardened and ground 
steel intake and exhaust valves 
add better breathing and work in 
unison with a hard chrome 
cylinder that reduces weight and

increases engine power and 
efficiency.

Conley precision engines are 
made in the U.S.A. utilizing only 
standard SAE threads and are 
available factory direct or through 
select dealers nationwide.

If we're talking high perform
ance. and American, and great 
R/C model engines, then 
WE'RE TALKING CONLEY.

- M ade in the U S  A ."

8 2 0  Ridge Avenue Suite G Dept. B Lombard. Illinois 60148 (312)953-8882



W hen som eone 
in  your fam ily 

gets cancer, 
everyone 

in  you r fam ily 
needs help.

Nobody know s better 
than we do  how  m uch help 
and understanding is needed 
for the family o f a cancer 
patient. The patient’s spouse is 
under trem endous stress, and 
the children are often forgot
ten or just plain left out. T hat’s 
why our service and rehabili
tation program s em phasize 
the w hole family, no t just the 
cancer patient.

We run local program s 
nationwide w ith  millions o f 
volunteers w hose lives have 
been touched by family m em 
bers or friends with cancer or 
w ho themselves are recovered 
cancer patients. T hat’s w hat 
makes the American Cancer 
Society one o f the largest, best 
m otivated and m ost caring 
of any health organization in 
the country.

Among our regular ser
vices we provide inform ation 
and guidance to  patients and 
families, transport patients to 
and from treatm ent, supply 
hom e care items and assist 
patients in their return to 
everyday life.

Life is what concerns us. 
The life o f cancer patients.
The lives o f their families. So 
you can see we are even m ore 
than the research organization 
we are so well know n to be.

No one faces 
cancer alone.

AMERICAN

High-Amp’’ Power pole1
Modular “Silver Plated" Connector
Rated 30 Amps at 600 V D C Electrical Resistance 250 M cnfrns 
Color Co-ortfnated Red & Back Lexan Housing)

Only certified checks cx money orders accepted Minimum order 
StOOO, lor three packages ot 4 Power poles (1300 per package 
♦ *100 shipping and handling) CT residents add 7 5% sales tax 
Pnces subject to change without notce
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. For further information and 
dealer prices send SASE and Business Card to

SERM0S R/C 
SNAP CONNECTORS
Cedar Comers Station
Box 16787. Stamford, CT 06905 (203)322-6294

VINTAGE R-C PLANS

9 FT. WING SPAN
ALL RIBS 6 FULL FORMERS SHOWN ON PLAN S // 
PLASTIC ENG.COWLS $ I 0-90 PR .
CLEAR GUN BLISTERS $7.60 PR.

4 LARGE PLAN s h e e t s  —  Plans $18.95  
6 f t . WING SPAN MODEL PBY-5A  
ENGINE COWLS $7.50 PR. P|Q|~|S $14.95 
GUN B L IS T E R S  $ 5 .5 0  P R . flDD $ 3,QQ POSTAGE 

CATALOG-OVER 50 PLAN S $1.00 D EA LER S WRITE

WORLD ©  WIDE
SID MORGAN

13157 ORMOND .BELLEV ILLE  , MICH.48III u .s _a .

turn y o u - printer Into i n  airfoil plotter w ith......

FO ILED  AGAIN!!

•  PLOT AIRFOILS IN ANY CHORD TO 24 INCHES*
•  MODIFY THICKNESS. CAMBER. TRAILING EDGE
•  PLOT SKIN THICKNESS FOR SHEETED WINGS
•  ENTER DATA EASILY WITH BUILT-IN  EDITOR
•  EASY TO USE. MENU-DRIVEN OPERATION
•  INCLUOES AN 18-PAGE ILLUSTRATED MANUAL
•  IBM r t r i l o i t  o n ly

i o n  Q C  CA re s id e n t·  
g J u . u J  add I t  1s t  
O v e r · · · ·  o r d e r · .
0«nk d r a f t  fo r  USSso
Requires IBM compatible computer and dot matrix printer.
P I · · · ·  « p e c i'y  com p u te r and
p r in te r  ty p e  « b o n  o rd e r in g .

Send check or m oney o rd e r to :

CYGNET Software 
2 4843 D U  Prado #141 Dana Point C A  9 2629

of the Princeton data." Thank you, Carl, for 
the kind words. The papers you sent are ap
preciated, as are your words of enlighten
ment on the subject of wind tunnel data.
A IR FO IL  O F  THE M O N T H : EPPLER 222

This is one of Eppler's newer sections. It 
has excellent low Reynolds number perfor
mance (50,000 to 100,000), which makes it 
a good choice for models that fly slowly or 
have small chords. It is 10.17-percent thick, 
has an optimum lift coefficient between 1.0 
and 1.2, and a zero lift angle of attack of 
-3.65 degrees. It is recommended by Eppler 
for radio control thermal gliders and elec

tric power motorgliders with Reynolds 
numbers between 100,000 and 150,000. It 
bears a resemblance to the Eppler 211 
which is a well-proven, excellent airfoil. 
The E211 is used on at least one electric 
power motorglider being kitted in the U.S. 
(the Midway Co. Ultra Mark IV designed by 
M ike Charles). It was designed about six 
years ago but is still quite competitive. The 
theoretical polars for the E222 show one 
E211 curve at 100,000 Rn for comparison. 
The E222 looks s im ila r in o vera ll 
performance.

As with all Airfoils of the Month, if you 
give the E222 a try, please let us know how 
you think it performs compared with your 
own experiences.
T IM E TO FLY

Thank you for reading this column! Your 
feedback and input is always welcome. 
Please note that my address is 3610 Amber- 
wood Ct., Lake Elsinore, California 92330, 
and my phone number is (714)245-1702. I 
moved here several months ago, so please 
update your mailing list if it hasn't already 
been done. Thermals! ·

Electronics. . .  Continued from page 27

idiot-proof; no matter how careless I am 
now, I cannot get the charger connected 
wrong or overcharge the pack. It has LED 
indicators and even a charge meter to tell 
me that all is well and that I w ill not be em
barrassed with a 'meltdown' in front of all 
my friends.

"Stripped of all its frills, the circuit con
sists of the external source battery of 12V 
and the Ni-Cd battery to be charged, 7 cells 
at 1.2V per cell (8.4V). If these two batteries 
were connected together, current would 
flow from the source battery to the Ni-Cd 
battery pack. But too much current would 
flow, so an appropriate resistor is placed in 
the charge circuit. In this circuit, the resis
tance is the sum of R4 and R5. The value of 
the resistance is adjusted so that the desired 
amount of current w ill flow.

"Sanyo 800 mAh cells are fast-charge 
rated at a charging current of 1.2 amps for 
1.5 hours. In the field, one hour is plenty of 
time to have to wait for a pack to charge, so 
the charge schedule may be changed to 1.8 
amps for 1 hour for the same results.

"O ne drawback with a simple charge cir
cuit such as this is that the charge current 
changes as the Ni-Cd pack goes from com
pletely discharged to fully charged. This is 
due to the terminal voltage of the cells ris
ing during charge to their final terminal vol
tage of 1.3V per cell, while they may start 
out at less than 1 volt per cell. So, as the 
pack charges, the difference between the 
source battery voltage and the Ni-Cd pack 
voltage becomes less and less. It is this vol
tage difference, divided by the fixed value 
of resistance, which determines the charge 
current.

"This type of charger, which uses only a 
series dropping resistor, is most effective 
when charging 6- or 7-cell packs from a 12V 
auto battery. Packs with more cells than 7 
must be charged from a battery source 
greater than 12 volts. Field charging these 
high-voltage packs usually requires the use 
of two or three car batteries connected in
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series to supply enough voltage to charge 
the pack. This circuit, intended for seven
cell packs, includes a variable power resis
tor, R4. It is adjusted to maintain a more or 
less constant charge current from begin
ning to end of charge. The bad news is that 
one must adjust R4 several times during the 
one hour charge time. The easiest approach 
to the constant current charge problem is to 
ignore it; install the value of charge resis
tance to give an average charge over the one 
hour time, and forget that it starts out at 
more than 1.8 amps and ends at less than 
1.8 amps.

"W ithout the variable charge current fea
ture, the meter is pretty useless, so it may 
also be deleted. To simplify the circuit, 
merely delete M1 and R8. Then change R4 
to a 1-ohm, 10-watt fixed power resistor.

"In operation, this is the sequence of 
events: The source 12-volt battery is con
nected by meansof clip leads. If the polarity 
is correct, LED D1 glows. So far, so good. 
Next, the other set of clip leads is con
nected to the Ni-Cd pack. LED D2 w ill glow 
if this has been connected properly (note: 
D2 w ill not glow if the Ni-Cd pack is com
pletely dead). Now, with these two LEDs 
glowing, it is safe to start the charge. Turn on 
S1. This causes several things to happen at 
once. First, IC1 is reset and then it immedi
ately begins to time out (one hour). W hile it 
is timing, it turns on Q1, which pulls in the 
relay and completes the charge circuit. As 
long as the relay is pulled in, LED D3 glows. 
This tells you that you are still charging and 
that the time is not yet up (so wait a little 
longer). W hen the charge time is up, every
thing shuts off, the relay drops out, and the 
charger quietly waits for you to return to a 
fully charged pack.

"IC1 is an integrated circuit timer with a 
built-in frequency divider. The components 
R1 and C1 are selected so that the internal 
oscillator runs at 18.2 Hz. It then divides 
that frequency by a factor of 65536, and this 
(trust me) gives a timeout of 3600 seconds 
(one hour), if other charge times are 
desired, use the following formula to deter
mine the value of R1: R1 = 0.06622 x time 
in seconds (answer is in Kohms).

'The charger is built into a 'project box' 
from Radio Shack. All components are 
mounted on the metal front panel, and the 
battery leads are long enough to reach 
where you want them to. Large battery-style 
clips are installed on the source battery 
leads, while small alligator clips are on the 
Ni-Cd leads. All the battery clips are Radio 
Shack items. There are several holes drilled 
in the plastic box for cooling of the power 
resistors.

"I purposely saved comments about the 
meter, M l, until last. Mine is a surplus meter 
which has a basic 10 mA movement. R8 
converts the meter to read volts (across R5). 
Now the voltage across R5 is proportional 
to the charging current. Hence, the meter 
can be calibrated in charge current. Simple, 
yes? Actually, it takes some knack to re
calibrate old meters to make them read 
what you want them to read, but the job is 
actually easier to do than it is to explain 
about it. Trial and error often works faster 
than lengthy calculations."

Well, there is certainly little I can add to
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that in terms of explanation or construction 
hints, just bear in mind that while this is a 
field charger, it is not one of the super high 
current devices that many seem to think they 
can't live without. Notice that this one takes 
an hour, a whole 60 minutes, but remember 
that at that rate you'll be charging and using 
the same battery next summer, while your 
friend who insists on charging his packs in 
ten minutes w ill have gone through a dozen 
or more of them. If an hour is too long be
tween flights, and I agree that it often w ill be, 
it is still cheaper to buy more than one pack 
and alternate their charging and use than to 
cook one pack continuously in an effort to 
save time. Incidentally, though Floyd seems 
to use only seven-cell packs, the charger can 
be used for lesser numbers, and probably as

keep your battery packs read 
to go 24 hours a day...7 days 

week with an Ace

Add-A-
Here's how...

# 1. Hookup Add-A-Trickie unit to  
any fixed ra te overnight charger, 
single or dual ou tpu t 

#2. C harge batteries until overnlgh 
Charge cyc le  Is com p le te , then flip 
the  switch a n d  the batteries rece ive  
safe. slow, trickle cha rge  rate 
(approxim ate ly  10 ma).

#3. You can  a llow  them  to b e  le ft ] 
on  cha rge  indefinitely w ithout 
d a m a g e , always ready  for use (no 
need  to  worry a b o u t rem em bering tj 
cha rge  the n igh t be fore  flying!).

Inexpensive enough you c a n  
ge t one  for ail o f your chargers!

34K10 A ce Sngle Add-A-Trlckle S6.9 
MK11 A ce  Dual Add-A-Trlckle S9 9;

W here  can  yo u  g et 'em ?
At any Ace R/C Dealer, or directly from Aa 

(add $2.00 Postage and Handling)

ACE R/i
116W 19th St. PO Box 511D2. Higgmsville 

64037 (816)584-7121 FAX (816) 584 7766
Complete Catalog $2.00
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SUSSEX AIR SHOW

POSTER - UNUSUAL B/W GRAPHICS AND HIGHLY 
DETAILEO PHOTO OF WING WALKER ON BI-PLANE MAKE 
THIS23“ x16" POSTER IDEAL FOR FRAMING. COLLECTING 

OR GIFTS. PRINTED ON HEAVY 12 PT. PAPER.
1 FO R  $25.00 - 3 FO R  $50.00

RUDI TESA - 900 BLANCH AVE.. NORWOOD. N J . 07648 
ADD $5.00 POSTAGE AND HANDLING

P.A.W. DIESELS
•049 t o -35, RC &  STD

SEN D  $1 FOR L IS T S  &  
U SEFU L D IE S E L  IN FO . 
ER IC  CLUTTON,
913 CEDAR LANE, 
TULLAHO M A, T N .37388 

DAVIES-CHARLTON DIESELS! 
NEW PRODUCTION!

DART .03 EXCELLENT
MERLIN .045 QUALITY.
SPITFIRE .06 ENGLISH
SABRE .09 MADE.

many as eight cells at lower charging rates 
with the proper adjustments to R4.

We've discussed meters enough in the 
past few months so that you w ill know how 
to adapt whatever meter you might have or 
can obtain cheaply to read the desired out
put current. Oh, yes, that 2-ohm 12-watt 
variable resistor, R4. At high wattages, such 
items are generally referred to as rheostats, 
and while not exactly scarce, are not Radio 
Shack-type items, as are most of the other 
parts required. You might actually find it 
easier to pick up a handful of low-value 
fixed resistors and connect them in various 
series and/or parallel configurations to ar
rive at different values for different rates. By 
adjusting the value of this resistor, you w ill 
be able to obtain some higher rates if you 
simply have to have them. In all cases, the 
rule of thumb is "keep it cool." Thanks, 
Floyd, for another useful and interesting 
idea.
METERS AND RELATED SUBJECTS

These keep coming up, as they do in 
Floyd’s material above. And rightfully so, as 
meters properly installed and interpreted 
give us a kind of running EKG as to the con
dition of electronic equipment. Reader 
Dave Waldorf, of Burlington, Iowa, has this 
to say on the subject:

"I am a technician by trade and, from 
time to time, construct equipment to satisfy 
a need I have at the time. I've found a good 
source of meters, cabinets, boxes, rheostats, 
pots, etc. Most of this equipment is ex

w
H o b b y  Hobby I lorn

hobby specialties

Kits from 
P& W

Model Service
1935 M«ss America 84* $71 96 1936 Buccaneer 84* $59 96
1937 Dallatre 108·' $75 16 1938 CHpper Mk I 72* $4156
1938 Ktoud King 63* $42 36 1938 Powerhouse 84* $53 56
1938 Record Breaker 96* $69 56 1938 Trenton Terror 72* $40 76
1939 Korda Wake 44* $19 16 1939 Mercury 72* $58 36
1939 Zipper 54* $53 56 1940 Ranger 46* $31 96
1940 Sailplane 78* $84 76 1940 So Long 50* $30 36
1941 Bngidier 56* $40 76 1941 Super Quaker 78* $72 76
1941 Playboy Jr 54* $3116 1941 Playboy Sr 80* $5116
1941 Brooklyn Dodger 56* $42 36

Midway Model Co.: Full Kits
1936 Flying Quaker 84* $64 76 1938 Powerhouse 50* $29 96
1937 Long Cabin 78* $47 16 1939 A T Sporiser 50* $29 96
1937 Quaker Flash 67* $45 56 1940 Buzzard Bombshell
1937 Air Chief 6 Γ  $35 9 6 72*spanM $56 96
1940 New Ruler 74* $7116_________50r Spankl $35 96
The above kits qualify for Sam events (FT & RAT), and feature 
the highest quality machine cut &. sanded parts, all sheet St strip 
wood, wire. & window material. Most plans are the original 
FT. but the models are easily convertible to 3ch R/C

Sailplanes, Electric Power or Gas k its
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Fast Edde (05 D) $24 00 Lightning 36* (05 D) $24 00
U«ra Mk IV (05 G) $37 96 Thermic Traveller (05 D or G) $31.00
Electric Playboy (05 G) $26 00
Hobby Horn Sensoar Glider 78* (or 05 electric) $18 00
Astro Challenger (05 Geared) $32 50
Astro V4ung (05 Geared) $32 50
Astro Portediold (15 or 25 Geared) $59 96
Astro Sport 37* (05 Direct) $29 96
Dave/s Robin (05 Geared) $33 71
Dave/s Le Crate (05 Geared) $35 96

FULL LINE OF ELECTRIC SYSTEM S & PARTS AVAIL
SH IP PIN G  & H AN D LIN G
Up to $8 00 add $2 00 

$8 01 to $20 00 add $2 50 
$20.01 to $45 00 add $3 25 
$45 01 to $70.00 add $3 75 

Over $70 00 add $4 50 
CA Addressees add 6% tax Send 
MO. VISA / MC (# & Exp) or Check 
(alow up to 30 days lor check 
clearance)
COD -  Exact charges plus $1 50 
handling (Cash Only)

76 Page CATALOGUE 
52.00 pp/ 1st Class, or free 
when requested with order.

H O B B Y  H O RN
15173 Moran St. (B) 

P.O.Box 2212 
Westminster. Ca 92684 

(714) 893-8311 
Hrs: Mon-Fri 9AM - 5PM

military, and of the highest quality, even 
though used in most cases. I've always 
received what I ordered, and it always met 
or exceeded my expectations.

"Fair Radio Sales has been around 
awhile, but as far as I know is not really well 
known. I submit this to you only for your in
formation, possibly for your readers also, at 
your discretion."

Sharing is one of the things this column 
was built on. The address of Fair Radio Sales 
Co. is: P.O. Box 1105, 1016 E. Eureka St., 
Lima, Ohio 45802; (419)223-2196. Dave also 
sent the pages that list meters in the Fair Ra
dio catalog, and he is correct, there are a lot 
of high-quality items available for almost 
giveaway prices. The list includes, believe it 
or not, a 2-ohm, 25-watt rheostat for only 
$1.50. He is correct in that the company is 
probably not too well known in R/C circles, 
but it is not completely unknown, as I re
member buying parts for my Mac II transmit
ter from them.

Eloy Marez, 311 Mesa Dr., #10, Costa 
Mesa, California 92627. ·

Electric........... Continued from page 31

about halfway along the length of the pack. 
The two ends of the pack are positive and 
negative, and you w ill have to cut away 
heat-shrink there too. The cutaway areas 
can be covered with tape when the pack is 
in normal use. Some car racers use their 
chargers to break in the motors; set the cur
rent at one to two amps and let the motor 
run. Some chargers w ill overheat, so check

to see that this does not happen. There are 
motor break-in machines too, advertised in 
the car magazines.

Many motors are broken in between half 
an hour and an hour of running. Hard 
brushes w ill take longer. Pull the brushes to 
see how they have formed to the commuta
tor. Ideally, the brushes should have a per
fect half-moon-type curve right to their 
edges. Some car racers then round off the 
sharp edge to prevent chipping of the 
fragile edge. I usually don't do this, but 
when I do, I use a fingernail emery board; it 
does a smooth job. The motor power stays 
the same when you do this. When you put 
the brushes back in, be sure to put them in 
exactly the same way they came out. The 
brushes w ill often "feather" in the direction 
of rotation and if they are put in backward 
they w ill chip and undo ail the break-in! 
Many brushes have the pigtail offset to one 
side. I make a habit of setting brushes with 
the pigtail towards the back of the motor so 
I w ill know for sure which way the brushes 
should go.

Sometimes I do take a shortcut on break- 
in. You can dip the motor in water while it is 
running at half voltage and wait until the 
water starts to show black color. Pull the 
motor out immediately and blow out the 
water. The brush hardness has a lot to do 
with how long the motor can be in the 
water. Soft brushes take only a count of five, 
most brushes w ill be done by a count of 
fifteen, and very hard brushes won't break 
in at all! Be conservative and check the 
brushes immediately upon the appearance 
of the black color. I have broken in many 
motors this way, and they show the same 
performance increase as those broken in 
the usual way. All have given excellent ser
vice and none have failed. However, I see in 
some articles and books that there are dire 
warnings that water break-in w ill affect the 
motor badly in some way (never specified). 
So, I’ll pass that along too. Take your choice.

I fly floatplanes a lot, and have dunked 
many a motor with no damage. After I have 
blown water out of the motor, I run it for a 
minute or so to get out remaining moisture. 
As an example of water break-in, I tached a 
Dymond (United Model Products) motor 
on a Cox 6x3 gray prop, six Sanyo SC 1200 
cells, at 13,300 rpm and 10 amps before 
break-in. After break-in, the motor tached at 
14,200 rpm and 12 amps, a power gain of 
22 percent (using rpm cubed). Note, by the 
way, that the efficiency of the motor stayed 
the same, since the current draw went up by 
20 percent too. Break-in decreases the resis
tance at the brushes to accomplish the 
power gain. By the way, this Dymond motor 
had the hardest brushes I have encoun
tered, other than the Mabuchi can-type mo
tors. Running it at half voltage in the water 
did not work! I finally resorted to full vol
tage. Even so, it took about a minute of run
ning to seat the brushes. UMP/Dymond in
cludes a very complete info chart with their 
motors. This was model 102, 28 turns of 
.022 wire, wet magnets, medium brushes 
(69.8 percent copper, 30.0 percent carbon, 
.2 percent alloys), and 20 degrees of ad
vance timing (a lot!). It sure would be great 
if other motor manufacturers had such a 
complete data sheet with their motors.
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RA PID  A SSEM B LY J E T S !!!

DOUGLAS A-4 SKYHAWK

Length: 56' Sport Wing 45"
Weight 8-1/4-91/2 lbs Scale Wing 40"

• Joined Fiberglass Fuselage with Separately Molded Access Hatch
• Premolded Fiberglass Intake and Exhaust Ducting and Gear Pods
• Pre-Sheeted Foam Wing and Stabilizer Cores
• Precision Pre-Cut Ply Bulkheads
• Price INCLUDES Dynamax Fan, O.S. 77 DF Engine, Pipe and Adapter!!
• Cockpit Kit included

SUGGESTED  LIST PR IC E $600 S P E C IA L
Starter Probe $35 P R IC E
Spring Air Retracts 

Three-Gear System -  $90 A-4 KIT, LESS  FAN, ENGINE & P IP E  $215.
Two-Gear System — $85 ADD $10.00 Shipping & Handling 
A-4 Avionics Pack — $20

OTHER YELLOW KITS NOW AVAILABLE
• SR-71 108" Length
• 1/4 55 CAP 10B 75’ Wing Span
• 1/3 Corby Starlet 75 ' Wing Span

COMING SOON Expected Delivery Dates
• F-16 12-88
• F-4 — Phantom Single Engine 1-89
• F-18 Hornet Twin 1-89

Winner of 88-Scale Masters Championship

CALL ANY OF THESE LOCATIONS

YE LLO W  A IR C R A F T  & H O B B Y S U P P L IE S  LTD.

FIORENZE HOBBY CENTER, INC.
420 W. State Rd., 434 
Winter Springs, FL 32708 
(407) 327-6353
YELLOW AIRCRAFT i  HOBBY SUPPLIES LTD (WEST) 
11918 98th Ave East 
Puyallup, WA 98373 
(206) 845-8195

YELLOW AIRCRAFT Λ HOBBY SUPPLIES LTD (IN CANADA)
3040 Palstan Rd, Suite 201 
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4Y 226 
(416) 273-6757
JETLINE UODELLE m S m
Hans-J. Mundhausen
Burgste. 62, D-6239 Eppstein. West Germany 
FAX #(49)(10) 6198-2923 PHN #(49)(0) 6198-2924

After the motors are broken in, they w ill 
run very well as long as they stay clean. The 
effect of particles in the motor is dramatic; 
there is much loss of power. Offroad motors 
are very vulnerable to this; the dirt that gets 
into the motors is rich in iron and iron oxide 
particles, which then stick to the magnets. 
This creates a lot of drag. The commutators 
also get a lot of carbon on them due to heat 
buildup. The commutators w ill look gray or 
black instead of a bright coppery color. The 
cure for all this is to dip the motors in a sol
vent designed for cleaning motors. I dip 
them while running on half voltage in Citra- 
Safe (1-limonene or orange oil) for a count 
of ten. If the motor has been raced, a lot of 
black grit comes out of the motor in this 
step. Then I remove the brushes, blow out 
any liquid remaining, and inspect the com
mutator and brushes. The commutator 
should be shiny clean, and the brushes 
should be well formed. I dry the brushes 
with paper towel, and put them back in the 
motor. Citra-Safe evaporates fairly slowly; 
allow five minutes for it to clear out. If it is 
not cleared out, it can carbon up the com
mutator. Finally, I put a drop of turbine oil 
(sold as such by appliance parts stores) on 
the front and rear bearings. Sometimes I put 
a small amount of molybdenum disulfide 
grease on the bearings as well. The follow
ing table shows the power increases with 
the Twister and Associated offroad stock 
motors on six Sanyo 1200 mAh SC cells 
turning a Cox 6x3 gray prop.

^ % B A G  .# 6  V · * )
^ W t HIRTY-SIX OF WALT MOONEY’S FAVORITE

pea n u t  scales red u ced  to  eig h t  in c h
a^^V IN G  SPAN ************ $ 5.00 POST PAID

^ ^ W A L T  MOONEY P.O. BOX 231192 SAN DIEGO,
CALIF. 92123 *** FIRST FIVE PEANUT S C A U E ^  
BAGS STILL AVAILABLE AT $ 5.00 EACH.

Motor After 4 Races Citra-Safe Dip
Turbine O il

(Dirty Motor) (Clean Motor) 
Associated 15,200 16,500
Twister 14,900 16,500
An increase of 1300 to 1600 rpm is a 

power increase of 28 percent to 36 percent. 
W hen you are racing, the difference is obvi
ous; acceleration from the start and the top 
speed around the track are so great that you 
have to be very careful not to go out of con
trol. These motors were dirty, they had been 
raced, and a lot of black crud came out of 
them when the motors were dipped. Air

craft motors w ill not encounter dirt and 
dust very often, and w ill stay clean much 
longer. However, the commutator can get a 
lot of carbon deposit on it eventually. If so, a 
Citra-Safe dip can increase the power. I find 
that if a motor is already clean and the com
mutator is shiny copper, the Citra-Safe dip 
does not make any difference. Citra-Safe is 
sold in volume (5 gallons, $100) by Inland 
Chemical Company, 1918 Milwaukee Way, 
Tacoma, Washington 98421; (800)552- 
3100. Citra-Safe is used for cleaning elec
tronic circuits, and it is often called "orange 
oil." It smells like oranges and is distilled
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Zap CA
Hottest formula! Thin. Set time: right now! 
Highest grade chemicals. VX/icking action 
allows assembly prior to glueing. One or 
two drops are all that's necessary. Very 
strong. Great for tacking or general con
struction. Doesn't work well on spruce or 
oily woods, loves balsa.

Prof. Sticky VonShtuck Pacer Tech. Campbell CA

UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF GLUE KNOWLEDGE

from orange skins.
Most car racers do the same procedure, 

but use "Electrowhirl," also called "tri" or 
"safety solvent." It works the same way as 
Citra-Safe. It is readily available and is used 
as a cleaning solvent. It evaporates almost 
instantly, an advantage over Citra-Safe. The 
chem ical name is 1,1,1-trichloroethane. 
However, I cannot use it. I am a chemist, 
and because of long-term exposure to sol
vents, I am sensitized to them. "Tri" gives 
me nausea, disorientation, loss of coordi
nation, and temporary memory loss. It may 
also cause liver damage. If you wish to use 
it, use it outdoors, never indoors (no matter 
how well ventilated), and wear rubber 
gloves. Even so, remember that the effects 
can build up.

Is break-in and maintenance worth the ef
fort? I have flown many planes with no 
break-in other than a couple of runs on the 
motor with no prop beforehand, and flying 
has been quite satisfactory. On the other 
hand, when I do break in motors properly, 
the extra power is like having an extra cell in 
the pack, and the extra climb and extra 
power for stunts is very satisfying. Take your 
choice! When I am racing offroad cars, 
there is no choice; you do a careful break in 
and you do maintenance, or you w ill lose

the race right at the starting line as you 
watch all the other cars leave you behind!

And now for what readers are doing. John 
Mountjoy sent a photo of his Electrostreak; 
it is very attractive in red Micafilm . It is avail
able both in plans from Model Aviation 
(Nov. '87) and as a kit from Great Planes. 
The Great Planes kit includes a Goldfire 
550 motor (I think it is similar to the DSC 
motor) and 7x6 prop for a retail of $74.95. 
John says it is very aerobatic (it looks it!). He 
has powered his with an Astro cobalt 05, 
seven 1200 mAh cells, Jomar SC-1 throttle, 
and 7x6 prop. It is a four-channel ship and 
weighs 39 ounces! Span is 44 inches. If you 
are interested in an aerobatic electric, this 
looks very good.

Don Hughes sent photos of his and Rus
sell Culp's winning electric free flights. Don 
won first at the 1988 USFFC in class A. Rus
sell won first in class B. Don calls his plane 
"Shocer Treatment," it has 340 square 
inches, is powered by a geared and re
worked AP-29, six 450 mAh cells (now 
using six 700 mAh cells), weight 18.3 
ounces. The plane originally was a Mel 
Schmidt Shocer 400, but has been much 
modified. Russell calls his plane the "Sum- 
merwind"; it is 500 square inches, powered 
by a geared Astro cobalt 05, and uses ten

450 mAh cells, flying weight 30 ounces. As 
you can see, these models are very profes
sional, and show that electric free flight can 
be right up there with gas free flight. Thanks 
for the photos, Don!

Last but not least, my friend Mike Kometz 
and I were looking at the Bridi kits at the 
Puyallup show last year, and we both 
agreed that they looked very good for elec
trics. Mike bought a Warlord 40 and built it 
for his Astro cobalt 40. He did a beautiful 
job, in blue and white with pinstriping. It 
came out at 5-1/2 pounds ready to fly, just 
1/4 pound more than the 5-1/4 pounds spec
ified on the box. The span is 51 inches, and 
the wing area is 540 square inches. M ike 
uses a Jomar throttle and eighteen 900 mAh 
cells to power it. The Warlord is fully aero
batic for four- to five-minute flights. M ike is 
very pleased with it, and plans to try it on 
floats! I think the Bridi kits in general are 
very well made, well designed, and have 
high-quality material. They are priced 
reasonably too. Bridi makes everything 
from high wing trainers to gliders to sport 
pattern planes. Their designs are for gas, but 
they are very easy to convert to electrics; 
M ike didn't change anything as far as I 
know. Till next time, fly clean electrics and 
enjoy life more! ·

Control L in e .. Continued from page 57

who know absolutely nothing about the 
truth. I do know and I know several others 
who lived through the working years when 
so much was developed for the millions of 
youngsters ever since. Jim and Bill Walker 
were responsible for that crusade. They 
literally knocked themselves out doing 
things for the benefit of youngsters. Their 
company sold more than 232 million flying 
models in their years of business there in 
Portland. They had the world's largest 
model factory for many years and employed 
hundreds of people over the years. Jim 
Walker never stole' ideas from anyone."

(Bob's letter, only part of which is quoted 
here, refers to a legal dispute which 
cropped up in the 1950s and has been writ
ten about in recent years over the control of 
the rights to the bellcrank control system. It 
was a complicated legal matter that in
volved the Cox model company and the 
late Oba St. Claire, whose own control-line 
system was developed in the late 1930s. All 
of the parties involved, it seems, were true 
model aviation pioneers, but the business 
aspects of the hobby resulted in some bitter 
feelings which persist in some quarters 
even today. However, I have not been aware 
of anyone who set out to discredit Jim 
Walker, whose contribution to the hobby 
was immense and undeniable, jt)

". . .Jim  spent years promoting control
line flying and many other types of flying 
enjoyment. He won the Nationals seven 
times with radio control developments. . .. 
No one ever put in that personal drive and 
keen desire to succeed as Jim Walker did.

"I had the great honor to fly a throttle- 
controlled stunt model in a Jim Walker 
memorial meet in Portland in 1983, flown 
right in front of the Walker families. . ..

"N o manufacturer in the world ever pro
vided finer quality products for all his cus-
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The 12th Edition of the Radio Control Buyers 
Guide is available direct from Kalmbach!

Now you can own the source book of radio control modeling in
formation - the Radio Control Buyers Guide! In more than 300 pages, 
and thousands of product listings, this all-new 12th Edition of the Ra
dio Control Buyers Guide provides the up-to-date information every 
radio control enthusiast needs - whether you're a beginner or a 
NATS champion. There's no other R/C book source like it! #24626

•  Aircraft ·  Cars ·  Boats ·  Radios ·  Systems ·  Engines
•  Hardware ·  Books ·  Videos ·  Finishing materials
•  Accessories ·  R/C dealers ·  Plus much more!

$11.95
ORDER TODAY!

Y E S ! P lease send me 

□  My check is enclosed.

Name_________________

Street_________________

Kalmbach Publishing Co., 1027 N. 7th St., Milwaukee, Wl 53233-1471

copies of the Radio Control Buyers Guide! Price  per copy is $11.95/#24626. 

□ Charge my credit card Charge to: □ Mastercard □ Visa

Card #

Exp. date

City. State, Zip Signature.

Include for postage and handling: U. S. S I; foreign S1.50. Make payment in U. S. funds. Wisconsin residents add 5% sales tax. 0023

The REAL how-to maga
zine on all types of mod
el boats and ships; R/C, 
steam, electric, sail, rac
ing, sport, static and 
operational scale. Also 
construction articles on 
all types, with full-size 
plans and patterns avail
able, complete with re
print of building instruc
tions.

Name

MODELER
THE C O M P L E A T  M ODEL NAUTICAL PERIODICAL!

SUBSCRIBE NOW (Starts with next published issue).
U.S. Only (includes APO and FPO I: One year(4 issues) · S12.95

Two years(8 issues)-S24.85
Overseaslalso Canada and M exico): One year only-S21.45 includes 
postage 8< handling. Payment must be in U.S. funds, drawn on a 
U.S. Bank.

-------------------------------Sig. -----------------

Address

C ity . . State. .Z ip .

. Exp. Date.Visa or MIC No. |Add 5*) _________________________________

BACK ISSUES A V A ILAB LE  ■ Lim ited supply. $4.00 per copy. U.S. add 50d per
copy,.outside U.S. add $7.50per copy for shipping. 

U.S. BOAT & SHIP MODELER, 898 West 16th St., Newport Beach, CA 92663
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COLLEGE OF GLUE KNOWLEDGE

Z-7 Debonder
The finest debonding agent available in the 
hobby industry today. Simply put a few 
drops on cured CA and repeat a few times. 
Hardened glue w ill eventually soften and 
peel away. Test first on some plastics.

Prof. Sticky VonShtuck Pacer Tech. Campbell CA

* * «

EASY
DOMN

CANOPES A SHADES □

TOO HOT V.

GETTING NET ? !

J O ' S  SHADE CANOPIES
643 S. Brookhurst Ave. 

F u lle rto n . CA 92633 
(714) 773-9509

» » * « *
3  STYLES

FLAT ROOF 
PEAK (H IP) ROOF 

CARPORT

FREE
STANDING

PORTABLE
TAPE

IT
A W  W E R E

H COMPACT
STORAGE

HEAVY DUTY
STEEL FITTINGS

EXTRA STRONG
GAL WHIZED STEEL TUBING 

C a l l  o r  w r i t e  f o r  f r e e  b r o c h u r e .

tomers than Walker did. Maybe I can claim 
equal credit for my products, as I "learned" 
how to put in that kind of effort it takes to do 
just that while working with him. Jim didn't 
live long enough to enjoy my three-line sys
tem or the tremendous radio control sys
tems we now are enjoying. Think of the m il
lions who got started with model flying 
because of his efforts."

♦ * *
And now, a mission of mercy, on behalf of 

Ron Fentiman of Perth, Ontario, Canada. 
Ron is looking fora particular old-time C/L 
airplane. If anyone can help him, please 
drop him a line. Here's his story:

"This is to request your assistance in 
tracking down the object of a severe case of 
nostalgia which has me firmly in its grip.

"I was bitten early by the sky, airplanes 
and all things to do with aviation. I built and 
flew small gliders, then rubber-powered 
models, then eventually I graduated to 'gas- 
sies,' just U-control, then later on to free 
flight as well. I joined the Royal Canadian 
Air Force in 1951 and gave all my models, 
engines, and associated paraphernalia to 
the local Air Cadet Squadron of which I had 
been a member. Years later while instruct

ing on T-33s at RCAF Station MacDonald, 
Manitoba, I got back into control-line flying 
again when I came into possession of a par
tially built Trixter Invert Jr. and a McCoy .29 
Sportsman. I had a lot of fun with that 
model, but eventually it bit the dust one day 
when the elevator hinges broke and the 
model when straight in.

"I retired two years ago with 35 years and 
three months of service in the Air Force, 
and now have the time and a strong urge to 
get back into the modeling scene. Recently, 
I was visiting an old Air Force buddy who 
lives out West. He and I were at MacDonald 
together in the mid-fifties and flew control
line together. W e were talking about the 
Trixter Invert )r. when he said, 'Here, you 
might want to build this,' and he handed me 
a copy of the December 1984 Model Avia
tion magazine, opened to page 76, where 
the article and plans for the Trixter Barn
stormer began. I was really pleased with 
this and he gave me the magazine to take 
home. W hat really grabbed my attention, 
though, was, after arriving home, I was leaf
ing through the magazine and I just about 
fell over when I came to page 19, for there 
was a photo of a Scientific Cyclone, which

was my first 'gassie' in 1947, which I po
wered with a Hurricane .24 engine. W hat a 
nostalgia trip.

"Now  for my request. I would dearly love 
to obtain a kit, or the plans, or just a good 
three-view drawing of the Cyclone. I plan to 
build a control-line replica of my first 
model and, possibly, to scale it up for an 
R/C version.

"The photo of the Cyclone which ap
peared in the December issue of M odel 
Aviation was shown in Bill Winter's col
umn, and the caption indicated that Lou 
Roberts was the owner/flier.

"Any assistance you could provide me in 
obtaining a kit, or the plans, or a three-view 
for the Cyclone would be greatly ap
preciated." W ell, readers, you've come 
through in the past (I got plenty of informa
tion about autogyro plans). Can you help 
Ron out? He would appreciate it if anyone 
with the information he seeks mail it to him 
at the following address: Bgen Retd. R.W. 
Fentiman, RR 6, Perth, Ontario K7H 3C8, 
Canada.

* * *
Frank W illiam s of Houston, Texas, pro

vides a late news flash with the results of the 
U.S. Combat Classic in Houston, October 
25 to 30, the new third leg of AM A combat's 
high-stakes triple crown. Contestants—55 
entered but 46 showed up—flew for a 
$2,000 first prize, a Carver stereo second 
prize, and other prizes in a triple-eliminate 
format. Others in the triple crown are the 
Money Nats in Los Angeles in April and the 
Bladder Crabber in the Seattle area in June. 
Pat W illcox was the contest director.

Weather was in the 70s and overcast, with 
calm breezes; more than 130 matches were 
flown.

John Stubblefield emerged as the winner, 
with Steve Hills second, Chuck Rudner 
third, and Steve W ilk  fourth.
PRODUCTS APLENTY

W e sometimes hear even in our local 
hobby shop that there aren't any kits or C/L 
products available anymore. W ell, don't 
you believe it! Every month my mail brings 
news of new items. A few samples:

•Perhaps the best array of modern and 
old-fashioned C/L kits I have seen in many 
years is in the catalog of Dox Cenerix kits, 
from sport, to stunt, to competition combat, 
to 1/2A trainers.

Examples: Doc's Kliper (.21-powered 
combat plane), Wasp (wooden AM A com
bat plane), Hornet (slow combat), Tommy- 
Hawk III (Updated 1950s design for sport, 
stunt, trainer), Generix-Streak (sport-stunt- 
slow combat), Manx Kat-7 (tailless biplane), 
W ild  Turkey (1/2A sport-stunt-combat), 
Atomic (mouse racer), American Boy (1/2A 
stunter for reed engine), Pair-O-Dox (Dou
ble combat kits for slow or fast), Viper-ette 
(foam version of "Bear" Bearden's fast com
bat plane), Jasper (1/2A combat double kit), 
Pattern Master Jr. (mid-sized, .15 to .30 stun
ter), Dox-er-Smitt (semi-scale sport-stunt- 
slow combat), Doc's Zero (semi-scale sport- 
stunt-slow combat), Pattern Master Sr. (pro
file stunter), and No-Blur (foam-winged 
profile version of Nobler). Write: P.O. Box 
111, Jasonville, Indiana 47438.

•Stangel Enterprises offers plans and in
structions for a 1/2A scale-like profile
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ELECTRIC POWERED AIRPLANE KITS

THE ASTRO SPORT
The Astro Sport is a cute little high wing sport trainer that 

is specially designed for schoolyard fun. Install the Astro 
Cobalt 020 Motor and you have a gentle and forgiving trainer 
that is very easy to fly. Install the more powerful Astro Cobalt 
035 and it becomes a real schoolyard show-off doing snappy 
rolls, loops, and other schoolyard maneuvers. The kit contains 
all machine cut and sanded parts and is super easy to build. 
Wing Span 37 inches; Wing Area 292 sq. in.; Eppler-195, 
Flying Weight 22 to 28 ounces. Kit #  1019............$ 39.95

Our popular PARTENAVIA P-68 kit has been comnplete- 
ly redesigned for the Astro Cobalt 05 Motor. The airfoil sec
tion has been changed to the Eppler-195 for improved 
aerobatic performance. The P-68 has always been a popular 
model at our electric contests, and in fact an Astro Cobalt 05 
powered P-68 won first place in aerobatics at the 87 EAA 
Electric Championships. The deluxe kit features all machine 
cut and sanded balsa parts. Wing Span 50 inches, Wing Area 
400 Sq.In., Flying weight 4.5 lbs.

Kit #  1013........$89.95

THE ASTRO CHALLENGER NATS WINNER
Bob Boucher’s Astro Challenger won the 84 Reno Nats its 

first time out and has been winning electric sailplane contests 
all over the country ever since. Powered by an Astro Cobalt 
05 Geared Motor turning a 12 inch folding propeller, the 
Challenger climbs almost out of sight in 45 seconds, and can 
repeat this climb three or four times on a single battery 
charge. The distinctive wing planform with elliptical tips max
imizes aerodynamic efficiency and minimizes tip stalls. It’s 
gentle and forgiving nature make it perfect for beginners too. 
Kit features all machine cut and sanded balsa parts. Wing 
Span 72 inches, Wing Area 612 sq.inches, Airfoil Eppler 193 
Flying weight 39 ounces. Kit#1020.........—. $ 49.95

THE PORTERFIELD COLLEGIATE
The Porterfield Collegiate makes a great sport scale electric 

model. It’s gentle and forgiving nature make it perfect for 
beginners, but at the same time it can be quite responsive in 
skilled hands. The large wing and light wing loading lets the 
Porterfield climb steeply to and land short. Just what you need 
for flying in your neighborhood park or schoolyard. Beginners 
to R/C should install the Astro Cobalt 15 Geared Motor. 
More experienced flyers can install the Astro Cobalt 25 
geared motor for very realistic scale like maneuvers. Wing 
Span 69.5 inches, Wing Area 690 sq inches, Airfoil Eppler 
193, Flying Weight 4 to 5 lbs.

Kit #  1018_____ $  79.95

A S T R O  F L I G H T  i n C
13311 BEACH AVE. · MARINA DEL REY, CA 90292 · PHONE (213) 821-6242



The Revised Lightweight

Dual Spoiler Module
The dual spoilers are made from rigid PVC and weigh only 

3 oz. per set. In the closed position total *oah is VA" modifiable 
to 1 With unmodified blades fully extended the total oah is 
2 '/*'! The modules accurate extremely smooth and easily. A 
single module is thick x 6 " long. Modules can be gauged 
end-to-end for longer and increased surface area.

Only $14.95 per set. Ask your local hobby shop today.
Dealers ask Ace R/C, Inc. for details.
’oah - overall height

AL-TECH PRODUCTS, INC.
18800 St. Rt. 47E · Sidney, O H , 45365 

(513) 498-1721

AT-104B

CONGRATULATIONS
1987  N A T’S W IN N E R S

1st P lace
MASTERS - JIM EIDE 

EXPERT - GENE MAXWELL 
SPORTSMAN - GENE RODGERS

AGAIN - OUR THANKS 
TO ALL THE 

TIPO” FLYERS 
THIS YEAR!

J— - Nov\Tavailable: TIPO- 
TIPO 750, HIPPO TIPO (825), Write or call for full information.

A V A IL A B L E  D IR E C T  F R O M
DICK HANSON MODELS 

5269 LUCKY CLOVER LANE 
MURRAY UTAH 84123

A LL  S H IP P IN G  V IA  U P S  
U P S  C H A R G E S  EXTR A  

P H O N E  (801) 261-1402

trainer, the Cessna 152, along with step-by- 
step instructions for making your own kit, 
building and flying it. Write: Stangel Enter
prises, P.O. Box 336, Waukesha, Wisconsin 
53187.

‘ Kustom Kraftsmanship's new catalog in
cludes 60 new items in addition to the 
many competition items Joe Klause has car
ried for years. Among the new items are the 
new Control Line Classics stunt kits.

*A profile stunter called the Prowler, de
signed by Bob Hunt, is available from Aero- 
smith Model Aviation, Athens, New York 
12015.

Old-timers! All American Senior, Barn
stormer, profile P-51 Mustang, Yak 9, and 
more, available from T.C.A. Ltd., 2080 
McLennan Ave„ Richmond, B.C., Canada 
V6X 2N5.

*We've had inquiries about monoline 
equipment. How about the array of fine 
replicas of the old Stanzel handle units pro
vided by Dale Kirn, 283 North Spruce 
Drive, Anaheim, California 92805? Try a 
torque unit from Morris Monoline Gear, by

Ned Morris, 9044 Rushmore Blvd. S., Indi
anapolis, Indiana 46234. For your jets, a 
new line of reed valves and retainers for 
Dyna-Jet engines, from J.T. Products, 9215 
33rd St. East, Puyallup, Washington 98371, 
produced by jet speed superstar Jerry 
Thomas. Epoxy glass propellers in a variety 
of speed sizes from Kelly Products, P.O. Box 
38, Western Springs, Illinois 60558. Hard to 
find the right fuel mixture? There's Power- 
master, 10103 Freeman Ave., Santa Fe 
Springs, CA, 90670, offering propylene ox
ide, nitromethane, castor oil, synthetic oil 
and methanol as well as fuel in nitro per
centages up to 65 percent.

As always, your letters, questions, and 
photos are welcomed! John Thompson, 
1505 Ash Ave., Cottage Grove, Oregon 
97424. ·

F/F lig h t..........Continued from page 52

Richland. These are the Tri-Cities. They are 
located 392 feet above sea level in a semi- 
arid climate. The mean high temperature

during July is 91.3 degrees, with 9 days in 
July exceeding 90 degrees. The average an
nual precipitation is 12.5 inches, but July 
has a mean precip of only .18 inches.

The area is well known for its rolling hills 
where wheat and other grain crops are 
grown, as are potatoes and wine grapes.

A free flight site has been located, and it 
is suitable for a Category I contest. The ac
tual site is situated on land owned by the 
U.S. Department of Energy on the Hanford 
Reservation. It is 13 miles due north of Rich
land and is 1.5 by 3.0 miles of flat, undulat
ing topography. The site is accessible by 
two public highways. No obstructions are 
on the field, which has a cheat grass cover
ing. The mean wind speed is just under 10 
mph during July and it blows from the N- 
N.W., which is diagonally across the field. If 
models drift from the field, another mile of 
drift area exists before crossing a railroad 
track. After the track, many more miles of 
open fields are present. According to Chris 
Weinrich, who has visited the site, the ac
tual field condition resembles Taft. Bob 
Waterman and Ralph Cooney also visited 
the site with Chris, and they all concur that 
it is an excellent F/F site.

The potential glitch in the works is that 
the use of the field for the Nats w ill need to 
be approved by the U.S. Department of 
Energy, who is the owner. If approval is not 
obtained, and that should be known by the 
time you read this article, an alternate site 
w ill need to be located. However, the area 
has many square miles of open space, so 
locating an alternate site should pose no 
real problem.

By the way, the Tri-Cities are serviced by 
Greyhound, Burlington Northern, AM- 
TRAC, Delta A irlines, U .S. Air, and 
Horizon. O ther major airlines service 
Spokane. A number of trailer and camping 
facilities are available within the Tri-Cities. 
Columbia Park is one area and can be 
reached by calling (509)783-3118, and The 
Arrowhead R.V. Park is another. Contact 
them at (509)545-8206.

The Indoor site has not been finalized at 
this time either, as the AM A is strongly 
favoring the Pasco Ice Arena. This site has 
been pronounced unsuitable by the indoor 
fliers—due to a 42-foot-high cluttered ceil
ing. Local indoor fliers are promoting the 
use of the Kibbie Dome and have reserved it 
for the day before the Indoor events and the 
two days of the Indoor events. The Kibbie 
Dome is in Moscow, Idaho, about two 
hours drive away from the Tri-Cities, and is 
one of the best indoor sites in the USA. 
More on this as the story unfolds.

Since 1989 is the centennial celebrating 
the Aircraft Industry in Washington, a sizea
ble amount of energy is being expended by 
the state to make the Nats a state-wide 
event. I understand that the Tri-Cities offi
cials are enthusiastic about the Nats, as 
well. The red carpet should be out for all of 
us.

See you all there?!
BANANA LIQ U ID  AND SNEAKER JU IC E

Back in the deep recesses of my memo
ries, I vaguely recall a product that was 
common on the hobby shop shelves of my 
youth. It was called Banana Liquid. I never 
really knew what it was or what it was used
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Retail Circus
Item# Description Price Price
KBHCYCLONE Cydone Helicopter Kit S329.99 S259.99
WE1025RCH Webra 50 Heli Engine 129.99 109.99
K0100QSS3 Hdoball Muffler (for Webra 40/50) 28.99 24.99
ROY78461 12V Electric Starter 48.99 28.99
MCDRC101 NI-HL-1 Ni-Starter (w/Charger) 28.95 16.99
CH0016 12V Wet Cell Battery (55 amp) 19.99 12.99
CH0036A 15V Glow Plug 2.10 1.99
CH236 Circus Handcrank Fuel Pump 15.99 11.99
IM63003 Silicone Fuel Line (Large) 320 2.99
K06030302 Circus Training Gear 16.99 13.99
JRS506 JR  506 Servo (Reverse Direction) 38.99 26.99
JS6H2 Circus 6 AM Heli Radio (CH I2,38-56) 244.99 169.99
HEUTTPS Circus Heli-Tips Booklet — FREE
SSUPERCYC Cydone Super Heli Combo 909.16 681.88

SUPER COMBO PRICE $ 5 9 9 .9 9

KALT CYCLONE 
SUPER HELI COMBO

Cyclone is the ultimate beginner helicopter which is as easy 
to build as it is to fly. Its super strong composite main frame, belt 
driven tail rotor, Bell-Hiller mixer, factory assembled collective 
pitch and rotor head can be built in 4 to 6 hours. This is a great 
choice for novice and expert alike.

Order By Mail: Please complete the order form, supplying all the requested 
information. Provide us with your name and address for shipping purposes. 
Indicate the method of payment you want to use in the appropriate section. Fill 
in the item number, the quantity you want, the product description and the price. 
When you are finished listing all of the items you need, add the numbers shown 
in the total amount column to obtain your merchandise total. If you wish to have 
your order processed with priority handling add $ 50. Add $5.00 for regular 
postage and handling.

KALT BARON 30 MX 
SUPER HELI COMBO

The Baron 30 MX is a great choice for the novice. This high 
performance addition to the Baron line offers features usually 
found on larger, more expensive models. It is the upgraded 
addition of the previous Baron 28. The 30 MX is a very stable, 
precise flying machine which will give you hours of enjoyment.

Item# Description
KKBH30MX Baron 30 MX Helicopter Kit
WE1029RHS Webra 1029RHS Shuttle Engine
CH0036A 15V Glow Plug
K01000551 Heloball Muffler
ROY78461 12V Electric Starter
ROY79238 12V Wet Cell Battery (55 amp)
IM63003 Silicone Fuel Line (Large)
MCDRC101 McDaniel Ni-Starter (w/Charger)
JS6H2 Circus 6 AM Heli Radio (CHI 258-
JRS506 JR 506 Servo (Reverse Direction)
CH236 Circus Handcrank Fuel Pump
K0603Q301 Circus Training Gear B-28
HEL1T1PS Circus Heli-Tips Booklet
SSUPER30 Baron 30 MX Super Heli Combo

SUPER COMBO PRICE $ 6 3 9 .9 9

JR Gyro (JRJ110BB) when purchased with either 
combo -  $10.00 off Circus Hobbies discount price

Retail Price Circus Price Combo Price 
$148.99 $124.99 $114.99

' *=*.

B * .

V
Retail Circus
Price Price

399.99 299.99
129.99 94.99

2.10 1.99
25.99 23.99
48.95 28.99
16.95 11.99
3.20 2.99

28.95 23.99
i6) 244.99 169.99

38.99 26.99
15.99 11.99
16.99 11.99
— FREE

973.08 709.88

M A I L  O R D E R S
Ship to:
Name

Address
Citv State Zip
Phone: Home Business

' Important - We w ill telephone if we have questions about your ofdcr.

3132 S. Highland Drive 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109-1042 

Method of Payment (Check one box):
□ Check or Money Order Enclosed. □ C.O.D. 
CRED IT CARDS: □ Visa □ MasterCard
Card Number Exp Date

Order Information Signature
Item # Quantity Product Description Unit Price Total Amount

Shipping & Handling Charges
Standard $5.00 charge includes regular UPS or Parcel Post shipping and handling.
Special shipping charges apply to the following situations:
United Stales: UPS 2nd Day Air Add 10% Canada: All orders sent priority Air Mail 

UPS Next Day Air Add 15% Add $10 
Priority Air Mail Add 10% International: Priority Air Mail Add 20%

Merchandise Total 
Nevada Residents Add 6% Sales Tax 

Illinois Residents Add 6.25% Sales Tax 
Circus Priority Handling Add $ .50 

Standard Shipping & Handling 
Special Shipping Charges 

C.O.D. Add $3.00 
Toul

S5 00

Order By Phone · Toll Free · 1 -800-782-0022 · Phone Hours: Mon-Fri 7:00 a jn. -  6:00 p.m. PST, 
Sat 8:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m. PST · Customer Service (702) 732-0022



M A P  Argus P lan s  & Draw ings
Plans

Handbook
One

Plans
Handbook

Two
Plans

Handbook
Three

Free flight plans-vintage, scale, competition & gliders. 
U-Control plans-vintage, scale & competition.
R/C aircraft plans-scale, competition, sport & gliders.
Boat plans-sport, power, sail, competition, yachts & steam. 
Car plans.
Plans for steam, petrol & traction engines. Locomotives, 
buildings, cannons & clocks.

Scale drawings of military, civil, private & light aircraft, 
as well as scale drawings of military vehicles.

Every type of plan for the scratch builder. All ___________________________
catalogs $3.00 each, or all 3 for $7.50. Spec- j  ^ LUPPERGER PLANS 
ify catalog desired, and make your check pay- " ’ 1 3 0 4  pa|m Avenue
a b l® t0  ̂ M, mLupper?!,r Pla0ns\ Cf f° m,ia resi- Huntington Beach, CA 92648 dents add 6 % tax. Allow 2-4 wks delivery.

“MIL- SPEC” SPEED CONTROLS
SURFACE MOUNT 

TECHNOLOGY, CERAMIC 
BOARD, SERMOS 

CONNECTORS STANDARD!
C  A A Λ  6 το 28 cells at 40A 3IV1""*T continuous.

Avalanche Current 200A. 1.5 X 1.625 
X .375 w eight 27 CRAMS with leads 

S85

C A A  110 7 Cells at 30AO I V  continuous.
Avalanche current 100A. 1.1 x 1.85 

X .375 weight 21 CRAMS S70

DC/DC BOOST 
CHARGER

For 7 to 28 cell packs up to 4 
Amps. Core'· charger includes 15 

minute timer. Add your own 
meters and packaging. Up to 90% 
efficient!! 3 X 3 X 4.5 Weight 1 lb. 

SI 20
Sw itches. Wire. S e n n o s  & Mon* Ton! 

S I  and —  accepted! 
JOMAR, 2028 Knightsbridge Dr. 
Cinti.. OH 45244 I 513-474-0985

for, and until two months ago, I still didn't 
know. Recently, while flying Gollywocks 
with Mark Sexton, I inquired as to how he 
had gotten such a sealed finish on his 
fuselage.

"Banana Liquid," he said.
“ Banana L iq u id ?" I. excla im ed  

quizzically.
"Sure, you give the fuselage a coat or two 

of clear dope, and then you give it a coat or 
two of Banana Liquid, and the tissue is 
sealed up tight. No rubber lube to leak 
through, and it keeps things neat and 
clean."

"W here do you get it?" I queried.
"Art supply places."
"So, the hunt began. I dropped over to the 

local university and began rummaging 
through their shelves in the Art section. No 
banana liquid. I inquired of the young folks

at the checkout stand.
"Never heard of it," was the response.
'Try the extracts shelves at Safeway," was 

the other.
Undaunted, I sought out a couple of local 

art specialty shops.
"Wow, sounds far out. . .what do you do 

with it? How do you use it, I mean?" said the 
aging hippie behind the counter.

I called Mark on the phone, "I'm  having 
no luck at all finding Banana Liquid."

He said, "It's called Banana Bronzing Liq
uid, and it's made by a company called 
Luco." Then he made the offer, "I'll pick up 
a can of it for you next time I drop in."

I offered Mark a bottle of sneaker juice in 
trade, and we had a deal. (For the 
uninitiated, sneaker juice is a homemade 
concoction that comes from grinding up 
old used sneakers—the canvas ones are the 
best—and bottling the juice into Windex- 
type spray bottles. To use: just spritz some 
on your model chasing shoes or on your 
best free flight. The result is a faster, if smel
lier, shoe or model. It's the experience of 
the sneaker juice that makes the difference, 
I'm told.)

At the Autumn Thrash in November, Mark 
and I exchanged. Since then, I have used 
the Banana Bronzing Liquid on my Golly- 
wock, and it does seal off the tissue. Since 
the stuff is a little on the thick side, I had to 
thin mine down with Carter's Universal Sol
vent. Brushes on just fine.

I never did ask Mark what he thought of 
the sneaker juice.
T.D. PROP SCREWS

Got a nice little package in the mail a few 
days ago from James Bocckinfuso, 52 Jeffer
son Blvd., Pt. Jefferson Station, New York 
11776. Jim is a member of the Skyscrapers 
and offers a deal to anyone who is looking 
for replacement or new prop screws for 
their T.D. 049-051. As you undoubtedly 
know, the stock part uses an unusual 5-40 
thread, and it has a slotted head so that a 
regular blade screwdriver is the only way to 
get them on and off. Jim had a special order 
of socket head hardened stainless steel cap 
screws made. In order to get some, he had 
to order many hundreds more than he and 
fellow Skyscrapers can use. If you want one 
or more, send 50 cents each plus some 
postage offset. Stop gouging holes in your

hand, and get your prop snugged up real 
tight at the same time.
KODAKOPHOBIA AND OTHER FREE 
FLIGHT AILMENTS

The free flight field is a photographer's 
delight. W here else can you experience a 
w ild variety of color, sound, and kinesthetic 
energy? For each of us, the opportunity to 
unleash the family camera on such occa
sions is just too much, so off we go happily 
snapping away at the unsuspecting free 
flighter. As a hobby journalist, of course, my 
snapping has a different meaning. I am try
ing to get that model just at the moment of 
launch, or just as the wheels clear the run
way on takeoff—so I can have a good to 
great picture to send in to this column.

I have enlisted the help of my wife, Bar
bara, to cruise around the field looking for 
such moments of opportunity. I even 
bought her a camera as a birthday gift so 
that she could take pictures for Model 
Builder.

It wasn't until last spring that I noticed an 
ominous side to this picture-taking busi
ness. Both Barbara and I were out taking 
Model Builder pictures (since I had dam
aged all of the models I had brought to the 
meet, I had little better to do). It was then 
that the dread realization hit me— many 
models that crash are affected by something 
other than bad luck or poor construction.

Both of us were standing at the takeoff 
boards awaiting an ROG launch of a model 
that was in a flyoff. As the ship was readied 
for flight, we snapped a few pix. As the ship 
cleared the takeoff boards, we snapped a 
couple more, trying to get the instant of 
liftoff forever recorded. The model climbed 
off the boards, picked up speed, turned 
sharply to the right and spiralled into the 
ground with the engine running. A total 
wipeout. No explanations, as this ship had 
many flights behind it and was flying well 
all day. The flier had no idea what had 
happened.

Then it was John Lenderman's turn. He 
had been flying his trusty Gollywock all day 
with max after max on the charts. The 
model has flown that way for at least 20 
years. I took a couple of pictures for Model 
Builder as he launched, and the ship 
climbed like a rocket until the motor ran 
out. Then, inexplicably, the nose came 
down and it did a shallow dive into the 
ground.

I could go on with examples. I personally 
believe that Clarence Bull, Greg Davis, Bill 
Giffen, and other prominent free flighters 
here in the N.W. have been the victims of 
what I now know as Kodakophobia. I have 
defined Kodakophobia as a model's un
reasonable fear of crashing immediately 
following the taking of a picture.

It may be that Kodakophobia applies only 
to pictures taken for publication in Model 
Builder, or it may be that such pictures only 
exacerbate the latent tendencies of the 
model's fear, but whatever the cause, be
ware when you see the photographer 
sneak ing  up to take a p ictu re  for 
publication.

I wonder if an answer to Kodakophobia is 
to use Fuji film? Could we then develop 
Fujiphobia? The mind boggles!
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Π  I Τ Ι I  (I' ll Po lyhed ral Wing-$41 P P . t i l l  I r lU 'l i  A ile ro n  W ing-$46 P P .
A versatile Ι'Λ m eter wingspan. Foam Wing 
Glider Piloted by Paul Wilson, crewed by Rusty 
Shaw  & Leroy S a tte rlee  (C h u p e rso a 's  
designers) to set Class A distance record (6.6 
miles). Eppler 214 or Selig 4061 Wing Airfoil.

Terry Edm ond's famous 
pair for thermal duration. 
The IO has superior per
formance for 2 meter 
events. CALLISTO takes 
o v e r  f rom t h e r e  to 
dominate standard class.

Wuhtufloa. SaU'at.ll 52001 1U S»J 4H0

S C A L E  P L A N S  B Y  B R IA N  T A Y L O R  Ϊ

P  51D 69" SPA N  75-90 4-STROKE, 90 2-STROKE -  P LA N S  SH O W  FLA PS/R ET R A C TS 
PLA N S  $25.00 EACH -  ADD $3.00 FO R  S H IPP IN G  

T H E  B E S T  IN S C A L E  CATALO G  + B R IT IS H  C A T A LO G S -  $9.00
PLA N S
Spitfire 1A .. ......... 69" F4U-1 C orsa ir___ 61W F6F-6 H e llc a t ............ 64”
Mosquito FB6 ......... 71” AT-6 Harvard ___ 6 8 W Kawanishi George’ 64'
Kittyhawk 1 A ....... 65" P-51B and D 61" Spitfire 14 & 1 9 ....... 69"
P47 Thunderbolt ........  61" Fw190 A-4 . . . .  60" O S2U  K ingfisher....... 58"
Tempest 5 . ... . . . .  61 Vi” Β Μ 0 9 Θ .............. ....... 61” Gladiator ................. 56”
BT-13 Valiant ... 73V»" Bf 110C ................ .......  71" Hurricane I . 70"

BOB HOLMAN PLANS
P.O. B o x  7 4 1 -M B  · S an  B e rn a rd in o , CA 9 2 4 0 2

WE SET THE PACE!
M ichigan's most complete supplier of 
model kits & accessories— if it's 
featured in M odel B u ilder Magazine 
we probably carry it in stock.

We love to help beginners as well 
as the dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts. 
Give us a try)

MEMBER 
Radio Control 
Hobby Trade 
Association

7845 Wyoming · Dearborn. Ml 48126 · (313) 933-6567 
17900 E. 10 Mile Rd. ·  E. Detroit, Ml 48021 · (313) 773-8294 
35203 Grand River · Farmington, Ml 48024 · (313) 477-6268 
105 S. Uvantoi* · Rochester, Ml 48063 · (313) 661-8842

THE END FOR MARCH
Well, that about wraps and ties it for an

other month. I trust you are planning your 
building activities for the upcoming sum
mer. If you are fortunate enough to live in an 
area where outdoor flying continues during 
the winter, catch a thermal for me. ·

A R F S ...........  Continued from page 43
perimentation with video cameras or 
whatever else comes to mind.

Speaking of payloads, let's take a look at 
some of the specifications of this unusual 
model. The fuselage length is 74 inches, 
with a maximum width often inches. Wing

span is 67 inches with a mean chord of 12 
inches, resulting in a wing area just a little 
greater than 800 square inches. However, 
the load lifting ability is greatly increased 
by the fuselage, as it is airfoil-shaped and 
p robab ly doubles the aerodynam ic 
efficiency.

The time had now come to get on with 
the paint job, so I started making the rounds 
of the local hardware stores looking for pint 
cans of latex paint. Forget it, latex paint 
comes mostly in gallon cans, and you're 
lucky if you can find quarts in your local 
store. I finally did locate a source of quarts, 
so I bought three cans, one sky blue for the 
undersurfaces, and one each of tan and

green for the camouflaged areas. I intended 
to slap the paint on with a brush, but one of 
my associates offered to professionally 
spray paint it for me. He did a very nice job, 
and I have enough paint left to do about a 
hundred more models. I managed to find a 
little white latex paint left over from the last 
time I painted the bathroom, so we used 
that on the canopy.

On completion of the painting I installed 
the radio system, which consisted of my 
new Airtronics dual conversion 1991 FM re
ceiver, four standard servos, 500 mAh bat
tery, and switch harness. I know you've 
been paying attention, so now you should 
be asking why I installed four servos in a 
three-channel airplane. The answer is that 
the fourth servo was provided exclusively 
for nosewheel steering. This servo could 
have been connected to the rudder output 
of the receiver, but I decided it would be 
simpler to use the aileron output for ground 
steering, so I used a "Y " cable and con
nected both the steering and aileron servos 
to the same output function on the receiver. 
At this point I cut out eight red stars from a 
sheet of red MonoKote trim and applied 
them to the appropriate locations on the 
fuselage, wing, and vertical stab. This little 
touch seemed to add a lot of authenticity to 
the model. M y Rossi .60 was presently be
ing used in my ARF El Diablo, so I installed 
my O.S. .61 ABC with standard factory muf
fler. W ith the model came a high-quality 16- 
ounce tank, which fitted perfectly into the 
pre-formed compartment on the starboard 
side just aft of the engine. I set up my 
kitchen scale and weighed the fuselage and 
wing separately. The total weight of the 
finished model came to a meager seven 
pounds and ten ounces. I just couldn't be
lieve that such an enormous model could 
weigh so little, as one would expect an air
plane of this size to weigh anywhere from 
twelve to twenty pounds. It finally dawned 
on me that this was really a state-of-the-art 
project in which a great amount of time and 
professional engineering had been in
vested. No doubt this inherent lightness is 
another important factor in the load carry
ing ability of the Flogger D.

I checked the balance point and was sur
prised to note that the model was substan
tia lly nose-heavy, balancing about six 
inches in front of the point specified in the 
instructions. As all the electronics were 
mounted in the tail area, and the only extra 
weight in the nose was the nosewheel as
sembly, I was unable to account for the 
nose-heavy condition. I decided to leave 
things the way they were, in hopes that 
maybe it would still fly well. Anyway, I just 
hate to add ballast to a model. Next came a 
few engine running tests and some taxi 
trials in my backyard. I like to get an engine 
properly tuned before heading out to the 
field to test-fly a new airplane, and I did run 
into a small design snag while starting up 
the engine for the first time. It seems that the 
fuel tank compartment is located slightly 
higher than the needle valve and the fuel 
gravity feeds, resulting in carburetor flood
ing during the starting procedure. I imagine 
this could be remedied by cutting away 
some of the foam under the tank floor, 
which would lower the tank enough to stop
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Among 550-class electrics, nothing tops the Mirage’s combination 
o f sparkling performance, deluxe features and easy-to-build simplicity.

C«*'Ck! 3fc#<y Μοβ*-* 1 v

The Mirage 550.

The only thing that’s ordinary 
about this electric sport-trainer 
^  is its price tag.

MIRAGE 550

WINGSPAN 5-1 INCHES 
WING AREA: 46-1 SQUARE INCHES 

LENGTH: 39 INDIES 
WEIGHT. READY-TO-F1.Y: 40-46 OUNCES

RADIO: ACFT.. 2-3 CH. RQD.
Kit includes m otor with switch harness, 
prop, spinner, wheels, formed cowling 

and wheel fairings.

When our boss suggested that we 
should develop a sport-trainer for our 
Turbo 550:v motor, we hadn’t told him 
we were already testing a little gem that 
out-flew anything we’d seen.

Boy. was he delighted.
And we’ve got a feeling you’re going 

to like the Mirage 550 even more than 
the boss did.

CUSTOM-ELECTRJC PERFORMANCE 
L\ A BASIC-ELECTRIC PACKAGE.

Besides delivering the kind of superb 
stability and long, slow glide that make 
it an outstanding trainer, the Mirage's 
advanced aerodynamics and state-of- 
the-art Selig airfoil come through with 
the kind of performance that even an 
expert can appreciate.

You’ll take off from hard surfaces in 
about sixty feet, climb to a thousand feet 
on a charge, loop and roll from near
level entry and make touch-and-go 
landings that are a thing of beauty·;

And speaking 
of beauty, you’ve 
probably noticed 
that the Mirage’s 
dramatic 
cowling, Posi- 
Lok wheel pants 
and rakish lines 
lend it a touch of 
class that’s sure 
to score big at 
the club show- 
and-tell.

The Mirage may be basic, but it 
certainly isn't boring.

THE DETAILS
THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE.

Special featherweight wheels, 
ultralight formed components and 
precision-cut parts from carefully selected 
balsa bring you better performance 
and they also help make building the 
Mirage a breeze—even if you’ve never

built before.
You’ll work from clearly illustrated 

step-by-step plans and instructions that 
leave no detail to chance. Options like on- 
off “throttle” and speed controllers are 
explained, covering technique is described 
and there’s even a section on trimming 
and flying your model.

THE VALUE’S 
HARD TO TOP, TOO.

The kit includes the Turbo 550 
motor and switch harness, a high- 
efficiency propeller, a C.G. spinner and 
all the hardware you’ll need. Except for 
covering material and glue, there’s 
hardly
anything C A R L  G O L D B E R G  
extra to M O D E L S  IN C .
shop for.

The Mirage 550 is at your local 
dealer’s now. so don’t delay Find out 
how exciting electric-powered RC can 
really be!

A standard 6 nr 7 cell 
pack powers the shock- 
mounted Turbo 550 
motor.



K&S Engineering 
6917 W. 59th St. 
Chicago, IL 60638 Soldering Tools

Model 1210

* Model 212 — Pencil type iron gives 30 watts capacity
of fast heat for field repairs using a 12 volt battery for power.

* Model 300 — Iron gives you 30 watts capacity, is light weight, 
pencil type iron.

*  Model 910 — Iron has a capacity ol 60 watts, heavy duty iron.
* Model 1210 — Gun provides 100 watts capacity, heats instantly. 
Send $1.00 for catalog and prices. — Telephone: 312/586-8503

Model 300

Model 212

MULTIPLEX MODELTECHNIK 
Gmbh of West Germany offers to you: 
—True narrow-band conversion technology 
—The finest equipment 
—Competitively priced 
— Beemer-Multiplex VIP Service 

(The best)
—Full stock of accessories and parts

Send $5.00 for new catalog in English 
or call us: (602) 483-9577

BEEM ER R/C W EST DISTRIBUTORS INC. 
7725 E. Redfield Rd., Suite 102 

Scottsdale. Arizona 85260

A N a tio n a ls  W in n e r  
The “ H e in k e l"  He 1 0 0 -d

24' Wingspan — Rubber Poworod Flying Seal·
$ 1 5 .9 5  KJt «110

Your ok) bu ild ing  sk ills  w ill en joy the experience T ime too 
to  ge t your son learning how A beau tifu l k it in Ihe  Flyline 
trad ition , contest w inn ing n igh t ab ility . Decals. Canopy and 
Spmner are included. Q uality  balsa, a k it we are p roud of.

Wa ve got a whole line  o l ok) lavu tites 
Please send 50c fo r our F ly line Catalog.

Phone: (703» 273-9583 Dealers and D is tribu to rs  are invited

FLYLIN E M ODELS, INC.
________ P O, Box 2)34. Folrfox, Virginia 22031_________

the flooding, but I really didn't want to 
change anything. The way I managed to get 
around this problem was to prime the en
gine, then clamp the fuel line going to the 
carb with my thumb until the engine fired 
up, at which time I removed my thumb. This 
system has worked well thus far, except that
I have to leave a clamp on the fuel line 
when the tank is more than half full and the 
model is parked.

After about an hour of running I was satis
fied that there were no obvious bugs, no 
loose screws, and that the engine was se
cure in its mounting, so I put everything on 
an overnight charge and waited until the 
next day.

Saturday morning was unusually overcast 
when I arrived at my favorite 800 feet of 
hard paved runway. The crowd wasn't flying, 
as they were waiting for the sun to break 
through, so they had plenty of time to 
gather around the MIG-27 to watch my 
preflight procedure. Because of my careful 
preparation, it took only about five minutes 
to assemble the model, Fill the tank, start 
the engine, and taxi out to the end of the 
runway. I pointed her into the very light

wind, which was almost at zero velocity, 
and applied full throttle. After a couple of 
hundred feet I applied some up elevator 
and the nose appeared to lift slightly, but 
the mains were still firmly planted on the 
ground. Applying full up did not improve 
the situation any further, except that I no 
longer had ground steering, as the nose- 
wheel was not making sufficient contact 
with the ground while the elevator was in 
the up position, and there was no rudder to 
assist in steering. I chopped throttle and ap
plied full down elevator to abort the takeoff. 
After two more repetitions of this perfor
mance, I knew that the balance point would 
have to be moved back to the recom
mended position before this bird would fly.

Back in my workshop I bored a hole in the 
tail and added enough lead to bring the 
balance point back the required six inches. 
This took a full pound of ballast, but in this 
case it just couldn't be avoided.

M y next trip to the field yielded an en
tirely different result. This time I firewalled 
the throttle and pushed the stick forward 
during the takeoff acceleration. I now had 
very positive ground steering, and at about

a hundred feet into the takeoff run I eased 
the stick back and she gently came unstuck 
and was flying. Suddenly the ugly duckling 
had turned into a graceful swan, and in the 
air the resemblance to a full-size MIG-27 
was remarkable. It flew as I remembered, 
just like the m ilitary version I had handled a 
couple of years earlier. The M IG  does out
standing rolls, but lacking a rudder she w ill 
not perform your standard hotshot maneu
vers such as spins and snaps. It is meant to 
be flown in a stable pattern, and looks best 
when doing so, but I imagine some pilots 
w ill manage to figure a way to wring her 
out. Landing proved uneventful, except that 
I found I did better when applying some 
power to keep the speed up a bit. This 
helped to settle her in quite nicely.

The Flogger D doesn't need a skilled pi
lot, as any average sport flier can handle her 
docile ways. Assembly is ridiculously easy, 
and if you skip the painting she can be 
readied for flight in about two hours from 
the time you open the box. Almost any 
powerplant you have w ill do the job, so cost 
is minimized.

This project is certainly different from the 
run-of-the-mill airplanes we usually fly, and 
if you want to fly something quite unusual, 
this would be an excellent way to go. The 
only problem I have had thus far is that my 
flying buddies have been threatening to 
bring their shotguns to the field to see if the 
Flogger D is really a good target drone. This 
model is available at many dealers, or con
tact the manufacturer, RS Systems, 5301 
Holland Drive, Beltsville, Missouri 20705; 
(301)474-2900.
BO O K REV IEW

Books devoted strictly to the subject of 
ARFs are extremely rare. In fact, I've never 
seen one. However, just such a book has re
cently been published, and its title is How  
to choose R/C Ready-Jo-Fly Airplane Kits. 
The co-authors are Douglas R. Pratt and 
Chip K. Smith, and they appear to know 
their subject quite well, as I found the mate
rial most interesting and informative. This 
handy little book consists of 112 pages 
divided into 13 chapters. The first chapter is 
an introduction to RTF and ARF kits, and 
each of the succeeding 12 chapters is de
voted to one manufacturer's or distributor's 
line of models. Interspersed among the 
pages are over 60 excellent black-and-white 
photographs taken by Jennifer Pratt. The 
authors mention quite a few models, but 
nineteen are selected for in-depth evalua
tions. These mini-reviews consist of discus
sions of the particular construction or as
sembly procedures for each model, plus 
tips on radio installations and flying hints. A 
few of the models covered are trainer types 
such as MRC's Trainer Hawk, and the rest 
range from intermediate sport types to 
high-performance models such as the Royal 
Telstar equipped with retracts.

This book is easy reading and highly en
tertaining. The print is large, the paper is 
high-quality with a matte finish, and the 
pages are loaded with flying and construc
tion hints, and numerous extraneous bits of 
information. For example, at one point the 
authors digress into an evaluation of the Fox 
.45 engine, eventually reaching the conclu
sion that it is a ''wonderful engine." Else-
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N e w  

C o x

E l e c t r i c

M a l i b u

Electric A R F ’ Never Flew Better
If  you’re like many R/C pilots, you’d like the convenience of an electric A R F . . . spend an 

hour assembling, go to the nearest schoolyard, flip a switch and you’re in the a ir . . . But you're 
worried an electric airplane won’t meet your performance expectations. So depend on the 
model airplane company you can trust. F ly the Cox Electric Malibu, because with it. electric 
A R F  never flew better.

The Electric Malibu’s maneuverability provides fun flights for the most experienced pilots, 
and it’s so stable beginners fly successfully. The secret to this superior performance is maxi
mum thrust and minimum weight — a powerful Mabuchi RK-370 motor and a lightweight air
frame. Add the huge 52"glider-style, polyhedral wing and the Electric Malibu has the speed, 
lift and stability to climb hundreds of feet.

Because it’s a true A R F  and not a kit, the Electric Malibu assembles quickly -  in about one 
hour. And your purchase is convenient and less expensive because everything you need is in 
one package: electric motor, nickel cadmium battery pack, quick charger and with or w ith
out Cadet two-channel radio.

But best of a ll, the quiet electric motor won't disturb neighbors, so you can fly at any nearby 
large field.

So have fun with the convenient A R F  that flies great. Ask your local hobby retailer for the 
new Cox Electric Malibu.

♦Almost Ready To Fly
Cox Hobbies, Inc.
1525 E. Warner Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92705 ©1988



& Ρ  A S S O C IA T E S  E lR E S E i x s  t u b  m m
STARTER BATTER IES.
12 Bolts 4.0 Rmp. hour 
BC’P ASSOCIATES w ith  
more than 2S years  
Experience In the Design, 
M an u fac tu r in g ,  and 
Assembling o f  Nickel 
Cadmium cells and 
b a t te r ie s ,  now presents  
the FINEST STARTER 
BATTERV FOR VOUR 
STARTER, w ith  Charger.  
Just Charge It once, and 

it will last the weekend for Starting your Plane. Also 2.0 and 7.0 Rmp. Hr.
For your b a t te ry  needs,

Call or w r i te :®©i? ®88®εοαπΓΕ8 ο».φ . som s s a s o
ιι® ο !)® ® 2 - 3 ϊ® 7Pise®,, tsq

^  CANNON Phon· (805)581-5061 
n / c  S Y S T E M S  2828 Cochran St Suite 281 

Slml Valley, CA 93065

1 9 8 8  SUPER-MICRO R /C  SYSTEMS

MODEL 910 
SUPER-MICRO 
R/C SYSTEM

*

SEE YOUR 
DEALER OR 
ORDER 
DIRECT

MADE IN 
U.S.A.

NARROW BAND 750 MW TX, WITH AMA GOLD 
STICKER, SERVO REVERSING, MUCH MORE! 
TX * NARROW BAND RX WORK ON 1991 20 KHZ 
SPACINGS, AVAILABLE ON NEW 72 FREQS. 
IMPROVED CE-9C MICRO SERVO - $ 4 1 .9 5

SUPER-MICRO SYSTEM PRICES (72MHZ)

2 CH. 2 SERVOS (2.37 OZ.) $ 2 3 7 .9 5

3 CH. 3 SERVOS (2.81 OZ.) $ 2 8 0 .9 5

4 CH. 4 SERVOS (3.25 OZ.) $ 3 2 4 .9 5

5 CH. 4 SERVOS (3.26 OZ.) $ 3 3 5 . 9 5

TX DUAL RATES $ 1 5 .0 0  MIXER $ 3 9 .9 5  
SYSTEM S i H $8.50

NOVA AND CLASSIC NARROW BAND R/C AVAIL. 
BROCHURE $1.00 IN U.S.A. AND $2.00 
FOREIGN. ADD EQUIPMENT SALES TAX IN CA.

CASH PRICES SHOWN 
CARDS 51 MORE VISA
20* DEPOSIT ON CODE

ller charge ]

Tony & Addie 
Naccarato switched 
to Micafilm
Tony & Addie told us they covered 
Carl Goldberg’s Junior Clipper 
with Micafilm, flew it over 70 times, 
and never got a single sag. Think 
of that next time you have to 
tighten up your film covered ship. 
P.S. Yes, that’s the master hisself, 
Carl Goldberg.

COVERITE
420 Babylon Road, Horsham. PA 19044 USA

where we encounter a detailed discussion 
of the authors' method of pinning hinges. 
There are literally scores of these helpful 
secrets, and reading them is absolutely fas
cinating. I must have read this book through 
at least three times, and I managed to find 
something I missed every time. The instruc
tions on flying various models are beauti
fully written, and I can almost feel the sticks 
in my hands as I go through the steps with 
the authors.

I must point out that in my opinion the 
authors have written a book on a subject 
that is really too vast and complicated for a 
comprehensive presentation. Only a tiny

smattering of available kits are covered, and 
many outstanding ARFs have been ex
cluded entirely. Actually, it is very difficult 
to write an up-to-date book on ARFs, as 
many kits are discontinued before you can 
get a write-up into print, while hardly a 
week goes by without a plethora of new kits 
being introduced. It's not possible to keep 
up w ith today's constantly changing 
prefabricated model market. The authors 
have not really lived up to the name of their 
book, as they have not provided informa
tion on how to choose an ARF. Instead, they 
have randomly chosen a few kits and they 
have explored these in a very professional

manner. Their real accomplishment is that 
they have given us a detailed peek into a 
number of the kits on the dealer's shelves, 
and perhaps one or more of them may strike 
our fancy enough to prompt a purchase.

Even though this book doesn't live up to 
the promise in the title, it is nevertheless en
grossing and a delight to read. It is written 
for the beginning or intermediate R/C devo
tee, so take my advice and go curl up with 
this book on a cold winter night. You won't 
be sorry. Available from Motorbooks Inter
national, P.O. Box 2-Rev., 729 Prospect Ave., 
O sceola, W isconsin 54020; (800)826- 
6600. Price, $12.95.
ARFS IN  ACTION

In recent years it has become the practice 
of many competition pattern fliers to have 
their models custom built by professional 
model builders. Dedicated pattern fliers 
spend a great deal of their time practicing, 
and much of their time is also taken up by 
traveling to contests. This leaves little op
portunity for building, so they often turn to 
a custom RTF model. The handsome Dalo- 
tel pictured in this month's column belongs 
to Buck Faure of Encinitas, California, and it 
was constructed by Dick Hanson of Murray, 
Utah, who is a well-known pattern ship 
designer and builder. Though Dick sup
plies models in various stages of comple
tion, this particular Dalotel was covered in 
Super MonoKote and delivered ready for 
engine and radio installation. Buck po
wered it with a long stroke O.S. .61 engine 
with pump and Hatori pipe. Ready-to-fly 
weight came to seven pounds and four 
ounces, and Buck says the Dalotel is an out
standing flying machine. He particularly 
likes its steadiness in flight and feels it is 
perfect for turnaround events.

W ell, faithful readers, it's time to land and 
refuel, so until next month keep those let
ters coming to me at 2267 Alta Vista Drive, 
Vista, California 92084; (619)726-6636. 
Your comments and/or questions are always 
welcome. ·

Tech. S tu ff.. .  Continued from page 26

wood bearing plate in the foam before we 
glassed the surface, but there is an easier 
way. After glassing, mark where the base of 
the horn is going to be, put a toothpick 
through under each corner of the base and 
epoxy it in. C lip and sand both sides flush 
and mount the horn, using the nylon nut- 
plate on the back side. The short toothpick 
columns w ill take plenty of compression 
load from the mounting screws, and the 
fiberglass in shear w ill transmit the torque 
to the control surface.
CONCENTRATED LOADS 

It is obvious that foam and thin fiberglass 
w ill need a bit of help in taking concen
trated loads such as the motor mounting, 
wing mounting, and landing gear mount
ing. Structural engineers talk about "fan
ning out" a concentrated load. Sometimes 
putting on more layers of fiberglass locally 
w ill do the job, but I usually use a little ply
wood in these places; plywood firewalls, 
wing-mount bulkheads, and gear attach 
points. If a ply bulkhead is to come through 
the foam to the surface of the plane, make it 
slightly undersized and fill the resulting
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It’s elementary with the Professor.

The complete Professor kit comes out of 
the box ready to assemble.

ARF assembly are just a few of 
the features that make the Pro
fessor ideal for novice flyers. 

Clean, quiet flying excitement

Go to school with the Professor, 
the radio control trainer that makes 
electric flying easier than ever. 

Extremely stable design and

is as close as the 
schoolyard. Let 
Futaba and ^  
the Pro
fessor show you how 
simple it can be.

Advanced, lightweight mate
rials are used for the fuselage for 
exceptional strength and rigidity. 
And built-up, pre-covered wing, 
tail and stabilizer eliminate the 
need for special assembly 
skills. Simply join the wing 
halves, attach stabilizer, 
tail and pre-installed link
ages. Mount the propeller 
to the gearbox of the powerful 
Mabuchi RS540SH motor, install 
radio and batteries and you’re 
ready for takeoff.

PROFESSOR SPECIFICATIONS
L eng th 35.04* (890nnn)

W ingspan 4 8 .8 2 “ (1240m m )

A rea 4 4 6 .5  sq . in

W eight tw/rre. 3 9  ox.

M otor R S 540SH  w /3 :l  
red u c tio n  g e a rb o x

R eco m m en d ed  sy s te m Fu tab a  4N B L /M C R

R E Q U IR E S :  7 2v/1200m A H  NiCd b a tte ry  pack 
an d  ch a rg e r . 2-4 C hannel rad io  co n tro l sy s te m
(ele c tro n ic  s p e e d  c o n tro l op tional).

Futaba MCR-4A In teg ra ted  M O SFET speed co n tro l/ 
rece ive r (Not in c lude d ) re q u ire d  fo r  op tim um  p e rfo r
mance. S pecifications: 4 C hannel: 1.5 oz. texc lud ing  
sw itch  and connectors): 1 .24 "  x 2 .9 2 " x  0 .6 3 ’ BEC  
Voltage regulator.

E le c tr ify in g  fun  fo r  th e  m ore advanced  
p ilo t. A e roba tic  H irobo/Futaba C h ipm unk  
(Availab le soon).

Futaba Corporation of America
555 West Victoria Street Compton. CA 90220



major decals

DECALS
PRESSURE SENSITIVE · WATER TRANSFER 
Authentic model insignias (pressure sensitive 
or water transfer) for 1/4 scale. .40 and .60 
size propeller decals. World War II h ill mark
ings. stars, flags, letters, numbers and trim 
sheets.

Over 750 To Select From
*  7  1/4 Scale (18 Sheets)
*  60 Size (38 Sheots)
*  40 Size (38 Sheets)
*  Propeller Decals W.T. only (6 Sheets-3 sizes on ea.)
*  K ill Markings W.T. only (6 Sheets)
*  Nomenclature Markings

(3 S ize s-12 Sheets) in Black or White copy
*  Letters and Numbers

( 1 /4 "-3 /8 "-1 /2 "-5 /8 "-3 /4 ‘ '-7 /e "-1 "-2 "-3 ’’-4"· 4-13/16"
in 10 Colors. See color chart.)

A Flags (American, United Kingdom and Confederate) 
A Stars in 10 Colors (9  Sizes plus one Shoot of 

Assorted Sizes)
A Trim Sheets (5 "  ■ 2 6 " In 10 Colors, see color chart)

major decals
NORTHEAST SCREEN GRAPHICS 21 FISHER AVE r '

LONGMEADOW

FUEL PROOF TESTED 12%
MA 01021 m  «13 625 4110

Μ Ι Γ Β Γ ^ Ι  Box 1063 Lorain· Ohio 44055 
Ε Β Μ μ Β  Phone (216) 282-8354 

PEANUT SCALE 
Piper Vagabond 
Pipaf Cub 
Stinson 125
Outdoor kits each .. $7.50 
Light Indoor

kits each. $7.95

OUTDOOR PEANUT
Super Scale . $7.50 
Hornet P-30 . $13.95

SPORT SCALE
PC-6 Porter 
Taylor Craft 
Stinson Voyager 
Rubber or CO1 Power 
Kits each ... $8.50
SPORT MODELS
An Embryo Model 
with 18" Span 
designed to winl 
For beginners and 
experts... $8.50

HARD-TO-FIND ITEMS

Piper Cub

M

PC-6 Porter

Hornet Embryo

Early Bird Tissue for Antique Aircraft.................. 16.96
True CXde Japanese Tissue, 10 in 3 colore........... #6.96
Japanese Tissue. 12 in 6 cokxs ......................... #3.96
Microlrte Silver.................................................. #3.96
Microfilm - #4.96 Glue -  #1.76 Solvent -  #1.60
Condenser Paper. 3 sheets................................  #4.60
Plan Service over 17 Scale, Sport Scale & Peanut Scale
Rubber Strip .020 thru .086.......................  each #1.96

3/32 thru 6/32.......................................  each #2.60
Winder 6:1 . . .  #6.96 Mark 116:1 . . .  #12J6

Complete Line of Brown CO* Motors 
Balsa Wood Outdoor & Indoor Sheets &  Stripe 
Add 10% Postage — Minimum Postage #1.60 

COMPLETE CATALOG #1.60

groove with Micro-fill or Model Magic to 
get a smooth sandable surface as we dis
cussed before.

If the bulkhead is made still smaller, to fit 
inside a foam section, epoxy it in place, 
then epoxy in several strips of fiberglass 
around the plywood-to-foam joint, to 
spread the load out to a larger area of foam. 
Epoxy in such glass angle strips for added 
strength even if the bulkhead does go 
through to the surface. If you can fiberglass 
the entire inside of the foam, so much the 
better, if we give it enough thought and ef
fort we can design very strong light compo
site models. W ith no thought we w ill make 
junk that w ill come apart in the air.

TECHNIQUES FOR FIBERGLASSING
Some modelers put epoxy on the surface 

to be glassed and then immediately put on 
the glass cloth. Others put the glass cloth 
on the dry surface to be covered and work 
the epoxy through the cloth to bond it. I 
prefer the second method in most cases. 
(The second method is almost essential 
when working with glass cloth weighing a 
fraction of an ounce per square yard.) For 
composite models of average size, I use 
glass cloth from .6 oz. to 6 oz., but mostly 
1.5 oz.

Method number one consists of pouring 
unthinned epoxy onto the surface to be 
covered, spreading it out and removing the 
excess with a squeegee (medium-stiff plas
tic wallet cards work best) and then apply
ing the cloth, usually by smoothing out the 
oversize piece of cloth on a table, inverting 
the epoxy-wet part, and pressing or rolling 
the part onto the cloth. If the part is squee
geed rather "dry," as it should be, the cloth, 
now stuck to the part, can be stretched, pat
ted, or squeegeed down, and generally 
smoothed. If there is too much epoxy at this 
point, the cloth tends to "float" out of posi
tion, with the epoxy acting as a lubricant. If 
the surface is semi-dry, it is also much less 
messy to work. Don't fill the weave of the 
cloth with glue at this point; that is a later 
step. If you have trouble making edges stick 
down, wait until the epoxy just begins to 
gel, then stick down the trouble spots.

As previously discussed, put on extra 
layers of cloth where they are needed for 
strength. Remember the diamond-shaped 
doubler concept of fanning out loads (see 
January column). Put on added layers as 
soon as the previous layer is set. That not 
only speeds up the job, but the bond be
tween layers is probably better than it 
would be if the under-layer was completely 
cured first.

Fiberglass cloth is pretty flexible, consid
ering that it is made of glass, but it is stiffer 
than regular cloth. It w ill wrap nicely 
around curves, provided the radius of the 
curve isn't too small for the weight of the 
glass cloth. In my experience, 1.5-ounce 
glass w ill wrap around a 1/8-inch radius 
leading edge of a stabilizer or fin okay, but 
that is about the limit. An internal radius is 
more trouble than an external one because 
the cloth must be in compression to hold it
self into the curve. Let's say 1/4-inch mini

mum internal radius for 1.5-ounce cloth.
Trailing edges of wings, empennage, and 

control surfaces are much sharper than my 
1/8-inch minimum external radius for 1.5- 
ounce glass, so I use lighter glass around 
the trailing edges. Glass up to 3/4 oz./sq .yd. 
w ill wrap well around a radius as small as 
.01 inch. (If you need knife edges sharper 
than that, I recommend steel.) For a control 
surface, as an example, cover it entirely 
with a single piece of 1.5-ounce glass 
wrapped around the leading edge. W hen 
that has set, trim the excess cloth off flush 
with the trailing edge and wrap a one-inch
wide strip of fractional-ounce glass around 
the trailing edge, and epoxy it in place.

W ith the lightweight glass cloth, you may 
have a problem with the weave pulling out 
of line from handling, and the stuff likes to 
bunch up when being applied. These prob
lems can be minimized by using applica
tion method two: putting the cloth in place 
dry and brushing or squeegeeing thin 
bonding epoxy through the cloth. The 
epoxy mix must always be low viscosity to 
penetrate the cloth well, regardless of the 
weight of the cloth. Refer to the January col
umn for instructions on thinning epoxy.

Fortunately, EnviroTex Polymer Coating 
epoxy, which is available at Standard 
Brands stores and other places, is low 
enough viscosity to work fine without thin
ning. Mix it thoroughly and pour it on top of 
the glass cloth in the center of the area to be 
glassed. For average and heavy weight 
cloth, a plastic wallet-card squeegee is a 
much better tool for working the glue into 
the dry cloth than a brush is. Squeegee the 
pool of epoxy out in all directions, which 
w ill pull the cloth tight and smooth and 
minimize the chances of the cloth sliding 
out of place. Squeegee this epoxy bonding 
coat quite "dry." Afterthe last layer is set, but 
not completely cured, sand off any lumps 
or other irregularities carefully, but do not 
sand the whole surface. W e don't want to 
weaken or cut the glass fibers.
FILLING THE WEAVE

The fill coat is unthinned epoxy poured 
on and squeegeed rather dry to keep the 
weight down. If the part is small and has a 
relatively flat area, the two parts of the 
epoxy can be poured and mixed with the 
squeegee right on the surface of the part. 
This saves glue and is much less messy than 
transferring the epoxy from a mixing con
tainer or card to the part. If you have mixed 
too much, squeegee the excess off. If the 
mix isn't enough, mix another batch on the 
surface and continue to squeegee. Epoxy 
only one side of flat parts at a time. A 
fuselage can be epoxied all over at one 
time, but plan how you are going to support 
it to cure. The problems are the same as 
with painting.

W hen using coarse fiberglass fabric, such 
as the six-ounce, I put micro balloons in the 
fill-coat epoxy to reduce the weight. Maybe 
it would· be a good idea with medium 
grades of glass cloth too. W ith very fine 
cloth, the diameter of the balloons may in
crease the squeegeed-layer thickness, and 
actually increase the weight. Have any of 
you run any tests?

Do not substitute any other material for 
the epoxy w eave-filling  coat. Som e
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H obbico
HOBBY CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Simply the Best Values in R/C
For quality, styling, and exceptional value, the Hobbico 

line of R/C products can’t be beat. Whatever the application, 
we’ll meet your own high personal standards with our fast
growing line of hobby equipment and accessories. Each 
product is specially-designed for top performance and is 
backed up with warranty and service like no other line of 
hobby products. When you want quality and reliability at a 
price that’s always pleasing to your pocketbook, choose 
Hobbico R/C products. See them at your favorite hobby 
dealer today.

/  '  H o b b ic o  _ _ _

\  J % % a * * * * r V g j

Send for your 44 page, full-color Great Planes Exclusive Products Catalog today! Only $2.00 for all of the best In R /C !

Folding Leg. Option»! 

DISTRIBUTED BY:

PlANfe
~oT, ̂ » · ^ οΜ 00“Ρ4" ' ' ^ Ρ

pO«O*«03'
©  1988. Hobbico. Inc.



SECOND ANNUAL

0 m fiT
May 13 and 14,1989
Trade Only Day, Friday, May 12, 1989

i MODEL SPORT & HOBBY SHOW i
- - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - . . J

•  LIVE INDOOR RADIO CONTROL MODEL FLYING DEMONSTRATIONS*
•  HUGE BOAT POND & CAR TRACK ·  SWAP SHOP ·  GIANT RAFFLE

Following up on the highly successful introductory 
1988 Model Sport & Hobby Show in Atlanta, Georgia, 
IMS is once again bringing major model manufac
turers from all over the U.S. for its second annual

show in the great Southeast. The IMS show, where 
selling by exhibitors is permitted, continues to be 
presented by, and for, the model hobbyist. Y'all come 
on by, ya hear!

(Send legal size SA SE to IM S office for list of categories, competition rules, and advance entry forms)

HEY MOM!
IT’S YOUR ^  
WEEKEND!

ATTEND THE SHOW AND 
WIN SPECIAL PRIZES. 

REGISTER FREE OF CHARGE 
FOR A DRAWING TO WIN 

A DIAMOND PENDANT WITH 
14-CARAT

GOLD CHAIN! ONE TO
BE GIVEN AWAY EACH 

DAY; SATURDAY 
AND SUNDAY 

ON THIS 
MOTHER’S 

DAY 
WEEK

END

Bring your children, so they can learn to build and fly  a 
_______ a model airplane, F R E E ,  during the show!________

GEORGIA WORLD CONGRESS CENTER 
285 International Blvd., N.W. Atlanta, GA

SATURDAY, MAY 13, 1989, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. 
SUNDAY, MAY 14, 1989, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

ADMISSION: Adults $5.00, Juniors (12 and under) $3.00 
Children under six, FREE when accompanied by an adult.

ADVANCE TICKETS: Save time and waiting in line. Order your 
tickets in advance. U.S. only. Send check or money order pay
able to IMS, Inc. (Allow 3 weeks for checks to clear), and include 
self-addressed legal-size stamped envelope. One adult ticket 
$5.00, 12 and under $3.00 (No charge under age 6).

* Watch this ad for time and location of outdoor R/C flying demon
strations, including helicopters and ducted fan aircraft (subject to site 
availability).

S ee th e  la test p roducts  and  v is it w ith  m ajor m anu facturers  and  d is tribu to rs  of:

* Radio Controlled Model Aircraft, Boats, and Cars 
*R /C  Systems *  Model Railroads *  Modeling Accessories

*F R E E  STATIC MODEL DISPLAY COMPETITION IN MANY CATEGORIES*

K H A T | n

I T T

INTERNATIONAL 
MODELER 
SHOW INC.

P.O. Box 10127, Costa Mesa, California 92627-0031 Phone: (714) 548-4700



FX10 +COMBO 
$157.50

RC-10 Boll Bearings
^  +COMBO

5 2 (5 7 .5 0

BLACKFOOT +COMBO
5 7 9 9 .9 5  Ή
$99.95
TRUCK
ONLY

$167 50 
CAR O N LY$57.50 CA R O N LY

BASIC COMBO INCLUDES JCh f u'obo o< A. rtf on <» Pod-o PrO«*c 703 Cborgef Sony® toeing βοΜ*ττ Peck

TURBO ULTIMA +COMBO 
$289.95
$189.95
CAR O N LY am

STRIKER +COMBO 
$187.95 *

MIDNIGHT PUMPKIN
+COMBO
5202.95
$109 95 , ί ^ ΐ 3 Τ ϊ ί ΰ ί & β Ι $8795 ·

CAR O NLY

BASIC COMBO INCLUDES TO futobo o* A itton.c» tod'C. Pyoim 703 Charge. Sanyo toe mg Batter y foci

LUNCH BOX +COMBO 
5792.95 ^

TRAXXAS BULLET
$189.95

HORNET +COMBO 
$194.95  r 5
$94.95 
CAR O NLY

$92.95 
TRUCK O NLY

ftASlC COMBO (NClUDi S 2Dl F.lobo o, A Jtio.. .t Rod.o fr(XK 103 Choi 9»> Sanyo toe mg Bo'tery Pock BASIC COMBO INCLUDES TCh f ufobo or A., iron.», lode Pro Inc 703 Oorg*» Sanya tocmg Bottary Pock FULLY ASSEMBLED AND INCIU

IR X 2  +COMBO %  
$289.95

+COMBOMONSTER BEETLE
+COMBO ^  
$239.95 « J fS

$229.95 
TRUCK 
O N LY 1$139.95 

TRUCK O NLY $18995 
CAR O NLY

W e Can Assemble Cars When Purchased With Combos. Ask About Price When Ordering

CARS
Grasshopper I I ............................... $ 75.95
Fox.................................................  152.95
Boomerang...................................  139.95
Falcon...........................................  109.95
Hotshot I I ....................................... 175.95
Super Sabre................................... 147.95
Lotus Hondo 9 9 T ........................... 115.95
Williams Honda F-l ..................... 115.95
Avante...........................................  274.95
Sonic F ighter................................. 96.95

PROTECH
700 D ig ita l..................................... $ 69.95
701 AC/DC Adjustable ................. 59.95
702 AC/DC 6/7 Cell....................... 49.95
707 Peak Detection....................... 79.95

T4 With Choice of P lu g ................  $ 79.95
T1 With Choice of P lu g ................  117.95
T1X With Choice of P lug ..............  149.95

F O R  O R D E R S  O N L Y FOR INFO &  PRICES
(N O  C A TA LO G S AVAILABLE) (818)766-6772

800 - 446-6335 CALIFORNIA ORDERS
(OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA) (818)506-7564

j B I B B i ^ O Q G L  p r o d u c t s

BASIC COMBO UPGRADES:
AC/DC Adj. Current
Charger...............Add $26.95
AC/DC 6/7 Cell
Charger...............Add $18.95

•

DELUXE COMBO:
Pistol Grip Radio, Protec AC/DC 
Charger and Sanyo Racing Pack: 
Add $48.95 TO BASIC CAR 

COMBO PRICE

COD Add $2.50 -  $3.00 Handling 
PLUS Shipping —  California Residents 

add6'A% tax. No extra charge for 
credit card orders. Please allow time 

for personal checks to clear.

12420 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91607 Hours: Mon. -  Fri. 10-7, Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-5

All items are subject to prior sale or manufacturers availability. Not responsible for typographical errors. Prices subject to change without notice.



Miter Master
* Perfect for 
Truss construction
* 90° squaring 
fence
* Triangular 
adjustable fence

M ite r  S a n d e r

Sand any angle and its 
complement quickly

and accurately.

Price: $10.95 
Product No. 122

The Miter Master 
is a solid alder base 

mounted on non-skid pads 
with an alder, four-way re

versible, sliding block that carries 
2 different grits of sand paper.

FOURMOST PRODUCTS
4 0 4 0  2 4 T H  A V E . F O R E S T  G R O V E , OR 9 7 1 1 6 (5 0 3 ) 3 5 7 -2 7 3 2

J E T  E N G I N E S

DOYLEJET
4015 San Jacinto St. #404 D 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77004 (713) 440-4744

JET-X 50, DYNA-JET, TURBONIQUZ, P-38, 
VALVES, PLANS. AND BUILDERS SUPPLIES. 

SURPLUS GAS TURBINES.

DYNA-JET ENCINE............... $195.00
JET-X ENGINE IIT............... $22.50
JET BUILDERS NEWSLETTER........$12/Yr
CURRENT COPY.................... $1.00
25 PG. CATALOG.................. $5.00

<----- 3 * 1

2 CHANNEL PISTOL GRIP 
WHEEL R/C On 75 MHZ

Easy handling for high 
speed racers with 2 high 
torque servos Battery 
box receiver and switch 
harness

$7795

e r a  f t
l l o l t l t i r s

p * .«c l S’. OC s n ip o n q  MXl fu n d in g
envoi· to  w v w n i o* you· c*Or* λ  

money o»'** (**:■**« cneoc
COO(* M < W X »m M o i tttfkl C«a "nriuOf 
«count numw· r» o o ro n  our·

Bergen Awe. Je rsey City. N J  07504 
Telephone 12011552-8100 Dept 27 

'ivo nS nm , 1 800225 POLK noSBEST

modelers who use lightweight glass in the 
finishing of balsa models, fill the weave or 
even bond the glass down with primer or 
paint. They can get away with that because 
their models are structurally adequate with
out the glass cloth. W hat we are doing here 
is quite different. Here the epoxy/fiberglass 
is the structure. The glass cloth alone is 
good in tension, but has no compression 
strength. We give it compression strength 
by thoroughly encasing each glass fiber in 
epoxy or polyester resin, so the fibers can't 
buckle when they are loaded in compres
sion. Primers and paints are usually formu
lated with plasticizers to keep them flexible 
so they won't chip. They would not support 
the giass in our structural applications 
nearly well enough. Polyester resins would, 
but it stinks up the house, and according to 
Jack Lambie, epoxy is 37 percent stronger in 
compression than polyester.

If you still think you would like to use 
something other than glue for the weave
filling coat, consider my final warning: 
Most primers, paints, and polyester resins 
dissolve foam, and the foam isn't yet well

enough sealed. Model airplane soup, 
anyone?

As soon as the epoxy fill coat is set but not 
completely cured, sand the part all over 
with medium-grade sandpaper. The yet-soft 
glue w ill sand easily and the removed mate
rial w ill ball up like eraser crumbs, leaving 
the sandpaper relatively clean. Don't over
sand and cut too many glass cloth fibers. It 
is not necessary to sand with fine paper at 
this point, since it is common practice to 
use a filler or sanding primer to smooth the 
entire surface, and the primer w ill fill the 
rough sanding marks. The primer is espe
cially necessary to fill and level the slight 
valleys at the edges of the reinforcing layers 
of glass.

I use K&B Super Poxy two-part primer, 
and then K&B Super Poxy two-part paint, on 
the theory that with the epoxy base, stick
ing with epoxy materials straight through 
should provide the best possible adhesion. 
Both K&B primer and paint can be either 
brushed on or sprayed on. Beyond that, you 
are on your own. Finishing models is not 
one of my better skills.

M IRACLE M ETH OD
There is a variation on a technique that I 

described to you last December that can 
elim inate most or all of the priming and 
sanding. Take a sheet of .005 to .01 Mylar 
large enough to wrap around and com
pletely cover the part to be glassed, such as 
a wing panel (no compound curves). G ive 
one side of the M ylar a coat of parting agent 
wax and let it dry. Put a layer of fiberglass 
cloth on the waxed M ylar and epoxy it 
down. Use pigment in the epoxy, if you 
want to elim inate painting too. After the 
epoxy has set, squeegee a coat of slow- 
curing epoxy loaded with micro balloons 
all over the foam core. Immediately wrap 
the M ylar with the layup around the "w et" 
foam core, in proper alignment, and hold it 
firmly in placeall over until it is cured. W ith 
a foam-core wing, this holding can be ac
complished by putting the uncured Mylar- 
covered wing panel back in the shells or 
"offeuts" that were left when you cut that 
foam core from the blank. Perfect fits. 
Weight the top offeut uniformly to assure 
complete bonding of the glass fabric to the 
foam. W hen the epoxy is com pletely 
cured, peel off the M ylar sheet, and you 
should have a finished glass-smooth high- 
gloss foam/fiberglass part.

Always apply the glass to the mylar, not to 
the part. If the part is glassed and then 
wrapped with Mylar, part of the surface w ill 
end up glass smooth, but bubbles w ill be 
trapped leaving voids in the surface. M ylar 
sheet is available in various thicknesses in 
stationery stores.

Warning: There must be no low spots in 
the foam core, and getting stiff M ylar to 
conform to the leading edge radius of a 
wing is difficult. If the M ylar is too thin, on 
the other hand, the surface ends up wavy. 
The one wing I have built this way was 
smooooth, but it had imperfections, and it 
was not easy to make. The process may be 
more useful in finishing parts of fuselages, 
empennages, and floats. I recommend only 
that you experiment with the method.

I am a big fan of epoxy over polyester re
sin, but we must be aware of its toxicity to 
many people. Minimizeyourexposure. The 
warnings on the labels are not to be ig
nored. Jack Lambie reports he ignored 
them, got caught, took years to get over the 
reaction, and now looks "twenty years 
older." Composite construction of models 
has a lot of potential, but don't assume you 
w ill have no problems with it. It is still ex
perimental, and ourtechniques for working 
with these materials are still in their infancy. 
At this time composite construction is prob
ably slower than conventional construc
tion, but it w ill get faster as we learn more 
tricks and get more experience and 
practice.
CREDITS

To give credit where credit is due in this 
relatively new field of composite model de
sign and construction: John and Sylvia 
Valentine did pioneering work which was 
published in the September 1984 issue of 
RCM. As previously mentioned, Jack Lam- 
bie's book, Designing and Building Com
posite R/C Aircraft (Zenith Aviation Books, 
1-800-826-6600), is excellent. Dan Parsons 
provides a paper on glassing technique
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number two. You can reach Dan at 
(505)296-2353. Technique number one was 
taught to me by my friend Paul Weston. I 
learned several tricks from Ray Hamel in his 
two video tapes on foam cutting. Ray's 
number is (817)692-4475. Dow Chemical's 
literature on their various plastic foams has 
been very helpful. Some engineering work 
on composites that I was involved with at 
Boeing and a course I took on plastics have 
been useful background.

I'm sure I've also learned much in this 
area from other sources, but those are the 
ones that come to mind. I don't agree with 
any of these people completely, however, 
nor w ill you agree completely with me. Dif
ferences of opinion make pylon races and 
different airplane designs. Also, what any of 
us know is a drop in the bucket of knowl
edge. A columnist, incidentally, is not one 
who knows all the answers (as if you hadn't 
noticed). A columnist is one who is hope
fully one step ahead of some of his readers 
and is learning at least as much as they are. 
Happiness is a warm puppy and learning to 
design better models. ·

Plug Sparks.. .  .Continued from page 35

madness for me until some months later it 
arrived in the local hobby shop. Cox knew 
how to promote sales."
O VER LO O KED  BU T  NOT FO RG O TTEN  

Recently this writer received a flock of 
photos he had submitted for use in his col
umn over the years. Also in the large box

were a considerable number of letters with 
photos from modelers who were quite en
thusiastic about the Old Timer column.

In picking through them, a letter from 
Tom Mountjoy caught my eye with a Photo 
(No. 5) taken at East Patterson, New Jersey, 
in 1940. Seen in the photo is Tom Mountjoy 
holding his Gull W ing Sportster which later 
appeared in the July 1941 issue of Flying 
Aces. Tom's model was powered by a Forster 
99 with a hand-carved propeller. Flew it 21 
times in a row without a scratch (what 
luck!).

Tom would like to know who are those 
fellows directly behind the tail? Tom also 
adds he won the Beauty event that day. For
tunately, only one official flight was re
quired. (Col. note: this guy is just plain 
lucky!)
SCAM PS A N N U A L

Here is a report submitted by Jim Adams 
(SAM Speaks newsletter editor and SAM 
President) as written by Tom Alden, the 
visiting fireman from Canada. As Jim re
marks, O u r  Canadian cousin, Tom Alden, 
was the Sweepstakes winner again, for the 
zillionth time." Some interesting photos 
were received of the competitors. First of all 
is Photo No. 6 of Jim Robinson with a Jasco 
Flamingo, Ohlsson 60 powered. Although 
still being trimmed out, he placed third in 
the Class C Cabin event.

Tom Alden reports the weather at Taft was 
in the high seventies and eighties on both 
days with very little wind. This made for 
light thermals and very close competition.

Seen in Photo No. 7 is a much looked-at 
project by Jim  Adams. This model, scaled 
from the Zaic publication, "Nationals in 
Pictures" authored by Walter Farunk and 
Frank Zaic, is the "Cruiser" as designed and 
flown by Andrew Peterson of Los Angeles. It 
has taken time to trim out but it shows good 
promise for future meets.

W e must have put the "whammy" on 
Clarence Myerscough by printing a pic of 
his Tambe in the December issue. This hot- 
climbing model provided the most spec
tacular crash of the day. A few barrel rolls, 
fold a wing, and then that inevitable death 
dive. Seems like sparless construction 
doesn't make the wing any stronger.

Naturally in the report it appears that A l
den is in a class for picking thermals all by 
himself, as he won the Wakefield event with 
a perfect 15:00 score.

A few more comments about the meet 
rather than list a rather lengthy report of 
winners. Maybe the boys know what they 
are hollering about when they say the Elfin 
diesel-powered Interceptor by Chuck Atkin
son was maxing easily in the light air. 
Despite the claims of superior power, this 
writer looks at the problem from the stand
point of does it make the required eight 
ounces per square foot of wing area. At 10 
oz. persq. ft. in O.T. R/C, there doesn't seem 
to be this problem.

In closing off this report, Tom Alden men
tions a beautiful Red Zephyr, built by Dick 
Lyons, as presented in Photo No. 8. Taking 
advantage of the light winds on Saturday,
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Dick was able to post the spectacular time 
of 42 minutes in 1/2A Texaco. Man! It's 
tough when they not only look good, but 
fly equally as well!
READERS W RITE

This is my favorite section of Plug Sparks, 
mainly because it shows what the average 
modeler is doing and thinking. One might 
regard this as the "grass roots of model avia
tion.” First off, R. D. (Dick) Hawes, 9220 No. 
52nd Ave., Omaha, Nebraska 68152, writes 
to say that in regards to the November issue 
of Model Builder and Bob Fenske's study of 
the Stanzel Tiger Shark, he doubts if the an
cestry was actually the Curtiss P-37.

Dick says he would have started with the 
Brown B-3 racer. Looking at the side view of 
the later version of the B-3 presents the idea 
that the Tiger Shark design may have 
evolved from the Brown Racer.

To confirm his suspicions, Dick says the 
B-3 and Tiger Shark have straight wings 
with elliptical tips while the P-37 has a ta
pered wing. The vertical fin and rudder of 
the B-3 are practically a dead ringer for the 
Shark, where the likeness for the P-37 falls 
off with the straight edges of the P-37 tail.

In any respect, Dick says the Tiger Shark 
is more B-3 than the Curtiss P-37. He further 
says he w ill not pursue this any further, as it 
is too much research work. He does like the 
B-3 and considers it one sexy machine!

Sweden: Sven-Olov Linden sent in Photo 
No. 9 a few years back. This shot (lost in the 
files for quite some time) shows a group 
shot of the 1939 American Wakefield team

showing off their models at the Goodyear 
Airship Base at Bendix, New jersey. Seen 
from left to right are Ralph Baker, of Santa 
Ana, Jim  Bohash of Detroit, and Jack 
Thames of Pittsburgh. For their time, the 
boys were given a ride in the blimp over 
New York City.
M ORE READERS W RITE

Don Belote, former manager of the 
Toledo Weak Signals Trade Show, sends in 
Photo No. 10. Taken in 1946, the large plane 
in the group belongs to the older gentle
man, Art Christian (died 12 to 15 years ago), 
with a Buccaneer C Special. Special note 
should be taken of the engine, a Morton M-
5. To top it off, the model is a control line 
job.

Don sez he saw it fly several times (he was 
only 12 then) and always remembered how 
quiet the engine was. He reports the other 
fellows in the photo are all members of the 
old Toledo Model Manglers Club. The fel
low with the hand-launched glider is Joe 
David, who has the distinction of having 
started the Weak Signals in 1952.

Massachusetts: About time we got this 
Photo No. 11, dated 1973, out of the files! 
Seen in the pic is a very well done Buzzard 
Bombshell by Andrew Kovacs, 146 Old 
Oaken Bucket Rd., Noswell, Massachusetts 
02061.

Seems to this writer that we ran this photo 
many years ago, as it was submitted as a 
possible cover photo. However, Andy did 
such a nice job, a good picture is worth
while anytime.

The m odel was scra tch b u ilt w ith 
MonoKote covering, powered by an Enya 35 
and controlled by a Cannon set. Neat 
looker!

SAM 1: Perry Peterson sends in Photo No. 
12 to show the first SAM Chapter is still alive 
and kicking. Taken at the Rocky Mountain 
Free Flight Champs and SAM 1 combo 
Labor Day meet, Darold Jones was one of 
the competitors in the "Gollywock O nly” 
event. All Gollywocks fly well and this one 
was no exception.

Last but not least is a photo taken of the 
columnist at the Independence, Missouri, 
airport back in the early seventies. Seen in 
Photo No. 13 is John Pond leaning on the 
propeller with his good friend, Bryan 
Wheeler.

Later on, Bryan's buddy, Jim Root, took 
Pond for a ride in the J-3. W ith a bit of head 
wind, automobiles on the freeway were ac
tually passing us. A fun airplane!
SAM ITALIA

As reported by Fernando Gale, SAM Italia 
(Chapter 62) is growing like mad with a 
membership of over 150. Ferd sends us 
Photo No. 14, which shows what he consid
ers a real first: a radio-assisted rubber 
model.

Although this has been done successfully 
by Tony Naccarato at the Pasadena I.M.S. 
show, something like this is always of inter
est. The model shown is an original 1940 
Wakefield model that has been restored by 
Valter Ricco (from the original plans, no 
less!).
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Ferd says this is a nice solution to those 
exhausting cross-field retrievals. TheM.D. 7 
originally designed by Dante Mangini of 
Genoa cannot compete with the regular 
Wakefield models. However, if enough R/C 
rubber Wakefields are built, possibly a new 
category can be set up.

For those interested in the radio gear, this 
is the tiny Futaba mini- receiver used in 
conjunction with a Cannon mini-servo. 
FREE PLU G  DEPARTMENT 

Just received an interesting announce
ment from John Targos, who runs ARGO- 
USA, 3229 Dianora Drive, Palos Verdes, 
California 90274. Most of the O.T. modelers 
are aware he handles the Dunham En
gineering replica engines (Orwick, Oliver, 
Elfin, etc.), but this letter contained the 
news that he is now marketing a "SAM " 
mug.

As can be seen in Photo No. 15, this large- 
handled coffee cup comes complete with 
the SAM decal in brilliant red, white, and 
blue colors. W hat a way to start the day 
right, particularly at a contest!

Oh, yes, seven dollars w ill fetch you one 
immediately.
M O R E  FREE PLU G  IN FO  

Michael L. Schulz, owner of Airmen's 
Supply Co., P. O. Box 1593, Norfolk, 
Nebraska 68701, writes to say after the pic 
of Lain McLeod's Easy Built Fairchild 
Ranger appeared in the November issue of 
Model Builder, he had to write to inform 
one and all that he does stock the entire line 
of Easy Built kits (at competitive prices!).

Most all kits date back to the forties, but 
the Easy Built people are constantly adding 
to their present line. Mike says the latest ad

ditions are new rubber-powered versions of 
the Bleriot, Pilatus Porter, Pober Pixie 
homebuilt and an electric powered PBY. 
The latter is due out shortly.

Mike goes on to say Model Builder is the 
greatest magazine of all and so is the Plug 
Sparks column (natch for both!). Mike says 
he is not old enough to remember the thir
ties and forties, but some of his earliest 
memories are sitting on a chair upstairs in 
the big house watching big brother fly those 
huge models in the early fifties. Hooked 
forever!
M ISS  A M ER IC A  O.M.T.

As a final wrap-up to Carl Schmaedig's re
port on the prototype Miss America, the 
main reason for losing the model was "eye- 
dropperitis." Every time they released the 
model (and the engine stopped), Frank and 
Carl would add a few more eyedroppers of 
fuel to the tank. After two or three flight at
tempts, it didn't take long to fill the tank! 
That and the difference in economy be
tween the Baby Cyclone and the Brown Jr. 
did the model in!
N E W  SAM  CHAPTERS

In a rather surprise move to this colum
nist, a splinter organization has developed 
in the Fresno Gas Model Association 
known as SAM Chapter 72, who title them
selves as the "Senile Antique Modelers." 
SAM 72 is specializing in what they call 
"uncontests." This is what SAM is all 
about—fun, above all else. Editor Jim Harris 
is one of the Fresno members who is 
spearheading the O.T. movement. Their first 
"uncontest" featured certificates to prove 
they are not fooling about keeping their O.T. 
activity on an enjoyable basis.

Another new club, SAM Chapter 74, has 
been organized by Jack Tatum in the Clear 
Lake area of Northern California. Jack is the 
new sletter ed ito r of the C learw ater 
Modelers Club publication called Ups and 
Downs. Tatum w ill probably be unavaila
ble as the newsletter editor, as he and his 
wife Dee are making a ship cruise tour with 
the Gene Krupa band. (Jack is an expert sax
ophonist himself.)

Jack also wants to emphasize that the 
CARPS (the SAM contingent) are still part of 
the Clear Lake modelers. This is a club 
within a club! The CARPS (Clearlake Aero 
Rubber Power Squadron) announce they 
are wasting no time getting started by an
nouncing a challenge meet with the Marin 
Aero Club. How about that? The CARPS vs. 
MAC meet. Has a euphonious ring to it. 
THE W R A P  U P

This time we have an obit to end all obitu
aries. Sad to report, but the Reno Interna
tional SAM Champs is no more. The follow
ing letter to Jim  Adams explains it all.

This letter is to update you completely on 
the status of the Reno SAM Champs, as 
originally proposed. The major difficulties 
that have arisen are as follows:

1. Despite repeated attempts, the inability 
to secure complete unencumbered use of 
Stead A ir Base.

2. The withdrawal of the AM A Nationals 
originally scheduled to follow the lune 11 
through 17 SAM Champs on lune 18 to 24.

3. A no-confidence vote at the Annual 
SAM Executive Meeting brought about by a 
letter of complaint by SAM Chapter 3, 
SCIFS, regarding the proposed free flight 
area(s). This complaint was based on re-
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ports from three FIF contestants attending 
the West Coast Champs.

4. A general indifference to the amount of 
inordinate work, time, and money (none 
charged to SAM) invested by this Contest 
Director. The idea of an International SAM  
Champs appears to be too ambitious a 
project.

5. An inspection tour by a SAM ad hoc 
committee: Adams, Angel, Pond, Bekins, 
and PR. man Marra, of the available flying 
sites, resulted in a vote to try (or the large 
dry lake area 25 miles east of Carson City. 
(Carson City is 25 miles south of Reno.)

6. Investigation of the Dry Lake near 
Stagecoach reveals the property is privately 
owned rather than under the Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM). The owner has 
been located and a letter prepared request
ing use. Major problem is that no approval 
for use has been received to date.

7. Based on the foregoing, this Contest 
Manager has suffered considerable deterio
ration in health from worry, sleeplessness, 
and serious heavy chest colds approaching 
pneumonia stage. Also, I have been ad
vised by SCIF Secretary Myers that the Reno 
altitude could be injurious to my health.

8. In addition, to protect my undisputed 
integrity, straight forward honesty, and the 
long-term support of any and all O ld Timer 
activities since 1962,1 feel that the time has 
come to resign from the idea of a SAM Inter
national Champs. I respectfully request you 
release me from such duty.

As far as I am concerned, the Interna
tional SAM Champs has been destroyed by 
exaggerations, mistruths, rumors, and hear
say. Truly a shame for all the people who 
were w illing to participate and help run this 
meet.

Inasmuch as the International Champs 
are now moribund, this letter w ill be pub
lished in the "Plug Sparks" column to let 
one and all know the contest situation at 
Reno. The following activities in the Reno- 
Stead area are cancelled:

1. Stead A ir Base (including all auxiliary 
fields), R. Marra, P.R.

2. Convention Center (AMA), Dan He- 
bers via Vince Mankowski.

3. AM A Nats, john Worth.
4. M ECA "Crando," Robert Cowles, 

MECA.
5. A ll Standard SAM R/C events, Don 

Bekins.
6. A ll Standard F/F SAM events, Urn 

Persson.
7. Nostalgia Champs, Ralph Prey.
8. Lee Renaud Memorial, loe Beshar.
9. Control Line O.T. events, WAM Myrtle 

Coad.
10. Special O.T. Glider event, Larry Hora- 

cek, S.5.S. & SAM 26.
11. In ternationa l 50th Anniversary  

Wakefield, SAM 35.
12. limmy Allen Races, lim  Root & SAM

41.
13. A ll Balsa R.O.G. Or.), Pharis Models.
14. RTF Special Delta Or.), Ernie Johnson.
15. Proposed Indoor Meet, SAM 8.
16. Special R/C Electric Events, SAM 21 

Roselle.
17. Ohlsson 60 Event, SAM 30 Nicholau.
18. Ohlsson 23 Event, SAM 27 Bekins.
19. Letters of Notification, SAM 35, SAM
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More Power, save weight 

Very high efficiency only 0.06V loss 
at 20 A. Size 2 J x lJ x 4 3  

Add S1.00 for (hipping 
California residents add 6.5% $163 Tax 

Send Check or money order to
'  JO High Sky

Kataba connector Η , >  3929 KaflSaS St. #9
a H E S i" ' San Diego,CA 92104

A T  LAST...
A Free Flight Model 
Retrieval System that 
works . ..  EVERY TIME.
An ultra light weight, long range
miniature transmitter combined with a 
highly sensitive receiver and directional 
antenna will quickly help you track and 
locate your plane.
N EVER  LO SE AN O TH ER M O D EL!
Send SASE For Brochure

Jim  Walston 
Retrieval Systems
725 Cooper Lake Rd. S.E. 
Smyrna. GA 30080 
404/434-4905

1788 Australia, SAM Italia, NOTAM, Aust.
20. "Breakfast" Flight, Tom Scruggs.
21. SAM Shirts & Mementos, W. C. Funk.
22. George Steiner, R/C Frequency 

Coordinator.
23. Harry lenks, R/C Frequency Pin 

Control.
24. Airborne (Australia), Merv Buck- 

master, Ed., Colin Borthwick.
25. Proposed Zipper-Only event, lim  

Thomas.
26. R/C Team Demo, Eut Tileston.
We could dwell on the subject but to no 

avail. However, this writer is not completely 
discouraged and w ill continue to support 
SAM. You can't please everyone, and in this 
case, a small vociferous minority. ·

F /F  Scale.......... Continued from page 47

Power Scale (the latter cannot start until 
9:00 a.m. due to field regulations). There 
w ill also be two mass launch events, W W II 
and Golden Age. For the mass launch 
events, the models w ill not be scrutinized 
too closely, just as long as they are not 
"ghost" models. They w ill not be judged 
like the other events. Remember, these 
models w ill not be judged by AM A rules 
but rather by the F.A.C. rules. These provide 
bonus points for those unusual airplanes, 
plus all events are hand launched! So, 
please get the August date down on your 
'89 calendar. W e are going to try and make
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Λ ΐ  A QQICIpn Α η ς  IM P O R TA N T  IN S TR U C TIO N S : Non-Commercial (personal items) rate is 40
wLMwOlllCU AUO cents per word, w ith a minimum of $6.00. Commercial rate is 50 cents per

word, w ith a minimum of $10.00. No ad agency discounts allowed. Phone number counts as two words, abbreviations 
count as whole words and will be spelled out. All ads are payable w ith order, and may be fo r any consecutive insertion 
period specified. Send ad payment to: M O D E L B U IL D E R , Classified Ads, 898  W. 16th., Newport Beach, CA 92663.

SCALE RUBBER PLANS Ryans, Stinstons, Boe
ings, Curtiss, Thompson, Japanese, French, 
German, 29 all new collector quality plana $600 
each. SASE for list. Flying Scale Inc., 1905 
Colony Rd., Metairie Louisiana 70003.

WANTED RTF u/c Planes from Aurora/K&B, 
Comet. Cox. Gilbert, Sterling. Testors. Wenmac. 
etc. Complete or pieces, buy or trade John 
Fietze, PO Box 593. Lynbrook. New York 11563.

WANTED: Ignition model airplane engines and 
model race cars made before 1950. Jim Clem, 
1201 E. 10, P.O. Box 524, Sand Springs, Okla
homa 74063: (918)245-3649

WANTED SPARK IGNITION MODEL AIR
PLANE engines circa 1930-46 Fair, competi
tive prices. Tom Forsythe, 318-12th Ave., Box 
141, New Glarus, W isconsin 535 74: 
(608)527-2066.

Tired of forming props on bottles and cans, with 
uncertain results? Try our computer-designed 
hardwood prop forms. 3 sizes. Any pitch, from 
Peanuts to Wakefields. To 6” dia. $8.00; 12" 
$10.00; 20” $1500, plus $2.00 shipping and han
dling. E. Wickland, 2412 Tucson Ava, Pensacola, 
Florida 32506.

JET-X "Blowtorch," all balsa, P-38 configuration, 
16" span. Shipped ready-to-fly, $15.00. Al Doyle 
4015 San Jacinto #404D, Houston, Texas 77004.

Half-mil aluminized mylar 48" wide Can be used 
lo make bag for Silver Cloud R/C blimp (see MB  
Dec. 87) or your own design. Instructions in
cluded upon request. 50<P/ft plus $5.00 for UPS 
shipping. Tony Avak, 114 Atlanta St., Lexington 
Park. Maryland 20653.

“HELLO HOVER LOVER." This is for the pilot 
with a passion! THE ALL NEW 1989 HELO- 
CALENDAR It makes a wonderful gift, espe
cially if you want to convert a fixed-wing friend! 
Pictures are Ηι-Gloss and each color picture 
is suitable for framing. Includes trivia and date 
facts, full-size and R/C. Measures (8.5" x 11" 
x 17" open). This new 1989 HELO-CALENDAR 
should make a welcome addition to any work 
bench, shop or hangar. Send $10.00 U.S. mo
nies. check or money order, outside continen
tal U.S add $200 postage and handling to: 
The R/B Bunch. PO Box 27082. Memphis, Ten
nessee 38127-0082

4-STROKE ENGINE REBUILDING. OS . Enya. 
and Saito $17.50 (singles) plus parts and ship
ping. 25 years mechanical experience, 4 years 
with 4-strokes. Richard Lowry, 2112 W. Olive, 
Springfield, Missouri 65802; (417)865-1947

SPECIALIZING IN MAJOR DECALS: for fast 
service and good prices, send for free catalog 
to- Clark’s Aircrafters Supplies, 501 Raintree Mal
vern. Pennsylvania 19355.

PLANS ENLARGED — Large scale specialists. 
Model drafting software. PC model software. 
Free catalog. Concept Technology, P.O. Box 
669D. Poway. California 92064. (619) 486-2464

NEW DIESEL ENGINES for sale Easiest starl
ing MK-17 .09 C/L $38. World's best KMD .15 
C//L $64. MVVS .09 R/C $48. Send check to: 
Mr John Pfeifer, 6608 Marsden St., Philadel
phia. Pennsylvania 19135
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IMPORTED DIESEL ENGINES -  WORLDS 
BEST SELECTION: Current production Aurora, 
Cipolla. D-C, Enya. KMD. Mikro. MK-17, MVVS, 
PAW, Pfeffer, Silver Swallow & USE Diesels. Also 
Mills and Taplin Twin replica diesels and very 
special imported glow engines. $1.00 Catalog 
CARLSON ENGINE IMPORTS, 814 E. Marconi, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85022.

ANTIQUE MODEL IGNITION PARTS CATA
LOG GHQ, Delong, OK. McCoy, others 
Timers, needle valves, tanks, cylinders, oper
ating instructions, kits Catalog 1988. 1,000 
Parts. $5.00 pp. Foreign $9.00. Chris Rossbaeh. 
R.D. I Queensboro Manor, Box 390, Glovers- 
ville. New York 12078.

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED PATCHES. Your de
sign, made any size, shape, colors. Five-patch 
minimum, guaranteed colorfast. Free brochure 
Hein Specialties, Inc., Dept. 238, 4202 North 
Drake, Chicago. Illinois 60618-1113.

COMPUTER PROGRAM: PATTERN MASTER 
— Use your IBM P/C or compatible to make 
cutting patterns for aircraft covering. Program 
and user guide $24.95; demo version (includes 
$5 coupon for full version) $5.00. Chandero 
Systems, 14 Parkview, Long Valley. New Jer
sey 07853

WANTED: Hobby Shack's Pilot Kit #100869, 
Stephens Akro 25 size airplane kit. Call Bob at 
(215) 369-0138 or write to Bob Green, RD #1 
Box 195, Boyertown, Pennsylvania 19512.

SCALE PLANS: Curtiss, Grumman, Vought. 
SASE for list. C.F. Smith. Smith Plans, 9043 Far
way Blvd., Sun Lakes, Arizona 85248. (602) 
895-8745.

We stock the complete line of Easy Built kits from 
Canada, rubber gas and electric. Also Dubois, 
Deils, Fresno, others. Catalog $1.00. Airmen's 
Supply Co., RO. Box 1593, Norfolk, Nebraska 
68702-1593.

ANTIQUE & OLD TIMER PARTIAL KITS also 
custom 1/4-sca)e kits, any plans. Send large 
SASE for each price list wanted. MC. Visa ac
cepted. Klarich Custom Kits, 2301 Sonata Dr.. 
Rancho Cordova, California 95670; 
(916)635-4588

1930s MODEL SHOP! Sawed prop blanks, 
WWI/Balloon/Streamline balsa wheels, Hinoki 
wood, color nitrate, sticks, tissue bobbins, prop 
hinges, bamboo, old Scale/Contest plans, and 
more! Illustrated mail order catalog; $2. Oldtimer 
Model Supply, RO. Box 7334, Van Nuys, Califor
nia 91409.

HOBBY SUPPLIES at discount. Send stamped 
self addressed envelope for catalog. Penron 
Products, Box 13051, Arlington. Texas 
76094-0051.

3,000+ old MAGAZINES/BOOKS — Model, Avi
ation. Lists: $1.75 and 45® SASE. Vern Clements, 
308 Palo Alto Dr., Caldwell, Idaho 83605

U.S. FIGHTER ART! Beautiful line-art prints of 
4 exerting American warbirds: P-26A Peashooter, 
P-51D Mustang. F-16 Falcon, Stealth Fighter. 
1T'x14". $6.95 each, all 4 for $25.00. Aero- 
graphics, 7898 E. Acoma, #208, Scottsdale Ar
izona 85260.

HEAVY DUTY HI-START PARACHUTES. Small 
$7.50 plus $1 S&H, large $850 plus $1 S&H. Air
men's Supply Co., P.O. Box 1593, Norfolk, 
Nebraska 68702-1593.

DISCOUNT HOBBY SUPPLIES: Everything for 
the free flight enthusiast. Balsa, tissue kits and 
more! Send SASE to: Discount Model Supply, 
629 South Breed St., Los Angeles, California 
90023

"LEARNING TO FLY R/C With Or Without An 
Instructor," $2.95 plus .65 postage. Jim Water
man, 3818 Deerfield Dr.. San Antonio, Texas 
78218.

WANTED: Berkeley and Cleveland kits or 
related items: parts, plans, boxes, brochures, 
books, ads, radio equipment, accessories, etc. 
Gordon Blume, 4649191st Ave S.E.. Issaquah. 
Washington 98027.

Randolph Butyrate and Nitrate dope Twenty- 
three colors. Three new all-wood control line kits, 
or plans only. 1950s style kits, complete Scratch- 
builders supplies. Send large 45-cent SASE 
ABC Hobby Supplies, P O. Box 2391, Clarks
ville. Indiana 47131.

SCALE DOCUMENTATION: PLAN ENLARG
ING. Photo packs, three views, drawings for 
1600 aircraft. Super Scale R/C plans for Giant, 
Sport. 60-page catalog $4.00. Scale Plans and 
Photo Service, 3209 Madison Ave., Greens
boro, North Carolina 27403; (919) 292-5239.

BENSON HOBBY PRODUCTS Designer and 
manufacturer of a wide range of electronic ac
cessories for electric R/C. High quality, low 
prices SASE for brochure Benson Hobby Prod
ucts, 7119 N. Chimney Rock Place, Tucson, Ar
izona 85718.

Brass rod. tubing, sheets, screws, bolts X-acto 
tools. Small Quantities, free catalog. Elwick, 
Dept. 726-T, 230 Woods Lane Somerdale New 
Jersey 08083.

WWI AND WWII POSTERS. In color, imported 
from England, 20 x 30. suitable for framing 
Sample photos, send $1.00 to Biggin Hill Publ., 
Box 786-0, Freeport. New York 11520.

MAKE A BEERCAN BIPLANE, 9 inches long 
with 14-inch wingspan. Instructions, patterns, 
photographs. $9.95. Kit Nine RO. Box 72104, 
Marietta, Georgia 30007.

BARGAIN SALE! Large selection of R/C Scale 
British MAP Aircraft and Ship plans Send SASE 
for list to Repla-Tech International, 48500 McKen
zie Hwy.. Vida, Oregon 97488,

IGNITION AND GLOW ENGINES Collectors, 
runners, used, new Sell, trade, buy. SASE for 
large list. R. L. Eierman. 504 Las Posas. Ridg
ecrest, California 93555; (619)375-5537

ATTENTION INDOOR FLIERS! Fast and power
ful motorized rubber band winder. Battery po
wered $10 postpaid Electric Winder, 1441 E 
54th Place. Chicago, Illinois 60615.

SCALE DOCUMENTATION: Aircraft photos and 
photo packs, civil, military, warbirds, eta Detailed 
close-ups, nose art, unit badges. Catalog $1.50. 
AirPhoto, Dept. MB. 3 Leelynn Circle, London
derry, New Hampshire 03053.

MODEL BUILDER
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this a most desirable event! Let me end this 
by saying that this Flightmaster contest is in 
no way trying to compete with the Flying 
Aces Nats. All we are trying to do is to get 
some fun back in F/F Scale out here on the 
West Coast!

For those unfamiliar with the F.A.C. rules 
we w ill make them available, plus I w ill 
print a condensed version in this column.·

Byron Bullet. . Continued from page 23

marginal, yet rudder functioned normally. 
The Bullet set itself up in a skidding turn 
and continued to orbit the field with Marty 
and Dave handing the transmitter back and 
forth. The engine, which was running at 
high throttle, but very roughly, finally quit,

4"x8" vacuum former with self-contained heat 
source Easily constructed from local materials. 
Plans $12.00 Complete unit $42.00 postpaid. 
GRACO MODELS, Box 18358 Kearns. Utah 
84118.

MODEL ENGINES, new, used, diesel, glow, 
spark. List for SASE or two stamps. Bill McNei- 
Ian, 112 County Road 2390. Aztec, New Mex
ico 87410.

WANTED: Veco, Johnson, K&B, O.S. Max, Su
per Tiger, Fox, etc. control line engines. Glow 
or diesels David Zwolak. 1336 St Vincent St., 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19111.

Everything from AUTOGIROS to ZAIC BOOKS! 
Send $2 for complete catalog of publications, 
plans, cards and more Bill Hannan's PEANUTS 
& PISTACHIOS, Vol 2 @ $495 and Vol. 3 @ 
$5.00 still available Both volumes packed with 
plans, photos and pointers. Add $1.50 postage 
& packing California orders add appropnate 
sales tax. HANNAN'S RUNWAY. PO. Box A, Es
condido, California 92025.

R/C SKYDIVER: Free falls, opens chute and 
steers using one servo. Easy to build. Low cost. 
SASE for details Bob Patterson, Box 662MB, 
St. Croix Falls, Wisconsin 54024,

and the Bullet pancaked in a nearly level at
titude. W ithin seconds we saw flames 
erupt; Marty dashed to the site with a fire 
extinguisher. When the fire was put out and 
the model was inspected, the cause of the 
episode became apparent. The tuned pipe 
ruptured at the dome (the end farthest from 
the engine). This directed hot exhaust onto 
some of the radio components and caused 
the partial loss of control. The battery pack 
was charred beyond recognition when it 
was pulled from the airframe.

"M arty notified the Byron factory of the 
pipe failure and even sent a video tape of 
the flight for their observation. W ithin sev
eral weeks, the factory released test results 
to us and suggested a fix. It was determined 
after numerous factory engine runs that the 
tuned pipe temperature of a Rossi .90 burn
ing 10-percent nitro fuel was substantially 
higher than the same engine burning 20- 
percent nitro. I am not sure why, but Byron's 
test consistently demonstrated that the 'hot
ter' fuel produced lower exhaust heat (at 
least the pip>e was cooler).

"W e switched to 20-percent Byrojet fuel 
and went through the bench-run process 
again. A second cylinder head shim was 
added to lower the compression slightly, 
and consistent runs of 20,200 rpm were 
achieved. This translated to a static thrust of 
more than 13.5 pounds.

'There was no evidence of stress on the 
new pipe during the bench runs; however, 
installation in the model would provide the 
acid test.

'The model was passed back to Mr. Mal- 
chione who strapped on the transmitter and 
proceeded to fly the Bullet now sporting a 
new fuselage, new tuned pipe, and partially 
new radio. This time, all went perfectly. The 
model displayed an excess of thrust; its air
frame should be very happy with a smaller 
engine, such as the Rossi .81 or O.S. .77. The 
Bullet's speed and vertical ability was out
standing. This model could clearly hold its

'G e o d e t ic  GALAXIE" 
COMPETITION j X  
FREE FLIGHT!

designed by;
Vic Cunnynghe·. ) r

1/2 A (312 Sq. i n . )  
A -B  (585 Sq. i n . )

2 4 .9 5
3 7 .9 5

CONTROL LINE CLASSICS 
PO* WO* (Bob Palmer) 
ORIENTAL (Dee Rice)

59.95
59.95

GALAXIE MODEL COMPANY
BOX 4842 COVINA. CA 91723

own against other high-performance jets. 
The most notable characteristic was the su
perb smoothness of the model. Marty had 
the surfaces set in accordance with the 
manual which provides perfect control 
harmony.

"After nearly six minutes in the air, Dave 
landed with half-full tanks. There was no 
evidence of damage to the tuned pipe, nor 
was there any evidence of charring to the 
airframe.

"A few final observations about our expe
rience and the project: I have always said 
that Byron Originals is one of the most re
sponsible and professional firms serving 
our hobby. They deliver what they advertise 
and they have a history of supporting their 
products. Our Bullet project is further evi
dence of this. The Bullet was designed and 
test-flown by the factory before the Rossi .90 
was available. The model was proven using 
earlier smaller engines in numerous pre- 
production prototypes before it was 
released to the general market.

'The Byron factory truly impressed me 
with their immediate attention to the prob-
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M i Fult-S iz· plans purchased from MODEL BUILDER 
Magazine kx^ude a rsprint o( the ccnatiuctlon article. If build
ing Instructions mare pari <* the a rlic i*

SEND TO: MOOEL BUILDER PLANS SERVICE
8 9 6  W  16th S t.. N ew po rt B each , CA 926 6 3

Minimum order: $10.00

No. 34891 PR ETT Y  B IR D  S12.00
Simple, lightly built 58" sport R/C ship 
for .40—.48 four-strokes. Alex McLeod.

No. 3489-OT SU PER  ST O FER  S6.50
Half-A version of Harold Stofer's 1939 
pylon model. 34" span. By Jose Tellez.

No. 2891 NORD 3202 S10.00
Scale model of French primary trainer, 
for .19 to .25 power, by Ted Schreyer.

No. 2892 1/3 GIPSY MOTH $25.00
Plans blown up from original 1/4-scale 
design by Bill Northrop. Ten-foot span.

No. 289-OT ALERT $10.00
Very competitive 53" B/C pylon design 
by Michael LaTorre, from Dec. '42 A.T.

No. 1891 DAYDREAM BIPLANE $23.00
A big, easy-flying sport scale designed 
for a .65 4-stroke. 60”  span. Benjamin.

No. 1891-O.T. LI'L MISERY $7.50
An interesting fuselage pod-model from 
'42 with 50”  span. By Cohen & Worth.

No. 12881 R/C GUFF $25.00
Pioneer R/C aircraft, w on '38,'39 , ’40, 
'47 Nats, nowinSmithsonian.Walt Good.

No. 11881 THE WHISP $10.00
Simple R/C hand launch glider for slope 
or park flying. 49-inch span. By J .  Tank.

No. 11881-OT CLASS C GLIDER $7.50 
A Joe Weathers classic glider design from 
Flying Aces, 1939. Wingspan is 30 inches.

No. 10881 HAWKER HURRICANE $17.00
A control line φοτι scale for .30 to .40 
engines, made of cardboardi C. Felton

NEW ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
U.S. orders, including APO and FPO, add 
20% of total order for shipping and han
dling. Overseas orders (includes Canada 
and Mexico) add 50% of total order. Remit 
payment by International Money Order or 
U.S. funds, drawn on U.S. bank. Please, no 
cash or C.O.D.’s. Mastercard or Visa include 
card number, expiration date, and signa
ture. Add 5% to credit card orders. Califor
nia residents add 6% sales tax.

No. 1088-OT PORTERFIELD $7.50
Rubber scale monoplane from 1940 Fly
ing Aces. 28-inch span. C. McCullough.

No. 9881 BLACK STAR $10.00
A swept-wing, Vee-tailed R/C model for 
an .049. Uses foam wings. By Saponara.

No. 9882 CONSOLIDATED XBY-1 $7.50  
A rubber-powered bomber in 1/20 scale 
with a 27-inch span. By Mark Fineman.

No. 1073-OT GOLDBERG ZIPPER $10.00 
Most famous of all OT gas models, ended 
cabin era Redrawn by Phil Bernhardt

No. 1881 SUPER PLAYBOY $15.00
A large-scale version of the popular OT 
in R/C for .90 4-stroke. Al Novotnik.

No. 1881-O.T. HOMESICK ANGEL $6.50 
A fine-flying, 38-inch wingspan rubber 
model from 1938. By Jim Noonan.

No. 1287-O.T. STAHL S GYPSY $6.50
Earl Stahl's 1939 Wakefield entry for 
rubber power, in a new plan drawing.

No. 8881 MEYERS OTW-160 $10.00
A sport-scale replica of a classic biplane 
for .45 power. 50-3/4" span. Rohrback.

No. 8881-OT F.A. COMMERCIAL $5.00
From the October, 1936 issue of Flying 
Aces, a fun rubber job by Herbert Spatz.

No. 7881 LITTLE JOHN $10.00
Reduced-size version of Bill Northrop's 
"Big John," for 4-strokers. A. McLeod.

Ν α 788-OT FOO-2-U-2 $5.00
A small electric version of Dick Obarski's 
1938 Old Timer favorite. By Don Srull.

No. 6881 SUKHOI SU-26 $10.00
A control line profile model for .35 eng
ines. 48-1/2-inch wingspan. R. Schneider.

No. 973-OT SPOOK 48 $8.50
Well-known gull wing design qualifies for 
Antique Old Timers. By Snyder & Muir.

No. 5881 FEATHER $10.00
A very easy-building hand-launched R/C 
glider with a four-foot span. Frank Green.

No. 673-OT ALBATROSS $10.00
Class C gas ship designed by George 
Reich. Redrawn by Phil Bernhardt.

No. 4881 BOXY-Z $7.50
A 1/2A canard design for R/C with Ace 
foam wings, easy building. By G. Weber.

No. 488-OT LANZO'S DUPLEX $7.50
Chet Lanzo’s famous 42-inch span re
cord setting rubber model from 1937.

No. 4882 A-3 BUBAK $7.50
An A-3 class glider, easy to build and 
fly, from Czechoslovakia. L. Siroky.

Ν α 3881 TR-260 $15.00
'Small' Giant Scale model of a French 
aerobatic plane for Quadra. Don H int

No. 2881 BOBCAT MARK II $15.00 
Large 'Could-Be-Scale' model of a single 
seat aerobatic craft By Bob Benjamin.

No. 2882 PARNALL PIXIE $7.50
Rubber-powered semi-cantilevered-wing 
model with 26-1/2-inch span. F. Baecke.

No. 573-OT-1 AERBO.O20 $7.50
Replica of 1941 Class A Nats winner. 
Span 30" Redesigned by Phil Bernhardt.

No. 1881 SUPER PLAYBOY $15.00
A large-scale version of the popular OT 
in R/C for .90 4-stroke. A l Novotnik.

No. 1881-O.T. HOMESICK ANGEL $6.50 
A fine-flying, 38-inch wingspan rubber 
model from 1938. By Jim  Noonan.

No. 12871 SILVER CLOUD $15.00
A helium-filled, 8-3/4-foot long R/C 
blimp for indoor use. ByTonyA vak.

No. 1287-O.T. STAHL'S GYPSY $6.50
Earl Stahl's 1939 Wakefield entry for 
rubber power, in a new plan drawing.

lem, and their suggestion of a fix. It should 
also be noted that Byron does not manufac
ture the tuned pipe, yet they have assumed 
much of the responsibility to make the sys
tem better.

"In sum, I consider the Bullet to be an ex
cellent value for experienced modelers 
who want an introduction to jet flight or 
who are looking for a simple model to ac
cumulate more jet experience without risk
ing a complex scale subject. The Rossi .90 
is clearly the most powerful ducted fan en
gine in general distribution. Its operation 
with the new Byrojet fuel is breathtaking. 
Our model achieved a thrust-to-weight ratio 
well in excess of 1:1.

"I would suggest, however, that if you 
plan operations from grass fields, you 
should lengthen the landing gear and use 
larger tires. The Bullet sits close to the 
ground and could use a greater rotation an
gle for more positive soft field takeoffs." ·

Counter.......... Continued from page 9

Hills, California 92653.
* * *

"Avistar 40" is the name of the new ARF 
R/C ship from Great Planes. This is a .40 po
wered model of very conventional design 
that is being marketed as a four-channel 
trainer for novice pilots. The Avistar 40 fea
tures all-wood construction and comes pre
covered with heat-shrink plastic film in a 
red/white/blue color scheme, leaving only 
minor assembly and installation of engine 
and radio—a few hours work at most. W ing
span is 60 inches.

Also from Great Planes is the new Hob- 
bico expanded scale voltmeter, which can 
be used to test your 9.6-volt transmitter 
packs and 4.8-volt airborne packs. The in
strument tests your batteries under a simu
lated load, and by interpreting the readings 
you can get an accurate picture of your bat

tery's discharge characteristics.
Both the new Avistar 40 and Hobbico 

ESV are available from your dealer or from 
Great Planes, P.O. Box 4021, Champaign, Il
linois 61820. ·

Jake............... Continued from page 11

pended to answer your letter. My writing 
tablet was in my briefcase which was in an 
overhead compartment 14 rows back and 
on the other side of the airplane. That was 
the nearest available space. The briefcase 
was wedged tightly under my hat and coat, 
and under the bowling ball that had been 
carefully placed on top of my hat and coat.

I hope I've given you the flavor of modern 
air travel. As to my advice about taking the 
plane. . .don't! Hitch a ride in the back of a 
garbage truck, cattle car, or sewage tanker. 
In the long run, you'll arrive fresher and in a 
better mood.

Jake
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* » *
Dear lake:

August 8, 1988, or 8-8-88, occurred this 
year amidst much hoopla from the psycho- 
numerologists and the rest of the lunatic 
fringe. Anything out of the ordinary happen 
to you that day?

Thomas in Trenton, New lersey 
Dear Thomas:

Not a thing. That fate-by-the-numbers 
stuff is a bunch of baloney.

Jake
Dear lake:

Enclosed please find a summons for your 
appearance in Manchester County Traffic 
Court. You w ill be required to enter a plea 
on the speeding ticket issued to you at 8:08 
p.m. on August 8 for exceeding the speed 
limit by 8 mph on Route 888 at the 88-mile 
marker. Issuing officer is Sgt. Aldo Hewett, 
badge No. 88-888. Court time is 8:00 a.m. 
Should you decide not to contest the ticket, 
you may mail in the $88 fine plus 58 court 
costs. Send your check to: Clerk of Records, 
Manchester County Court, Department 8, 
888 South Madison, Manchester, Oregon 
88888.

Roscoe W. Richardson 
Clerk of Courts

* * *
Dear lake:

One of my students showed me your dis
sertations on aerodynamic half-life. I found 
the concept that an aircraft's ability to fly er
odes with time intriguing and began 
research of my own. M y findings have con
firmed your claim that loss of subatomic 
aerion particles through radiation is re
sponsible for the phenomenon. I have also 
verified your definition of aerodynamic 
half-life as the time it takes for an aircraft to 
lose half of the aerions it originally had, 
and therefore, half of its ability for flight.

While the majority o i my results have 
supported your theories, I have found a 
skew in the data which indicates that local 
geography may affect aerion radiation be
tween terrain and aerodynamic half-life? If 
so, please explain. Thank you.

Professor Ottmuth in Columbus, Georgia 
Dear Professor:

There is indeed a very strong relationship 
between an aircraft's half-life and the geo
graphical area in which it is flown. Organic 
features of the landscape, such as tall trees, 
seem to lessen aerodynamic half-life. No 
one fully understands the scientific process 
at work, but it has been proven that model 
airplanes flown through a stand of trees do 
not last as long as ones flown over flat, 
featureless ground. Perhaps the pho
tosynthesis process carried on by the trees 
absorbs aerions and therefore saps the air
plane's flight capabilities.

Atmospheric conditions also affect aero
dynamic half-life. Studies show that aircraft 
flown in rain, lightning, and high winds 
have a lower life expectancy than those 
operated in clear, still air. Again, the scien
tific principle is not clear, but it is likely that 
aerions are washed away and/or blown 
away by the rain and wind. One researcher 
in Pismo Beach, California, also believes 
that the static electricity in lightning can 
reverse the charge of an aerion particle and 
change it into an antiaerion. If this turns out

■ir MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND ☆

M A Y  2 7 - 2 8 - 2 9  
TAFT, CA  
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to be true, it would explain poor flight 
characteristics in thunder storms, because 
antiaerion-laden objects have aerodynamic 
half-lives near statistical zero.

For those of you unfamiliar with the an
tiaerion, it is a gravity amplifying subatomic 
particle which increases the attraction be
tween an object and the Earth, and there
fore makes flight virtually impossible. A 
good example of an object with a high an
tiaerion content would be either a Buick or 
Nell Carter.

Jake

W orkbench.. .  Continued from page 11

thin and thick viscosities.
A bonus feature of the new UFO  cyano is 

that it is also WFF, or W hite Foam Friendly 
(we made that up), in that it can be used for 
bonding white foam without a protective 
primer. Now you can add spars and wood 
skin to foam cores without any additional 
steps.

The new UFO  is used just like the regular 
stuff. . .H ot Stuff, that is. Fact is, you can 
just continue to use the regular Hot Stuff 
products if they don't bother you. You save a 
little, as the UFO  is a little more expensive, 
but on the other hand, you don't have to be 
as concerned about adequate ventilation, 
and if you do a lot of foam bonding, it w ill 
probably be less expensive, as you won't 
need the foam primer. The same Hot Shot 
and Kick-lt accelerators can be used for 
either type. ·

COVERUP!
Sturdy, high quality, rich dark 
green vinyl-covered binders for 
your valued copies of MODEL 
BUILDER Magazine. Gold lettering 
on spine and front cover.

One Binder.................. $&95
Three Binders............ $1795
Five Binders.............. $2795

(For more tnan 5, include 
$5.00 for each additional 
binder.)

Shipping: Binders shipped in U.S. by 
UPS only. For one binder, add $2.25. 
For each additional binder add 75<t. For 
binders shipped outside U.S., add 
$4.00 for one binder. For each addi
tional binder, add $1.50. For Air Mail 
rates overseas, please inquire.

PLEASE. . . A ll paym ents  m us t b e  in U.S. 
funds, d raw n on a U.S. Bank.

California residents add 6% Sales Tax

M O D E L S
B U IL D E R

898 W. 16th Street 
Newport Beach, CA 92663

FAI RUBBER
SIZES: 1/4", 3 /1 6 ". 1/8". 3 /3 2 ", 1 /16"
. 042 th ick one pound  box.

Price: $13.95 no lube (Slick costs $1.751 
Price: $14.95 includes 4 oz. S lick Lube. 
Postpaid in  US via UPS Ca. add 6% tax.

100 FF  kits inc. Coupe Deville, Starduster, 
H .L. Gliders, Pee Wee 30, Potent 30 & more. 
Satellites, 3 Pearls, Pacifiers, KSB, Seelig 
timers, Tilka, Open rubber, front ends, Fuse, 
3 prop kits. Winders, Books, much hardware.

1988/89 CATALO G S1.50

F. A .I .  M o d e l S u p p ly
PO  BOX 3 9V  TORRANCE CA 90510
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A PRECISION INSTRUMENT 
FOR THE DISCRIMINATING MODELER

• Safe, Rear Draw-Bar Clutch
•  Precision, Instrument-Quality Materials
•  Strong-Holding Advanced Collet Design
•  Non-Rolling Hex Cross-Section
•  Deeply Knurled, Non-Slip Grip
•  Long-Life, Stainless,

Surgical Steel Blades
See your dealer, or order direct. Orders are shipped 
First Class in the U.S. Add 10% o f total order. For 
overseas air mail, including Canada & Mexico, add 
50% o f total order. Remit by International Money 
Order or U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank. Postage 
is paid on APO and FPO orders. Calif, residents add 
6% sales tax. Dealer inquiries invited.

Available in seven satin anodized handle colors: 
silver, blue, red, green, gold, black, & violet. 
Complete set in fitted hardwood case: includes 
uber Skiver, together with two vials containing 
four No. 11, and one each of Nos. 10, 12, 15,
and 2 0 ..........  $16.95
Individual handles (specify color) $6.95
Vial of 6 blades (No. 10, 11, or 15) $4.00

(No. 12 or 20) $4.00

MODEL BUILDER PRODUCTS
898 W. 16th S t, Newport Beach, California 92663

IN THE BEST CIRCLES, 
IT S It  b e r  s k iv e r



COMPUTER CONTROL
Precision, fully electronic, comput

er programming is at your finger 
tips with Futaba’s new Seven Series 
systems.

With the 7UAP/7UAF 7 channel 
aircraft system s you have accurate 
computer control for ATV, dual rate, 
exponential and mixing. Using data 
input keys, all programming settings 
are made in 1% increments and 
are displayed on the LCD screen. ^

For the serious flyer, the benefits of 
computer programming is obvious. Flap- 
eron and aileron differential, snap roll (4), 
programmable mixing, fail safe and other 
settings are made, displayed and stored 
in memory for flawless performances 
time after time.

SCREENING OUT ERRORS
In addition to programming functions, 

the big LCD screen also provides infor
mation for servo reversing, PCM /PPM  
switching, transmitter battery voltage 
and elapsed time of operation. Every
thing you need to know for a perfect 
flight is there, in easy to read numbers, 
at the touch of a button. Even a low bat
tery warning signal is included.

FP T7UAP T>ONH024

7UAP PCM 1024 transmitter with trainer system and 
RF module.

NARROW MINDED 1991 RECEIVERS
Both the 7UAP and 7UAF systems 

include narrow band receivers that meet 
the 1991 standards. The 7UAP uses the 
sam e R129DP/9 Channel PCM  1024 
receiver as our 9VA professional model,

Large LCD indicator screen monitors all program
ming functions.

An inside look at the R129DP shows the exclusive 
Futaba PCM 1024 microprocessor and surface 
mount construction (SKIT).

while the 7UAF is equipped with an 
R128DF/8 Channel, dual conversion 
FM  unit.

The R129DP and R128DF are assem 
bled using the latest, SM T construction 
for super reliability, efficiency and com
pact size.

ERGONOMIC ENGINEERING
The stunning electronics of the 

Futaba Seven Series are encased 
in an all-new transmitter case, er
gonomically designed for comfort 
and optimum control access.

The contoured back gives you 
a more stable grip. Mix, rate and 
auxiliary channel controls are 
slanted for easier reach. And the 
open gimbal control sticks are 
adjustable for length.

CHOPPER COMPUTER
There are Futaba Seven Series for 

helicopters, too, but you won’t see the 
usual difference in the transmitter cases. 
Because of the many functions of the 
computer system, it was unnecessary 
to reposition many of the controls. What 
is different in the 7UHP/7UHF system s 
are five S5101 servos and 1000mAh 
NiCd packs.

Jo in  the computer age. The new 
Seven Series from Futaba are the sys
tems advanced airplane and helicopter 
pilots can count on.

7UHP PCM1024 
Transmitter.

A J  A  j i j i .

·“ · 1 B  *' ——  · i —  >

F utaba 1991
Futaba Corporation of America
555 West Victoria Street, Compton, CA 90220

£1989 Futaba Corp.



MRC-Tamiya’s Falcon.

on
performance,
tame on 
temperament

In creating The Falcon, Tamiya 
hatched a wild new breed of high 

technology machine. Because until now, this 
kind of performance demanded a Masters 
degree in Ft/C, hours of painstaking building, 
hole drilling, and expensive, super-specialized 
components. Then after all that effort, you were 

rewarded with constant tinkering 
and tampering every time the 
temperamental beast needed a 
tune-up—which was often.

Instinctively wild
Now, there’s The Falcon. You get wild performance without the 

wooly temperament. Because Tamiya’s built-in technology minimizes
the maintenance and maximizes 
the fun...assuring more perfor
mance per dollar than any other 
off-road racer in the land.

Incredible new breed
This fierce bird of prey features high-tech extras never available before — and if so, only associated with 

high-ticket, high-maintenance machines. Features like a perfectly pre-drilled, incredibly resilient resin, 
bathtub type chassis that makes others washouts. We gave birth to unique drive shafts, molded of resin 
and impregnated with metal pins. They give you strength and speed without weight you don’t need. This 
track predator also boasts four adjustable, coil-over oil filled shocks for toning down the ups and downs. 
Impressed? We've only scratched the surface. The Falcon’s advanced double wishbone front 
suspension keeps the wheel scratching the surface and tracking true, while the trailing arm suspension 
in the rear assures you’re always in the race for first place.
In-bred performance for less bread

For less than half the cost of those temperamental-types, The Falcon provides gutsy power and 
scintillating speed straight out of the box. No need to serve up special servos and the like. And when 
you’re ready to step up and really take off, it’ll sprout new wings with the addition of the revered 
Black, Technituned or Technipower motors. Add the blast of a bunch of ball bearings and higher 
performance tires for the finishing touch.
In stores now

MRC-Tamiya's Falcon. It’s a wild performer whose temperament won’t drive you 
wild. And an unbeatable value. Fly one out of a hobby shop near you soon.

*.t >
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